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Foreword

The idea of this series of brief papers on school planning problems came from dis-

cussions of the AIA Committee on School Buildings in 1951 under the chairmanship

of William W Caudill, AIA. As we have many times found true since then, in ten

years of working with this and other Institute committees, the members of these select

groups feel a serious -e,ponsibility to the membership as a whole for communication.

The question always recurs--"How can we get to the architects of the country some

of this information we receive from our contacts and experiences as committee

members?"
One method which appealed to this committee was this series of short papers

appearing several times a year, first in the AIA Bulletin then, with the end of that

ten-year-old publication (1947-1957), in the AM Journal.
From the beginning, an effort was made to prepare this material so that it would

also help laymen: architects' clients among school administrators, school board

members, state education officials and professors of education training future ad-

miniArators. To this end, these brief articles, going to all our members in the AIA

publications, have been reprinted (about 8200 copies of each issue) for several

kinds of distribution, for the most part free. Several thousand copies go to the

American Association of School Administrators, our long-time collaborators in many

projects, and through them to their mailing lists, including all county school superin-

tendents (some 3000). Several hundred go to the members of the National Council

on Schoolhouse Construction, another organization our committee has worked with

technical projects, whose members include state education department officials and

consultants. We sell 1200 copies of reprints of each issue to the Ontario Association

of Architects. Several AIA members buy small quantities for distribution to their

clientsa fine way to let them know you are continuing to think of solutions for some

of your mutual problems. Finally, the SPS reprints seem appreciated by US and

foreign visitors to the Octagon seeking special information. A rough estimate indicates

we have distributed nearly 400,000 copies of these SPS reprints in ten years. A few

vii



have been reprinted a second time, but many are out-of-print although frequently
requested. It has seemed better to make this selection from the ten years' series in
booklet form for sale at cost.

Cost? When we realize that all the papers have been contributed without pay by
busy people, that original preparation involved a lot of correspondence, seeking and
preparation of illustrations, editing, 2:xvireading, circulation of draft texts in many
cases for review by committee members (also busy people)we realize that the true
cost would be large. This modest series is really a major contribution to better school

architecture.
Our authors have included members of the committee, other AIA members,

educators, technical specialists and spokesmen for other organizations. Certain papers
were based on talks or prepared for special occasions. Those on school lighting
pertain in this way to the nine-year project of the joint task committee of the AIA,
the Illuminating Engineering Society and the National Council on Schoolhouse Con-
struction. Those on educational theatres resulted from our collaboration with the
Theatre Architecture Project of the American Educational Theatre Association. The
two on small schools were written by staff to indicate to our colleagues in the Inter-
national Union of Architects Working Commission on School Buildings that the
United States also had a concern for this building type and .o prepare for some
recognition of our architects in the current international efforts to provide educational
facilities for the developing countries.

It has been my personal good fortune to work more than these ten years with
the exceptional men of successive AIA Committees on School Buildings and Educa-
tional Facilities as their staff executive. As such, and as AIA Technical Editor, it has
fallen to me to edit this series. This particular compilation in book form has been
accomplished in record time by my most capable aide, Margaret Phillips, Assistant
to the Technical Editor, AIA Journal, and by Marilyn Housell, Assistant Art Di-
rector. Its several merits axe due to them, any defects go back to the original.

Eric Fawley, A1A

Editor AIA School Plant Studies



Selecting an Architect for School Building Construction

by the Joint Architectural Advisory Committee*

Potomac Valley and Washington-Metropolitan Chapters AlA

From a report prepared for the Board of Education of Montgomery County, Maryland

Boards of education and superin-
tendents have a serious obligation, not
only to themselves, but to many
generations of school children, in
selecting architects for their school
building programs. While it is true
that the success of a school building
project rests with many people, a is
the architect who determines whether
the completed structure will be "just
another building" or truly an "en-
vironment for learning." It is under-
standable teat there are times when
the superintendent and board mem-
bers feel the need for a set of criteria
by which they might evaluate the
qualifications of people who engage
in the practice of a profession as
complex as architecture.

Selection Methods

There are any number of ways in
which a board of education may
select an architect, although basi-
cally, these can be grouped into three
general categories, namely:

direct selection
comparative selection
design competition selection

In the direct selection method the
board may select its architect on the
basis of his reputation, demonstrated
ability and the recommendations of
others for whom the architect has
rendered service. This method is
commonly used where the board has
a continuing building program and
is therefore able, by means of con-
stant review, to evaluate the indi-
vidual performance of those archi-
tects already serving th board. The
list of architects can be expanded,
reduced or revised as the board sees
fit, and as the magnitude of the build-
ing program dictates.

The comparative selection method
calls for selection from a group of
architects who are given opportunity
to present evidence of their qualifi-
cations, either by means of a written
application or personal appearance
before the board or, as is most often
the case, by both written application
and personal appearance. This meth-
od of selection is most generally used
by school boards who are embarking
upon their first school building pro-
gram and have no backgrotnd of ex-
perience upon which to base their

selection. In this case the architects
are invited or have made application
for consideration.

In the design competition select'c'
method the architect is selected :1
means of an architectural comp,
tition. This method of selecting an
architect, while not common in the
school field, is time-honored among
architects and has produced some of
the world's great building designs.
Because of abuses which have arisen,
architects have press ibed certain
rules governing the conduct of such
competitions. These rules require,
among other stipulations, that the
selection of the winning designs be
placed in the hands of a competent
jury, and that certain remunerations
be set aside for the competitors and
winners.

Thus, while there is no question
that competitions invariably produce
stimulating results and provide op-
portunities for young architects which
they might not otherwise obtain, the
additional expense and time involved
have made this method of selection
somewhat difficult, particularly in
situations where expense or time is
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a governing factor. (Information on
the competition selection method is
contained in AIA Document B-
451)**

Use of Standard Questionnaire

In order that the board of educa-
tion, as well as the superintendent
and his staff, may have available at
all times sufficient information con-
cerning the architects already em-
ployed and those who may have re-
quested consideration, it would be
well to use a questionnaire form.
This form could be one specially
prepared by the school staff to suit
its own purposes, or one of several
nationally recognized standard forms.
Such a document has been prepared
by the National Council on School-
house Construction and the AIA
(AIA Document B-431). This stand-
ard form of questionnaire is prob-
ably the simplest of any available,
and yet gives sufficient information
for preliminary purposes. It also al-
lows the architect to supplement the
form with his own brcchure, photo-
graphs or other evidence of his quali-
fications.

The use of such a questionnaire
provides the superintendent and his
staff with uniform references for any
number of architectural firms. Fur-
ther, by the use of such a form, appli-
cations may be accepted at any time
during the year, with a complete
roster of interested firms readily
available for consideration. This may
serve to offset last-minute pressures
on the staff and board members and
yet assure each architect of a careful
evaluation of his qualifications.

It is suggested that selection of an
architect be based not solely on a
written form. Aftf consideration of
the information contained in the
questionnaire the superintendent, and
perhaps the board of education, will
want to interview those architects
whose qualifications appear to satisfy
best the board's requirements. Much
information which cannot be spelled
out in a written application is brought
forth in a personal interview and
serves to supplement, the superin-
tendent's knowledge, upon which he
can then make his recommendations
to the board.
General Considerations

In considering the many factors
bearing upon selection of an archi-
tect, there are a number of basic
questions which give serious concern
to board members.

LOCALE

One of these is the problem of
whether or not to consider only archi-
tects located within a restricted area
such as a county or state. The
architectural profession has never,

within its ranks, recognized jurisdic-
tions, except as these are governed by
the licensing laws of the various
states. Many architectural firms prac-
tice in several states. Generally speak-
ing, the fact that a local architect
has a knowledge of local conditions,
is available at a moment's notice and
has a deep concern for local problems
give him a distinct advantage.

Along these same lines, boards
are often confronted with demands
from architects based on the premise
that residence in a community carries
Wi.ls it cke right to rive coinm;.-
sion for a school building. Members
of the architectural profession, gen-
erally, are ever conscious that the
serving of a client is a privilege and
never a right. An architect is entitled
to consideration only when his pro-
fessional qualifications, measured in
terms of experience, competence and
integrity satisfy the standards set. by
the job to be done.

EXPERIENCE

Another question which so often
arises in the minds of board members
is one regarding consideration of
the architect with little or no experi-
ence in school planning. This is usu-
ally the yoanger practitioner who
may have a number of other building
types to his credit. It might be un-
wise to assign to this architect a
large and complex project, both on
the basis of lack of experience and
size of organization. Conversely, it
would be unfair to rule out of con-
sideration altogether the person who
has not yet designed a school, partic-
ularly if he has proved himself to be
competent and imaginative in other
fields. Architects, like doctors and
lawyers, are professional men li-
censed by a state after a long and
arduous period of education and
trainingbut there are individual
differences in talent and experience.
A talented young architect may be
able to take the educational concepts
and principles set forth by the edu-
cators and produce a school building
which will make a real contribution
to education and architecture. Ex-
perience alone does not guarantee a
good building.

There are no infallible guide-posts
in this matter and a board must make
its decision on the basis of its public
responsibilities, keeping in mind the
need for creative thinking and, at the
same time, realizing that there is no
substitute for experience.

ROUND-ROBIN APPROACH

The "round-robin" or "spread the
work" approach is sometimes recom-
mended to a board of education. This
provides for the assignment of proj-
ects to architects one after the other;
in other words, each architect can be
sure of a job as his turn comes

around. This takes care of everybody
and selection is not required. While
this method is simple, it is foreign to
our whole private enterprise way of
life. Any selection which does not
take into account merit or achieve-
ment is bound to produce school
buildings of uniform mediocrity. Ad-
vances in any field come only from
the stipulation of competition in its
finer sensethe generating of new
ideas, new techniques and new ac-
complishments.

Architect's Qualifications

Having discussed various methods
by which an architect is chosen, it
might be well to discuss some of the
factors which the superintendent or
board members might wish to con-
sider in evaluating an individual ar-
chitect's qualifications. Unfortunate-
ly, there are no standard procedures
or criteria which will serve for a
particular job. Each board must con-
sider its own peculiar needs and de-
vise its own ways of approaching
the problem.

There have been published lists of
questions which can provide a fairly
good basis for evaluating an archi-
tect's abilities and attitudes. One such
list was compiled by Dr. W. W.
Theisen, former Assistant Superin-
tendent of Schools, Milwaukee, Wis-
consin, and covers those points which
he considers of paramount impor-
tance in evaluating an architect:

"His Abilities"

1 Does he know his business? Has
he had adequate experience in the
field of school architecture? Is he
thoroughly competent and qualified
to give services which only an archi-
tect can give? Is he a leader in his
profession?
2 Does h have designing ability?
Does he have special ability in design-
ing the type of building desired?
3 Does he combine with the quali-
fications of an architect, the abilities
of an engineer? Will he plan a build-
ing which is sound and enduring in
every particular? Are the buildings
which he has erected highly satisfac-
tory from the standpoint of safety,
sanitation, heating, ventilating and

*Qommittee members:
William N. Denton, Jr., AIA
Dana B. Johannes, AIA
Paul H. Kea, AU
John W. McIvod, AIA
Joseph Miter, AIA
Ronald S. Senseman, AIA

**Available from The American Institute of
Architects, 1785 New York Avenue, N.W.,
Washingtou 6, D. C.
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lighting? if he is not himself a trained
engineer, has he associates who can
render first-class engineering service,
who will determine foundation re-
quirements accurately, who will com-
pute stresses and strains correctly and
prescribe requirements as to structure
and materials for carrying maximal
loads, who will design adequate sys-
tems of heating, ventilating and light-
ing in all of their details and who
will prescribe plumbing and sanitary
requirements which will prove satis-
LCMIAJLy

4 Does he possess a sense of the
esthetic and the artistic to a high de-
gree? Do the buildings he has de-
signed reveal beauty, beauty both in
their external and internal features?

5 Has he had good sense of econ-
omy? Does he know where to econo-
mize? Does he appreciate the fact that
utility is the first consideration and
economy second? Has he the ability
to prepare designs calling for ma-
terial which will require the least out-
lay for maintenance? Is he econom-
ical, but not to the point that dura-
bility is sacrificed or that resulting
maintenance costs are made unusu-
ally high?

6 Is he a specification writer of the
highest rink? Are his specifications
clear and free from ambiguity? Is
every unit of construction and instal-
lation so carefully detailed as to pre-
vent loopholes resulting in contro-
versies? Will they reduce to a mini-
mum the possibilities of careless and
of inferior workmanship, unmatched
colors, substitutions of inferior ma-
terial or equipment, and omissions,
and protect the board against the pay-
ment of large bills for extras? Will
the penalties exacted of contractors
act as an effective deterrent to the
"cutting of corners"? Are the archi-
tect's specifications open, or are they
closed to all but manufacturers and
suppliers who sell a particular brand

of product or manufactured articles,
thus narrowing the field of potential
bidders?

7 Is he a highly competent execu-
tive who will protect the board's in-
terest at all times? Is he competent to
advise the board on the responsibility
of bidders? Does he insist on a rigid
enforcement of contract provisions
before approving payments for work
done? Does he have the capacity to
make administrative decisions when
necessary? Has he a capacity for
dealing with contractors in such a
way as to get work done properly?
8 Is he equipped to supervise con-
struction? Will he provide compe-
tent and fearless inspection at all
times, regal dless of the number of
workmen engaged on the job, in or-
der that there shall be no use of in-
ferior materials, improper mixtures,
omissions, substitutions and careless
workmanship? Will he provide, in
addition to general inspection, spe-
cialists competent to pass upon heat-
ing, ventilating., electrical and other
installations when necessary?

"His Attitudes"

1 Are his honesty and integrity
above question? Is he financially hon-
est and not connected with any pro-
ducer or contractor? Are his claims
for consideration marked by thor-
oughness of understanding and sin-
cerity of purpose, or does he attempt
to sell his services through political
pull or through pretty pictures of
proposed buildings?

2 Will he have the confidence of
the board? Will he cooperate with the
board and the superintendent? Has
he given evidence in his previous
school building work of his ability
to work harmoniously with the super-
intendent and members of the board?
Is he abreast of the times and in-
formed concerning the growth prob-

lems of school architecture? Has he
a scientific attitude?
3 Is he relatively free from bias or
prejudice in favor of certain types of
design or does he tend to have set
notions in such matters as the ex-
ternal treatment of the building, the
distribution of windows, the type of
heating and ventilating equipment,
the spaciousness of corridors and
foyers, or the use of specialized types
of equipment, which are likely not
only to add many extra dollars to the
cost tout seriously interfere -,,vith the
educational efficiency of the building?
Is he concerned primarily with the
use rather than appearances? Do the
buildings which he has designed show
originality in architectural thinking
or do they reveal a deadly monotony
in style? If asked to plan an addition
does he show regard for the work of
previous architects in such a way as
to preserve some semblance of har-
mony in external treatments?
4 Is he open-minded? Is he willing
to study school problems? Is he suffi-
ciently willing to make chan3es with
a view to greater utility, improved
appearance, or lower cost when nec-
essary?"

So we see that there are a great
many things to be considered in se-
lecting an architect. Technical com-
petence alone is not qualification
enough in the design of a school
building. Architects, educators and
board members must concern them-
selves with the educational facilities
and be aware of the influence that
the classroom environment has upon
children during the formative period
of their development as good citizens.
It is important, therefore, that a
school building be thoughtfully and
patiently designed, and that men of
the highest integrity, judgment, busi-
ness capacity, aristic and technical
ability be chosen to provide the ar-
chitectural skills necessary to ac-
complish these ends.

3



Construction of a school build-
ing involves a great many groups
and individuals, all having differing
degrees of responsibility for the
final result. The relationship of
these, one with the other, can have
a decisive influence, not only upon
the building, but upon the success
or failure of the educational pro-
gram to be housed within its wails.
In an effort to clarify relationships
as well as responsibilities of the
various participants in a school
plant program, the National Coun-
cil on Schoolhouse Construction to-
gether with the AIA prepared a
pamphlet entitled "Responsibilities
and Relationships in Planning, De-
signing and Building a School
Plant" (AIA Document M-501 ).*

Functions of Architect

1 Review with the educational
staff the educational program and
proposed schedule of facilities pre-
paratory to making sketches.

2 Assist in site selection.

3 Prepare preliminary studies in-
cluding site utilization plans and
make revisions.

4 Be responsible for compliance
with the applicable building codes.

5 Determine structural methods
and materials.

6 Provide educational officials
with cost estimates and assist in
preparing project budgets.

7 Prepare final working drawings
and specifications, advertisements
and bid forms, assist in securing
bids, prepare tabulation of bids;
recommend contractors and pro-
vide information for the prepara-
tion of construction contracts and
bonds.

8 Direct the supervision of con-
struction, provide large-scale draw-
ings, check shop drawings, make
color selections, interpret drawings
and spe,cifications to the contractor,
check progress of work, issue pay-
ment certificates, and recommend
final acceptance.

9 Provide educational authorities
with final set of prints inc:uding on-
job changes and corrections.

10 Plan and specify equipme7t in
cooperation with the school author-
ities.

Educational Programming

Before the architect can start
development of even the most pre-
liminary sketches, he must under-
stand thoroughly the purposes and
requirements of the proposed struc-
ture. He must know the client's
needs, budget and of ..tr factors
which will affect the final design.
Consideration should be given, not
only to present needs, but also to
future expansion in terms of site
utilization, orientation and topog-
raphy. These factors are related,
although subordinate, to the main
consideration which is the design-
ing of a proper environment for
learning spatially adequate, ar-
chitecturally significant and eco-
nomically feasible.

Preliminary Drawings

After carefully reviewing the
educational program with the
school staff members directly con-
cerned, and with his own staff and
engineering consultants, the archi-
tect develops preliminary sketches
of the proposed structure. These
sketches provide a basis for dis-
cussion and evaluation of broad
concepts of design, size and ar-
rangement of spaces and establish
basic determinations which will
govern preparation of working
drawings. The sketches are exam-
ined by the school staff and board,
revised and .refined until a solution
is reached which satisfies every as-
pect of the program, and has the
approval of various individuals and
agencies (state and local) con-
cerned.

Working Drawings and
Specifications

When it has been agreed that
the preliminary drawings have sat-
isfied all of the client's require-
ments, the architect begins the
working drawings and specifica-
tions. The working drawings show,
by means of plans, elevations, sec-
tions and details, the total scope of
the project space arrangements,
kinds of materials and methods of
assembly. Drawings are also made

of plumbing, heating, ventilation,
electrical installations and all struc-
tural work. The specifications,
which complement and are coordi-
nated with the drawings, establish
quality and kinds of material to be
used in construction of the build-
ing, from foundation concrete to
finishing hardware. They also es-
tablish standards of workmanship
which the contractor will be ex-
pected to provide. In essence then,
the drawings will show where and
what work is to he done, and the
specifications will describe how it
is to be done.

The working drawings and speci-
fications serve a three-fold purpose:

express in tangible form the own-
er's requirements and the archi-
tect's solution

serve as bidding documents for
determining cost

serve as legal instruments govern-
ing the construction contract.

It is apparent that final working
drawings and specifications are not
a mass-produced product suitable
for over-the-counter merchandising.
The much-used phrase "buying
blueprints" is no more.a true meas-
ure of the hours spent on sketches,
discussions with client and public
officials, collaboration with consult-
ants, and coordination of the ef-
forts of dozens of highly trained
specialists, than is that small piece
of paper, called a "prescription,"
any measure of the medical doctor's
service to his patient.

Estimates of Cost

Quite often the architect must
decide, on the basis of the most
preliminary of sketches, whether
or not his design can be built within
the amount of money appropriated
for the project. He must make this
decision often as far as a year
ahead cf the time actual bids can
be tak,,n. He must analyze and
evalua,c a whole series of variables
which are commonly known to af-
fect bidding, some of which are
as feows:

availability of materials or equip-
ment

Available from the American Institute of
Architects, 1735 New York Ave., N.W.,
Washington 6, D. C.



condition of local construction
market at time of bidding
changes in costs of material or
labor
season when construction might
start
number of bidders
unusual conditions inherent in
project

A slight change in one of these
fyntnn ,an ffart. rtict of a oiyen
project to a significant degree. If
the architect has had considerable
experience in the school building
field, his preliminary estimates are
apt to be reasonably accurate, sim-
ply b?.ouse his wealth of experi-
ence has provided him with fairly
exact unit costs foi similar build-
ing types. By adjusting these unit
costs to meet conditions which are
expected to exist at the time of bid-
ding, he is able to predict the cost
with a reasonable degree of exact-
ness. Even so, there are many fac-
tors present at the preliminary
sketch stage that cannot be resolved
until detailed investigations o, site
conditions, structural systems, util-
ity requirements and characteristics
of various materials have been
made and evaluated. Sometimes a
professional quantity surveyor is
retained to make an estimate. Here
again, since he will be dealing with
early sketches and brief outline
specifications, his estimate is often
inconclusive and cannot be guaran-
teed. Therefore, preliminary esti-
mates should be viewed, not as a
firm commitment by the architect,
but as a measure of the estimated
cost, prepared for the guidance of
those concerned, and representing
the best information and judgment
available at the particular time.

While working drawings and
specifications are in progress, the
architect should maintain a run-
ning check of market conditions,
material costs and constantly eval-
uate problems in the planning and
engineering aspects of the project.
If it becomes apparent that some
unfavorable condition will have an
adverse effect on the project cost,
the architect should so advise the
board. Subsequent decisions will
then be made in the light of the
best judgments of all persons in-
volved. To indulge in wishful think-
ing that somehow or other the price
will be right is neither prudent nor
in the best interests of the archi-
tect, the board of education or the
general public.

Supervish»,

A troublesome problem in the
architect-client relationship is the
matter of supervision of construc-
tion, because questions often arise
from differing interpretations of
what constitutes the architect's
nominal supervision. Actually, the
word "supervision" is a misnomer,
when used to refer to that part of
the architect's services which be-
gins with the signing of the con-
struction contract. "Administra-
tion" is a better word, because arch-
itects' office records show that as
much time is spent in the office,
checking shop drawings, reviewing
and approving materials submitted
by the various subcontractors and
material suppliers, reviewing con-
tractor's requisitions for payment,
writing letters, answering telephone
inquiries, preparing detail drawings,
etc, as is spent in the field over-
seeing actual construction opera-
tions.

Many school peop!e and board
members overlook the office ad-
ministration part of tb' --chitect's
service because it is a of the
building operation which generally
concerns the contractor and the
architect and with which the client
is only remotely connected. Shop
drawings are an excellent example
of architect-contractor relationship.

These drawings are prepared by
the manufacturer or supplier for
fabricating specific items needed in
construction. They are based pri-
marily on information contained in
the architect's working drawings
and specifications, but cover only
the specific and detailed applica-
tion of the manufacturer's product.
It is from the shop drawings that
the manufacturer will build his
product, whether the product be a
coat hanger or a tremendous steel
girder. Size, weight, finish and
method of assembly must be check-
ed and coordinated with the other
parts. Not only does this checking
procedure require time for detailed
review, but it also requires close
collaboration between the architect
and his engineers and discussions
with the contractor and manufac-
turer. The architect is the principal
factor in this part of the building
operation, since he alone is in the
key position to coordinate and in-
terpret the entire project which, at
times, involves as many as a hun-
dred different trades. Shop draw-
ings for a school project may num-

ber into the hundreds, and for a
large project may even exceed a
thousand, but they are rarely seen
by the board or school staff.

In field supervision, the confu-
sion generally arises from differing
interpretations of the words "ade-
quate supervision." To establish
this in terms of visits or hours
spent on the job does not take into
consideration the cyclical nature of
a construction operation. At cer-
tain vital stages, the architect and
his structural and mechanical engi-
neers may have to spend several
hours at the siteat other times
the clerk-of-works' daily inspection
may be adequate. Yet even a client
familiar with construction practices
would have difficulty in deciding
whether better supervision would
result if the architect were to visit
the job for half-an-hour each day,
or whether it would be better to
spend an entire morning there one
day a week. These are the reasons
why it has never been feasible to
set a precise schedule of inspec-
tions. Just as a patient relies on his
dentist to determine the number
of visits and length of time needed
to correct a specific dental defi-
ciency, so too must the client de-
pend on the architect's judgment
to provide adequate supervision. It
is really a matter of professional
responsibility and personal integ-
rity.

Another aspect of supervision
which can cause confusion is the re-
lationship between the architect's
nom ; -al supervision of the work
and the clerk-of-works continuing
day-to-day inspections. While this
relationship is not governed by any
hard and fast rules, and may
change in various parts of the
country, some generally accepted
principles can be set down.

For example, the State of Cali-
fornia has had to cope with the
problem of earthquakes .for a great
many years, and in consequence,
has passed some fairly stringent
laws regarding school construction
practices. They have defined in the
statute, as precisely as any we have
found, the differing responsibilities
of the architect and of the inspec-
tor.

"The Architect (or registered en-
gineer) shall maintain such per-
sonal contact with the project as is
necessary to assure himself of full
compliance with the approved
plans and specifications . . .".

"The Inspector (or clerk-of-
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works) must have actual personal
knowledge obtained by his personal
and continuous observation of the
construction in all stages of its prog-
ress that the requirements of the
plans and specifications are being
exactly and completely executed.
Continuous inspection means com-
plete inspection of every part of
the work . . .".

While the foregoing quotations
may not apply in every instance,

tft L1t,ant 1.-te."1:+v, elessea aaa ala...iural. , *.M./ %^1,1%.,0

the differing degrees of responsibil-
ity usually found in the coordinated
supervisory functions of architect
and inspector. The architect should
be completely familiar with the job
site activities and be satisfied in
his own mind that the client is
getting the quality of construction
called for in the plans and specifi-
cations. The inspector, on the other
hand, should have a reasonably
accurate knowledge, by virtue of
actual observation and record keep-
ing, that the general contractor and
his sub-contractors have, in fact,
faithfully complied with the terms
of the construction contract.

Apart from the actual site work
and related office administration,
there are other factors, over which
the architect has little or no con-
trol, which can adversely affect a
project. For example, by the very
nature of public bidding, an archi-
tect has no choice in regard to se-
lection of the contractor who will
construct his building. In certain
instances, the caliber and experi-
ence of the contractor, his financial
status, his business methods, the
subcontractors he employs, etc.,
can cause an increase in the archi-
tect's administrative and supervi-
sory workload to the point where
the architect suffers serious finan-
cial loss, particularly when the con-
tractor finds himself in financial
difficulties while the project is un-
derway. Material shortages, labor
disputes, national emergencies, and
even the weather may prolong the
construction period by several
months to a year, thus increasing
the architect's administrative costs.
The architectural profession accepts
these problems as part of the risk
of doing business but architects are
ever concerned with the strain these
outside influences can place upon
the architect-client relationship.

Extra Costs

There is probably no more both-

ersome problem to a board of
education than the payment of ex-
tra costs beyond the contract
amount. In spite of the architect's
utmost care there are bound to oc-
cur some conditions on any job
which require the payment of ex-
tras.

In order to take care of this,
some owners set up a contingency
item in the project budget, ranging
from one to three per cent of the
contract amount. Them: arc othcrs
who feel that, in setting aside a
contingency fund, there is a tend-
ency for the contractor to seek
extras, knowing that money is
available.

It is prudent to assume that, since
absolute perfection never can exist,
some provision should be made for
a reasonable amount of extra costs
in any construction contract.

There are any number of ways
errors and omissions can occur.
Generally they fall into three cate-
gories:

unforeseen conditions
changes by the owner
errors and omissions by the ar-
chitect

Sometimes a little more care in
the review of plans and specifica-
tions by the school staff and the
architect can prevent errors but
in many cases they are caused by
factors beyond anyone's control.

Usually the most expensive ex-
tras occur from conditions which
were either unknown or unfore-
seen. For example, if rock or water
are encountered during excavation,
a change in foundations is neces-
sary, test borings and soil analy-
ses. Though accurate, may have
been misleading. It is not usually
economically feasible to make more
than a few dozen test borings which
on a large site cannot give more
than a bare outline of underground
conditions.

In some cases errors occur from
the architect's misinterpretation of
the client s requirements. For ex-
ample, chalk boards are indicated
when the client may have wanted
display board. It is sometimes diffi-
cult for the architect in dealing
with lay people to be really sure
that he is understood. Architects
have found that some persons have
had a limited amount of experience
in visualizing in three dimensions
that which is indicated on the
drawings. They express an opinion

without really understanding the
effect such a decision can have on
the whole planning process. Most
school systems have a trained staff,
some members of which serve as
liaison with the architect, interpret
the educational needs, and furnish
information in a useful and under-
standable manner. Consequently,
errors in this category are usually
small in cost, but an accumulation
of small items can mean a sizable
addition to thr. contract.

Errors which are most distress-
ing to the architect, and most irri-
tating of all to the school board,
are those which are just plain "mis-
takes." These occur as conflicts be-
Veen the plans and specifications,
or when, inadvertently, an essen-
tial item is left out. Architects, be-
ing human, can and do make mis-
takes. Sometimes an inexperienced
draftsman will make a simple er-
ror, or, insufficient time is allowed
for the final painstaking review or
coordination of the 'architectural,
structural, mechanical and electri-
cal work. Given enough time to
check and recheck, this type of
error could almost be eliminated.
Unfortunately, everyonethe
school board, the staff, the archi-
tect and his consultantsis gener-
ally under constant pressure to get
the building built. Such errors will
continue to plague both school offi-
cials and architects.

Summary

From the foregoing discussions,
which cover only a few of a wide
range of professional obligations,
it is obvious that all architectural
services cannot be performed by a
single individual. An architect must
necessarily call upon the resources
of others: the engineersstructur-
al, mechanical, electrical, acousti-
cal and civilthe landscape archi-
tect and a host of special consul-
tantskitchen, hardware, equip-
ment, lighting, library, laboratory
--to name only a few. Except
in a few unusual cases, the archi-
tect pays for these services out of
his own fee.

Although he shares his work
with many, the architect carries by
far the greatest responsibility. As
the recognized leader of the group,
it is his obligation to see that the
joint endeavors of all have but a
single purpose service to the
client.



SELECTING AN ARCHITECT
by Eberle M. Smith, AlA, member national AlA committee on school buildings*

As demand for new school facilities
increases, more & more school boards
are confronted with problem of se-
lecting school architects. School
facilities are an important part of
community life as they house our
children during a very formative
stage. It is important to design them
well. A good share of responsibility
for well-designed school facilities
falls on school architects. So, selec-
tion of architect should be carefully
considered. .Few individuals ever go
thru process of selecting an archi-
tect. Unless one has a business of
some kind involving plant expansion,
opportunity to know what an archi-
tect does & what his status is rarely
comes to average individuals.

So, what should one look for in selec-
tion of an architect? How should he
be guided? What problems are in-
volved? Just what is expected of an
architect? What is his function?
What is his place in the building pro-
gram?

To begin with, architect's position is
midway between that of school board
or planning committee (party who
wants building) & that of contractor
or builder (party who contracts to
construct building).

Architect takes concepts & principles
that owner (school board) wishes to
have incorporated into building & de-
velops these concepts & principles
into designs expressed in blue-
prints of working drawings & speci-
fications that can form a basis
for an actual contract with a con-
tractor or builder to construct a very
special building. Architect then goes
further & supervises construction to
see that owner is actually obtaining
exactly what he contracts & pays for.

* AM subcommittee;
Eberle M Smith, AM, chairman
Clarke E Harris, AM
Lauren V Pohlman, AIA

Architect does many other things
along the way that assist owner
such as advising him on costs of
buildings, site selection, taking bids,
advising on selection of contractors,
material selections, keeping of ac-
counts & paying of contractors.

Architect's function & status is com-
plex & today's technological develop-
ments multiply technical problems
inherent in construction.

So, what does one for in an ar-
chitect? It is obvious that experi-
ence is important certainly on
large projects it is quite vital. But
experience by itself is not the an-
swer. An architect may have had
many years of experience doing
some thing over and over again.
Repetition by itself dog- not make
for right. A young or new architect
may be able to seize upon concepts
& principles expressed by owner, &
with originality born of youth, design
& plan a building which will be a
real contribution to education & ar-
chitecture.

An owner might well think in terms
of how well an architect may give
personal service. An architect whose
office is situated so that he may be
within easy reach for consultation,
board meetings, etc, may be better
able to serve than one at some dis-
tance away.

How well does architect get along
with his clients, contractors & fel-
low architects? An architect must
work with many people & quality of
his human relations is a matter of
real import. What is architect's
reputation on previous jobs? Has he
stayed within his budget? Does he
cooperate & try to give owner what
he wants? Does he have patience &
desire to respect opinions of others?
Do his buildings have character,
atmosphere & warmth, or are they
cold, institutional, imposing or inept?

Does architect have proper tech-
nical forces ir his office or is he
affiliated with accredited profes-
sional technicians that allow him to
give proper service or engineering
services compatible with scale of
project in mind? These might in-
clude structural engineers, plumbing
& heating engineers, electrical engi-
neers, site engineers, landscape ar-
chitects, etc.

Does architect supervise construc-
tion properly & see that payments
are made correctly to contractors
in order to protect owner's financial
interests?

There are a great many things to
look for in selection of an architect
& it is no small task to do it with
credit.

To assist owners in process of selec-
tion of an architect, the Committee
on School Buildings of the Ameri-
can Institute of Architects & the Na-
tional Council on School House Con-
struction have collaborated in a
joint effort to produce a question-
naire which should prove helpful in
this regard. In developing this ques-
tionnaire, every effort was made not
to be partial to any one group of
architects or discredit another, yet
to bring out significant, essential &
adequate information which will ma-
terially assist owner. This system-
atic & specific comparison of vital
information on available architec-
tural firms should aid in making a
logical choice. It should be entirely
adequate in itself for preliminary
screening & thereby save time & ex-
pense for many architects & school
boards over old-fashioned, elaborate
questionnaires often still being used
today. It is reproduced in full on
following two pages.

NCSHC subcommittee:
Wilfred F Clapp, chairman
Paul W Seaghers
W W Theisen
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STANDARD FORM OF QUESTIONNAIRE FOR SELECTION OF ARCHITECTS
FOR SCHOOL BUILDING PROJECTS

(Approved by the National Council on Schoolhouse Construction & The American Institute of Architects
Availabk from AIA, 1735 New York Avenue, N.W., Washington 6, D.C.)

A
Ci INFORIviATION BY THE SCHOOL S'z'STElvi TO THE ARCHITECT:

1 Name of school system

2 Name of superintendent or other person to whom clue -donna should be returned

3 Size of system (pupil enrollment)

4 General description of proposed projects:

5 Approximate timetable for planning & construction period:

B ARCHITECT'S QUESTIONNAIRE:

1 Name

2 Business address

3 Telephone number

4 Type cf organization (check one) Individual
23

Partnership. c.
8

)

4 X
z

ti
z
9Text jointly uwned by National Council on Schoolhouse Construction & The American Institute of Architects. This form

may be duplicated provided (1) it is reproduced verbatim & (2) advance permission is granted by both owners. a 4).
(over)

O Corporation.



5 Names of principals, professional history, professional affiliation, key personnel, staff organization;
(attach information if you prefer)

6 Attach list of completed buildings your firm has designed during recent years. If you have recently
established your own practice, indicate prior responsible affiliation with other projects, underline those
which you feel are examples of your work appropriate to our problem & which you would like to have
visited.

Include cost of building, type of building, location & dates of construction. (use separate sheet)

7 Give names of persons to whom the board of education may write. These persons should have knowl-
edge of your firm & your work:

Y..

F..

8 Attach any other material which might help the board of education in giving you proper consideration.
In questions 7 & 8, the board is interested in finding out about your:

integrity
thoroughness
creativeness
adequacy of supervision
business procedures & record keeping on the job
financial responsibility

9 If you are called in for an interview, you will be asked to furnish information indicating:

that your organization is adequate to do the job
that previous commitments will not prevent expeditious planning of this project
that you are willing to devote time to carry out cooperative educational planning with
designated school staff members or committees
completeness of contract documents (plans & specifications)



PRIVATE OR STAFF ARCHITECTS FOR LARGE SCHOOL SYSTEMS?

WESTERN UNION

(ADDRESS)

1. DOES YOUR SCHOOL EMPLOY STAFF ARCHITECT OR PRIVATE ARCHITECTS FOR

SCHOOL CONSTRUCTION?

2. IF STAFF ARCHITECT, DOES HE PREPARE PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS ? FOR

NEW WORK OR MAINTENANCE ONI Y ? np_ HAGS HC COORDINATE WORK Iv

PRIVATE ARCHITECTS ?

3. IF YOU HAVE CHANGED, IN PAST 8 ysics, FROM STAFF T4 PRIVATE, OR

VICE VERSA, GIVE REASONS BRIEFLY.

4. WHICH METHOD IS THE MOST SATISFACTORY ?

ANSWER COLLECT WIRE AND MORE DETAIL BY LETTER IF NECESSARY.

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION & RESEARCH
WASHINGTON DC

In response to numerous requests
for information pertaining to cur-
rent practices of large city school
systems in regard to employment of
architects for school construction,
the American Institute of Archi-
tects, thru its Committee on School
Buildings (May 1953), undertook a
survey of 53 cities in the US with
population of 200,000 or over to
determine extent to which these
cities use:

private architects
staff architects in public employ

technique:
The American Association of School
Administrators furnished a list of
members of its sub-group: Superin-
tendents of schools in cites with
population over 200,000. This list
included 53 US cities given in ad-
jacent table. With minor exceptions
near 200,000 mark they correspond
with those given in 1953 edition of
World Almanac, quoted from 1950
census. Telegrams identical with
that shown above were dispatched to
superintendent of schools for each
city, with exception of Washington,
DC, whose present practice is known.

results:
From total o' ,- telegrams sent, 49
answers wer, received & form basis
for following tabulations.
In analyzing & classifying results it
was found that answers to question
no. 1 fell into four categories indi-
cated below rather than two groups
outlined in the question.

QUESTION No. 1:
does your school system employ stuff
architect or private architects for
school construction?

group 1:

18 school systems using private ar-
chitects exclusively
birrrhgham alabama
cinC- .--,ati ohio
dallas texas
dayton ohio
grand rapids michigan
houston texas
long beach california
Louisville kentucky
memphis tennessee
norfolk virginia
omaha nebraska
portland oregon
providence rhode island
son antonio texas
son francisco california
seattle washington
worcester massachusetts
youngstown ohio

group 2:
2 3 school systems using private ar-

chitects & also having ste " ar-
chitect (or engineer) w ,, co-
ordinates work of private ichi-
tects &/or performs mainte-
nance & minor repairs
akron ohio
atlanta georgic
baltimore maryland
boston massachusetts
buffalo new york
detroit michigan
denver cotorado
fort worth texas

1
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53 US CITIES OVER
200,000 POPULATION
akron ohio
atlanta georgia
baltimore maryland

birmingham alabama
boston massachusetts

buffalo new york
chicago illinois
cincinnati ohio

cleveland ohio

columbus ohio

dallas texas

dayton ohio

denver colorado

detroit michigan
fort worth texas

grand rapids michigan

houstor texas
indianapolis indiana

jersey city new jersey

kansas city missouri

long beach california
los angeles california

Louisville kentucky

memphis tennessee

miami florida
milwaukee wisconsin

minneapolis minnesota

newo:k new jersey
new orleons louisiana
new york new york
norfolk virginia
oakland california
omaha nebraska
philadelphia pennsylvania
pittsburgh pennsylvania
portland oregon
providence rhode island
richmond virginio
rochester new york
st louis missouri
st paul minnesota
san antonio texas
san diego california
son francisco california
seattle washington
syracuse new york
toledo ohio
tulsa oklahoma
wichita kansas
worcester massachusetts
youngstown ohio
washington dc



1953 SURVEY

indianapolis indiana
kansas city missouri
miami florida
minneapolis minnesota
newark new jersey
new orleans louisiana
oakland california
oklahoma city oklohoma
philadelphia pennsylvania
richmond virginia
san diego california
st paul minnesota
toieuo Ohio
tulsa oklahoma
wichita kansas

group 3:

4 school systems using private or-
diitects & also having staff ar-
chitect who prepares plans for
some projects
columbus ohio
los angeies cal:fernio
new york now york
rochester new york

group 4:
5 school systems using staff ar-

chitect exclusively
chicago illinois (late reply not

tabulated below)
cleveland ohio
st louis missouri
syracuse new york
washington dc

3 of these (chicago, syracuse,
washington) use municipal ar-
chitectural department for
staff purposes

summary of question no. 1:
41 use private architects formajor

school construction (groups 1
& 2)

4 use private & staff architects
for major school construction
(group 3)

5 use staff architect for major
school construction (group 4)

QUESTION Ao. 2:
if staff architect, does he prepare
plans & specifications? for new work
or mointenance only? or does he co-
ordinate work of private architects?
(answers to this question are, of
necessity, included under question
no. 1)
QUESTION No. 3:
if you have changed, in past 8 yrs,
from staff to private or vice -versa
give reasons
Only 4 cities indicated change in
procedure in past 8 yrs (post-war).
Following excerpts from replies in-
dicate changes:

portland oregon:
//. . . until recently have employed stc,ff ar-
chitect who prepared plans for maintenance
& small projects. In future plan to have all
architectural work performed by private ar-
chitects. Believe this method is more satis-
factory & creates better public relations."
philadelphia pennsylvania:

. since 1945 has employed private archi-
tects for school construction. Until 1937 the
Board employed several architects for new
construction. As vie did Flo building ---g"
1945 our staff of architects was dropped."
fort worth texas:
//

. . we added staff architect (for coordina-
tion mainly) 5 years ago because we felt
our professional staff not technically trained
to work with private architects. However, we
do assign responsibility for general coordina-
tion of planning to Assistant Superintend-
ent."
st paul minnesota:

. . staff consulting architect hired for first
time in 1951."
new york new york:
//.

. . private architects employed because our
own staff architects could not handle volume
of work entailed in present building pro-
gram."

Almost all answers indicated that
most school systems had been op-
erating under their present proce-
dure for many years.

QUESTION No. 4:
which method is the most satisfac-
tory?
Answers from 49 cities indicated
that:
29 school systems are satisfied

with their ptusent practices

2 school system might wish to
change

18 school systems made no com-
ment on this question

Several noteworthy comments cover-
ing both points of view are excerpted
below:
new york new york:
//

. will probably continue present arrange-
ment. Private architects serve as measuring
stick against own staff & vice-versa."
baltimore maryland:
I/

. . consider employment of private archi-
tectural firms more satisfactory & efficient.
Contributes advancement in design, presents
diversity of skills & enables more rapid prog-
ress on broad front."
richmond Virginia:
". . . where private architects are used we
feel it is quite essential to have staff as-
sistance in coordinating their work."
miami florida:
". . . Board of Public Instruction finds staff
more satisfactory because of continuing
growth & coordination & ccnsistency of plan-
ning."

(ed. note: since private architects are also
presently employed, it is not clear whether
above refers to advisory or planning ca-
pacity)
kansas city missouri:

. . in an extensive building program I

prefer private architects."

minneapolis minnesota:
//.

. . would be impossible to employ neces-
sary °toff to prepare plans & specifications
for all necessar. work & retain such staff
for a period of time."
oklahoma city oklahoma:
//. . we would like to employ school archi-
tects to do work of present engineering staff
in making preliminary studies & evaluating
plans & specifications of private architects."

syracuse new york:
It.

. . cooperation with city government has
worked out satisfactorily."

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
Although data gathered covered
cities with population of 200,000-&-
over it is possible by making use of
same information to compare prac-
tices of cities of 500,000-&-over.

cities 500,000-&-over:
Using World Almanac 1950 census
population figures it appears that
there are 18 cities in 500,000-&-
over category. Of these 18 cities
answers were received in this survey
from 16, & are distributed in follow-
ing manner:

10

2

4

use private architects for major
school construction (groups 1
& 2)

use private & staff architects
for major school construction
(group 3)

use staff architect for major
school construction (group 4)

CONCLUSIONS
It is clearly evident from informa-
tion gathered by this survey that in
most large school systems in the US
it is most common practice to use
services of private architects for
major school construction, supple-
menting this service by employment
of a staff architect for performance
of maintenance & minor repair work
or to coordinate work of private ar-
chitects.

john w mcleod, chairman (1953-54)
aim committee on school buildings
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GROUP I
TELEGRAMS FROM CITIES EMPLOYING PRIVATE ARCHITECTS

Pas always been policy in Omaha to employ
private architect.

amaho nebraska

Our school district has always employed local
private architectural firms.

seattle woshington

Memphis schools have always used private
architect.

memphis tennessee

111.
Dayton schools employ private architects no
change in policy.

dayton ohio

InMaranelOPOINO1

Cur Board of Education employs private or
chitects for school construction.

youngstown ohio

City of Worcester Massachusetts employs
private architects for school system always
has been policy.

San Antonio employs private architect to
supervise all school construction. In effect
for 20 or 30 years.

san antenio texas

wone:,ter manachusetts

Gentlemen, our school system employs only
private architects. We have never had staff
architects.

norfolk virginia

Dallas schools employ private architects also
a consulting architect who coordinates work
of private architects. No change in last 8
years.

dallas texas

Providence schools employ private architects
for school construction. Change occurred
more than 8 years ago. Present method ratis-
factory.

providence rhode island

1: Private architects selected from panel
chosen by Evaluation Committee. 2: Mainte-
nance plan not too majorcity architect.
3. Have not changed. 4; Prefer private ar-
chitects.

san francisco californic

The B'hom public st.hool have employed since
1928 Warren, Knight & Davis architects of
Wham, Ala. for preparation of plans & spe-
cifications for new work. Also plans for main-
tenance of force accounts as necessary.

Birmingham alabama

Long Beach Board of Education has employed
private architects for over $40 million con-
struction projects during last 6 years. No
change in policy pertaining to architectural
serivec in past 8 years. Our Board favors cur
rent policy. No change anticipated, so pres-
ent practice satisfactory.

long beach califomia

1: Our school system does not employ a
staff architect (salaried) as such. However,
we engage services of a private architect who
coordinates all architectural services. Com-
pensation is on a percentage basis: namely
1%. Project architects are employed on the
basis of 5%, compensation rate being based
on fact that supervising architect prepares
& provides for project architects (a) basic re-
quirements for each project, & (b) schematic
& preliminary drawings. 2: Coordinating
c.tchitect prepares plans & specifications for
new work only. However, as stated above, he
serves as coordinator of all architectural serv-
ices. 3: We have made no marked changes
in this practice for the past 8 years. 4: Our
present method is, in our opinion, most satis-
factory.

houston taxes

The school system employs private architect
for school construction. Until recently have
employed staff architect who prepared plans
for maintenance & small projects. In future
plan to have all architectural work performed
by private architects. Believe this method
more satisfactory & creates better public
relations.

portland oregon
1111/IMMIi

Grand Rapids, Mich. answers as follows:
1. system doeS not employ staff architect but
uses private architects for construction. 2:
No staff architects. 3: No change in past 8
years. 4: we use 7 architects with one desig-
nated as coordinator. The architects pay the
coordinator's fee. At present we have as-
signed 14 buildings to the 7 architects.

grand rapids michigan

We do not now employ a staff architect &
never have We employ local architects with
some experience in school construction &
control them with a detailed contract & a
comprehensive architects manual. Competent
engineers on the school staff work with the
architec s in the preparation of specifications.
We are well satisfied with our procedures,

encinnati GM)
WRIBMIMMIlimmdflm

1: Louisville retains private architect & pri-
vate engineer. 2: architect prepares plans &
specifications for maintenance but not new
work. No coordination of work of other ar-
chitects. Engineer prepares pions & specifica-
tions for maintenance & new work. 3; No
policy change in recent years. 4: We have
had same architect & same engineer more
thon 20 years. I like present plan.

louisville kentucky
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GROUP II
FROM CITIES EMPLOYING PRIVATE ARCHITECTS & STAFF COORDINATORS

School system employs staff architect for re-
pairs & maintenance. Employs private archi-
tects for new construction.

buffalo new york

We maintain staff architectural engineering
department, main function to prepare stand-
ards & coordinate work of private architect
No recent change in policy.

oakland californio

Regarding telegram of May 13 we commis-
sion private architects. Have staff engineer-
ing uepartment under assistant superintend-
ent for business services which coordinate
this work.

denver colorado

San Diego city school employs one staff ar-
chitect. Chief responsibilities plan checking,
also design for maintenance & minor re-
modeling jobs. All new buildings by private
architects. No change in last 8 years.

son diego colifornia

1: Use several firms of private architects.
2: Employ young staff architect for cJordina-
tion & checking plans. 3. This is second year
for staff man because of heavy building pro-
gram. 4: We like present arrangement.

wichita kansas

Indianapolis school system employs private
architect school construction. lime staff ar
-.hitect who works closely with private archi-
tect. Have not changed plans in past 8 years.
Feel present plan very satisfactory.

indiana

Our school system employs staff architects
& also private architects for school construc-
tior.. Staff architects prepare plans e, spe-
cifications mainly foi maintenance only but
sometimes if job not too big for new work.
They coordinate work of private architects.

atlanta gelrgia

1: Private architects employed. 2. Staff con-
struction engineer coordinates work with
private architect & prepares plans & spe-
cifications for small new work as well as
maintenance work. 3: Building program be-
gan in 1950. 4: We prefer our method.

toledo ohio

1: Department of School Buildings has an ar-
chitectural division. 2. This division prepares
plans & specifications for minor alteration
work. Major work let out to private archi-
tects & Dept. cooperates. 3: No change. 4.
Present method satisfactory.

boston massachusetts

School retains chief engineer who is an ar-
chitect for smaller jobs & employs private
architects for major additions & new build-
ings. Staff architect prepares plans & spe-
cifications for smaller jobs. In an extensive
building program I prefer private architects.

kansos city missouri

1: Staff architect. 2: Coordinates work of pri-
vate architects on large job. Prepares plans
& specifications on alteration work & major
maintenance. 3: Has been staff architect.
4: Dade County Board of Public Instruction
finds staff more satisfactory because of con-
tinuing growth & coordination & consic..ency
of planr ing.

miami florida

Following reply is submitted to your tele-
gram of May 13, 1953 Paragraph 1: Private
architect for new construction & for major
alterations. 2: Business superintendent co-
ordinates work of private architect, staff ar-
hitect prepares plans for small alterations.

3: No. 4: No comment.

newark new jersey

1: Our school district employs an architect
on port time basis. 2: His chief assignment
is to coordinate .work of private architects
on new projects. He is avci!able for plans &
specifications on additions or modernization
which is done by our ovn maintenance de-
partment. 3: Present plan has been in effect
for the past several years. 4: No action.

tulso oklahomo

The School District of Philadelphia since
1945 has employed private architects for
school construction. A staff architect pre-
pares plans & specifications for maintenance
work. Until 1937 the Board employed several
architects for new construction. As we did
no building until 1945 our staff or archi-
tects were dropped. Use of private architects
has been satisfactory.

philadelphio peinnsylvania

In reply to your wire: 1: Board of Education
Plannng Department prepares preliminary
layout for private architects & private engi-
neers. 2: Staff architect also prepares pions
& specifications for all maintenthice work.
3: No. 4: As stated above.

detrait, michigan
41Nak....227.11101CUliimmt

Our school system employs private archi-
tects for school construction. Staff architect
prepores plans for maintenance ianly. Where
private architects are used we feel it is quite
essential to have staff assistance in co-
ordinnting their work.

richmond virginia

1: Akron has a staff architect & also uses
outsidr architectural services for school con-
struction. 2: Staff architect prepares plans
for maintenance & small builci..,g changes.
He does have responsibility of coordinating
work of private architects. 3: We have made
no changes in our architectural service for at
least 15 years.

akron ohio
MUM

1: W.V. employ a staff architect for liaison
between educational staff & private archi-
tects & contractors. 2: Staff architect pro-
vides plans & specifications for minor re-
habilitation work. Major rehabilitation &
new buildings done by private architects. 3:
Staff 'consulting architect isired for first time
in St. Paul in 1951. 4: Present system has
been very satisfactory & is popular with staff
& local Chapters AIA.

IMMMINNIIMI11MUI

st paul minnesota
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GROUP II (continued below) GROUP III GROUP IV

In response to your telegram Division of
School Facilities, Department of education,
Baltimore, does not employ staff architect for
capital improvement school construction.
Staff architect maintained only for develop-
ment internal changes & modificatiuns exist-
ing buildings. Pacilities Division staff of ar-
chitects & engineers coordinate work of pri-
vate architects & attend progress meetings
during construction. Currently working with
21 different firms of architects. Policy re-
garding employment private architects for
new building plans has not changed past two
decades or more. Consider employment of
private architectural firms most satisfactory
& efficient. Contributes advancement in de-
sign, presents diversity of skills & enables
more rapid progress on broad front.

baltimore maryland

school systems employing private &
staff architects

(see below)

"111MNIMENWEIM

school systems employing staff ar-
chitects exclusively

(see below)

Responding to your telegram as follows: I:
Both. 2: Both. 3: No change in past 8 years.
4: Combination of both for city as large as
Los Angeles.

los angeles california

uses staff architect exclusively

Answering your questions: 1: W9 employ
both staff architect & private architects. 2:
Staff architect prepares plans & specifica-
tions far new work only in exceptional cases.
Usually for maintenance work only. His main
responsibility is coordination of work of pri-
vate architects. 3: We added staff architect
5 years ago felt our professional
staff not technicaiiy trained to work with
private architects, however, we do assign
responsibility for general cordination of plan-
ning to assistant superintendent. 4: Our pres-
ent system is most satisfactory.

fort worth texas

Answering telegram concerning architectural
services. 1: We employ staff architect. 2.
He prepares plans & specifications for new
wcrk & malntenonce, also coordinates work
of private architects. 3. Architect no longer
manages maintenance. 4. We believe our
method is satisfactory. Letter follows.

columbus ohio

Minneapolis public school' system employs
private architects for school construction but
has one architect on school staff who co-
ordinates work of private architerts. No
change in past 8 years from present prac-
tice. With present building program, would
be impossible to employ necessary staff to
prepare plans & specifications for all neces-
sary work & retain such staff for a period
of time. School architect hos 3 draftsmen
& prepares plans & specifications for part of
maintenance work. Present plan is satisfac-
tory.

minneapolis minnesota
MININNIMI"

1: Oklahoma City schools employ private
architect for school construction. 2: School
engineering staff makes preliminary studies
& evaluates plans & specifications. Minor
maintenance work is planned by engineering
staff & performed by school maintenance
forces. Major maintenance work is planned
by private architect & placed on contract. 3.
No changes in past 8 years excep, expansion
of engineering staff. 4. We would like to
employ school architects to do work of pres-
ent engineering staff in making preliminory
studiesi& evaluating plans & specifications
of private architects.

oklahoma city oklahoma

Answer your telegram May 13th categor-
ically. 1: Employs both staff architect &
private architects. 2: Staff architect prepares
plans for some projects & for all maintenance
& coordinates work with private architects
on remaining projects. 3. Have had staff
architect since 1921. 4: Hold our arrange-
ment to be very satisfactory.

rochester new york

1: System employs combination staff archi-
tect. 2: Staff architect prepares plans & spe-
cificotions for new work & for modernization
project. Also coordinates wurk of private
architects. 3. Private orch:tects employed
because our own staff architect could not
handle volume of work entailed in present
building program. 4. Will probably continue
present orrangement. Private architects serve
as measuring, stick against own staff & vice
versa. More detailed reply will follow in
letter.
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new york new york

washington dc

Syracuse school system is fiscally dependent
city engineering department provides archi-
tect & constructs school building. No change
has been made in recent years. Cooperation
with city government has worked satisfactory.

syracuse new york

1: Employs staff architect. 2: Prepares plans
& specifications for new & maintenance
work. Does not coordinate work of private
architects. 3: No change. 4: Since there ht.s
been no change, we have no basis for com-
parison.

st lauis missouri

1: Cleveland Board of Education employs
stoff architect. 2: Stuff architect prepares
plans for new work & Maintenance. 3: This
procedure in effect since 1938. 4: Staff ar-
chitect most satisfactory. More detailed in
formation by letter.

..:13^.
cleveland ohio



SCHOOL PLANT PROGRAMMING
by Charles R. Colbert, AIA *

Creative thought necessary in archi-
tectural programming is as great as
in architectural design actually
we are talking about same thing!
Creativity is result of method of ap-
proach & capacity for work. All
thoughtfully conceived buildings
which contribLite to evolution of ar-
chitecture are result of careful pro-
gression of design analyses. The
architectural program is an integral
part of this creative process.

Following simple procedure will clar-
ify our thinking:

justify the whole (even though society that
supports it be illogical!)

justify the part
reconcile part to whole

source of programs:
Writing of an architectural pro-
gram is based upon some principles
& requires some verve as process re-
sulting in creative design of which
it is part. A cold listing of contents
& dimensions of facilities to be
housed is not a program. Neither
is the philosophical hog-wash of edu-
cational gene'ralities which ignore
economics & facts of 20th century.

An architectural program for a
school has as its ultimate purpose
creation of environment for learn-
ing & teaching for many years in
future. Anticipation & extrapola-
tion of valid architectural & educa-
tional concepts & principles must be
placed in competent hands. Fiction
of letting "staff" fix criteria of de-
sign is wholly unworkable. Limited
& biased experiences, distorted per-
sonal values & obsolete attitudes in-
validate the concept. Except to pla-
cate militant staff members & serve
as frosting for public opinion the
role of acceptance of teacher recom-
mendations is anarchy. While min-
ute personal understanding of their
needs is imperative, it must be
agreed that our school buildings out-
live our teachers by generations.
Our structures must be designed to
house unborn ch:ldren of yet unedu-
cated parents who will receive edu-
cational training not yet determined!

For too common practice of using
assistant superintendent in charge

of planning & construction as a step-
ping-stone to the superintendency
brings about vacillation & petty in-
ternal politics only equaled by board
appointments of architectural job-
bers & brokers. Common profes-
sional goal of creative & contributive
eaucatinnril huildinas is seldom Pos-
sible thru compromise & transient
responsibility.

Educator, architect, or team ap-
pointed to develop school plant ar-
chitectural program should be se-
lected on basis of ability for creative
& cooperative endeavor. If their
efforts cannot be confluent, fric-
tions & frustrations of cross-authority
& dual responsibility will negate
large expenditures.

Program should assume mutual faith
& respect between architects &

school authorities. Too often archi-
tectural program is considered a
legal document for holding both
parties in line. It should be used us
a tool of understanding whereby all
parties to endeavor may pool collec-
tive knowledge for common purpose.

Educators who pose as building ex-
perts & architects who pose as edu-
cational specialists should be looked
upon with equal question. While
both parties must work for better
understanding of each other's prob-
lems & feel free to suggest & recom-
mend, fundamental authority based
upon experience & training certainly
should be accepted.

program studies:
You must by now be wondering just
who should write architectural pro-
grams. In my opinion prime re-
sponsibility should be that of one
person. Selection of that person is
dependent upon location & type of
particular structure, organization of
system & size of over-all building
program.

If construction is limited to one
building, I believe architect should
write program as his first submis-
sion to his client. A meeting of
minds between architect & client is

essential at earliest possible time, &
program can serve as an instrument
to correct misconceptions between
architect & school official in initial

phases. There is no better imple-
ment for understanding than a com-
plete word picture of proposed struc-
ture & its reason for being. Prepara-
tion of complete program without
question is an economy for both
parties &, when approved, estab-
lishes sound basis for operation.

Architectural program for an indi-
vidual school must be founded on
preceding studies. Social analysis
of community's needs & objectives,
inventory of its financial assets, &
finally an educational program are
basic design factors of outstanding
educational plants.

Planning is the process of reloting
these studies to time & specific
action. A plan implies analysis of
existing conditions, anticipation of
future change, & establishment of
logical methods for control of these
conditions. From this it is evident
that systemwide planning should
precede school plant program.

A major function of architectural
program is to relate individual struc-
tures to whole. A system is made up
of related parts. Full understand-
ing of philosophy & objectives under-
lying whole system is necessary in
creative design of individual struc-
tures.

In building programs consisting of
several schools, it is natural that
basic policies are affected. There-
fore, I believe that creation by school
board of a temporary planning &
programming office directly respon-
sible to board is necessary & justi-
fiable. The many studies & inven-
tories precedent to architectural
program may be made & evaluated
by this office. These studies should
establish:

community objectives after an inventory
of community assets includes contribu-
tions by political leadership civic groups,
sociologists, financial analysts

desirable educational philosophies & ad-
ministrative arrangements to carry them
out this study is responsibility of board,
superintendent of education & his staff

systemwide architectural concepts thru
study physical practicality responsi-
bility of supervising architect & city
planne:
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administrative procedures for expediti-
ously carrying out building program
by supervising architect & business man-
ager & must include reconciling of :nisei-
viduat building budgets with community's
over-all school plant needs

individual architectural programs

In this case architectural program
may be written either by system's
supervising architect, their architec-
tural consultant for entire program,
or by individual architects selected
for separate buildings. If last
method is used (& in my opinion it is
superior except in largest school sys-
tems), sections dealing with stand-
ardized units & procedures must be
furnished.

definitions:
In usual school system architect
should serve as administrative ex-
tension of superintendent of schools.
In this relationship it is important
that his duties & responsibilities be
defined. To assure full coordina-
tion & complete harmony between
school officials & architect, following
procedures & responsibilities should
be carefully set forth in architec-
tural program:

scope of architectural services

services available from architect & from
school system

required dote of building completion

legal limitations of school board

method of submitting & reasonable con-
tent of preliminary drawings

method of supervising construction &
approving change ciders

requirements for payments

procedures fru appealing decisions &
reconciling differences of opinion

handling of news-releases

a methods of selecting equipment & furni-
tare

procedures far putting plant into opera-
tion

trilateral balance:
Architectural program must also
concern itself with cold implications
of cost. Relationship of educator &
architect is nowhere closer or more
involved than in preparation of
building budget. There is said to be
trilateral balance between size, cost
& quality of construction. Either
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the arLllitect or educator may con-
trol 2 of these neither can control
all 3. This extremely simple con-
cept is seldom recognized. Far too
often, relation between architect &
educator is set in an environment of
common mistrust & skepticism: edu-
cator establishes commandment of
a 22'-9" room-width & architect
hides his art work in masonry speci-
fications.

In addition to balance of area,
budget & finish, there is also a re-
lationship between capital expendi-
tures & maintenance cost & these
are transferable. Question of build-
ing permanence is not only func-
tional but financial. We can build
pyramids of stone or canvas (& house
same amount of space). Only theo-
retical differential is maintenance
cost. We have a choice of concen-
trating human effort in cutting stone
or spreading it over a longer period
in lesser quantity by constructing
tents. This example by exaggeration
is applicable to our school building.
If we are to design & program wisely,
we must determine life span of our
schools & tolerable operating budgets
& maintenance costs.

Budget & contents of buildings are
prerogatives of educator while ar-
rangement & finish are natural &
necessary functions of architect. For
outstanding structures it is of course

PROGRAM GENESIS
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necessary that entire relationship be
one of collaboration, but this funda-
mental division of prime authority is
essential & should be recognized at
outset.

standardization:
Most architects & many educators
unfortunately have grown to believe
that standardization implies stock
plans & repetitive construction of
identical structures. This concept
is highly erroneous & is vulnerable
to valid argument that neighbor-
hoods have needs peculiar to them-
selves. Second greatest of false econ-
omies would be to attempt to fit an
army into a uniform of one size.
Greatest false economy would be to
let each man design & fit his own
dress to his peculiar pleasure.

ftelation of school to school system
is similar to individuol & army
taxi cab & cab fleet. Can you im-
agine a cab fleet ranging from Cadil-
lac Fleetwoods to Crosley Roadsters?
Maintenance, inventory surpluses,
administrative costs & operating pro-
cedures would make idea ridiculous

yet our school systems, for lack
of systemwide planning & coordi-
nated programming, are in midst of
such an expansion program.

As an architect you need not fear
that I recommend prototype schools

conceptual or dream period:
cosmos to specific geographic point
time to social conditions
custom to technics surrounding it
economics to living standards
purpose to means

research on what has already been done & WHY:
analytical criticism
extracting good, not condemning bad

study of economy of means & contents:
operating windows vs power ventilation
land cost vs structural system
education finances
toilets vs classrooms
environment vs cubage

factual statement of immediaire needs:
the program



or pernicious stock plans. They are
another great evil. I do recom-
mend standardization of parts in
some cases & of procedures just as
we accept modular coordination. I

am also convinced that proper
school plant standardization starts
in highest political & administrative
echelons.

There are 4 levels of standardization
which if adopted would allow all
reasonable range to architectural &
educational creativity & yet assure
great economic savings of operating
& capital expenditure budgets:

reasonable standardization of political ob-
jective, educational method & sociological
thought at policy-making level:
fiscal matters
personnel assignment
attendance districting
social responsibility can be standardized

without freezing future progress
relationship of health clinics

libraries
playgrounds &
other facilities

should be fixed between
municipality
school system
health departments

School uses at night add greatly to cost of
building. Certainly we may not continue
to expand community responsibility of
education without revision of tax struc-
ture.

standardization of architectural concepts
at philosophical level:
steel vs concrete
modular coordination
organic
regional
rational

standardization of administrative me-
chanics:
reporting systems
operational procedures (incinerator, cus-

todians, etc)
class sizes
student-teacher ratios

standardization of services, supplies &
replacements:
maintenance of parts inventories
service mechanics
pu/chosing procedures

Standardization within prescribed &
flexible limits is mandatory for max-
imum economy & long productive
life. Form & extent of standards is
relative to size & other factors pecu-
liar to each community. In a sys-
tem of 100 school buildings prin-
ciples of standardization for 5 or
6 new schools may not be excessive
while in a system of 10 related
structures 2 could be unreasonable.

codes:

Most municipal & state building
codes are obsolete before they be-
come effective. This is usually be-
cause codes deal with specifics
rather in principles. It is argued
that specifics are due to necessity
of legal administration & usual cali-
ber of public officials. It does not

rim is csnect 4"errit t_LYi 1.2,1...11, %.11.4 .W. %/CM eJ . r
lacing codes & difficulty of revising
them.

Municipal & school officials should
assist in constantly reviewing build-
ing codes affecting their structures.
Thru architectural program, need for
change can be justified & unreason-
able requirements altered by fact &
reason.

Millions of dollars are wasted each
year on school buildings because of
adherence to obsolete & ill-advised
building codes. I will cite two ex-
amples:

in New Orleans we are required by the
Sewerage & Water Board to furnish
toilet/20 pupils. I am sure ths? this ratio
of 125 % more toilets than required by
New York will not help the South to rise
again!

in Kansas ceiling hi. must be 1/2 room
width (?)

As it is natural to reevaluate educa-
tional standards & operating proce-
dures during programming of o new
building, so it is reasonable to re-
evaluate standards of construction.

First principles rather than dog-
matic rules are basis of outstanding
educational systems as well as build-
ings. Peculiar position-politic of
chief school administrator makes
him fearful of changes & therefore
of ideas. Often economic justifica-
tion is not enough to overcome this
factor. In New Orleans for instance
we found that gang showers for giris
would reduce renovation cost of high
schools by $15,000- $20,000. Price
of modesty here alone has been at
least $100,000 in last few years.
Public mores resting on a false sense
of Victorian modesty are as slow to
change as cycle of learning, but in
interest of better education we
should overcome fears of architects
for educators, educators of boards,
boards of parents, parents of chil-
dren & cEildren of teachers.

In the foregoing I hope I have hnd
some success in raising question in
your minds of validity of several
generally accepted school plant
planning concepts which I like to
refer to as "architectural myths."
American College Dictionary defines
myth as "collective belief built up
in response to wishes of group in-
stead of analysis of what it pertains
to." Those collective beliefs of ar-
chitect; which I would particularly
!ike to discount are following:

that an architectural program is limited
to definitive listing of finite truths & is
natural consequence of architectural con-
tract it is rather implement for
achieving greater harmony between
client & architect. & must exert creative
force in realizati. n of better buildings

that programming & planning are some
thing actually architectural program
must follow & build upon systemwide
plans for economic & social development
(including population distribution), educa-
tional objective & reasonable standardiza-
tion

that systemwide standardization is ex-
pensive, impractical & stultifying in
reality standardization occurs at several
levels & is essential to reasonable & eco-
nomical operation

that educational specialists should write
architectural programs

that everyone in school system should b.
consulted in determining building re-
quirements & contents
that school boards should select architects

prefer that superintendent do so)

Schools are institutions for inculcat-
ing ideas & ideals. How then can
we reconcile far too common, trite,
archaically conservative, odorous
boxes that we call schools?

I am convinced that preparation of
architectural program is integral
part of creative design process, that
it is instrumental in development of
major economies, that it expedites
work of all concerned & that it as-
sures harmony between collaborat-
ing parties.

Bilateral lighting, single-loaded cor-
ridors, adequate play yards, raised
classrooms, & entire administrative
concept of autonomous classroom
have come thru public understand-
ing & studied, rational research ap-
proach. The architectural program
is inevitably dedicated to justifying
better public understanding of
school needs.

member AIA Commitke on School Buildings
this paper condensed from presentation at AM
Gulf States Regional Ccmferene.,, September 1954
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EDUCATIONAL SPECIFICATIONS
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by Russell E Wilson * (abridged by permission from series of articles in Nation's Schools)

EACH
new school plant should be

built three times. First "build-
ing"' is by educaiurb, ;r1 foirn of writ-
ten educational specifications which

describe educational program --
second is by architect, in form of
architectural specifications & work-
ing drawings which interpret educa-
tional programs needs, & third is by

skilled craftsmen, in form of com-
pleted building constructed accord-
ing to instructions of architect.

Greatest waste in school construc-
tion in recent years results from
lack of sufficient attention to first
step educational planning. Even
where educational planning is con-
sidered important, it is not usually
carried to point of preparing de-
tailed description of educational
program to be housed.

This description is often called the
educational specifications. They in-
ciude detailed description of groups
of pupils to be housed kinds of
educational activities to be carried
on in each separate room, & kinds &
amounts of equipment, supplies &
furniture to be installed or stored in
each part of building, including con-
sideration of future expansion.

To date, greatest efforts by educa-
tors to obtain economies in construc-
tion have been thru their architects.
Efforts of educators & architects to
produce modern, functional, clean,
simple structures have produced
major economies apparent to any-

* Former Assistant to 'he Superintendent &
Director of School Building Planning, Pub-

lic Schools, Dearborn, Michigan.
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one who makes even superficial
comparison of school buildings con-

struc:ted in the 20s -emu inusc

erected since world war II. While
economies have been substantial,
they have been essentially face lift-
ing or cleaning-up & simplification
of building materials & methods.

Gothic towers & Roman columns are
now considered expensive & un-
necessary. We can list such physical
improvements as better lighting,

controlled thermal environment,
effective use of color & new deco-
rating schemes. Much of this good
work is due to initiative & imagina-
tion of school architects.

While school architects will con-

tinue to make further economies in
school building construction, it
seems likely that they have already

made their greatest contribution by
changing from ornate, historical
structures to modern, functional ar-
chitecture with more space per dol-
lar expended. Next major improve-
ment (& resultant economy) in

school buildings lies with educator
& amount & kind of educational
planning he does for each school.

A few years ago there was great
objection among architects to build-
ing new schools from prewar blue-
prints. Now educators are begin-
ning to think about a similar prob-
lem mistake of building new

schools to house prewar educational

programs.

We are recognizing that greatest
waste in school building construc-
tion in 1954-'55 was brought about
because many educators failed to
give architects a well-thought-out
description of their educational pro-

gram. In fact, many school archi-
tects report that they were not given

a written description of any school

program, old or new. Only informa-

tion they obtained from school

officials before they started to work

were two small bits: approx number

of children to be housed & approx
amount of money available.

This lack of information results in
buildings that do not fit today's best
educational concepts. For example,

1000s of high school auditoriums
continue to be built from plans de-
veloped many years ago to accom-
modate orators of William Jennings

Bryan era. These auditoriums are

complete with stage & all trappings
& paraphernalia of legitimate stages

of two decades ago.

Whether a large spectator type of
auditorium is desirable in a high
school depends upon wishes of local

community leaders & educators.

However, since an auditorium of
this type represents a major por-
tion of cost of a high school building

& since it probably is most unused

area within the building, it is de-

sirable to reexamine basic educa-
tional concepts behind such a unit.



Certainly, modern arts of communi-
cation radio, public address sys-
tems, television, filmstrips & motion
pictures have caused the passing
of great orators. Modern techniques
of stage scenery & lighting have out-
moded tremendous backstage areas
& niachinPry of nld leaitimate thea-
ters. Modern audio-visual tech-

niques & equipment have pervaded
up-to-date daily classroom instruc-
tion.

Other concepts have emerged, such
as effectiveness of group work as
compared to old lecture-audience
situation & direct participation in

physical & mental recreation rather
than crowds of spectators observing
a few star performers. These con-
cepts raise grave doubts about con-
structing an auditorium a most

prominent & perhaps expensive part
of high school building fre-
quently, however, determined upon
for community uses rather than edu-
cational. Another case requiring
new diagnosis is the school library.

In past, & unfortunately many times
in present, school libraries appeared
to be cathedrals for learning but, in
reality, were mausoleums for books.
Trappings & decorum characteristic
of high school libraries would glad-
den heart of a funeral director. To
many this is complete antithesis of
library's purpose, for books are
made to awaken minds of children
& to let imagination take flight.

Auditorium & library are only two
examples of rethinking that must go

on, & is going on, before a building
can be designed to fit the educa-
tional program.

no trespassing on architect:

Much so-called educational plan-
ning contributed by educators in
postwar building period is invasion
of proper planning field of archi-
tects. Without recognizing that they
are trespassing, school officials tell
architect that they would like to
have bricks used here, tile used
there, rooms of particular size for
this common situation, a certain
number of prescribed stories, & a
specific brand of heating or venti-
lating system. In extreme instances,

even blueprints have been prepared
by educators & solemnly handed to
architects.

Educational spatial relationships for a K-3 primary school
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While playing architect, educators
often overlook their real role in

building schools that is, to give
architect best description possible of
how building will be used & charac-
teristics of users. (ed: suggested
space requirements for some special

educational uses may be helpful
others may be governed by codes).

This lack of proper communication
between architects & educators has

been a major cause for construction

of many educationally unsound &
financially un-economical buildings.
In history of school building plan-
ning, there is no long-established

= tradition & practice for educators to
tell with fairness & specificity their
educational desires. Now, it is be-

lieved that by adopting medium of

educational specifications, educa-

tors can be placed in direct com-
munication with school architects,

saves time & money:
By having at his disposal a clear
statement of a desired educational
program which has official approval
of a board of education, an archi-
tect can then proceed to his plan-
ning directly. In many cases, this
will eliminate a long & trytng period
in which architect presents prelimi-
nary plans over & over again to
school officials & board of educa-
tion.

Since most educators & architects
have never actually prepared or seen

a set of educational specifications,
these specifications can best be des-

cr )ed by comparing them to archi-
tectural specifications. Both are
necessary for a well-planned, well-
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built school building. Architectural
specifications describe a school

building in terms of physical ma-
terials, dimension & shapes. In many

instances they describe precisely

even processes to be used in con-
struction.

Educational specifications describe
educational program in terms of
processes & activities to be carried
on by various groups that use build-
ing. More precisely, while architec-
tural specifications describe physi-
cal materials & measurements for
schoolrooms, educational specifica-
tions describe people & what they
will do within classrooms.

facilities listed:

For example, while architectural
specifications might say that a par-
ticular classroom is to have walls of
masonry & floor covering of asphalt
tile & is to be 30' long & 26' wide,
educational specifications intended
to describe same situation might
say:

This room is to be used by various
groups of pupils, with max number

of 30. Pupils will occupy room thru-
out normal school day & will engage
in reading, individual seat work, in-
formal games & dramatics. They

will use items listed. (Here is given
specific number of chairs, tables &
desks, listed by size & shape). Fur-
ther, in carrying out various activi-
ties, pupils will need to have avail-
able within this space i'ot & cold
running water, electrical outlets &
other conveniences to be named. In
order to execute program efficiently,
there should be available to pupils
& stored within this space various

items of movable instructional
equipment, including record player,
stated amounts of paper, books,
paint & like.

Architectural specifications norm-
ally start out with statement of gene-
ral conditions of er,ntrmet. prii,c,,-MMV

tional specifications should begin
with statement of general philoso-
phy of educational program. As
next step, architectural specifica-
tions describe various standards of
workmanship & various processes to
be used in construction. This offers
direct parallel to description of
methods & educational goals that
should appear in educational speci-
fications. Then, as third step, ar-
chitectural specifications frequently
become specific & list in great de-
tail all special materials & all special
building techniques to be used in a
particular part of the building.

Again, there is a parallel educa-
tional specifications should list
teaching materials & room equip-
ment room by room.

Essential differences between educa-
tional specifications & architectural
specifications are that educational
specifications are written descrip-
tion of an environment in which an
educational system is to operate &
architectural specifications are writ-
ten description of how a plant is to
be constructed, to operate & to look.

For ins. -, educators, in describ-
ing surroundings they consider de-
sire ,,:e for students, would say that
they believe classroom should have
homelike atmosphere, which will
create in student a feeling of well-
being & mental poise & which will
stimulate him to mental activity.



Educator might even go further &
say that classroom should procuce
maximum of physical comfort, such
as might be achieved by good ven-
tilation, good lighting & comfortable
chairs & tables.

This understanding reserves for ar-
chitect the responsibility for desig-

nating kind & source of light, colors
in classrooms, & type of heating &
ventilating system.

a different vocabulary:
Architect, in turn, after considering
educational specifications, should

be free to use an entirely different
vocabulary. His description of same
classroom might say that to produce
conditions desired by educators in
this classroom the room should be
X' long & X' wide, with ceiling
height of X'X" wall surfaces

should be of this specific building
material & that specific building ma-
terial & wall colors should be as
indicated on his color chart, & room
trimmings, such as doors, windows,
wainscots & curtains, should be of
particular design, color & texture, as
specified. Further, to create kind of
physical conditions appropriate to
carrying on educational activities
prescribed by educator, a particular
kind of lighting, heating & ventilat-
ing system is required.

If educators responsible fdr planning
of school buildings can develop bet-
ter methods of communicating their
thoughts on educational programs
to school architects, there seem to
be real possibilities of accomplishing
great gains in educational efficiency
of future school buildings. In recent
years a sufficient nurnber of educe-
tons have prepared educational spe-
cifications for new buildings so that
some significant recommendations
can be made now, based on their
experience.

Recommended Content for Educational Specifications

General Considerations
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF EDUCATIONAL PLAN

Program considerations
General statement of philosophy
General characteristics of the community
General characteristics of the student body
General characteristics of the curriculum
General relationships cf this school to the school system

Administrative considerations
Description of attendance area
Description of grades and groups to be accommodated
Anticipated enrollments by (1) grades, (2) years, and (3) courses
Personnel requirements

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF PHYSICAL PLAN
General charazter of the building

Architectural style
General type of construction
General atmosphere to be created by the building
Major sections or units of the building
Preferred number of stories

General facilities required in the building: instructional, noninstructictial and
community use areas

General characteristics of the site: location, size and dimensions, physical
description (topography, soil, and so forth), and available public utilities

Detailed Statements of Desired Spaces and Educational Program

INSTRUCTIONAL SPACES
Required numbers and kinds of rooms
Descriptions of the program, functions and facilities for each room

Sizes and kinds of groups to be accommodated
Teaching methods
Types of class activities
Location and relationship to other facilities
Physical arrangements and features
Descriptions and lists of the equipment, furniture and materials

NONINSTRUCTIONAL SPACES
Required numbers and kinds of rooms
Descriptions of the functions and facilities for each room

Sizes and kinds of groups to be accommodated
Types of activities to be provided for
Location and relationship to other facilities
Physical arrangements and features
Descriptions and lists of the equipment, furniture and materials

Detailed Statements of Desired Site Arrangements and Development

INSTRUCTION AND RECREATION FACILITIES: outdoor class areas, free
play areas, organized game areas, and equipment requirements

ARRACIGEMENI'S FOR SERVICE FACILITIES AND BEAUTIFICATIONS:
landscaping requirements, service drives, parking requirements, sidewalks and
approaches, and pupil transportation requirements

Detailed Statements Regarding Physical Details of Building

STRUCTURAL DETAILS: lighting, acoustical, hardware and lock systems, floor,
and wall surface

MECHANICAL SYSTEMS: ventilation, plumbing and heating
UTILITY SERVICES: electrical power systems, fire alarm systems, gas servicer

sewage systems, communication systems, clock and program systems, and
water supply

Detailed Statements Regarding Financial Plan for Project

FUND RAISING PROGRAM
ALLOCATIONS OF MONIES

Professional fees and seracts
Site acquisition and development

Furniture, equipment, and materials
Construction contracts

.MIMIMP1104.
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planning content for educational
specifications

Use of improved education plan-
ning procedures will affect external
& internal appearance of future
buildings more than has the archi-
tectural revolution in school building
flacign.
describing in detail a desired edu-
cation program & as bulky as a
padded master's thesis, have been
painstakingly prepared by educa-
tors across the nation Scarsdale,
NY Plainfield, NJ Dearborn,
Mich Janesville, Wis -- Grand
Island, Neb & San Mateo, Calif.
More educationally-efficient schools
resulting from efforts of educators
in these & other school districts de-
serve consideration of all educators
concerned with school building plan-
ning.

School districts that have enthusias-
tically reported on use of educa-
tional specifications cause predic-
tion that practice of preparing them
for each new school building will be-
come as common in future as pres-
ent practice of preparing general
school building surveys.

Materials & information in a set of
educational specifications constitute
a substantial document comparable
in size & form to general architec-
tural specifications. In actual prac-
tice, information included by vari-
ous school districts to date has taken
many forms Much information can
be presented as straightforward
written composiiion. Statemer.ts of
philosophy & descriptions of various
teaching situations & teaching meth-
ods adapt to this form. Enrollment
statistics can be presented in tabu-
lar form or in charts & graphs. Other
information, such as required or de-
sired spatial relationships between
various instructional units, can be
shown diagrammatically.

Style of writing is important. Major
task for planning committee is to
present a word picture of projected
schoul program. These words should
describe such things as:

various asp2cts of classroom activitks
& procedures kinds & frequencies
groups sixes & irime schedules
materials, such as books, r2pplies, equip-
ment & furniture kinds & amounts

1111,11111
To be of most value, educational
specifications should be written so
that they can be read & compre-
hended by noneducational or non-
professional groups such as might be
found in various community organ-
izations & by architects & their staff
members.

Considerations affecting style
should be vocabulary readily com-
prehended by laymen & architects
& descriptions of educational pro-
gram that will allow architect free-
dom to use his creative design
ability. As educators approach task
of preparing a set of educational
specifications they should be pri-
marily & professionally educators.
They are not expected to be master
plumbers, draftsmen or brick ma-
sons, &, definitely not architects.

Recommended contents for educa-
tional specifications can be sum-
marized in three major areas:

philosophy & curriculum
administration organization
noninstructional service requirements

Development of these 3 major areas
can be approached in a variety of
ways. Fo- example, a recent school
planning guide issued by the state
of Michigan listed 25 leading ques-
tions for a local school building
planning group to answer. This list
includes such questions as how will
groups using building be. organized?
What curriculums or programs will
be housed? What special activities
will require specially designed facili-
ties?

Another approach to educational
specifications is illustrated a rec-
ommended contents outline derived
from study of educational specifica-
tions prepared by local school offi-
cials & from review of various recom-
mendations made by school plant
authorities

11111.1

Even in such a listing as this one
effect is to place undue emphasis on
many mechanical & architectural
aspects of building. Description of
educational program & how it is in-
tended to operate are most impor-
tant. These considerations should
make up major bulk of information
included in a set of educational
specifications. They should not be
overshadowed by descriptions of how
building is to be constructed & to
look, for this is architect's province.

This new vehicle for educators to
use in communicating educational
information will help to make sub-
mission of educational information
to architects a normal procedure in
school building planning. There is
no excuse now for submission of
educational data to school archi-
tects to be left to accident or to
whims of a particular educator. in-
stead, as a regular procedure, edu-
cators under all circumstances of
building a new project should sub-
mit, as a matter of course & as a
matter of record, a good, lengthy
statement of their educational pro-
gram in form of educational specifi-
cations to architect assigned to proj-
ect. Conversely, architects should
..x sect such statements to be readily
available from their educational
clients.

Benefits from preparing educational
specifications, as reported by educa-
tors who have had experience with
this school building planning tech-
nique. are of 3 kinds:

benefits to school system in improving
its regular activities, such as curriculum
development

benefits of direct value in planning a
specific new school, such as forecasting
precise personnel requirements

benefits in facilitating work of school
architect, such ns providing tangible
basis for estimating cost of proposed
project



procedures for preparing educa-
tional specifications:
Procedures for preparing a set of
educational specifications become a
framework for discovering wishes &
needs of teachers, pupils & others
who use building.

These procedures are different from
traditional school planning techni-
ques. Effect on proposed school, as
well as school district & community,
is almost as important as final doc-
ument primarily because of staff
& community participation.

Analysis of techniques & procedures
used by more than 60 school dis-
tricts that have prepared educa-
tional specifications resulted in fol-
lowing general recommendations.

Only general recommendations can
be given, because procedure fol-
lowed by each school district, must
fit local administrative organization.

Preparation of educational specifi-
cations calls for committee type of
organization. This committee, or
committees, should be under direc-
tion of superintendent of schools &
should involve various staff & corn-

. munity groups, including both par-
ents & students.

One comprehensive committee
. formed for a fairly large school dis-

trict included teacher-representa-
tives of all grade or subject areas,
a building engineer, a school nurse,
parents & students. Administrative
staff members, such as director of
school plant planning, director of
child accounting, assistant superin-
tendent in charge of curriculum, &
superintendent, served as ex-officio
members. This meant they attended
& participated in all meetings but
had no vote. Curriculum-coordina-
tors were included as permanent re-
source persons.

To define educational program for
a new school, committee will need to
meet over rather long period. Some
committees have taken a year.
Others have concentrated studies &
have finished job in 3 months.

Amount of work to be' done & origi-
nal research required have caused
some districts to arrange released

time from regular duties for com-
mittee members so that they may at-
tend meetings.

One district discovered that it took
less time to prepare a second round
of educational specifications after
first building for a particular grade
ievei had been buiit, because com-
mittee could study what had been
done previously & use much bask re-
search & mechanics determined by
first group. Individual educational
specifications were still necessary,
however, because of continuous im-
provement of curriculum & building
ideas in any well-organized school
system.

Some school officials provided com-
mittees with general contents-out-
line around which to build final ed-
ucational specifications. Others pre-
pared questions to be answered, ar-
ranged field trips to new schools
built in other cities & provided con-
sultants (at committees' request).
Architect is on call during planning
meetings & attends frequently.

Administrative studies should be
made of projected enrollments for
proposed buildings, of different
kinds of age & grade-groups to be
accommodated & similar problems.
Such data should be incorporated in
final educational specifications.

place of superintendent:
In this concept of school building
planning as a cooperative venture,
superintendent becomes a dominant
factor not as mechanical admin-
istrator but as creative educator.
This is contrary to some older prac-
tices in which a standing committee
of board of education is dominant
or such matters are left to business
manager.

consultants:
Concept also implies that if educa-
tional consultants are retained they
should be responsible to superin-
tendents & planning committees.
They are no longer ailowed to go off
in their corner to prepare educa-
tional specifications independently
of local efforts.

approvals:

Before any planning steps are taken,
school board should endorse offi-
cially the kind of planning organi-
zation & procedures to be used. Be-
fore finished educational specifica-
tions are turned over to architects
they should be submitted to board
frIr erirPfii! rPneling R npprnvril.

Board approval gives educator offi-
cial endorsement of his proposed
educational program. It gives ar-
chitect reasonable expectation that
if he draws his plans in accordance
with educational specifications they
will be accepted by board.

less effective data:
Although educational specifications,
cie such, are a new planning techni-
que, educators & architects have
been concerned with subject matter
of educational specifications for a
long time. In many instances writ-
ten materials have been given by
school officials to architects to de-
fine scope of work. Sometimes ar-
chitects have had to take initiative
& have had to pester school officials
with questions & information blanks

Reports of planning committees of-
ten have been submitted to archi-
tects. Occasionally, there have been
official statements of educational
policies issued by boards of educa-
tion. Seldom, however, is job done
with thoroughness & smoothness re-
sulting from preparation of educa-
tional specifications.

questions, answers & democracy:
Let us look first at general problem
of curriculum improvement. Oc-
casion of building a new school of-
fers greatest opportunity to review,
examine & reappraise school pro-
grams.

Many questions must be answered,
such as: "Shall we have a swimming
pool in the new high school?" or
"What kind of health program &
health cervices shall we include in
the n( elementary school?" An-
swers such questions form con-
tents of a set of educational speci-
fications.

Community has a right to know an-
swers to such questions for its town
& for a particular school building.
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Citizens have a right to know how
their local school officials & board
members stand on such questions.
In recent years so-called democratic
or group processes have become
common in many school administra-
tions. Perhaps greatest benefit
claimed for this increase in demo-
cratic action is fact it is good for
ctnff nr1PrnhPrc to prirtiripnto rnnr,
directly in operation & direction of
their school system. Few people ser-
iously question premise that partici-
patory behavior is fundamentally
more satisfying than spectator be-
havior. Herein, also, lies basic claim
that preparation of educational spe-
cifications thru committee efforts
within a school system will improve
staff morale. Term "staff" is meant
to include all kinds of people in-
volved in a school system not just
teachers but also engineers & mem-
bers of clerical staff & school nurs-
og group. Staff morale can be
harmed rather than improved if
final educational specifications are
not used in good faith. It has been
learned from bitter experience that
once an idea of an individual has
been incorporated into a set of edu-
cational specifications that particu-
lar individual, be it teacher, board
rnember, or interested parent, is
most likely to expect to have that
same idea demonstrably evident in
finished school building.

cast estimates:
Often in a school building program
architects are asked to make pre-
liminary cost estimates for each
school building project. Batting
averages in this situation tend to be
disappointing because of lack of pre-
cise information. Frequently, major
criteria applied by community mem-
bers & school boards in measuring
value of a particular group of schoo,
buildings is that of how closely vic-
tual construction coincides with esti-
mates given by architects & school
officials. Educational specifications
can help architects & school officials
improve accuracy of their estimates
for ca particular school building be-
cause they include precise descrip-
tion of every space to be included
within building & precise description
of every function that will be car-
ried on within each room. In addi-
tion, educational specifications will
include specific lists of equipment,
both built-in & movable, which is to
be placed in each room. This body

of information offers only practical
basis for preparing financial esti-
mates.

operafonal efficiency:
Educational specifications also as-
sure more efficient use of new
school building by involving in the
nlnnninn nrInnlo %Ann will Imo
ing. It should be evident that teach-
ers who help plan classrooms will
be able to make better use of these
rooms. Similarly, if engineers & cus-
todians help plan heating plant,
they will be able to operate it more
efficiently.

typical time schedule:
Many benefits of educational speci-
fications can be inferred from fol-
lowing hypothetical time schedule
for building of a school:

project begins wise- school officials be-
gin to think about need for new school

may be several years before actual
new school will be occupied this ;s

time for school administrator to start file
of ideas on new educational programs
& thoughts about new building

perhaps months later, committees will be
formed to begin actual planning. each
committee may be given written charge
or responsibility which might well be to
produce a particular section of educa-
tional specifications such committees
will ther have a recognizable & definable
goal

meanwhile, usual staff curriculum com-
mittees will be working on curriculum re-
vision & improvement these commit-
tees should gain added impetus from
knowledge that their efforts will be im-
plemented in a new building findings
& recommendations of curriculum com-
mittees will fit naturally into contents of
final educational specifications

board of education meetings, public as-
semblies & finance committees will con-
sider problems caused by contemplated
new building educational specifica-
tion data being accumulated can be used
as basis for discussions & publications
centered on new building

teachers will be scheduled to examine
new buildings & to appraise promising
new educational programs --- expanding
file of data for educational specifications
becomes logical place to record observa-
tions, suggestions & acceptable ideas for
new school

architect selected to plan new building
will be asked for preliminary cost esti-
mates developing educational specifi-
co'ions can be of use to him as basis for
estimates (ed: but architect must hove
sole responsibC+r for budget he can-
not add desirable stares urged by edu-
cational consultant or others without re-
gard to budget)

at some time official board action must
be taken, establishing scope of school
building to be built educational spe-
cifications can be adopted as official de-
scription of projected educational pro-
gram & building

preliminary building plans must be drawn
& architectural specifications must be
written educational specifications, by
now in hands of architect, can supply
body of working knowledge stating needs
of client & defining planning task

architect will be asked to present pre-
liminary pions & specifications for of-
ficial board of education approval
later, utter several meetings & plan re-
visions, process will be repeated in ap-
proval of final plans & specifications
educational specifications can be used as
reference points to check & appraise work
of architect

state agencies will want to review & ap-
praise proposed plans & specifications
educational specifications can be sub-
mitted along with architect's documents,
for they will help interpret blueprints

during construction of new building, it
can be expected that both lay people &
staff members will raise questions about
details information taken from educa-
tional specifications will in many in-
stances be more understandable to in-
terested parties than would In impressions
gained thru inspection of blueprints or
of building when it has been partially
completed

other related problems will arise per-
sonnet will have to be hired, furniture &
equipment purchased, & supplies ordered

information needed to perform time
tasks can be taken directly fror' educa-
tional specifications

when building is finally occupied, new
staff will have to learn how to we this
most expensive item of instructional
equipment building itself new
building & un-indoctrinated teachers are
a bad combination educational speci-
fications can be used as inservice train-
ing manual on purposes & operation of
new building but shou l be supplemented
by personal attention of those who gro-
omed educational specifications



General Considerations for a Junior High Schooil
(Excerpts from educational specifi,:ations for 0. L. Smith Junior High School, Dearborn, Mich.)

PHILOSOPHY

It is the responsibility of the school to recognize: (1) that
we are living in a rapidly changing social pattern; (2) that in
our more specialized urban society there is less opportunity for
the individual to live a full, meaningful life.

1. Keep our curriculum flexible in order that the child may
he equipped to meet the changes in his environment,

:4. Provide real-life e:speriences to take the place of the learn.
ing the child once gained in a more open society.

3. To use the cultural, historic, industrial, natural and.geo-
graphic resources of the community to enrich the cur-
riculum and at the same time to encourage understanding
between the school and the community.

It is the responsibility of the school to give the best education
possible to each child, regardless of his capabilities.

1. Meet individual differences.

2. Recognize different lands of intelligence-social, mechan-
ical, artistic and intellectual.

3. Discover for each cit'cl his particular aptitude, give op-
portunities for him to achieve in his field, and stimulate
his further development.

Mastery of academic and social skills necessary for the

child to feel adequate.

5. Provide opportunities for and encourage creative learning
in ail phases of the curriculum.

6. Meet the physical and emotional needs of the child.

7. Provide opportunities that will develop an understanding
and appreciation of his cultural and historical background.

8. Develop the scientific method of thinking in all types of
situations.

It is the responsibility of the schools to develop lasting deeir-
able character traits that will enable the child to meet the

demands of a democratic society.

1. Provide for a gradually expanding freedom as the child
shows his capacity to handle it and grows more prac-
ticed in self-discipline.

2. Freedom for the child to make choices and to assume the
responsibility that democracy imposes on the individual.

3. Practice in group planning, hying and evaluation of 'Cris
learning experiences.

4. Develop the emotional and spiritual values of-the- child
that he may act toward others with intelligent understand-
ing and sympathy.

5. Create an atmosphere in which each child has a feeling
of security and importance.

It is the responsibility of the school to by/of service to the
community.

1. Understand the particular interests of the community.

2. Discover what the community has to offer the school in
the way of services-group and individual.

3. Provide for a variety of services and facilities for children
and adults.

4. Provide a recreational, learning and cultural center for
the community.

CHARACTER OF BUILDING

Plan a one-story building, style to be simple, modvm, func-
tiorial. Provide for future expansion of building.

SITE

1. Location. The school site is bounded by Notre Name,
Syracuse, Yale and Tekgraph Road business hontage. All
of the property is not included in this site. See map
next page.
City owned property immediately adjacent to the east will
be used jointly by the city and the school as a playfield.

2. Size. The various parcels of and consolidated by the
school district total 8.3 acres.

3. General Description. The school site is an L shaped plot.
The site is near grade level, with sandy top soil and clay
base. The site is now heavily wooded.
Public access will he on Yle and Notre Dame.

ADMINISTRATIVE ORGANIZATION

Instructional Organization

t. The school will serve children of junior high age for the
4.ttendance area bounded by Michigan Avenue, Gulley
Road, Dartmouth, Monroe and Outer Drive, subject to
such variation as conditions may require.

2. The school will be organized as Grades 7 through 9 and
will accommodate pupils of these grades from the fol-
lowing elementary schools: Long, Nowlin, Oxford and
some from Whitmore Bolles.

Personnel Requirements

1. The following requirements are based on census figures
for the included area, plus an estimated increase based on
present building in this part of the city. Figures for teach-
ers are based on the present junior high school course of
study, with a basic class load not to exceed 30.

2. All units cf the building, including classrooms, shop,
homemaking, arts, cafeteria, physical education, health,
administration, pool and library, are to be planned for
mpximum of 900.

FACULTY:
English 6 3/5 CLERKS:
Social Studies 6 Clerk 3 . . i
Mathematics .6 Clerk 2 . 1

Science 3 -
Remedial and 2

Activities 2 2/5 NURSE: . 3/5Vocal and Music
Apprec iation MA rc"- ITENANCE:2

Instrumental Music I Engint.....c. 1

Health 4 Fireman ... 1

Shop and Custodian . 3
Homemaking 4 Matron for Pool .1

Art 2 Jt. ,itress ... .... .. .. .... 1
Typing and Business -

Training 1 7

Counselors .... 2 CAFETERIA:
Librarian 1 Manager ...1
Principal 1 'Helpers .5

6
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EQUIPMENT, FURNITURE AND SUPPLIES FOR MATHEMATICS CLASSROOM
(Excerpts from educational specifications for 0. L. Smith Junior High School, Dearborn, Mich.)

Movable Equipment
Thirty student table,

Table desk type
Open front for book storage
Not less than 20 hy 26 inch top
Variation in heights to accommodate students

Thirty chairs fitted for above tables
Teacher's desk with composition top
Teacher's chair, swivel type, with arms
Steel cabinet file

Thirty inches high or height of teacher's desk
Have lock
Suggested two drawers
Aiso suggested to ha :e carl fiic, that is, tw- dtg.-Ners en-T
two card-file drawers, 3 by 5 inches

Two worktables for back of room for project work
About 30 by 30 by 60 inches
One type of drafting table. Purpose is to provide working
space for project work

Four folding chairs--nonrubber feet
Storage Space

4 to 8 feet of closed bookcases
Two drawer cabinets of the T-3 type
One teacher's wardrobe closet of the T-2 ,yele
Bookcart for keeping books ader window
Storage for transit

Other Items
Blackboards

Some permanent and some reversible in front
One section of front blackboard of the reversible type
should be either scratched or painted for grEphing
Blackboards at side reversible with bulletin boards
Narrow corkboard above blackboards

Map rails for hanging charts

Workroom for This Area
Duplicating machine and worktable
Storage space for paper and duplicating supplies; cupboards
Worktable or desk with chat.'
Typewriter with desk. Typewriter to be equipped with mathe-
matic keys
Sink
Two steel letter filesfour drawer
Calculator

Supplies
I demonstration slide rule
10 to 12 yardsticks
2 metal capped meter sticks
12 blackboard compasses, good quality
12 blackboard protractors, good quality
1 set of geometric figures, large size
1 steel tape 50 feet long
1 abacus
36 foot rulers
36 stLient compasses
26 student protractors
6 steel rules 6 inches long
1 micrometer
1 parallel ruler
1 stop watch
I stapler
1 graph chart for use with crayons
I set of forms for volumetric measurement
I model of cubic inch and 1 model of cubic foot
Colored chalk
Plastic clay
30 drawing boards 16 by 24 inches
Equipnieut listed is for each room, except workroom.

PHILOSOPHY AND FUNCTION OF AUDITORIUM, LIBRARY AND GUIDANCE AREA
(Excerpts from educational specifications for Clara Bryant Junior High School, Dearborn, Mich.)

dividuals or committees will come to the library for research
projects under the direction of the classroom teacher. The
function of the librarian will be to assist teachers and pupils
in the carrying out of classroom projects. Recreational reading
during activity periods, noon hour, and after school will be
encouraged.

Library conference rooms will be used for reading or discus-
sion by small groups of pupils, for listening to educational
recordings by pupils or teachers, for filmstrip and slide previews
by teachers. Provide electrical outlets accordingly.

Facilities should include conference rooms, circulation and
reading center, storage and work rooms, and office library.

AUDITOrtIUM
This unit should be planned to accommodate:
1. Student assemblies, student productions (dramatic, musical,

discussion), motion pictures, and other programs
2. Class groups needing large stage facilities for activities

growing out of classroom work
3. Community meetings
The auditorium should be easily accessible to instrumental

and vocal music groups and be capable of filling and emptying
rapidly. The corridor outside the auditorium should be large
enough to accommodate groups of this size. There should be a
built-in public address system with facilities for suspended
microphones, microphones on stands, or recording units. Ade-
quate space should be provided for storage of scenery and cos-
tumes. Provide plenty of electric outlets for equipment detailed
later. 7rovide theater type seats, covering material to be short
pile mohair or equal. Seats to be spring-equipped. Provide dark
ening by traverse draperies. Stage curtain should function in the
usual manner. Provide flexible side partitions so that stage can
be completely opened if needed. Material of stage curtain to
be velours or equal, color to be chosen.

GENERAL T TBRARY
The library facilities are conceived as a resource for projects

and activities growing out of classroom work. Ordinarily, in-

GUIDANCE AREA, including conference rooms
The purpose of the guidance program is to assist the indivie,

ual through guidance or counsel to make wise choit.., adjust-
ments and interpretations in connection with criti.al situations
in life (family, career, health, finance) in such a way as to
ensure continual growth for self-direction.

Plan a guidance unit with three conference rooms, on testing
room, and a reception room. Reception room should he large
enough for a few easy chairs and lamps. There should be direct
access to the records room. Entrance to guidance unit should
be from arts corridor, not main corridor.

EQUIPMENT, FURNITURE 'AND SUPPLIES FOR GUIDANCE SUITE
(Excerpts from educational specifications for Clara Bryant Junior High School, Dearborn, Mich.)

Equipment for th-:e conference rooms
Three regulation office or teachers' desks
Three swivel desk chairsleather seats

rogularinn crop! filocfniir.drawer
Six lounge or occasional chairs
Three standard size chairs
Three ofEce desk lamps
Three hall trees
Three wastebaskets

Equipment for record room
Six steel letter filesfour-drawer
One cable steel base, light wood top, 29 inches high, 36

inches wide, 70 inches long
Six chairs, steel base, blond wood top to match table
One wastebasket
One typewriter and stand with casters

One swivel chair to match typewriter stand
Equipment for testing room

Two tables, steel base, light woad top, 29 inches high, 36
incurs wide; 70 inches long

Six chairs, steel base, blond wood top to match table
One wastebasket

Equipment for waiting room
Two magazine racksmedium size
Eight chairsfour lounge, four occasional
Three bookcases
One oblong table
One wastebasket
One floor rug
One small davenport
One bulletin board
Four suitable pictures



Ways and Means of Reducing
School Construction Costs

by John L. Cameron

Chief, School Housing Section,
Office of Education

US Department of Health,
Education & Welfare

From a paper delivered at the

August 1960 conference of the

Nation.4 Association of County

Officials, Miami Beach, Florida

Conservative estimates by the
US Office of Education indicate
that during the decade 1959-60
through 1968-69, an additional
607,600 classrooms will be needed
to adequately house the public ele-
mentary and secondary school chil-
dren of this country. During the
five years 1959-60 through 1963-
64, construction of 416,600 class-
rooms is needed to take care of
normal needs and to eliminate the
accumulated backlog. These data
do hot include facilities other than
classrooms whic:i are needed to
make up a complete school plant.
Many communities are finding it
dLicult to finance their needed
school construction. This situation
results from five simple facts; name-
ly, c" at, enrollments, population

aging buildings, shrinking
dollars, ..nd the decreasing impor-

tance of land as a portion of the
total wealth of the nation.

School officials and architects
generally have had in mind, for a
long period of time, not only the
child's welfare, but also the tax-
payer's purse. During the twenty
year period between 1947 and 1957
the cost of school buildings has in-
creased 150%, while the cost of
general construction has increased
275%; highway construction,
200%; and the cost of automobiles
has increased 200% .

During the twenty year period
that the cost of school buildings
increased 150%, cost of steel in-
creased 215%, face brick 200%,
common labor 330%, and skilled
labor 220%.

The economy in school buildings
can be attributed to the careful
planning of school board members,
school officials at both the State
and local levels, architects, engi-
neers, arid in many cases local
fiscal authorities. Realizing that the
present and future needs fog school
buildings are enormous, they have
planned together by looking care-
fully at the kind of space and equip-
ment needed for effective teaching
and learning. This cooperative plan-
ning has resulted, for the most part.
in buildings constructed at reason-
able costs which meet the essential
needs of the educational program.

The question now ishow can
we get even more for the school
building dollar; or, as I would like
to rephrase ithow can we get
more per dollar out of more school
building dollars? It should be
pointed out also that we are not
merely concerned with what it costs
to construct a school building, but
we are also concerned with its life
span and what it costs t maintain
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and operate it throughaat its useful
life. And, it is not or what we
put into a building that counts, but
it is also what we get oat of it No
matter how low the cost r,.f a school
building, if it does not serve its
educational purpose as a fuctional
facility, its cost will be excessive.

School administrators are seeking
ways to reduce school plant costs,
and some of them feel that sub-
stantial savings may be made by
reducing the cost of construction.
It is desirable to build school plants
in an economical manner. How-
ever, all of the economy cannot
come in construction. Many con-
struction economies have been ef-
fected, and we may be approaching
a minimum construction standard
consistent with safety, function, and
long-range economy. Studies of
construction economies should be
continued; but, at the same time,
studies should be made of other
factors in school plant costs. It is
with these other factors that county
commissioners, in their official ca-
pacities and as leaders in the com-
munity, have the greatest oppor-
tunities to contribute to substantial
savings in the costs of providing
school facilities.

The following methods of effect-
ing school building economies are
suggested:

I Reduce the number of school
districts

Even though we have reduced
the number of school districts in
this country from approximately
63,000 in 1953-54 to about 40,000
now, we still have many small
school districts. The Committee for
Economic Development, in its pub-
lication Paying for Better Schools,
recommends a further reduction to
approximately 10,000.

During the school year 1956-57
more than 90% of the public school
systems in the United St.....tes en-
rolled fewer than 1,200 pupils, and
approximately 58% enrolled fewer
than fifty students.

In any combining of districts,
officials should make sure that all
schools are brought up to a level
equal to that of the best schools,
or eveJ. higher. Merger of school
districts cannot be justified on the.
basis of a leveling-out process that
improves the quality of education
for some children and impairs it
for others.

The merging of school districts
should result in the following bene-
fits:
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impovcii educational opportuni-
ties for a large part of the student
population
a broader and more near:), equal-
ized base for financial support
reduced administrative costs in
many districts. Note: very likely,
costs will not be reduced by com-
bining large districts as the ad-
ministrative staff rt-luired after
merging will p.obably be as large
as the total of the districts before
they were merged
simplified long-range planning
particularly along the fringe
areas of a growing city
improved plant maintenance.
Since fewer maintance men
will be needed for a large school
than for several small schools,
the combining of schools will
make money available to employ
men skilled in plumbing, heat-
ing, electrical, painting, and other
trades
simplified and economical trans-
portation of pupils. In numerous
districts the school bus passes by
a school in one district as it takes
pupils to a school in another dis-
trict, the one in which they live.
This is costly not only in money
but in time
reduced cost of providing new
school facilities
reduced costs of operating school
buildings.

2 Reduce the number of small
schools

All recent significant studies
have indicated that large schools
car offer better educational pro-
grams at a more reasonable cost
than small ones. This is particularly
true of secondary schools.

The greatest value to be gained
from carrying out this suggestion is
the improved educational opportu-
nities to boys and girls. Even
though the small high school has a
greater cost per pupil than the
larger one, it is pretty much limited
to offering college preparatory
work, whereas the large high school
has the potential of doing a better
job of college preparatory and of
preparing the large percentage of
the high school graduates who do
not go to college. A secondary
value, but an important one, is the
savings in capital outlay and in
operating costs.

In consolidating schools, officials
must exercise mature judgment to
keep such mergers within practical
limits. If geographical or other
conditions make it necessary to

maintain a small bchool, district
officials should makc a determined
effort to enable it to offer the best
possible opportunities to the pupils
wno attend it. Such a situation illus-
trates again the importance of hav-
ing a broad base for financial sup-
port of the schools.

3 Plan the organization of the
schools and the building program
to provide for future needs

An outstanding educational con-
sultant recently said, "The time to
do a survey is when you think you
don't need it." His statement illus-
trates the importance of having a
definite plan prepared before you
are confronted with the necessity
of taking action.

Long-range plans should be re-
viewed frequently and modified to
take into account changes in condi-
tions which were not foreseen in
the original planning. Buildings
should not be constructed that will
not be needed when the long-range
plans have been realized. More
money has probably been spent on
buildings that should not have been
constructed or were built larger
than necessary than on so-called
frills.

4 Secure sites in areas of predicted
population growth well in ad-
vance of the actual need for the
building

Selection of proper sites will be
possible if an adequate job of long-
range planning is done. After an
area has developed, school sites are
expensive and often difficult to se-
cure without going through con-
demnation proceedings.

5 Make the school part of a corre-
lated community plan in order
to get maximum usage from such
facilities as auditor;ums, libraries,
gymnasiums, playgrounds, and
shops

Careful advance planning should
be done by all interested parties in
order that the scheduling of non-
school activities will not interfere
with school functions and in order
to determine what portion of the
total cost should be charged to the
school.

6 Avoid the use of stock plans

The planning of each school
building project is a different prob-
lem. Orientations are different; site



topographies and shapes are differ-
ent; access roads and streets are
different; the availability and loca-
tion of utilities are different. Most
important, a school building should
be designed to accommodate the
educational progtam a (articular
community has determined it needs
and wants.1 he building should also
be a source of pride to the commu-
nity.

The use of stock plans makes it
next i0 impossible to properly uti-
lize newly developed building ma-
terials and techniques. Adequate
inspection of a building while it is
under construction is of vital im-
portance, and it should be inspected
by the individual or firm who was
responsible for its design. This
would be impractical if stock plans
were used.

7 Choose professional help with
care

This applies to educational con-
sultants, architects, engineers, and
legal counsel. Complete plans and
specifications which are ea3ily un-
derstood usually result in more
favorable bids. Adequate and thor-
ough contract documents will re-
duce the inevitable change orders
and extras.

8 Seek standardization of compo-
nent parts

Savings can be realized from
modular designs of recurring units.
Avoid the necessity insofar as pos-
sible of having special fabrication
work done in the field.

9 Use materials obtainable near the
project

When practical, plan for the use
of materials obtainable near the lo-
cation of the project. The avail-
ability of craftsmen experienced in
the installation of selected materials
will have a bearing on the cost.

10 Keep mechanical equip; lent in
I. to with needs

It appears that this is an area in
which more money than necessary
has been spent on school buildings
during the past several years. Elab-
orate control systems are costly in
the initial stage and expensive to
maintain.

11 Construct buildings of such
quality that insurance, mainte-
nance, operation, and replace-
ment costs will he low

A building of poor quality will
be espensive to insure and to main-
tain, and the useful life of the build-
ing w iil be decreased. If it does not
adequately accommodate the in-
structional program the cost of in-
struction will be increased, and the
quality of the educational program
will be diminished.

12 Develop an adequate mainte-
nance program

Students can learn better and
teachers can do a better job of
teaching in an attractive, well-main-
tained environment. Good mainte-
nance helps keep a healthful and
pleasant environment for more pro-
ductive learning and saves money
in extending the time before major
repairs or replacements must be
made. It is foolish to build a mil-
lion-dollar building and give it five-
and ten-cent :.are.

A maintenance program, ade-
quately staffed and equipped,
should be developed and the jobs
to be done regularly scheduled.
Ample allowance should be made
for emergency maintenance.

13 Take bids at a favorable time

The most favorable time to take
bids depends upon several things.
The location of the school, the
number and size of competing pro-
jects, seasonal factors, and the gen-
eral economic conditions all have
their effects on costs. Timing of
bid requests may be responsible for
as great savings as any other eco-
nomy measure.

14 Schedule for full utilization of
the building

Colleges and universities in par-
ticular have been subject to recent
criticism because it has been re-
ported that their facilities were not
fully utilized. Perhaps to a lesser
extent, the same might be said of
some of our secondary plants. Full
utilization may mean rescheduling
to the end Lzat each teaching space
is used throughout the school day.
It may mean an extended school
year which many of our secondary
schools already have in the form
of summer sessions. In any event,
the extent to which our present
facilities and those being planned
are and will be utilized should be
carefully studied. This is an area
in which there could well be some
carefully planned experimentation.

15 Finance, within means, on a
pay-as-you-go besis

A long-range plan of financing
needed school facilities should be
developed. It may be necessary,
particularly to take care of the
backlog of school building .needs,
to receive the funds required
through the sale of bonds. Jt would
seem wise to finance school building
needs resulting from population

-nr.val capital outlaycrrnsirth from
levies.

In counties of low valuation, a
capital outlay levy at a reasonable
rate would not produce sufficient
funds in any one year to construct
a building of any size. In such
cases, a capital reerve fund, which
could not be used for other pur-
poses, should be accumulated until
it is of sufficient size to do an ade-
quate job of constructing a needed
school facility.

16 Watch the bond market for a
favorable time to sell bond:

Selling bonds at a reduction in
rate of even one-half percent will
make a very substantial difference
in the total cost over the period of
time for which the bonds are issued.

17 Whenever possible, have school
facilities ready when they are
needed

Increase in the cost of construc-
tion has averaged from 2 to 3%
per year over the past several years.

Conclusion:

Rapid advances in the develop-
ment of new building materials and
techniques and in improved design
during the next few years will en-
able us to get better school plants
for the money we invest. It is doubt-
ful, however, that we can make any
substantial savings in the cost of
constructing a school building. Im-
provements will be made in teach-
ing techniques and in instructional
aids, but it is unlikely that we can
reduce the cost of instruction. There
is one thing we can do with better
facilities and better tecli oique.s: Vy'e.
can improve the quality of educa-
tion.

Charles F Carroll, State Super-
intendent of Public Instruction in
North Carolina, has very appropri-
ately said: "The heaviest and most
burdensome tax we can pay is the
tax on ignorance." We cannot af-
ford ignorance. We can afford edu-
cation.
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SCHOOL BUILDING COSTS
6111111111117111101111111111111 1111111M111-, ..
From a Valk given at the Spring 1957 meeting
of tree Ohlo School Business Offic.ials Association
by E. W. Dykes, AIA*

We are all aware that unprece-
dented sums art now being spent for
school building construction. Since
almost all such buildings are financed
from public money, it is inevitable
that controversy over construction
costs will arise. Mountains of misin-
formation are available on the sub-
ject. I think I can show the error of
some of this talk by throwing cer-
tain, items of controversy into their
proper perspective.

First, let's look at some of the
rest popular methods of measuring
school building construction costs:
9 cot per student
o cost per classroom

cost per cubic foot
cost per square foot

UNITS OF MEASURE
The cost per student unit reflects

not only structural costs but educa-
tional program costs as well. Its
usefulness is restricted, however, be-
cause the layman is generally un-
aware of these distinctions. Used in
conjunction with cost per square
foot, the per student unit indicates
rather clearly differences in program.
Cost per student can be used only
for complete buildings, as additions
rarely include a complete comple-
ment of all necessary rooms.

The cost per classroom unit is the
most widely misunderstood of all
the units. It is confusing because
the other three are used in connec-
tion with actual costs per unit of
measurement while the classroom
cost reflects also the costs of corri-
dors, boiler rooms, cafeterias and
other rooms essential for a complete
educational program. Obviously, the
unit means absolutely nothing unless
nne knows what the other rooms
are in a particular building under
discussion.

I have seen a simple classroom
addition compared with the national

Mr. Dykes is a partner in the firm of
Lawrence, Dykes and Associates of Canton,
Ohio.

average on classrooms. This simple
additicq did not include the costs of
other rooms so the figures were
favorable. An interested taxpayer
upon reading these statistics would
rush to excoriate his own school
board who then turns to the architect
and so on down the line until the
thing is settled. Since it is not feas-
ible to include an explanation each
time the classroom unit of measure
is used, this measure is next to mean-
ingless.

Cost per cubic foot has long been
one of the popular units of measure
in building costs. It is far enough
off the mark that I suggest its use
be limited to a controlled body. For
example, if the height of an 8' high
room were increased to 10', 20%
would be added to the cubage but
perhaps less than 5% to the cost.
Unless the use of the room de-
manded the increased height, very
little would be added to the useful-
ness. Total construction bill would
be up but cubage cost would be
down. An architect who sticks close
to minimum heights in order to cut
costs comes up with higher costs per
cubic foot than an architect who pays
no particular attention to the lower
ceilings. To compare costs on a
cubage basis would be unfair.

The cost per square foot of usable
space method gives a good indica-
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tion of the size of a build:ug, where-
as cubage does not. IL wever, it does
have serious shortcomings. A room
20' x 30' containing 600 square feet
costs so much per square foot to
build. If this room were divided
into two rooms by a wall down the
middle, the square area is the same
but the cost goes up. Divide it again
again the cost rises without chang-
ing the area.

A few years ago in our office we
had a building in which the square
foot cost was quite high. It baffled
us until closer examination showed
a very high ratio of wall areas to
total areas. We devised another form
of estimating which we have found
to be more accuratethe cubic foot
of wall m.. uod. We squeeze all the
air out of the building and get a
unit price for the unit volume of
material in it. This method is un-
worthy of widespread use because it
would require a lot of explaining to
get everyone to measure in just the
same way.

This business of measuring, inci-
dentally, also causes difficulty in
comparing jobs measured by dif-
erent peorle.

I do not place a lot of faith in
any method of measurement. Yet
we all must have one to guide us as
we design our buildings. In our
office we have settled on cost per

WE'VE LICKED WINTER CONSTRUCTION.

Cartoons by Thomas Hutchens. Tdr. Hutchens
was also the cartoonist for the AIA film "A
School for Johnny."



square foot method and use cubic
foot of wall method as a check.
From this discussion we can con-
clude that unless you really know
what is being measured in a building,
the unit methods of comparing cost
are unreliable.

OUTSIDE INFLUENCES

Comparisons of building costs
from different areas are of little real
value, since local competition, taxes
and labor conditions affect prices
greatly.

Competit;on may increase costs as
much as 10%. When there are more
contractors than construction, con-
tractors sometimes take a building
at just a little bit over cost to hold
their crew together and to cover
regular overhead costs.

Also, since winter is a poor time
for building, many contractors cut
costs so they can get a job at the
start of the new season. Some build-
ers introduce innovations in material
handling and cut their office over-
head, so they can afford to be the
successful bidder.

Although school administrators
are interested in the lowest school
costs possible, they should also be
interested in the contractor making
a profit on the job. Then they can
be more particular about finishes and
correction of little defects in the
building than if the contractor is
working on a very close margin.

High local taxation is likely to
affect bids. Federal taxes account
for about 25% of school costs, but
they are uniform throughout the
country.

Restrictive labor practices can
have a strong affect on costs. The
superintendent of a New York su-
burban school told me about having
movable partitions put up in his
office. The workmen, who lived in
the metropolitan area, arrived on
the job about 10 or 10:30 and put
their tools away at 2:3U. They
charged a full day's work on the
basis of portal-to-portal pay! To
some extent such practices happen
in all organized areas throughout the
country. It is a situation which is
difficult to alleviate; nevertheless, it

must be dealt with.

METHODS OF SAVING

In Ohio, school buildings represent
about l0 cents of the educational
dollar; the balance is used for the
educational program. So if we cut
building costs 10% and in doing so
add nothing to maintenance and op-
eration, we gain nothing but a few
more headaches and an unsatisfac-
tory building. I'm not one to sneer
at a 10% caving if it is real saving.
but let's look at the various methods
and see whether so-called savings are
real savings after all. Some fall into
the class of half-truth and the whole
truth casts a different light.

The first money saving item to
consider is a master plan for build-
ing construction. This means pur-
chasing building sites well in ad-
vance of the time they will be
needed, and preferably large enough
to take care of expansion.

The building levy is a most re-
markable way of saving money and
should be considered by every area
which has sufficient taxable property
to make it feasible. Interest repre-
sents over 3% of the educational
dollar. Why not eliminate it?

The educational program itself can
cut costs. I would venture to say
that 95% of the educational pro-
gram can be carried on in the self-
contained classrooms because class-
rooms are the heart of the prog:am.
I do not know what would haven
if only the classrooms and a mini-
mum of other facilities were built,
but the tremendous difference in

building costs cannot be overlooked.
I do not necessarily recommend such
a thing but I think it should be a
matter of serious study for a com-
munity which finds itseif under-
housed and with low taxable values.

If the size of rooms were kept to
a minimum, a definite saving would
result. However, increase in cost is
not directly proportional to increase
in area. Some studies I have made
indicate that a 20% increase in area
using the same number of rut dis re-
sults in an overall increase of 5%
to 10%. Since education is the end
result desired, the ratio of dollar per
"ounce" of learning is better.

Complete plans and specifications
are good insurance since they result
in the lowest possible bids. If dom.

ments are complete and show all
items to be constructed or included
without wease' phrasing, the bidders
will put in the figures exactly as
they see them and adequate inspec-
tion will insure that the owner get
precisely the building for which he
is paying. This minimizes changes
which cost more than if included
originally.

Pre-planning of additions is

another way of saving. It might
even be well to pay the architect foz
the preliminary planning of a com-
plete building although working
drawings are ordered only for the
part to be built immediately. The
first structure will be somewhat more
expensive because of heating plant
and other facilities sized for the
future building, but thousands of dol-
lars will be saved when the addition
is made. This is not only a saving
but results in better planned school
buildings.

Insurance rates may soon eat up
whatever savings are made in con-
struction. For example, exposed
steel may increase the insurance
premium. The architect should be
instructed to check on any items
which require more insurance and to
figure how long it would take for
the extra cost of insurance to over-
balance the savings.

We claim there is little difference
in cost between one- and two-story
buildings. In our office two-story
schools have average 3.2% Iess than
one-story ones. My feeling is that
the one-story buildings are educa-
tionally superior, and, as a taxpayer,
I am willing to advocate their use
despite the slightly higher cost. Stair-
ways, which cost more than other
space, are eliminated, and also the
maintenance problem of washing sec -
end -story windows.

The use of standard plans is
another way of saving that many
school boards suggest. On identical
sites and at the same period of time,
use of a stor'- plan p^ssil-ly
result in some savings. But an at-
tempt to adapt a standard plan even
slightly, often results in more cost
than the architect's fee. Also, ad-
vances in school building design
cease when such a plan is used.

"Shaving" materials is another



TABLE 1
Variations in School Building Construction Costs Resulting from Use of Materials of Different Quality

Contract
price

Cost per
sq ft

Difference per sq ft

Using best materials for good maintenance without regard to cost $304,180 $13.46
Actual cost 285,800 12.58 .88 5.5
Using lowest limit maintenance items 277,400 12.22 1.24 9.2
Using lowest limit maintenance items & omitting certain program items 259,488 11.42 2.04 15.2

popular method of saving. But some
things must not be compromised.
We believe that heating and ventilat-
ing systems must be of top design.
Good seeing conditions are abso-
lutely essential although the fixtures
themselves may vary in quality. The
walls, windows and roof must be
able to withstand the elements. A
bonded roof will sometimes leak long
before the bond rune out!

Using the Charles M. Watson
School in Massillon, Ohio, as a case
study we see what savings can be
made by downgrading materials and
omitting certain program items.
(tables 1 and 2) However, the de-
sirability of these savings begins to
fade when one considers the prob-
able increase in maintenance cost
and headaches, and the lack of
proper teaching facilities.

It has been our experience over
the years that no one specific item
will save a great deal on building
cost. It is the intelligent savings in
a number of places and the pre-plan-
ning of buildings that save expense.
Small savings in materials can result
in higher maintenance operation and
a limited educational program. Don't
be penny wise and square-foot
foolish.

TABLE 2
Decrease in Construction Costs Resulting from Substituting Materials and Omitting Certain Program Facilities

Proposed change Actual cost

Decrease in cost
per square foot
of building

Decrease in cost
per square foot of
material or unit

Replace galvanized windows with painted steel $ 450 $ .121 $.019
Omit painting of boiler room piping 75 .0036
Omit silicon waterproofing 450 .0685 .019
Omit Durowal reinforcing 650 .028
Use asphalt tile instead of terrazzo corridors 2,800 .80 .124
Use vinyl title instead of terrazzo corridors 650 .186 .028
Omit vacuum cleaning system for chalk trays 3,023 .133
Omit glazed tile in corridors 800 .70 .035
Omit glazing angles (76 lights) 152 2.00 (each) .006
Omit 10 corridor tackboards 1,650 1.85 .073
Omit all wardrobes, teachers storage & sink cabinets 5,300 180.00 (each) .232
Omit side coiling partition between cafeteria & gym 4,700 .207
Omit acoustic in classroom 250 .10 .011
Omit skydomes 3,000 300.00 (each) .132
Omit metal shelving cabinets 3,000 300.00 (each) .132
Omit painted window vents 112 2.80 (each) .005



ECONOMY IN SCHOOL BUILDINGS

by Donald W Edmondson, AIA*

RILL CAUMLL in one talk on
L' school building design, used as
an Illustration a camera tripod. One
leg represented educational require-
ments & as various features of pro-
gram were added, this leg was ex-
tended until finally it reached its
full length. Next leg was quality of
building. As various quality fea-
tures were added, this leg was ex-
tended until it was all the way out.
Third leg was cost. All too many
times its extension is stopped by
budget limitation, with result that
leg is so short that tripod cannot
stand. When this occurs, it is neces-
sary either to find some means of
extending budget leg or of reducing
other two.

Problem of meeting budget is a very
serious one & one which must be
faced by architects & educators early
in any planning program. Population
increases are descending upon us
like flood waters from a broken dam.
Need for added classrooms &

teachers almost staggers our under-
standing.

Little red school houses will do no
longer. A bit of blackboard behind
teacher's platform & tin cup hanging
over water bucket have been re-
placed in modern classrooms by cab-
inets for storage of multitudinous
supplies & corkboard for display of
pupils' work has almost crowded out
chalkboard. Running water, sinks,
drinking fountains, floods of day-
light, artificial light, controls,
gadgets & more gadgets to control
gadgets. Architect goes crazy trying
to specify or invent them & custod-
ian has nervoLs prostration trying to
maintain them.

Nevertheless, all these things are
upon us & appear to be necessary
at least to a degree. Together with
rising costs of labor & material, they
flow together to make a rising tide

* member AM national Committee on School
Buildings representing NW region

until they meet immovable barrier
of limited budget. This budget is,
in turn backed up by legal limita-
tions as to bonded indebtedness &
sometimes voters' unwillingness to
add to already ,er-heavy tax bur-
den.

If our needs are to be met, then,
economy must dominate in al! plan-
ning & building. This need for econ-
omy extends into every community
from smallest & poorest district in
back corner of state to largest cities.
While I have not heard of any other
districts pressed to frugality of one
New Mexico district that is trying to
find ways to make dirt floors usable,
economy is watched very carefully
even in cities where use of more ex-
pensive materials is often rightly
justified by reduced maintenance
costs during life of building.

We should distinguish between
economy & cheapness. Webster de-
fines economy as "thrifty" adminis-
tration often from retrenchment
in expenditures "strict husband-
ing of resources." Another meaning
more pointed toward our problem is
"management or ordering of parts,
functions, etc, in an organic & or-
ganized system."

Cheapness, on other hand, refers to
low cost &, many times, iow worth or
value. Since we are considering
buildings that are designed for 40-
or 50-year life & which will in many
cases, no doubt, be used for much
longer than this, we dare not lose
sight of costs over long haul as well
as initial expenditure.

Research & publications committee
of National Council on School House
Construction has published a study
on Principles of economy in school plant
planni & construction. T w o defini-
tions are quoted which I should

like to requote. First is from New
York State Commission on School
Buildings, as follows: "Economy,
as applied to school house con-
struction implies wise & carefully
managed e-x-penditure of sci-,ocA

funds in providing facilities which
are adequate in terms of needs of
educational program at most rea-
sonable cost." A word of caution is
added in NCSHC booklet about low
initial costs & it is pointed out that
cheapest possible first cost is not
always true indication of econ-
omy. They also note that "any cur-
tailment that handicaps educational
program or reduces efficiency
should be classed as false economy."

Other quotation is from American
Association of School Administra-
tors from their book American
School Buildings as follows: "True
economy is a complex relationship
between original cost, educational
utility, efficiency, maintenance &
operation expense."

programming:
Design of educational program is
not within scope of this presentation

we would simply like to empha-
size that program must be realistic.
Architect is not a magician & con-
tractor is not a philanthropist at
least not by intention. If major leg-
shortening is necessary to make tri-
pod stand, some of excess may have
to be sawed off program leg as well
as quality leg.

Educator knows how many children
hp will hrlyp tr Pritrratp, he knows
courses that must be taught, number
of teachers that will be required &
general character of program that
will be carried on. Together with
architect he can determine type of
environment desired for students.
Social & economic status of com-
munity must also be taken into con-
sideration.
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It is not intended to draw a hard
line of distinction at this point, but
rather ar. indication of responsibili-
ties. A wise architect can be of great

ice in many phases of pro-
gramming.

concealed costs of bad timing:
It is generally possible to forecast
:,chool plant needs for several years
in advance. Budget needs too can
be, generally, forecast with reason-
able accuracy. Yet, many times, re-
luctance to face realities or hesi-
tancy to present them to voters all
too often delays prog .is until there
is insufficient time for proper study
& planning processes.

By limiting his time, you may pre-
vent architect from giving problem
adequate study, you may make it
impossible for him to produce most
economical plan, he 'nay be pre-
vented from preparing complete &
carefully detailed drawings that en-
able contractor to give lowest pos-
sible bid. Lack of time may mean
that old details & plans may be
warmed over & accommodated to
your site & program, possibly at a
saving to architect but with decrease
in efficiency of finished plant. On
other hand, increase in bids caused
by enforced lack of completeness,
increases architect's fee. Don't ex-
pect him to do it for less when work-
ing under forced draft, because wear
& tear can be terrific & overtime &
its accompanying inefficiencies may
far offset any goin. Main point is
that it costs you money whether it
goes in pocket of architect, drafts-
men, or builder or suppliers & crafts-
men on job.

As to desirability of results & sav-
ings from longer & more careful
planning there can be no question.

time of bidding:
Another matter of timing which may
be more intangible but nevertheless
has important bearing on costs, is

time of bidding. Best time is when
there is no other work being bid, no
work going on & everyone is

anxiously looking for a job. Ob-
viously such a time cannot always be
found. In fact, such an idealistic
time can seldom be found.

For more realistic answer, analysis
of work under construction should
be made & if possible a season of
year should be selected in which
contractors & subcontractors are
finishing up work at hand & are be-
coming interested in the next job.

During early months of year (in
NW) major construction is more
likely to be in finishing stages &
members of building industry are
anxious to line up work for coming
season. On other hand, we have had
good results in fall bidding where
contractors are anxious to find work
to keep key personnel busy during
winter months. Even though wea-
ther may not permit maximum pro-
ductivity they are better off to have
key personnel producing at half
speed than to carry them on non-
productive payroll or run risk of
losing them.

Even if it is impossible to set date
ahead careful consideration of ac-
tual day of bidding may have effect
on cost of building. If several large
jobs are being bid about same time,
it behooves architect to check with
fellow practitioners to avoid several
major jobs being bid at same day or
even, as sometimes has happened,
two at same hour. Many times a
contractor may wish to bid both jobs
but conflict makes it extremely dif-
firi 'It if not impossiblP for hirn to
assemble his figures. Last few hours
in a contractor's office before time
of bid opening are apt to be very
hectic. Phones are ringing con-
stantly with subs trying to get fig-
ures in & estimator is taxed to ut-
most to compile his figures with
lowest bid on each item & totals
properly made.

If two jobs ore bid at approximately
same time contractor will often be
forced to choose between them be-
cause it is physically impossible for
him to bid both. This, of course,
means less bidders on both jobs &
man who does not bid might have
been low bidder. Thus, if days for
bidding can be reasonably scattered,
often appreciable savings can be
realized.

Sufficient time should be allowed
contractor for compiling of bid
from 3 to 4 weeks depending on size
& complexity of jobs.

time of completion:
Time allowed for construction pro-
cess can also have its bearing on
cost if a job must be unduly rushed
or if completion schedule forces con-
tractor to carry on during bad wea-
ther with inevitable lowering of ef-
ficiency which must be given
consideration in bid. A wise con-
tractor will, of course, push a job to
completion as rapidly as possible &
thus cut down on overhead, invest-
ment in equipment & interest lost
on retainer-fees. i have actuary
known of contractors that added
several thousand dollars to their
figures because they felt time sched-
ule was unreolistic &, being backed
by a liquidated damage clause, it
might add to their cost.

Because these matters of timing can
add up to many thousands of dollars
& yet cos school district nothing in
quality or adequacy of facilities it
seems strange that more considera-
tion has not been given to their im-
portance.

multi-use of space:
Another phase of planning from
which economies may stem is in
multiple use of space. This again
ties in very closely with program-
ming & it is not for architect to have
final say as to what uses may be
overlapped into what spaces. There
are many combinations (with which



we are all familiar) which have been
tried with varied degrees of success.
Use of one space for more than one
purpose immediately implies com-
promise & compromises are seldom
completely satisfactory.

Again quoting from New York State
Commission on School Building
Economy handbook rooms should
be designed for multiple use ". . .

when functions to be served (1) will
riot cause serious conflict ;n sched-
uling of needed facilities, (2) will
allow adequate time for each func-
tion in school & (3) require physical
facilities somewhat similar in di-
mensions & nature."

Any contrivance that makes for uti-
lization for all parts of school-day is
a step toward economy. Corridors,
often 1/4 area of entire school plant,
may be completely unused for many
hours. It is true that corridors are
necessary for circulation, & most
high schools have for many years
used corridor areas for lockers, but
there are still many hours when
there is no use made of them.

Perkins & Will in their highschool at
Keokuk, Iowa, & when associated
with Caudill, Rowlett & Scott in Nor-
man Oklahoma highschool, have
progressed toward making these
areas valuable as social space.

A new junior high school at Bryan
Texas by Caudill, Rowlett & Scott
reduces separation between class-
rooms & corridors in such manner as
to make corridor-!--oace act as port
of classroom.

area planning:
shape: An o t he r consideration

which can have definite effect on
cost of building is general planning
& arrangement. This is not intended
to be an argument in favor of single-

. or double-loaded con idors, finger
plans, cluster plans or compact
plans, but will merely attempt to in-
dicate that some of these things af-
fect cost.

Another axiom for planners might
be stated "if you want to cut
corners on cost elim;iate corners on
plans." Outside wall costs more
than inside partitions. Stairways
cost more than corridor. There is
saving in area & outside wall by com-
port plan arranaement. Savinas may
be offset by additional cost of get-
ting adequate light to inside por-
tions of classroom.

height: A1A Committee on School
Buildings has recently published a
school plant study on lower classroom
ceilings. This leaflet indicates that
ceilings as low as 7' 8" have been
used successfully. Ceilings of 12' &
14' were designed primarily to per-
mit light (falling at its legally-or-
dained angle of :45°!) '.-,) penetrate
inner reaches of 24' rooms & sec-
ondly to provide a large volume
above pupils' heads for storage of
contaminated air! With today's
techniques for getting natural light
& artificial light into every part of
room & with forced ventilation sys-
tems reduction in old-fashioned
concept of high ceilings is certainly
worthy of consideration. Saving in
wall height & volume of air to be
heated will certainly contribute sav-
ing in building & operating costs.

flexibility: To make a plan as flexi-
ble as possible may or may not
create zavings in initial cost. In any
event it should provide an overall
economy. Use of movable storage
cabinets & space-dividers may create
very real economy in space utiliza-
tion.

Again quoting from NCSHC treatise
on economy: "a school house that is
so designed & constructed that it is
next to impossible to alter or re-
arrange classroom space shackles
educational program. This is false
economy regardless of how low in-
itial cost of building may have
been."

design technique:
So much for planning process
now let us consider design tech-
niques that affect economy of school
buildings. How are we going to en-
close our space? What materials are
we going to use for floors, walls,
ceilings & roofs? What will be our
system of support for these mater-
ials? Is there any economy in a mul-
ti-story building over a 1-story struc-
ture or does economy lie in direction
cc a spread-out campus plan?

There are many factors with bearing
upon answers to these questions.
Availability of materials in an area
& proximity of craftsmen experi-
enced in their installation may pro-
duce many different answers to
same question. Local weather con-
ditions may have bearing not only on
durability & acceptance of some ma-
terial & types of construction but
may affect installation of materials.

In Portland Oregon area plaster is
one of cheapest materials we can
use for interior wall finish & it can
be applied any time during year.

Cost of artificial heating & drying is
relatively small. On other hand in
a remote area, hundreds of miles
from nearest plasterer, cost of trans-
portation & subsistence will make
cost of plaster much greater. Areas
with freezing nights in July neces-
sitate operation of heating plants
which again runs up cost.

Type of construction & combustibil-
ity of materials has direct bearing
on insurance rate of a buildinc &
again is a phase of planning that
sometimes becomes very mysterious
& has often been ignored. Insurance
rates are set by rating bureaus which
observe rules which sometimes
seem to be fearfully & wonderfully
made. Sometimes changing mater-
ial in an outside wall or fireproofing
of apparently unimportant lintels
will make considerable difference in
insurance cos' of entire structure.
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A small frame addition to a fire-
resistant structure will have detri-
mental effect on insurance rating of
entire building.

floors:

If ground is level & reasonably dry,
cheapest floor construction is prob-
ably a concrete slab poured directly
on ground & covered with asphalt
tile. An irregular piece of ground
or moisture conditions may necessi-
tate slab being reinforced & sup-
ported above ground perhaps,
use of wood-joist construction may
be indicated.

While slab-on-ground may appear
to be very simple, many times re-
quired pipe trenches for heat pipes &
ducts add costs which rob design of
economy. In recent years materials
have been developed whereby heat
pipes can be carried in insulate-3
sheaths outside of building area to
avoid some cost of trenching. How-
ever, if frost-line is 30" or more
down, widening of foundation wall
excavation may make construction
of pipe-trench a simple mafter,
Here Lgain, locality & weather con-
ditions have a bearing even on cost
of floors.

walls:
Our office recently made compara-
tive cost analysis of several types of
exterior wall construction. These
were analyzed on basis of initial
cost, probable maintenance costs &
cost of fuel to offset heat loss. Final
analysis compared all walls on their
costs over a 20-year period. Result
indicated that some walls with low
initial cost lost some of their econ-
omy when costs of repeated main-
tenance & cost of pumping heat thru
them were taken into account.

partitions:
Most usual construction of wood
partitions is frame with dry wall or
plaster finish. In Portland area we
are finding that steel studs with
gypsum lath & plaster are in abc.lut
same bracket as wood frame wail.
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I am told that an elementary school
addition with tilt-up concrete walls
between ea:h classroom has worked
out quite economically. These walls
should certainly provide good sound
barriers between rooms & should be
acme of indestructibility. They do,
however, seem to be inflexible in
case changes should be desired.

In last year's issue of American School
& University, Bill Caudill had a report
on what he calls space-dividers. He
has made wide use of panels of
chalkboard, corkboard, pegboard &
plywood extending from floor to
rather low ceiling. These serve not
only as dividers but are useful for
display. Movable cabinets have
been widely used as space-dividers.
These devices all would appear to
have commendable features.

Our own cost analyses have always
indicated that where low cost is
mandatory, a straight framed par-
tition, /which a carpenter under-
stands, is still cheapest. Chalkboards
& tackboards may then be mounted
in more limited areas & at less cost
than full-height materials proposed
for space-dividers.

windows:

Comparative casts of wood sash vs
steel sash vs alumin,.m should be
weighed very carefully. In some
cases glass can be stopped into rab-
bets in structural members & win-
dows constructed very simply. On
other hand if number one workman-
ship is required this may make mill-
work out of what otherwise would be
framing.

There are many designs of alumi-
num windows thot can be installed
for not too much more than wood or
metal sash. This eliminates paint-
ing but if sash section is too light
or window too large other problems
may be introduced which again
bring costs up.

Everyone :s now becoming window-
wall or a. r`ain-wall conscious. Prac-
tically every manufacturer of sash
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is coming out with a window-waft
This generally consists of sash ex-
tending from floor to ceiling glazed
with glass where W., is desired &
with some sort of opaque & heat-
resistant material up to window-sill
height. This material may be struc-
tural glass with baked-on enamel
finish or it may be a porcelain
enamel metal or anodized alumi-
num. This may be backed with vary-
ing combinations of insulating &
fireproofing materials. Integral mul-
lions may even be strong enough to
carry roof loads.

At present time most of these win-
dow-wall systems are no cheaper
than more conventional types of con-
struction. However, race has just
begun. It certainly seems it should
be cheaper to manufacture a panel
such as this in a factory & assemble
it in one piece than to construct a
wall of concrete, face it with brick
& set sash in an opening.

roof framing:
Oregon is a lumber-producing coun-
try & roof framing systems making
use of this readily available material
have always been popular & inex-
pensive. Sometimes our "pond-
dried" materials create shrinkage
problems but on whole we have
learned to get along very well with
lumber.

In days of 24' classroom, heavy
joists could be made to span this
distance.

By time we had this type of con-
struction refined, educators began
clamoring for larger & more nearly
square classrooms. We than had to
put our stock roof plans back on
shelf & begin searching for new &
economical ways of supporting roofs
over these longer spans. Steel
trusses, glu-lam beams, steel joists,
long-span joists are all being used
& new systems are appearing every
day. Pre-stressed concrete beams
for instance have been found to be
competitive with glu-lam wood con-
struction.



In south, where lumber is more ex-
pensive, 1-story school buildings
have been economically built in
reinforced concrete with roof slabs
erected on steel columns by lift-slab
method. Lift-slab design has an im-
portant application in multi-story
construction. In northwest we IIIJYG

not found any way to rrif.'-e it com-
petitive with wood framing for 1-
story buildings.

kigid-f rame steel bents are popular
in places where lumber is not too
plentiful. In this system posts & roof
frames are welded together in in-
tegral units that support horizontal
& earthquake stresses as well as ver-
tical loads. These bents are erected
to form a self-supporting frame,
roof is built on top & walls & par-
titions are set under roof between
structural bents.

riulti-story vs 1-story:
While most of us are convinced that
elementary schools should be limited
to rrice,imum of 500 pupils & built on
one floor, there are cases where a
multi-story building should be con-
sidered for secondary schools. This
would be true where site is limited,
where very large student body must
be accommodated & it might be
appropriate where site is of such ir-
regularity that it does not lend it-
self to a spread-out building. There
are many such factors, perhaps
more educational than architec-
tural. In a multi-story building there
will be added costs for stairv--iys &
corridors to give access to stairs, &
in ail probability multi-story build-
ing must be of fire-proofed construc-
.ion. Savings are realized thru re-
duced roof area & some savings in
heat-loss because of niore compact
building. If school is large there may
be consid -able savings in distances
tinveled by students & administra-
tion.

mechanical equipment:
In rural schools of not too long ago,
entire mechanical system consisted
of shielded stove in one corner &
pump on porch. Urban schools had
inside plumbing & central heating.
heating controls consisted of
teacher sending a note to janitor
which sometimes resulted in janitor
putting more wood on fire, or was
sometimes simply ignored with a
few mumbled remarks not intended
to be carried back to teacher.

An extravagance forced upon us by
regulation is excessive number of
plumbing fixtures required by state
departments.

We now find plumbing & heating
costs accounting for 16-24% of
total cost of construction with elec-
trical contracts running from 5-
10%. These mechanical devices,
without which our schools would not
be considered modern, are compris-
ing from 1 '4 to 1/3 of total cost of
our buildings.

While some of this no doubt adds
to comfort & health of our school
children, it all has added to cost of
our school buildings.

I am told than a school wes recently
constructed where a limited budget
forced architect to employ very novel
& almost unheard-of device of hand-
controlled valves for regulation of
heat in each room & where teachers
open windows for ventilation. Cus-
todian has to turn on oil burner in
morning. We are told that system
is working quite admirably with only
minor complaints about added work
& responsibility. While it might be
quite dreadful tc contemplate, we
may find such expedients with in-
creasing regularity.

site:
A growing school district with any
kind of population forecast would
do well to buy & hold sites in a de-
veloping area. Not only will it be
possible to select them with greater
degree of freedom, but property will
probably cost lace than After de-
velopment has started. In selecting
a site it is important to consider
availability of utilities. In deter-
ming cost of a school site cost of
development should also be con-
sidered. Low initial outlay may be
overshadowed by necessity of exien-
sive roadway, water system or sew-
age disposal system. Soil conditions
that make good farm or pasture
lands may create foundation &

drainage problems. Contours &
effect on building & development of
playgrounds should also be con-
sidered.

conclusion:
There are no known ways of making
huge savings in construction. Real
economies can be realized only by
careful consideration of all possi-
bilities by chipping here a little,
there a little, juggling, compacting
areas & facilities, overlapping here &
there, mixing imagination with good
judgment.

With best effort this still may not
be enough is, something must then be
done to one of other legs of tripod.

Many of you will probably remem-
ber, during early days of automobile
there were innumerable gas-saving
devices offered to car owners. One
motorist had so many devices,
each guaranteed to save 20% of
his gasoline, that he had to stop
every 25 miles & chain excess
his gasolit. tank. If anyone should
find any way of accomplishing this
in school construction I would cer-
tainly appreciate it if you would let
me know how you're doing it.
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ONE MORE ROUND IN THE SCHOOL COST BATTLE
by Landis Gores, AIA

EVEN back in pre-satellite days,
educational costs in the US were a
subject 'hat bubbled and frothed
like a seething caldron; and a series
of forays into the field last summer
by some very popular journalists
for pages of possibly too popular
publication can only be agreed to
have occasioned some thoroughly
nosy explosions which were curi-
ously devoid of significance. Cer-
tainly use. serious and reasonable re-
buttals which appeared in our major
architectural magazines are to be
welcomed for returning the discus-
sion to facts and fic,reeres and chap-
ters and versesand among other
things to pointing out the minuscule
role of the architect in causation of
school costs. And yet to this one
interested spectator- -no participant,
being an architect who has yet to be
commissioned with the five schools
it is necessary to show to one's credit
before he can hope to be entrusted
with his first one, yet not really an
`educator' either, having not once
been within the gates of a normal
school or teachers' collegeto this
ow the temptation is irresistible to
say that we have been thus far fenc-
ing around with what may well he
the really central issue in the ques-
tion of educational building costs.
And so, like a fool, he rushes hi
where experts fear to treadal-
though, be it said to their credit, they
do not deny the need. School Con-
sulant Nickolaus L Engelhardt, Jr,
ire Architeciural Forum, November
1957, says one "all-important item
still escapes these simple end-figures

. . the quality of the educational
program."

A VALUE CRITERION
Here, at last, is the subject which

should enlist, if it has not already,
the attention of every citizenwe
are all in it together. The late John
Knnx Shear touched on this aspect
also in Architectural Record, Octo-
ber 1957: "At the outset, tile very
value placed on education differs
widely. Where books are revered,
libraries will be bigger, and where

basketball, gymnasiums." It is a
matter which has long fascinated this
critic, has impelled him through
countless publieations and investiga-
tions in seerch of such a quality, or
value, criterion. Having found none
ready-made, he has therefore con-
structed, and procases here to set
down, his own suggested tabulations
for assessing school building pro-
grams in terms of education& qual-
ity. These figures are certainly not
correct, for they are inescapably
subjective but so are all value judg-
ments. If they can only serve as
whipping posts, that others may
stand up and express differing value
judgments is opposition to them,
they will have served a signal pur-
pose in redirecting attention for the
lion's share of cost responsibility
from the architect to the essential
owner, the board of education and
the taxnyer-voter.

How are educational costs as-
sessed, in terms of educational
values? There is, in fact, a sort of
Basic Field Manual on the subject,
the Piennial Survey of Education in
the VS, issued by the US Office of
Education, eg 1948-50, ed 1953
unfortunaicly its accounting break-
down, while classical for bookkeep-
ers, will have nothing to do with
volatile conceptions like educational
values. The categories are:
administration
instruction
operation
maintenance
auxiliary services
fixed charges

The briefest of stuuy estaolishes that
items 2 and 3 both include costs
connected with every conceivable
feature of the educational program
and, without any further attempt at
distinction, clearly some more in-
cisive, rnoie significant, more s_b-
jective criteria are required for vaue
judgments.

The field, from here on, is open.
It is vast, only slightly contoured.
But it is not entirely without sign-
postsMr. Shear's quoted sentence
points us a way. Other arrows in

same di'ction are to be seen day
after day, in editorial pages in news
and opinion magazines, in reports of
words and thinking of many serious
men. Arthur Bestor, Professor of
History at the University of Illinois,
suggests the following ser''7.1s of edu-
cational priorities:

I. standard instruction in basic in-
tellectual disciplines

2. special programs for superior
students

3. remedial programs
4. intramural athletic & physical fit-

ness programs
5. vocational training in special

skills
6. extracurricular activities
7. scholarship funds for able stu-

dents in need
S. custodial and life-adjustment

programs
9. iuterscholastic athletics

Once priorities have been pro-
posed in the race for the educational
dollar, explanations are clearly in
order, especially for those categories
't the bottom of any man's list. As-
suming 1-4 to be self-explanatory,
one must limit 5 to technical voca-
tional training, machine tool and
metal fabricating, carpenter and
cabinetwork training, etc, in urban
areas, agriculture and livestock in
rur?1 areas, to avoid confusion with
8. Category 6 includes such forma-
tive but ancillary activities as student
publications, student government,
student clubs with various worthy
interests, prom, student welcome and
other broadly social committees.
Category 7 involves recognition of
need for educational funds, in de-
fault of more normal sources, for
very gifted students of depressed
economic background who require
more than tuition aid to Leep them
in school past the statutory minimum
age. Category 8 is the great grab-
basketnct only cooking and sew-
ing and 'general business,' but a
mul,Itude of mundane activities
which already have been seen to
demand a greater share of the edu

"The Restor.euen of Learning," NY 1955



cational dollar, both school plz-At

and instructional, then all of 1-3:
Lonsumer education: how to shop

smartly
how to make a family budget
how to look at movies, or TV,

or what,- .er
how to be popular at parties and

dances
baby care and training
child psychology
elementary sociology and civics
ctittresarsfe.r. hlrev;esrsc.
,1,1Z1.11,111.1.41 11.7 5111r11%.

sex euucation
driver training
Meanwhile, 9 includes not only

actual athletic contests, but allied
spectacularity such as band and
chorus (not to be confused with the
serious study of music), cheerlead-
ing, drum majoretting, etc . . . .

Against anguished protests, let it be
remembered none of these categories
is of itself stigmatized. But since
they all compete for the educational
dollar, there must be priorities.

It will not be possible, in any ..ase,

classrooms
kindergartens
science labs
general business & typing
home economics
art rooms
shop & farm buildings
band & chorus rooms
gymnasia
pool
study halls
general education labs
auditorium
music rooms
cafeteria
library
shower & locker rooms
administration & health suite
guidance & conference rooms
student organizations
teachers' lounges & offices
undifferentiated administration
paved & landscaped playspace
paved parking & roads
athletic fields
stadium, grandstands, rink
stage equipment
science equipment
cabinets & lockers
kitchen equipment

1111101116.M111111t mmaiiirslamm,

to apply this scale of priorities for
the general educational dollar di-
rectly to school building co.. But,
adapted very respectfully from that
scale, a new scale ec priorities for a
school building prn!ram emerges in
outline, with alphabetic tabs this
time and a numerical value rating:
A. standard instruc:Ion in basic

disc;nlines 10

B. superior and remedial pro-
gram facilities 9

C. finc arts, etc, instruction and
practice 7

D. intramural athletics and
physical fitness programs 5

E. vooational training in spe-
cial skills 4

F. extra-curricular activities 3

G. custodial and life-adjust-
ment programs 2

H. interscholastic athletics 1

J. administration and basic
functional spaces 3

A few explanations are in older
again. Categories 2 and 3 have been
combined into B since physical plant

required is virtually indistinguish-
able. C (visual arts, architecture,
music, dramp, etc) is a new depar-
ture, a quirk of this observer's values.
the product of his c mviction that
esthetic education is a very im-
portant component of the educa-
tional process. Categories D, E, and
F are conceived as unchanged from
4-5-6. Category 7 drops out as in-
applicable in a study of physical
building programs. Categories 8 and
9 remain as fl anA Fa. llut the a d
tion of a new category seems also
necessary: the inevitable functional
elements which bear no more, it
seems, on ore facet of the educa-
tional program than on another, but
which still must be housed, as ef-
ficiently as possible, yet at some cost
administration, cafeteria, walks,
drives and parkilig, also health suites,
hall lockers and storerooms. All
these and more of this order are in-
cluded in Category J. Finally, these
t?bulated priorities suggest a diver-
sion already indicated in the table.

91

91

99
20
20

80% A 10% B 10% G
80%A 10 %B 10 %G
90% A 10% B

100% G
100% u
60% C 20% B 20% 64
60% E 40% G 32
70% 1-1 30% F 16
50% D 50% H
70% D 30% H 38
80 %A 20 %G 84
70% G 20% B 10% J 35
40 %G 30 %C 20 %F 10% B 44
70% C 20% G 10% B 62

100% J 30
90 %A 10 %B 99
60 %D 40 %H 34
60% J 20% D 20% G 32

100% B 90
100% F 30
100% A 100

(see comment bottom 2nd column p. 40 40
70% D 30% G 41
80% J 20 %H 26
70% D 30% H 38
10% D 90% H 14
40% C 30% F 30% G 43
80 %A 20% B 98
50% J 40% G 10 %A 33
70% J 30% G 27

milMIMMUMN, sOMMMVIMON.IIM.Kow 011.11,
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To resist ascribing noint values in
strict reverse order and to gi ie a
little extra weight where weight is
due. Thus A and B stand slightly
apart at the top of the list with 10
and 9C with 7 is still quite a cut,
and quite rightly, above the great
group of activities neither intellectual
nor academic whielt. obtain valua-
tions between 5 and I. Meanwhile J
is too basic to desen e banishment
below the level of interscholastic
"athletic" spectacles. After due con-
sideration it is accorded a weight of
3, not so much because of any doubt
of its necessity as because of a
familiarity with its tendency to pro-
liferate in classic conformity with
Parkinson's Law.

The application of these thus es-
tablished priorities to given physical
spaces is speeeed up by the examples
of N. L. Engelhardt, Jr, in his ex-
cellent technical cost analysis in the
Forum article cited earlier: his com-
prehensive lists of components, espe-
cially lists No. 1 and No. 5 may be
transcribed almost directly to pro-
vide the bulk of the en .ries on the
next tabulation. (See bottom p. 257)
Once again a subjective judgment
looms: Very few of *e listed spaces
are devoted to one and only one of
the 9 categories of this last tabula-
tion. And so each space must be
considered separately, with probable
extent of its allocation to one or
more of the 9 fields of activity ac-
counted for. It seems only fair to
limit such an imprecise apportion-
ment to 10%, among other reasons
because it is thus possible to develop
a total value index of all physical
elements between 1 and 100 instead
of one of 10 times that range. For
example, an art room would tend to
be used about 60% of the day for
serious esthetic study, appreciation
and practice by the general range
of students, about 20% for special
work either of a remedial nature for
slow er difficult students or of an ad-
vanced nature for specially qualified
students, and about 20% for socio-
psychological adjustment projects in
self-expression through permissive
finger or spatter or wiggle-painting,
cutting paper-and-paste abstractions
or general 2- or 3- dimensional gold-
bricking. Arithmetically, 6C (tithing

percentages allotted) plus 2 B plus
2 G equals 6 x 7 2 x 9 -I- 2 x 2
equals index 64 for art rooms. Mean-
while a science laboratory, which
still presumably lends itself to noth-
ing (may God preserve us) except
serious study by every member for
90% of its day plus an extra 10%
of double duty with advanced stu-
dents, receives an index of 9 A plus
1 B equals 9 x 10 + 1 x 9 equals
99, or just about as close to occupa-
tional perfection as can be desired.
[Ed: these calculations presuppose
highest possible utilization but may
perhaps he applied to any general
average utilization]

Another's list, every other list, will
differ from this one. But that is
as it should be: only let every school
board member or school building
committee member .0- sown for the
time required to place his own hon-
est best evaluations on these tables,
and this paper will hate more than
served its purpose. To return to a
few more hot1-3 disputable items of
the last tablevarious athletic ele-
ments are apportioned between D
and H from estimates of extent to
which their size or equipment cost
has been inflated for benefit of pay-
ing spectators rather than of par-
ticipating students. In the hope that
the auditorium may occasionally wit-
ness convocations of most all the
student body for exposure to a truly
outstanding person or institution, it
has been accordeti a minimal (10% )
B component as acknowledgment of
its superior program potentialities.
As to the radical divergence of in-
dex values between study halls and
general education laboratories, these
result from an assumption that the
pedagogic policy of the institution
concerned is implicit in the terminol-
ogy used: in a study hall one studies,
in a general education laboratory one
does apparently almost anything ex-
cept study. Foially, in the table
above there has been added to the
basic Engelhardt breakdown a clas-
sification of undifferentiated admin-
istration, in view of frequent impos-
sibility of determining, from plans
under comparison, exact uses to
which various component sub-areas
of 'administration' are putcertain
minor but high priority activities

may also be involved, such as a clin-
ical psychological guidance suite for
determining needs of exceptional in-
dividuals or a teachers' retreat with
privacy enough to justify the name.
For the rest, no explanations, no
apologies.

With this table complete, there
remains only appiication to specific,
to actual schools. While Engelhardt's
breakdown clearly proposes, as does
this paper, to be valiri for primary
as well as for secondary schools,
markedly sharper divergences are
sure to manifest themselves in
studies of highschools where the
galaxy of non-classroom spaces is
so far more extensive. Accordingly,
the next project at hand is to ana-
lyze, by these criteria, 4 of the 5
new highschools presented in detail
in the Architectural Record, October
1957. The 5th school therein con-
sidered involves such a high propor-
tion of future construction as to
render it unsuitabie to this study.
At the start, be it noted that for
speed and simplification all class-
rooms have been assumed at 750 sf
(according to Engelhardt, no class-
room no matter how large should
hold more than 27 pupilsif a top
limit is set on the number of pupils,
a maximum room size would appear
in order also, and comparison is
made more apt in both particulars).
All other construction areas are
measured to include wall thickness
where scale is sufficiently large.
Areas developed but not built on are
measured, then discounted, as fol-
lows: walks, landscaped courts and
play areas, roads and paved parking
areas divided by 30 on the assump-
tion their cost will approximate
$0.50 psf where buildin6 costs aver-
age $15 psf. Athletic fields are
divided by 50 on a similar assump-
tion. Laboratory, kitchen,, stage
equipment, etc, are likewise trans-
lated on a basis of 1 sf construction
equivalence per $15 of equipment
cost. To each area equivalent is ap-
plied the relevant index figure from
the tabletotals are then calculated,
of basic area and of evaluated edu-
cational use arearesulting ratio is
the index of the quality of the edu-
cational program embodied in build-
ing examinedQED.



classrooms
science labs
commercial education
home economics
art rooms
shop
band room
gymnasia
auditorium
music rooms
cafeteria
library
showers & lockers
administratian -undiff
paved & landscaped play
parking & roads
athletic fields
stage equipment
science equipment
cabinets & lockers
kitchen equipment

totals
EDUCATIONAL QUALITY INDICES:
John Jay High School, Cross River, NY
Washington High School, Phoenix, Ariz
Horace Mann High School, Little Rock, Ark
Westwood High School, Westwood, Mass

1.;,500 sf 91 1,225,000

5,600 99 554,400

1,680 20 33,600

1,920 20 36,400

1,920 64 122,700

3.200 32 102,600

1,200 16 19,200

7,500 30 225,000

7,400 44 326,000

750 62 46,500

44111) 30 132,000

3,600 99 356,400

6,100 34 207,400

4.200 40 168,000

600 equiv 41 24,600

2,500 equiv 26 65,000

3,800 equiv 38 '2,000
470 equiv 43 /0,000

1,300 equiv 98 127,000

6,200 equiv 33 204,600

1,560 equiv 27 41,300

79,400 4,176,700

AN EXAMPLE

One school suffices to demon-
strate breakdown and calculations
involved: the first of the 4 proposed,
John Jay High School, in Cross
River, NY, is at same time most
fully documented in the Re Lord
article, and accordingly follows here-
with:
It is to be noted that in each case
above, completed form and maxi-
mc enrollment of school is con-
sidei ed, since several projects, in de-
parture from their current operation,
en'isage substantial increases in
numbers of classrooms while one
plans no increase in classrooms but
several substantial non-academic ad-
ditions. To analyze from existing
conditions would thus be clearly un-
fair. Also note that data on equip-
ment costs are furnished in original
text in unequal patches if at all.
Such items are as a whole relatively
small and not markedly below event-
ual final indices but in fairness to
the school most completely tabu-
lated (John Jay High School), its
quality index will rise from 52.6

=1:0111W

4.176.700/79,400 52.6
5,399,000/109.800 49.2
3,835,100/66,845 57.5
3,604,200/66,950 53.9

to 54.1 if its equipment costs be
eliminated from consideration as is
the case with most others. Finally,
note that lowest-rated school of the
4 considered presents somewhat of
a special case-it is only the heavy
investment in vocational training
areas, shop and farm both, far be-
yond that of any other school and
presumably in response to a district
pian or some such local pressure,
that brings the index in this one
case fractionally below 50.

The greatest interest, to this ob-
server, lies in the relatively small
divergence among the 4 widely
separated schools studied. It would
seem to indicate a considerable uni-
formity of opinion among superin-
tendents, school boards or taxpayers,
across the nation, about the type of
educational facilities they wish to
purchase with their building dollar.3.
The fact that all 4 schools rate only
in lower and middle 50s by the cri-
teria is equally significant, though in
a slightly different way. So long as
the community has an undisputed

sufficiency of dollars, surely it is
free to expend them on all facets of
the educational program whether
they have a value rating of I to 10
in the table, provided only that funds
are budgeted fcr higher value activ-
ities in advance of ones of lower
priority. But in communities where
school building funds are limited, or
where intention is to secure as nearly
as possible maximum educational
value from the building dollar, it
would be surprising if somehow a
higher educational quality index
could not be secured.

Two unidentified schools cited by
N L Englehardt, jr, in the Forum,
November 1957, provide a case in
point. Application of the space in-
dices t:, these schools results in an
educational quality index for School
A, the austerity school, of 58 6-for
School B, the luxury school, of 53.2
Here, for all its economy, School A,
w;t11 only half the square footage of
School B, both total and per pupil,
receives an index only 1.1 above the
highest of the 4 identified Record
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classrooms (24)
science labs
art rooms
shop
gymnasia
showers & lockers
auditorium
music rooms
cafeteria
library
Ntudy halls
administrationundiff

totals

HISAIWIMINIIIMIIIMIr

18,000 sf 91 1,638,000
6,000 99 594,000
2,000 64 128,000

2,000 32 64,000
6,500 30 195,000

2,500 34 87,500
*

6,000 44 264,000
2,000 62 124,000

4,000 30 120,000

2,500 99 247,500
2,000 R4 1 6R,00G

1,500 40 60,000

educL lal quality index:

55,000 3,690,000

3,690,000/55,000 67.1

s cols rated earlier. Many ameni-
ties of program have been sacrificed,
and more than a few essentials of
education have been seriously
cramped or slighted. A smaller and
cheaper school has been built, to be
sure, but at a very real educational
cost. And yet the cost, the sacrificing
and slighting, are not inevitable.
Some belt-tightening, perhaps, but
not real cramping, if only the low-
priority non-educational proclivities
are closely watched and trimmed or
excised wherever possible. A new,
modest but well-rounded highschool
can be formulated for the same 900
students as Schools A and B, with
an increase in net area over the
former of only 15%, but with resto-
ration of all the really crucial tea-
tures of the luxury -version which
were lacking in the economy model
auditorium separate from cafe-
teria, study halls separate from li-
brary, more and larger classrooms
and science, art and music rooms, as
..- he breakdown above.

To raise quality index substantially
above this 67.1 would appear to be
a formidable work, entailing general
revision of curriculum and of teach-
ing emphasis sufficient to justify a
revaluation of our space indices.
This must be a consummation de-
voutly to be wished, in some quar-
ters at least, with the withering away
of the two lowest-priority elements
namely interscholastic athletic
spectacles and permissive life-adjust-
ment programs, almost every instruc-
tional space v luld rise in dignity,
resulting in the altering of certain of
the indices to read as follows:

classroom 98
art rooms 74
shops 40
gymnasia 40
study halls 93

auditorium 66
music rooms 74
showers and lockers 40

And as a consequence, the same
physical spaces which were accorded
a quality index of 67.1, would in

this new school attain a quality in-
dex of 76.2.

If this be but a numbers game,
let each man make tl-e best of it.
Of cow se these figures have been in
many instances sub)ec,ive, and vul-
nerablethe protPssional school
planning expert is not so foolhardy
as to risk his specialty on such will-
o'-the-wisps and he, like Mr. Engel-
hardt, appraises with laudable lucid-
ity site costs and administrative
costs, construction costs and fees,
correction factors for year and time
of year and region and type of com-
munity, gross area and net area,
character of structure and character
of materials. And not for a moment
is the importance of any of these
hard factors to be denied or mini-
mized. But there still remains that
elusive, quintessential question of
the real value of the educational
program each building embodies
and so here is one tentative sug-
gestion of how to go about the
answer.

1
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High School, Oscoda, Michigan. Ar-
chitects: Eberle M. Smith, Associates.
Intriguing model for a senior high
school with a capacity of 1,320 stu
der is located on an eighty-acre site.
Note ingenious use of simple mate-
rials defining site and facilities.

The atmosphere for learning is
not confined to buildings alone. Tile
relationships of buildings to their
sites and of the sites to the com-
munity are vital for stimulation of
a sense of belonging to an ordered
society. This means a society in
which learning is important not
only for self preservation from
man's destructiveness, but in which
nature and her processes are to be
contemplated for their life-giving
attributes to be made a part of
education.

Since it is not possible to locate
each school site in a pristine wilder-
ness or, as a matter of fact to bring
the pristine wilderness to the school
building, what might be considered
an intelligent approach to school
site landscape development under
present circumstances?

It is not the intent here to de-
scribe the process of site or planting
design nor to suggest methods of
planting or plant types, but rather
to suggest the real values resulting
from these and to indicate their
costs. Professional services for these
details are available to those inter-
ested. Because of the nature of the
work involved, most landscape ar-
chitects prefer to quote their fee
schedule on a particular job, how-
ever, to generalize, it may be stated
that school site and landscape de-
velopment plans are usually avail-
able on a sliding fee schedule de-
pending on the construction cost
a project costing $5,000, for
instance, would call for a 15% fee
for full service while a $50,000 proj-
ect would require a 10% fee, etc.
The cost of planning service, in

Budget for
School Site Development

by Robert F. White, ASLA, Landscape Research Consultant

Texas Engineering Experiment Station

most instances, will be made up in
a brief period by the elimination of
costly errors resulting from the lack
of forethought.

In spite of the fact that man has
made great scientific advances and
the development of synthetics of all
types are now big business, he is

still completely dependent upon
plants for his existence. Since this is
true it would appear that education
at all levels shoulcl consider vegeta-
tion and vegetative processes of
inestimable value for learning for
all ages.

A Part of Education

The school site is seldom consid-
ered in its true characterit is a
potential laboratory for learning.

The areas of learning are the
purely utilitarian aspects and the
esthetic values. A separation of
these does not mean to imply a
greater importance for either
rather does it emphasize the impor-
tance of both.

With the rising population and
the growing tendency toward cor-
porative farming, and consequent
elimination of the small farm, it
becomes increasingly apparent that
fewer and fewer children will have
an opportunity to witness the mira-
cle of seed germination and to gain
the realization that most human
food is directly or indirectly con-
nected with the soil. Since this is

true, a significantly-sized garden
plot should be available to all grades
on each school site. The gardening
should be done seriously and in
sections of the country where plant-
ing may be accomplished only dur-

ing spring and summer months, the
gardening may 3e carried over as
a very worthwhile summer activity.
Such a school garden would not
necessarily be limited to the culti-
vation of vegetables only, both an-
nual and perennial flowers could be
included as part of the study. In
any case, a well-cared-for garden,
be it vegetable or combination of
vegetable and flower garden, can be
a source of teal pleasure.

The garden, under most circum-
stances, would be a minor portion
of the school site. The remaining
portion of the site not covered by
buildings and parking areasand
of the latter much study is needed
shoulr' have some vegetative cover.
The cover has very practical aspects,
which fortunately have simultane-
ous esthetic values. It eliminates soil
erosion by wind and/or rain and
further enhances the site by elimi-
nation of dust and mud, which in
turn reduces building maintenance
costs and produces a more healthful
atmosphere.

Anti-Vandalism Aid

At this point it may be well to
suggest th, :mportance of stimulat-
ing inte what appears to be a
neglect z,a of our education
processnamely, preservation and
protection of public property.

Somehow, we Americans have
the erroneous impression that pub-
lic properties are the responsibility
of anyone ether than ourselves. We
see everywhere the results of an
attitude that since an area is public
it may be abused. Consequently,
tax dollars which might have been
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Novato High School, Marin County, California. Reid Rockwell Banwell and Tarics, Architects. A senior high school
with a capacity of 850 pupils located on a 43-acre rolling site in the San Francisco Bay area. This site in a small valley
with wooded hills on three sides is generously sprinkled wi.h splendid oak Lees. Since the housing developments near-
by were destroying the trees, the board of education of the school district made it a special point to try to preserve the
trees on the site. For this reason the building has been developed among the trees and thy, play areas have been located
on portions of the site that were not wooded

spent to purchase added benefits
for all must be used to maintain
and police the limited spaces avail-
able.

With our rapid Increase in popu-
lation this situation is bound to be-
come more acute unless we can
make people see that public prop-
erty is a trust to all and that it be-
hooves each of us to protect his
own interest by caring for it. To
fount authority is apparently a
human characteristic. If at an early
age we could be made to realize
that such action really means that
we are working against ourselves,
the situation might improve. What
better place than the school site to
introduce the true values of respect
for public properties? This can be
done only with public properties
which have been developed and are
maintained in a manner which war-
rants such respect.

Area and Duplication

Although some far-sighted school
administrators have been success-
ful in acquiring reasonably-sized
sites for school development, in
many areas inadequate sites con-
tinue to be bought. To be sure added
acreage means added initial and de-

velopment costs and, not to be over-
looked, added maintenance costs.

It is apparent that school author-
ities may have difficulty in justify-
ing site development costs in rela-
tion to total budget. It is hoped that
this paper will help bring the edu-
cational potential of all aspects of
school site development into proper
focus, so that its immense value
will be realized by all, and conse-
quently be given its proper weight
in school development budgets.

Many cities have recognized the
duplication involved in neighbor-
hood recreation facilities and school
sites and have provided for the for-
mer by continued use of school fa-
cilities beyond the regular school
honrs. To be sure such use would
add the burden of policing but this
would be greatly 1:het by elimina-
tion of duplicate public facilities.
The idea has much appeal to most
tax-payers.

The practicability of combining
park, recreation, and school sites
is a matter of local concern. Re-
gardless of now it is to be accom-
plished, if the-school site is to yield
its full potential and become a
laboratory for learning, it is bound
to require more area.

Maintenance Essential

If the school authorities are not
willing to accept the responsibility
for adequate development and
maintenance of this type of school
site which will serve to educate
young people and at the same time
prove an asset to the community in
which it is located, they might se-
riously consider multistory struc-
tures rising out of very limited
hard - surfaced area surrounding
them.

Whatever the size, all free land
area surrounding school buildings
must be maintained. Since this is

true, all persor.s responsible for
school site planning must budget
for adequate site development and
in addition be realistic about budg-
eting for site maintenance. The new
school building will be limited in
real value to students and commu-
nity if it stands alternately on a
dusty desert or in a sea of mud de-
pending on the weather.

Budget

Although no single set of figures
could possibly be applicable to all
sections of the country, the follow-
ing criteria may serve as a guide to
suggest a reasonable basis for a



Amsual Maintenance-4n example

lawns

total alreago included
tractor mowing only

trnctor ph's small mowers
shrubs without permanent

irrigation
1awrs and shrubs with pevnanent

irrigation

ride maintenancehighly
__ Auakmorl zroat.

average acre mainwiance cost

$46 acres
185 A @ $ 55.00 per ...acre
58 A 0 S 61.76 per-%.:ivre-

222.8 A @ $163.58 per 4ere.

12 A@ $211.58 p

AR 2 A t'Z t:11.7 12 :ler e

$165.77 per acre
COO may _vary in dtitc-r reefing of the OS. Figures given ttplilY It) the south-

west (Texas) ,

,

budget for school site and landscape
development. Any site and land-
scape treatment serves its function
and looks well in direct relation to
the quality of the maintenance it
receives. The janitor cannot be ex-
pected to maintain the grounds only
when he has nothing else to do.
Competent grounds maintenance
personnel is mandatory. even if it
has to serve on a part-time basis.

The following price data on
school site development and main-
tenance costs present a reasonable
base for budgeting purposes:

Earth Work

Excavation may range from
$1.50 to $15.00 per cubic yard,
depending on quantity, nature of
material (sand or bedrock) to be
moved.

Porous fill $2.60 to $4.00 per
cubic yard, again depending on
quantity and nature of material.

Lawn Areas

Fine grading, fertilizing, seeding
or sprigging may range in cost
from $0.35 to $1.00 ?er square
yard, depending on soil prepara-
tion, type of grass used, and man-
ner of propagation,

Planting

Groundcover areas may range in
cost from $0.25 to $2.00 or more
per square foot depending on soil
preparation and plant material
used. Shrubs used in mass planting
or hedge rows may range from
$1.50 to $4.00 each planted, de-
pending on variety, sii.e and plant-
ing methods. Spec ithen shrubs and
small flowering trees shrubs or
trees used singly to emphasize char-
acteristics of species may range
from $10.00 to $50.00 each
pknted, depending on variety, size
and planting methods.

Shade Trees

In most instances, size of tree,
rather than species, is the deter-
minant of tree prices. Although
quite large trees may be trans-
planted successfully, a 5 or 6-inch
caliper trunk would probably be
largest practicable size to use in
school site development. Very often
small trees of 2 to 3-inch caliper
trunks, well planted and properly
maintained will reach the size of
the initially planted larger tree in
two or three years .'me. Tree prices
might range from $35.00 to $250.00
each, depending on size.

Irrigation

In many areas of the country
lawn and planting irrigation sys-
tems are necessary to preserve
plant materials during periods of
drought. They are insurance on the
investment. In larger open areas
quick-coupling outlets designed to
cover approximately 5,500 square
feet may be installed for prices
ranging from $85.00 to $100.00
per outlet. Pop-up-heads for water-
ing areas where spray control is an
important factor cover approxi-
mately 175 square feet per head
and range in price fl on' $16.00 to
$20.00, depending on kind of pipe
used. Initia' installation costs are
soon t 'Tset by reduced maintenance
and use of less water.

Fences and Screens

Whether or not fences or screens
are used on the school site depends
on many factors. In most instances
they ate considered for utilitarian
value only and add little esthetic
quality. This need not be so and if
used, they should become an in-
tegrated part of a pleasing composi-
tion. They may cost as much as

$25.00 per lineal foot for a six-
foot, 8" thick masonry wall or as
little as $1.00 per lineal foot for a
fair-foot chain-link fence.

Wclks ,..nd Paved Areas

Under most circumstances walks
and paved areas are a part of gen-
eral contract. In any case, they
should be generous in width and
functional in line and direction.
They must be durable and safe.
Atdl.gh milk and pvpi
terials _wed not be confined to con-
crete or asphaltic products alone,
these are most widely used. De-
pending on material and construc-
tion details, such as exposed aggre-
gate, color, etc., such surfaces may
cost from $0.25 to $1.00 per square
foot.

Lighting of school site is an-
other item of site development for
which funds should be budgeted.

The foregoing cost information
cannot be adjusted to a formula to
be applied to all school sites. It is
itemized only to emphasize the fact
that all site improvements cost
money and that such improvements
should be considered in developing
budgets for school building pro-
grams that are not to lose this ed-
ucational potential.

Any school site will look and
function well in proportion to the
quality of maintenance it receives
and should have a site maintenance
budget. Again, it is not feasible to
suggest any uniformity. Each site
will have its own characteristics and
consequently require individual con-
sideration.

Maintenance Illustrations

The above table reports on actual
annual maintenance cost picture for
a college campus.*

A th:rty-acre campus type high-
school site originally planted at a
cost of approximately $10,000.00,
the planting operation having been
done by school board personnel, is
now being maintained at an annual
cost of $ 7,700.00 or an average
of $256.66 per acre.

Conclusion

Each school site needs consid-
eration as a pleasing community
asset, functional in every detail. Its
teaching potential should be ex-
ploited fully and programmed ade-
quately. A professionally-trained
landscape architect can help you
toward these objectives. Funds must
be budgeted not only for initial de-
velopment but for continued main-
tenance operations.
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John Lyoo Red, FAM Roger Sturtevant p1 oto

Numon values: psychologically shelter.ag effect of roof-like ceiiling sun control by overhang, sky glare cleverly avoided by hillside
nature near at hand. Oak Manor School, Fairfax, California

IN A PLAY by Jean Giraudoux one
I general tersely & completely ex-
plains another general's failure by
the comment"He had a bad defi-
nition of war."
What is architecture anyway?our
ideas have changed a loi since I

started studying the subject in 1926.
There were a lot of catch-expressions
then---,s, nowabout architecture
being "organic" (Whatever that
means), needing a "total unified
effect," requiring "balance," either
thru symmetry (which was easy) or
asymmetry (which was hard to get
away with until senior year). We
also were instructed to seek good
"scale," good "relationship to ad-
jacent buildings" & we were given
the limited choice between "monu-
mentality" & "delightful informal-
ity."
Apparently the teachers of architec-
ture of our time had forgotten one
of the most important statements of

staff executive,
A IA Committee on School Builainys and
Educational Facilities
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architectural theory that of the
Chinese philosopher Lao-tsze 2500
years ago:
"The reality of a room is not in the four
walls but in the space enclosed."

In 1926 they didn't teach us much
of anything about architecture as we
think of it todayas space, condi-
tioned for use & amenity. Archi-
tecture is a fabric of useful & experi-
ential space. That is space that you
can sense as an esthetic experience.
If you wish to understand architec-
ture better, try to develop in yourself
this ability to experience space. Sta-
tic space as you stand in itor dy-
namic space as you walk thru it &
it flows around you in changing vol-
umes of enclosure. Even outdoors
when walking thru the woods & tam-
ing to a clearing or when climbing
around in hilly country or when
among large rocks you can enjoy
participation in space when this
sense of it is awakened. In fact you

enjoy these experiences now with-
out understanding them.
Gooa architectureis design in
space (but not cold, ste; ;le, abstract
space). It is space which is condi-
tioned by (& which conditions) light,
color, form, texture, sound, air,
body-furniture & thing-furniture,
storage, water & power supply &
waste-disposal. Good architecture
works with its region & climate. It
encourages safety & is fire-safe--
not a combustible trap! It is de-
signed to be easier to take care of &
to maintain in good condition. This
is the true meaning of the revolu-
tion in contemporary architecture- -
that these dynamic forcer elements
should shape the building, & thru
coordinated expression in it become
an esthetic experience.
builiPng life-expectancy:
How long does a school building
last? 30 years? 50 years?
Is it possible that there wil! be some
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flexib!e groupings multi-lateral lighting intimate relation to natural setting warmth of natural wcod ceiling. Heathcore School,
Westchester County, New York

school buildings built according to
today's ideas still in use 30 or 50
years from now? Yes, if is psible

& we hope that they may even be
paid for!
Can you see now how important it
is that a school building be flexible
for improvements & alterutions of
function & have an adequate site &
plan for addiiions?
What are the values of extreme
permanency of construction? Should
schools, on the other hand, as one
bright observer puts it, be disposable
teaching cartons? This L no speciul
pleading for repeat-business for ar-
chitects but a question of economics.
Communities change. Bring a Roose-
velt to Washington take industry
out of New England & put it in the

hfinJ oil in Mississippi
bring the aircraft industry to Los
Angeles bring a war-marriage
birth rate to a whole nation &
you begih to have what we've got!

You have heard the details of class
rcom needs, etc, & I don't want to
load you with more dangerous na-
tional average statistics the curse
of every building project -- but what
is this?
A one-dollar biil. A friend of mine
calls it the most restful shade of
green in the whole world if you
keep a large enough area of it in
the field of view!
building dollar:
Actually, so far as construction is
concerned & compared with 192o-29
costs it is 45 to 366 depending
on whether you build in Atlanta or
New York. That's all it's worth com-
pared with building costs of 25 ,,:ars
ago. Let's spend the education dol-
lar wisely. As -)rchitects & talk-
ing about architecture we are not
interested in spending one cent of
school money extravagantly. We are
convinced that we can design c
proper environment for teaching &

learning without extra expense. It
does not take money primarily, it
takes professional ability.
true values:
The intangible aspects of this no-
tiono asset architecture for true
education include all the cultural
benefits of first steps toward lasting
satisfactions & experiences of beauty
& understanding of life & of the
world around us. They include social
adjustment to our times &, we can
hope & pray, more intelligent de-
cisions of citizenship, vocations &
personal life.
Manual skills are not meial. Ideally
there should be continuous cross-
stimulations between the cultural &
vocational:Unless our children learn
early that this boundory is not a
hard-&-fast line they stand to lose
the values of many natural & normal
life experiences. The special rooms
for any school plant are by no means
pedagogical decoration. They are
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part of the total function of educa-
tion. Almost all of us tend to spe-
cialize & narrow our lives to a few
interests but the world needs more
people with broad vision & under-
standing. This early school experi-
ence is a first step.
It goes on in a sequence of experi-
ences in which good school irchitec-
ture has an essential place &, be-
cause of that, "just-any-cottage"
is never going to be a proper rf:hool.

just-any-cottage:
Should we. throw away all the educa-
tional & technical progress in class-
room design of the last 30 years?
Residences have notoriously Licl il-
lumination the worst of any
building type. What about the rec-
ord of home accidents? What about
the long-span classroom for flexibil-
ity & freedom of educational pro-
grams? What about established
regulations for ventilation? Some of
the cost comparisons used in advo-
cating the combustible cottage ore
also out of iine. It would seem
hardly fair to compare them, as some
printed stories have, with $40,000
average classroom costs of fire-re-
sistive school construction (which
costs came from the highest bracket
in an inadequate sample). I'm not
talking against the poorly named
"little-house" concept, the true clus-
ter or campus plan I think they
hold great promise of economy, im-
proved function & intellectual stimu-
lation. I am talking against the use
of "just-any-cottage" in a specula-
tive housing development put up
by the 'whole hoi-polloi of the build-
ing trades" as one advocate put it
that's not my phrase. Why should
we sell our c:iildren's birthright for
a "mess of cottage!" with or
without re-sale value'

On this question of ultimate replace-
ment would a stingy community
vote ro pay the local tax money to re-
move & replace the bungalow abor-
tions any quicker than our generous
Congress has voted to pay money to
remove & replace the temporary
buildings on the Washington Mall,
which date from World War I & were
added to during World War II? Ap-
parently what the proponents of
these ideas believe is that we should
have cheaper schools for price-
less children!
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Jahn Lyon Reid, P414
the site is riart of architecture .John Muir School, Martinez, California

Roger Sturtevan.

Caudill-Rowlett-Scott, ALA
mighty shady goings on Junior High School, Laredo, Texas

Ulrich Melia Dallas

11111M

Caudill-Rowlett-Scott. 414 T*14-leh kloiaet Dallas

a wide-open welcome Sam Houston Elementary School, Port Arthrt, Texas
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In the midst the current high
standard of living in America in

which $1.4 billion can be spent an-
nually on television & other billions
on entertainment & appetites I get
fed up with the constant squeak of
"cheap!" The civilizcti,,n & cul-
ture to which y.e pretend would de-
mand something else as a worthy
expression of our time.

human values:

In the other direction entire.), it
has been my great pleasure & bene-
fit on several occasions to hear my
old classmate, John Lyon Reid, talk
on human values in school arcl-itec-

Bill Hedrich, Hedrien-Bleesing ture. Here I should like to add
another vector to the complex of
forces whose resultant is good schoo:
architecture a vector which is
aimed like an arrow at every normal
human being. I speak of humor
sadly lacking for to these many years

mast architecture Cerrnary,
:0St summer wt .,av severe ek-
amp!e,- of this element of school de-
sign & it can be an effective edu
cational asset. I remember several
fi.ie fairy-tale-legend mural paint-
ings. In one elementary school, each
classroom (in a finger-plan school,
no less!) was identified by a different
& quite charming geometrical metal
cut-out. In our country I might men-
tion the very clever & amusing cop-

nature field trip just outdoors Heathcote School, Westchester, New York

child-scale buildings, nicely related Heathcote

per sign made up of caricatured
schoolboy faces at (again my class-

Bill Hedrich, Hedrich-Blessing mote) Ralph Burkhard's Southgate
Elementary School in Seattle. In
Germany, it was exciting to learn
tt-:ot ,r every b, " "! rg I ';
of the construction cost must, by an
excellent law, go for art incorporated
in or on or about the building
mural paintings, relief sculpture or
free-standing sculpture, etc. Ralph's
amusing sign cost all of $150.

a Ouster of classrooms in the landscape Heathcote
Hedrich-Blesaing

This may, to immature critics, seem
an extravagance pay good money
to perpetuate a joke! Well, why
neglect one of the most powerful
human motives in making our build-
ings attractive & in recurrently creat-
ing a receptive frame of mind to-
wards school? For obvious reasons
the funny story, the light touch, per-
sists in finding its way into the pre-
sentations of our best speakers. One
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copper sign funny faces
Southgate Eententary School, Seattle

Paw ley

Paw ley
school stairhall mural
Garmisch-Partenkirchen, West Germany

eawley
triangle symbols (metal cut-outs) to identify
primary classrooms in one wing
Hohewoltschule, Stuttgart, West Germany

A

Bill 'Hedrick Hedrich-Bles.,:ag
small sash are of brightly colored glcr
kaleiodoscopic & a strange world
Heathcote School, Westchester, NY
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of Margaret Mead's famous anthro-
pological studies that of the
Arapesh people of North Borneo
shows the socially desirable effect
of a good-humored, fun-loving en-
vironment on the up-bringing of
children.

education by architecture:
Along with pictorial or graphic
humor goes the intelligent use Of
gay & cheerful color & interesting
texture & form. Architecture is a
total teaching medium itself, you
know. A noted architect has told
me of his boyhood in Salem, Mass.,
& of years before he knew what
the word architecture meant how
he delighted in running his fingers
over the exquisite colonial woodwork
carved by Samuel McIntyre one
of the best who ever curled a shav-
ing. Let's have more total educa-
tion of the individual.

stock plans:
A word about stock plans & prefabri-
cation. T .e AIA Committee on
School Buildings has determined by
national survey that stock plans for
repetitive use for school buildings
have been rejected by 3, ,totes. Of
the 10 states which --flake them
available almost all Jre for 1- or g-
room buildings or other minor work.
This is not the place to argue about
them. They just do not fill the needs
of today's educational standards &
programs. As a matter of policy
they prevent intelligent development
& progress in studying a school
board's reeds.

prefabrication:
I worked in this field for more than
four years. Systems & house designs
we developed were used in thou-
sands of dwellings.

I am convinced that the only logical
& practicable application to school
buildings is in the design & produc-
tion of certain standard unit con-
struction & equipment elements,
rather than complete classrooms or
buildings. The analogy of this right
use of prefabrication with language
is rather elegant, as mathematicians
say. The designer & manufacturer

of prefab or standard elements &
systems is concerned with parts (vo-
cabulary) & !low parts go together
(which is grammir). Composition is
the skilled task of the architect. This
explains the great error of publish-
ing any assembly of classroom ele-
ments as an ideal classroom. Proper
relationships must be arrived at by
an architect thru solution of what
might be thought of as "simultane-
ous equations" of the many c::..sign
terms for each special case which
go far beyond classroom walk

"solutions?"
I have, ! hope, disposed of the bung-
alow abortions, of stockplans & pre-
fabrication for the present we
can certainly reject double or triple
sessions as a solution. How about
architects' fees? Isn't there a pos-
sible saving there? That, friends,
is where you can save money but not
in the way you think. You must
provide an adequate fee & time for
study of any architectural project,
particularly at preliminary stages
when the most important & expen-
sive decisions must be made. Here
is where improved & money-saving
concepts develop. Here is where the
architect earns his professional fee
& in this, as in everything else, you
can get only what you pay for. In
California, the state has established
a fee of 8% for school work
mainly because of multiplied' iasks
it, & earthquakes, place on the ar-
chitect but isn't it significant that
California has some of the most re-
markably fine & low-cost schools in
the world?

No, the place to look for real savings
is in these new concepts, as well as
in such areas as revision of obsolete
building & school code & financing
requirements, excessive insurance
regulations & in working with the cli-
mate instead of against it, to reduce
the overload of expensive mechani-
cal equipment in our buildings.

This, I believe, will start us toward
good & economical school architec-
ture good space for teaching &
good room for learning a primary
educational asset.



STRUCTURAL TYPES IN SCHOOL CONSTRUCTION
by EBERLE M. SMITH, AIA*

FRAMEWORK
THE STRUCTURAL system of a
school building is the frame-

work on which enciosirly envelope is
draped. The building itself takes on
shape, size & mass of thIS frame-
work. No building can he better than
limitation set up by contro!s of this
framework. A well designed scl-.00l
interprets this framework & an
architect can tell almost from a
glance at exterior of school just what
iramework consists of. This leaflet
will help you understand this basic
& nportant feature of school build-
ing.

THREE ELEMENTS
In analyzing any structural sys-

tem, we find that it is composed of
three basic parts:

vertical supporting members
horizontal supporting members
deck material.

Mcny combinations of materials &
systems can go to make up these
parts. Sometimes vertical & hori-
zontal supports merge into one, as
in rigid frame type of construction.
In general, however, the three parts
that go to make up any system can
be properly identified, & if we think
of these separate parts, it is simpler
to understand & analyze the type.

Often structural material or sys-
tem is part of finished surfaces of
rooms. This is cos, with masonry
bearing-walls with exposed struc-
tural columns & beams. Precast roof-
ing deck, & often joists, are left ex-
posed to form finished ceiling. Then
structural system does double duty.

In general, vertical supports fall
into two major classifications. wall-
bearing or column. Wall-bearing is
oldest & often most economical type
of construction, but it may waste
space & result in an inflexible plan.
Steel, concrete & fabricated timber
have led to use of much smaller
vertical column supports & wall-
bearing construction has been elimi-
nated to a large extent. This is espe-
cially true of multi-story buildings.
In those areas where resistance to
earthquakes & violent winds is a
major requirement, column supports
are most frequently used in one-
story construction as well, since they

an be braced easily by horizontal
structural elements to resist hori-
zontal forces. Masonry wall-bearing
construction, on other hand, must
depend upon its weight ur cross
bracing from partitions to resist
high winds.

Recently, perhaps due to high
costs & scarcity of steel, there has
developed a novel type of Ihr,11-bear-
ing, one-story school construction.
It is very well adopted to open plan-
ning wl ere repetition of several
typical rooms occurs. it consists
simply of a bearing wall between
each classroom on which the roof
(either flat or sloped) is supported.
This allows use of continuous win-
dows on both sides of classroom &
is adaptable to any type of section
as well as to corridors with class-
rooms on one or both sides.

Another method of saving steel &
still producing a rigid masonry build-
ing is to reinforce the masonry with
steel rods in the masonry joints, or
to provide for them by special ma-
sonr units. This construction is eco-
nomical & is popular in earthquake
reaions.

Column-type construction allow§
great freedom in exterior wall treat-
ment & design of building form be-
cause structure or frame can be in-
dependent of enclosing mat ,rials:
For example, columns may be placed
within enveloping wall, free-stand-
ing inside of wall, or free-standing
outside the wall.

Horizontal supports may be joist,
beam, or truss, or any combination
of these three. A very popular type
is steel joist (spaced 16"-36" on
center) supported by either wall-
bearing or beam construction. Beam
construction in steel often supports
steel joist construction or concrete
slabs, wood or insulation plank or
pane! type decking. When it is com-
bined with steel columns, it can be
fabricated into rigid bents to resist
horizontal forces. Concrete beam
construction is often used on multi-
floor projects. It is almost always
combined with concrete deck & con-
crete column construction. The truss
has always been widely used as a
horizontal supporting member for
long-span construction, such as audi-
torium & gymnasium. Lately, it has
been used quite extensively in class-
room design.

Deck construction consists of ma-
terial placed over joists or small
horizontal supporting members.
Over steel ;oists, poured-in-place
gypsum or precast light-wei9nt con-
crete decking is widely used. Wood
planking is most widely used over
wood construction. Recently a pre-
cast decking combination of wood
shaving, Portland cement & rein-
forcing steel has been used on spans
up to eight feet. It forms an in-
sulated structural .2ck & sound-
absorbing finish ceiling. Steel panel
decking is available in long spans
which form a finish ceiling with
built-in acoustical material. Care
must be used in any precast finish
decking material to .see that space
provision is made for electrical con-
duits. In concrete structures, con-
crete itself very simply becomes
deck material.

Combination of these three com-
ponent parts (vertical support, hori-
zontal support, & decking) into the
building forms the structural sys-
tem. It can be seen that there is al-
most an unlimited number of com-
binations of types that can be as-
sembled from material available.

MATERIALS
In any structural system, basic

materials used are concrete, steel,
& wood. Concrete has advantage of
being, in itself, fire resistant &, be-
cause it is a plastic material, it is
easily adapted to unusual shapes.
Its disadvantage is characteristic
heavy weight. Consideration should
be given to this material both cs
cast-in-place & as precast units.
Steel is readily fabricated from
structural shapes, lightweight bars
& sheets into structural members
that will meet almost any condi-
tion. In itself, it is not a fire-resist-
ing material. It does produce con-
struction that is light in appearance.
Wood is simplest material to handle
in a great many respects & is per-
haps easiest to fabricate. Use of
high-grade, waterproof glues with
laminated construction & use of
modern metal connectors to increase
strength of joints has given wood
construction new possibilities. Of
course, it has disadvantage of be-
ing a combustible material.
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RIGID STEEL FRAME
designed for dernountability
acoustical cep' ;rig

2. EXPOSED FRAME
steel bean. n masonry wall supporting steel
purlins & t roof deck

4. WALL-BEARING PLAN
masonry walls between columns support
longitudinal joists permit continuous win-
dowsNichols, Butterfield & Segerberg, Arch

5. STEEL JOISTS
for floor structure supported on steel frame
note reinforcement of ends for bearing
Earle A. Deits, Architect

7. PLANK AS CEILING FINISH
lightweight deck on steel purlins steel
beams & columns
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8. STEEL ROOF DECK
acoustical panel type with fireproofed steel
beams & columns (masonry block)

3. CONCRETE BENT FRAME
beams & columns integrated in semi-rigid
bentsconcrete slab above acoustical tile

6. STEEL TRUSSES
on steel column.. & supporting steel purlins
lightweight plunk roof decknote win-
dows to deck height (transverse trusses)

9. LAMINATED WOOD BEAMS
on steel p:pc columnswood plank roof &

Arild Johnson, Architect
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10. REINFORCED BRICK
MASONRY

bond-beam of brick & special clay units
hold steel rod reinfo-
Strut.ewal Clay Prc.lucts Instiiute

to

11. CORRIDOR EXPANSION
JOINT

providing for movement in long structures
Rhees Evans Burket, AIA

12. SUNSHADE CANOPY
protecting windows from sunlight
McLeod & Ferrara, AIA

LATERAL & 7HERMAL
STaISSS

In any type of construction, ade-
quate precaution must be taken to
Insure proper resistance to lateral
stress from wind, or, if need be,
earthquake. Frame construction can
be readily reinforced to take care
of this lateral stress. By designing
columns & beams as rigid bents or
with knee-braces or equivalent,
such stress can be taken care of. In
masc --ry wall-bearing construction,
walls which brace each other are
used to resist these stresses. To some
extent, the weight of masonry con-
struction takes care of these stresses.

Expansion & contraction of build-
ing materials due to exposure to
heat or cold is an item tc of-4-en

neglected or misund rstood. ',Any

structure will expanc & contract
during changes in temperature. Solt
materials, wood, do not present
much of a problem in this respect.
Rigid materials such as steel, con-
crete, or masonry do present prob-
lems, & allowances should be made
for them. Particularly, thought
snould be given to this item when
a combination of masonry walls &
reinforced concrete or steel is used

LOCAL CONDITIONS

Structural types now being used
throughout the United States vary
in detail, but, to a large extent,
there is a surprising conformity in
generalities. This conformity as to
generalities is probably due to wide-
spread dissemination of phctographs
of current schools in architectural &
educational magazines, school ex-
hibits & conferences. Rapid expan-
sion of school plants since the war
has made school architects & school
boards very conscious of better
buildings being built in their own &
surrounding areas.

Details of structural system are
usually influenced by local condi-
tions of available material & par-
ticulars of shelter. In West & North-
west, abundant supply of timber has
resulted in very free use of wood
construction. Concrete is widely used
throughout the whole country, as
well as masonry bearing-walls of
concrete or brick units. Steel is also

* Mr. Smith is a member of AIA Com-
mittee on School Buildings. Illustrations
not otherwise credited are wo,!( of Eberle M.
Smith Associates. Photos by Astleford.

widely used. At present time, archi-
tects are trying to find ways to
eliminate at least the heavier sec-
tions of steel in their designs be-
cause of national shortage of this
bc:11,ic material.

.inelter from the elements in the
We.,t means shelter from sun, rains,
& .arthquakes. Western struc'.ral
systems must first of all be resisfzin',
to earthquake. For this reason cedes
prohibit use of unreinforced ma-
sonry. To a large extent, one-story
buildings are built of braced-timber
or steel fiame construction. Project-
ing canopies are built into struc-
tural system to protect windows from
direct sunlight. Open covered. pas-
sages serve as connecting corri-
dors. Cross-ventilation is provided in
most rooms, resulting in natural air
conditions. Thus, protection from
elements in the West has led to de-
velopment of one-story, open type of
plan & framed structure.

This type of structure has influ-
enced, to a large extent, buildings
throughout the country. In the
North & East, where protection from
cold weather is paramount, project-
ing canopies are decreased; natural
ventilation is supplanted by mechan-
ical ventilation; & connecting corri-
dors are built in, but open type plan-
ning prevails. Structural framing
need not be as rigidly braced to
withstand lateral stress, & there is
freoaent use of wall-bearing sup -
pores.

THE FUTURE

It is an architect's duty to use his
imagination & ingenuity constantly
to explore new combinations of old
materials & to examine new mate-
ric's with a critical eye. In today's
market of increasing costs & scarcity
of skilled tradesmen, it is necessary
to eliminate as much field work as
possible. If use can be made of fac-
tory-fabricated materials in larger
units, there should be decreased
costs in the field. Precast decks in
longer spans certainly should be ex-
plored to the limit. Precast concrete,
lightweight concrete units & lami-
nated wood all have possibilities.

Whether column & beams are ex
posed on inside or exterior or
whether exterior materials (such as
supporting brick walls) are brought
inside the building, the structural
system, if it is honestly thought out
& clearly expressed, will help pro-
duce good design.
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PREFABRICATED SCHOOLS
by Alonzo J. Harriman, AIA *

Prefabricated schools & schoolhouse
construction are a new development
of potentially great importance to
architects & educators. Having its
current impetus in Europe, particu-
larly in England, this development
is c+11,4;cs,-1 ire +kie rat intr./ !cr%

& techniques & methods for schkdol
buildings are now -volving with po-
tential of great savings of time &
mone

Prefabrication, in this sense, is half-
way between minimum prefabrica-
tion including standardization (com-
mon to usual building methods, such
as steel sash, masonry sizes, etc) &
complete buildings of a rigid de-
sign, incapable of variation except
by complete classroom units.

These systems utilize a small num-
ber of differing parts so dimensioned
& designed as to give great freedom
of arrangement & building design,
with architect still designing build-
ing to suit educational & functional
program, site, etc.

In England the pressing drive toward
prefabrication was critical lack of
wood &, to le.ser extent steel, as well
as field labor, coupled with grec.t
need for schools & speed of construc-
tion. Added to this, surplus factory
space & manufacturing labor made
such a development almost obliga-
tory.

A similar tack of field labor was one
incentivP. for the particular Ameri-
can syske.m noted later, at least for
its original development. But in this
country primary advantage, perhaps,
of prefabricated schools is almost
100% salvage & reuse. With this
type of school, schoolhouse popula-
tion can keep pace with changes of
city, & more important, area popula-
tion thru "downs" as well as "ups,"
as this population shifts with eco-
nomic & other trends. We are a
footloose nation & our communities
ore in continual change in parts of
a city as well as between cities.

member of AM Committee on School Build-
ings

No system at present studied can
be termed complete. .A goal of com-
plete standardization & prefabrica-
tion would have to include coordi-
nated prefabricated tack & chalk-
board units, casework, wardrobes &
all fittings of a complete school.
Many, if not most, of these items
are manufactured now but are not
dimensionally cornpctible with each
other & with a prefabricated building
shell.

many materials available:
Most school work has been done
with light-steel sections, precision
concrete & other cement mixtures.
In other building fields, wood, & ply-
wood & glue (as well as other types
of building boards & materials) have
been developed into various systems.

Prefabrication is a manufacturing
rather than a building process, &
is based on manufocturing concept
of interchangeable parts. For such
a use, raw materials, aside from
basic suitability to ultimate use,
must possess manufacturing suit-
ability of uniformity of properties
& dimensional stability after form-
ing.

size ranges:

Prefabrication & standardization
systems have been developed, with
more or less completeness, in a wide
range of sizes of units. One ex-
treme might be World War II Liberty
Ships, with tremendous sub-assem-
blies. Other extreme might be small
ceramic tile units.

in the field of prefabricated schools,
most recent systems have tended to
be based on a so-called "2-man"
load, capable of being lifted & posi-
tioned by two men. This hos seemed
best compromise between large units
saving ,.tid more building time, but
needing cranes, etc, & smaller one-
man loads, which must be consider-
ably smaller for accurate position-
ing.

This matter of size of unit is bound
up with thr. of module-spacing *
but is not quite the same since
module-spacing refers to a design &
dimension grid to which sizes of
octual units are related.

costs:

Cost of these prefabricated school-
house systems is at least competi-
tive with familiar building methods
& often is much more economical.
Extent to which it is economical will
depend on ach factors as speed of
construction necessary (prefabri-
cated school buildings in England
have averaged 50% faster comple-
tion) scarcity of (or high wage-rates
of) skilled construction workers,
local material supply or lack of
suitable building material in which
case freight spent for prefabricated
units is far more effective than
freight spent for raw building mate-
rials, & similar factors. Tremendous
savings & economies accompany a
large volume of manufactured units,
as witness automobiles, appliandes,
T/ sets, etc. It is only the manu-
facturing process based on special
machines & tremendous volume that
brings them within financial reach
of anyone.

That same type of cost reduction
with increasing volume will come
with prefabrication of school build-
ings goes without saying. Basically
it is substitution of electrical energy
for human energy & all prefabrica-
tion simply exchanges kilowatt-
hours for man-hours.

systems:

A description of two systems, one
English & one American, will indi-
cate two different approaches & ma-
terial-uses leading to prefabricated
school buildings & thus perhaps point
up basic concepts & approach needed
in any prefabrication system.

* module a unit of measurement used in
repetition in building design, like regularly
spaced columns, partitions or windows.
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english system:
This, briefly, is one of hollow square
steel columns & bar-joist type beams
to which panels, usually of pre-cast
concrete, are clipped or bolted. This
is one of several systems in use there

others using more conventional
steel sections for framing or pre-
cast & pre-stressed concrete mem-
bers.

The module or dimensional standard
used in this system is 3'-4" (inci-
dentally this approximates one meter
& may help export to metric system
countries). Earlier English prefabri-
cated schools had used a module of
8'-3" but it was felt that more exact
architectural planning would result
from a smaller, more flexible spac-
ing. A vertical module of 2' was
likewise used throughout.

The series of steel columns, some
of which are shown in the illustra-
tion, originally consisted of 6 dif-
ferent sections, later reduced to 4.
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These are either of pressed-steel or
2 rolled steel angles or channels
welded toaether to form various
strength columns but with con-
stant thickness of 41/4". Open-web
joists or beams are similar to our
bar-joists but are of a constant depth
of 1 '-4", which with ceiling & floor
construction gives ceiling-to-floor-
height of 2'. Wiring, etc, is run in
open network of bean.s. These
beams, in one weight or another,
run on module spacing 3'-4" to
columns or header beams. Perimeter
beams also run around outside at
floor height. Standard end-connec-
tions to attach beams to columns &
standard bracing details have also
been developed.

This framing system has been de-
signed for buildings of up to 4 stories
height, being primarily developed
for secondary schools. Although a
steel frame could have been de-
signed to be more economical of

steel & money it would not have been
standardized & fitted to module
which results in other economies.
Upon this steel frame, floor, ceiling
& exterior wall panels are bo.ced or
clipped. These panels are generally
3'-4" wide, of sandwich type of
vibrated, reinforced-concrete, ce-
ment & wood shavings or hard ce-
ment w:th finish stone chips densely
embedded, etc. Each type of panel
usually has some type of insulation &
is of pre-cast cement type. Interior
partitions are of hollow pre-cast
plaster thick enough to cover in-
terior columns. Interior side of ex-
terior walls is finished with plaster-
board site-nailed to nailable interior.
face of exterior wall panels. Parti-
tion panels run full height of room
& are 1' -8" wide.

Many details of fastening, light-fix-
ture design, sash & door openings &
framing are omitted here but they
& many more details are all keyed
into this modular system for pre-
fabricated buildings.
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agnericatt system:

In contrast to this post-&-lintel type
of construction one American system
utilizes a load-bearing panel that is
its own support, wecither-cover & in-
sulating filler.

Based on a 24" module these panels
are built of plywood faces, with
necessary strength developed by in-
terior bracing & edges forming an
air-tight box filled with fluff insula-
tion. A metal skin (usually alumi-
num) is bonded to faces of box form-
ing an impervious vapor-barrier &
weather protection as well as per-
mitting excellent maintenance.
Thickness of these panels is 4" &
projecting lips at each end provide
attachment to floor & roof cons'ruc-
tion. Height of these wall panels
is 8'-10'-12', but various special
conditions of thickness, types of in-
sulation & metal skins can be easily
designed for. Its efficiency of course
comes from the "stressed-skin" type
or structure it is.
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Edges of these panels are inter-
locked with a spline strip & whole
wall pulled together with tie-rods of
pipe running thru top & bottom of
all panels thus making a remarkably
rigid structure.

Similar roof panels are used bearing
on laminated wood beams or other
walls. This panel system is notable
in that there is perhaps more flexi-
bility of planning with it than with
most, as well as a great possible
variation in types of panel & hence
walls for special conditions.

conclusion:
These brief descriptions of two sys-
tems ignore many problems & com-
plications of prefabrication but indi-
cate approach. There can be many
types of prefabrication systems but
all will perhaps entail uneconomic
structural design in some ports as
compared to conventional construc-
tion whether this over-design be
based on strength of steel required
or other factors. This over-design
has been a small price, however, for

-r
1-

1..

-4--

paga z<1.94. auton.

the many advantages of a flexible
plan with interchangeable units.

Development of a nearly complete
prefabricated school, as in England,
where both building structure &

finishing are included, requires a
great deal of ^ver-^11 cr,ritrn!, rP-

search & development money which
in that country has come in large
part from central government. This
need of centralized coordination is
perhaps greatest barrier to com-
pletely prefabricated schools in this
country for, as has been noted, most
components of a schoo! are or can
be manufactured. Remaining factor
is over-all coordination of sizes &
connections to form a uniform corn-
patible system.

It is of greatest interest that most
of these systems are based on usual
architectural services for design of
buildings to suit site, program, etc.
They are in no seise a ready-made
school of standard model classrooms.
Significant flexibility of design is es-
sentially as great as ever.



STOCK !PANS FOR SCHOOL. =WINGS
A NATIONAL SURVEY

by the AIA COMMITTEE ON SCHOOL BUILDINGS*

Data presented herein were col-
lected in November 1951 by tele-
graphic 'survey of all 48 State De-
partments of ntion . The in-
forrnatinn has been circulated to
some extent in untabulated form but
it was felt that this more complete
report would be of value to those
communities in which the question
might arise & might provide helpful
information for administrators, edu-
cators, school board members & citi-
zens.

This is a factual report of the survey
with no attempt to discuss use of
stock plans which the great ma-
jority of these offices disapproved.
Another SCHOOL PLANT STUDY
now being prepared by a recognized
authority will go into-more- detailed
study of the stock plan problem.

It is interesting to note that the re-
sponse to the survey was very
prompt, 46 of the 48 replies being
received within a few da1Acrwne.
the same day& that they were in
a number of case3 followed by vig-
orously-worded airmail letters.

r

10 states have limitedi stock plans available:

west viiiginia
california

kentucky
maine
arkansas
mississippi
oklahoma
virginia

north carolina

23 states do not
buildings:

arizona
colored°
...:agewere
ideNo
illinois
indiana
iowa
kansas
louisiana
maryland
massachusetts

1-mom

2-rooni
4-room

$10,000
$15,000
"small construction"
4-6-room
7-10-room
special units

use & never have used stock plans for school

montane
neved°
new hcanpshire
new jersey
new mexico
north dakota
r-hio
Oregon ,
rhode island
utch
washington
wyoming

15 states do not use but formerly used stock plans & have
now abandoned them:

alabama
connecticut
florige

michigan
missouri
nebraska

new york
pennsylvonia
south ca
south dakota
tennessee
texas
Vermont
wisconsin

* AIA COMMITTEE ON SCHOOL BUILDINGS (1951)

William W. Caudill, chairman
Texas

Richard L. Aeck
Georgia

Henry L. Blatner
New York

Charles R. Colbert
Louisiana

Alonzo J. Harriman
Maine

John W. McLeod
District of Columbia

Lauren V. Pohlman
New Jersey

Donald P. Setter
Miimesota

Eberle M. Smith
Michigan

Howard Dwight Smith
Ohio

Henry L. Wright
California

Frederic Arden Pawley
AIA-HQ Staff Executive
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STOCK PLANS FOR SCHOOL BUILDINGS--A NATIONAL SURVEY
111ITIMI

state

alaboma

arizona
arkansas

california

colorado

availableMINIIIM

connecticut

dolaware
florida

georgic

idaho

illinois

indiana
iowa

kansas
kentucky

extent

X a) additions to
old const.

b) 2 classrooms

x

X

X

X

X

( yes X no)

statuteiPIIMMIr
X

X

X

X

X

X
35 years

ago

X X

X
in past*

X
til now

impoverished dis-
tricts only max
$10,000
1-room

1-2-3-4 room
bldgs & assist in
plans for shops,
lunch rms etc.
additions

louisiana X

maine up to 4 class-
Auth. room bldgs

maryland X

mossach u setts X

michigan X

minnesota

mississippi

Missouri

montane
nebraska

ever

in past

=1111111E,

reasons for discontinuing & comments
/1111WWIIIMMIN

discontinued when stock plans became obsolete & did not have
personnel to draw new plans. (0. P. Richardson)

X schoolhouses done on a local district basis. (Myron R. Holbert)

X

(1944)
X

X

* rural schools
Auth. up to 2 class-

rooms
rural schools up X
to $15,000

X

X

X

X

X

X

practice discouraged, nature & services of architect emphasized.
However needs of impoverished districts probably demood con-
tinued limited use of stock plans. (J. W. Handy)
education code based upon school district employment of private
architect. Support of this concept is firm policy of state department
of education. (Charles Borsch)
(J. Burton Vasche)
1 & 2-room school plans prepared 35 yrs ago, only about two
buildings erected. Definite consideration in a few localities of em-
ploying an architect on a salary basis to set up necessary organiza-
tion for about 5 yrs. (N. S. Light)
(George R. Miller, Jr)
* formerly plans for seecial shops. All stock plans discontinued
because of different site conditions, enrollment & curricula, & be-
cause stock plans impede development of changing techniques of
instruction. (Forrest M. Kelley, Jr)
virtually discontinued & discouraged because existing stock plans
antiquated, personnel insufficient to revise old or develop new
plans & because of unsatisfactory results due to local officials not
constructing building properly. (L. Miles Sheffer)
for over 25 yrs state department cf education has had a part-time
architect available as consultant on plans for school buildings.
Law requires employment of a licensed architect for original plan-
ning of schools. (Alton B. Jones)
rather obsolete & very elementary bulletin shows suggested plans
for 1-2, 6-8 room schools. Future bulletins will not go even this
far. (C. C. Byerly)
(H. L. Smith)
each community should solve its building problems individually
in light of local needs. For that reason no plans to furnish stock
plans to local r . mmunities. (Gerald W. Boicourt)
(W. C. Kampschroeder)
projects usually so isolated & scattered that satisfactory archi-
tectural service not available. This plan seems to be in interest of
board as well as of architects. (Gordie Young)

X (C. E. Holly
some adoption of stock plans, prepared by an architect (law), have
been used ir. many of the smaller communities. (William 0. Bailey)
(James L. Reid

X (John J. Desmond)
* )rior to 1932 1-room school stock plans. Discontinued when

before school code of that time was repealed & because low requires an
1932* architect to prepare plans for any building costing $15,000 or

more. Board would oppose law requiring stock plans, feels that it
is inadvisable. (Wilfred Clapp)
practice unsound & has been practically *inoperative for past 10
yrs. (1. 0. Friswold)

some
years
ago

X

about
1925*

no law either for stock plans to be furnished or architects to be
employed. Stock plans furnished to districts with very little funds,
(costing less than $15,000). Larger jobs done by architects.
(T. H. Naylor)
a few stock plans for small buildings. Discontinued because plans
not complete enough to get good comporative bidding, idea of all
schools in state looking alike not appealing, & buildings should be
designed to fit particular community's needs & style in archatecture.
(George D. Englehart)
(C. R. Anderson)
* recommended floor plans included in annual reports. Discon-
tinued to allow local initiative. Consultive services offered based
on extensive surveys conducted by qualified staff or professional
volunteers. (Floyd G. Barker)

a

a



( yes X no)

state

nevada X

available extent statute

X

X

X
X

X

MICM=MM Anal

over reasons for discontinuing & comments

X sole function of state department of education is to approve plans.
(Dwight F. Dilts)

new hampshire X (Paul E. Farnum)

new jersey X X (John H. Bosshart)

new mexico X X law requiring approval of small buildings & additions token only.
(Tom D. Riddle)

new york X * plans & specifications for 1 or 2 teacher schools which became
years outmodel & under district reorganization no demand for them.
ago* Larger districts are more able to furnish architectural services.

Plans for these occasional units should be adapted to individual
district needs & desires. (Don L. Essex)

north carolina special units X standard state stock plan occasionally developed largely for sake of
& features to be illustrating certain economies & available to schools upon request.
incorporated in These were often bases for plans done by architects. Present serv-
plans ice of developing specialized units & features to be used in total

planning welcome by architects & school authorities. (Clyde A.
Erwin)

north dakota X X department approves plans before construction. (M. F. Peterson)

ohio X X X (E. J. Arnold)

oklahoma 5 small X use of stock plans limited. (Phil Gruber)
construction

oregon X X X department suggests plans which fleet needs of individual schools.
Plans must be worked out with regard to site, type of program, etc.
(A. L. Beck)

pennsylvania X 0* * statute requires that stock plans for schools up to 4 rooms but
these have not been issued for yrs due to their obsoleteness. (Harry
W. Stone)

rhode island X X X department's approval of all school plans required. Requirements
should be kept flexible. (Michael F. Walsh)

south carolina X X $ discontinued because of utter lack of adaptability to sites, needs
to 1948 & different provams, lack of economy because original architect

not at hand to sup,rvise & prevent errors. State educational finance
commission feels that public funds are best safeguarded by having
work done by registered architects. (W. B. Southerlin)

south dakata X X at one time rural school plans furnished. State standard school aid
was discontinued as were the plans.

tennessee X X practice discontinued because each school building should be
15 years tailored to house local educational program. Law provides that

ago all school buildings costing $10,000 cie more be planned by a
registered architect. Department agrees, wants to avoid lack of
originality. (J. B. Calhoun)

texas X statute provides for buildings for small rural districts, but this has
1909* ?-1950 not been practiced for some yrs because stock plans could not

adequately meet needs of various communities. (Joe R. Humphrey)

utah X X X (Vaughn L. Hall)

vermont X X for number of years plans for 1 or 2-teacher schools furnished
but discontinued as this size not in demand due to consolidation.
(Carl A. Batchelder)

virginia 6 a) 4-6 classroom stock plans furnished many yrs ago discontinued, found impracti-
b) 7-10 classroom cable. New stock plans (1952) for 2 types of schools each with

altercate additions of classrooms & auditorium. Architect needed
for supervision & general adoption to particular site & community.
(Arthur E. Chapman)

washington X X. X district officials select architect. (.eorge R. Posnick)

west virginia 1-teacher school X plans furnished to county boards for optional use. (W. W. Trent)

wisconsin X X for yrs very active service in furnishing stock plans fsr 1-2-3 room
1926- schools & additions. Result unsatisfactory because c'i limited bor.
1951 rowing power, difference in site & terrain, different community

eeeds, lack of professional supervision. Discontinued for these
i.lasons after agreement that registered architects would accept
that type of work (small schools, additions, etc) at regular fees.
Depaement will support any legislature requiring that c school
construction be done by a registered architect. Present law pro-
vides that construction exceeding 50,000 cf be done by an archi-
tect. (A. L. Buechner)

wyoming X X (Edna B. Stott)
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STOCK PLANS FOR SCHOOLS-'SUBSTANCE OR SHADOW?
by Dr Charles W Bursch

THAT STOCK PLANS for school
construction have not worked

satisfactorily, where tried through-
out the nation over the years, is
well-documented in AIA School
Plant Study for Jan-Feb 1953. But
advocacy of such plans for schools
continues in many quarters.

Such advocacy comes, among other
sources, from legislators, staff mem-
bers of taxpayers associations, rep-
resentatives of Grange & Farm Bu-
reau Federation, school board mem-
bers, educators, interested school
patrons & taxpayers. On numer-
ous recent occasions, stock plans
have been proposed seriously & vig-
orously as a means of saving time
& money in capital outlay programs
for schools.

These proposals have, with equal
vigor & seriousness, been opposed
by those who place high value on
problem-solving type of planning
for school construction, & the right,
& even obligation of a school system
to use each new construction proj-
ect as an opportunity to improve
school design & construction.

a true evaluation:
It is our purpose here to explore
merits of this controversy. Upon
what basis should such proposals &
opposition to them be evaluated?
Most obvious & important differ-
ences between using or not using
stock plans for schools, is in time
taken to prepare plans & specifica-
tions in timing of professional
attention to layout design & speci-
fications & in functional appro-
priateness & economy of layout &
design of a specific construction
project at a specific time at a spe-
cific location. It appears, there-
fore, that proper & valid basis for
decision would be clear & compre-
hensive understanding of function
& importance ( f planning school
buildings.

What values, both educational &
financial, are expected to accrue to
a school project from thorough,
competent planning, done immedi-
ately prior to construction? In brief,
what is function of planning?
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why de we plan?
Function of planning may be ex-
pected to differ from ,,roject to proj-
ect but in general, planning is done
for following purposes:

to prepare plans & specifications to re-
flect best current thinking in educational
requirements & in educational trends ob-
tained from school district staff members,
educational & school plant consultants

to prepare plans & specifications for a
project that incorporates best current
knowledge of school building design &
specifications, & best construction pro-
cedures & practices obtained from archi-
tects & engineers

to give adequate attention in design &

specifications to local conditions such as
temperature, rainfall, direction & velocity
of prevailing & storm winds, snow load,
earthquakes, available fuels, neighbor-
hood noises, access roods, utility connec-
tions, load-bearing value, workabili4, &
fertility of soil, coatours, drainage, &
presence of safety hazards

to coordinate conflicting desires for floor
space & construction quality in order to
establish priorities so that funds available
for project can be most wisely expended
to accomplish best specific purposes for
which project is intended

to relate present construction needs &
financial ability of sPhool district to its
estimated future needs & finaiiciol ability

in short, to relate present project in
terms of quality level of construction &
services supplied to carefully worked-out
master plan for total site utilization at
some future date

to determine point at which urgency of
need for building dictates that further
planning should cease & construction pro-
ceed

to meet local & state school constriction
code requirements with least cost & least
interference with educational service of
building

to make it possible for construction bid-
ders to be rr filly competitive because of
directness, clarity & completeness of plans
& specifications

who plans? who makes stock plans?
Whoever plans a school building
exercises considerable control upon
type & cost of educational program
to take place in proposed building.
Education in tins country is a state
responsibility L. 'cos. i of providing
& managing educational enterprise
has been assigned to local agencies

school districts. As an important
part of that assignment, school dis-
trict officials are responsible for
planning school buildings. It would
follow then, that local school offi-
cials may properly dec'cle whether
or not to use stock plans for a given
project. These decisions, however,
should be based upon thorough
knowledge of implications of using
such plans.

In first place, when stock plans are
used, many crucially important
planning decisions are made by per-
sons not responsible to the school
district concerned.

Stock plan proposals usually provide
that they be prepared & made avail-
able by the state. State agency hav-
ing this responsibility would of
course, include only such plans as
it chose. It would follow therefore
that their use by local school dis-
tricts would be tantamount to in-
creasing state control of education
at expense of local decision & con-
trol.

Anothe- inescapable implication of
use of :ock plans is that genuine
functional planning suffers. For ex-
ample, when plans for a project are
being developed on an individual
problem-solving basis, inclusion of
a recommended feature is easy & a
natural part of planning procedure.
However, if recommended feature
is not found in the stock plans, it
becomes necessary to determine if
its incorporation will, because of
plan changes required, nullify cost
& time-saving intended when deci-
sion was made to use stock plans.

how much planning?
Since degree of thoroughness &
completeness of planning is one of
principal issues in deciding whether
or not stock plans should be used,
it becomes necessary to explore
question "just how much planning
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one wing of a remarkably fine (& economical) school the difference is professional educational & architectural planning ability (not
extra expense)
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does a school construction project
deserve?" In general, amount of
plonning justified for any type of
construction is related to:

importance of enterprise it is impor-
tant to society to have a school building
that does hest possible job for education

magnitude of construction program
total national need for school construc-
tion is so large that improvement in ef-
ficiency & lowered unit cods whet applied
promptly to entire program, constitutes
significant total conversely, if im-
provements are not incorporated in plans
& specifications promptly, there is a very
great loss

cost of plant as related to cost of educa-
tional program housed therein since
big money (approx 90%) is spent on per-
sonnel, services & supplies, it is impera-
tive that every reasonable precaution be
taken to plan plant-expenditure (only
10%) so that it will make greatest pos-
sible contribution to effective use of the
90%

More specifically, each school con-
struction project deserves a quality
& amount of planning sufficient to:

make sure that spaces & equipment pro-
vided make maximum contribution to
efficient operation of personnel in ac-
complishing purposes of school person-
nel involved would include pupils, cus-
todians, clerks, adults who use school as
civic center or night school, as well as
teachers, administrators & other profes-
sionals

fit building to site for economy of con-
struction & maximum utilization of total
site area

select & integrate construction materials
for lowest first cost, at that location, con-
sistent with use-requirement & low main-
tenance & replacement costs, & to specify
construction procedures appropriate to
materiels, labor & services available
locally at time of construction

produce plans, specifications & other con
truct documents that are sufficiently di-
rect, clear & complete to permit con-
structic- bidders to make accurate cost
estimates

produce drawings & specifications & to
select equipment that guarantees a build-
ing having greatest possibility for inex-
pensive future adjustments to changing
needs of education this highly impor-
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toot quality of flexibility is well-defined
by William W -Caudill, A1A, as combina-
tion of fluidity, versatility, convertibility
& expansibility

From foregoing, it is clear that a
mediocre or lower quality of archi-
tectural service would be inade
quate for planning tasks that are
necessary & desirable on a school
er.rel-r: 1,-+ ;nr, rser.i.5"1- iC I- t-...w. ..........vv. v.," SA \ol "..I. F. ,1\01...t. IS II itaJG OGS Y
ices are not rendered by highly com-
petent architects, there is not much
point in devoting planning time to
them.

ways to lose money:
Time & place are of crucial impor-
tance in rendering planning serv-
ices. Outstanding plans & specifi-
cations for one location at some
past time may be woefully inade-
quate & inappropriate at another
place or time. Unless architect in-
corporates latest appropriate con-
struction features & procedures, &
unless he is entirely free to use
plans, materials & specifications ap-
propriate to place where project
is to be constructed, owner well may
lose, in unnecessary construction,
maintenance & operation costs,
many times over, the saving in plan-
ning cost made by using a ready-
made plan designed for another
place at another time, or a plan de-
signed to solve a hypothetical prob-
lem which in fact does not exist any-
where!

plan values:
When confronted with need for a
school construction project & for a
decision between ready-made plans
& a problem-solving approach,
school building officials should
weigh values listed below:

is corm', complete, timely & competent
planning of sufficient importance to
justify following an individual project
problem-solving planning procedure?

is there a sufficient variety of available
& cataloged stock plow 'a justify hope
that 'no can be found that substantially
fits requirements of needed project?

does planning time that may be saved by
using stock plans, represent prudent off-
set to threat of impaired usefulness of
building which represents large outlay &
which would probably lontinue in use for
30 to 50 years even though function-
ally inadequate when constructed?

are advantages expected from use of
stock plans sufficient to justify local
school district in surrendering part of its
prerogatives & obligations to agency fur-
nishing stock plans? when stock plans
are used, district loses control of who does
planning, when & where it is done & to
what degree of coPnpleeliess plans are
to be developed

saving time & money?
Pressures for using stock plans are
pressures for saving planning time &
for saving money on total project. It
should be emphasized that planning
time can be saved only in situations
where educational usefulness of
building, completeness of plans 8,
specifications for really competitive
bidding are not rated very highly &
where sufficient variety of sta-k
plans is available ';`o permit selec-
tion that fits the specific site. S,m-
ilarly, cost of project can be re-
duced by use of stock plans only
when school is willing to settle for
inadequate & incomplete planning,
& therefore willing to settle for less
than most appropriate functional
provisions in building.

In brief, use of stock plans for
schools, whether author,zed by
school district or used without such
authorization, constitutes repudia-
tion of validity & importance of
planning process & abandonment
of responsiLility for attempting to
make improvements. Such repudia-
tion & such abandonment of respon-
sibility are untenable in any im-
portant aspect of public education
in a democracy.

. . to draw up a permanent standard

you have to be smarter than anybody!"



NEW IDEAS IN SCHOOL CONSTRUCTION
4 John W McLeod, AIA*

I N THINKING about new ideas in
school construction it becomes

evident that two separate influences
are constantly at work, changing &
refining our attitudes & approaches
to school planning. Stated simply,
these influencing factors are

changing concepts in education
technological advances in design & ma-
terials

While it is impossible tc measure
relative importance of these two
major influences on school plan-
ning, it is my opinion, based on a
lifetime spent in design of school
buildings, that architecture has &
always should, serve as the hand-
maiden of education. In other words,
new techniques we have learned in
regard to structure, & new & im-
proved materials which are becom-
ing available, should serve one pur-
pose, & one purpose alone & that
is, to provide an environment which
will permit education to develop to
its fullest extent, without any crip-
pling restraint imposed by the build-
ing envelope with which we surround
it.
significant new work:
Let's examine some changes tak*--g
place in education, at least insofar
as these changes are influencing de-
sign of school buildings. We can
fairly well agree that, in postwar
years, we have expended our best
efforts in design of elementary
schools, mainly because greatest
pressures have occurred at elemen-
tary level. Vitality of our educa-
tional resources in lower grades is
evidenced by exciting, colorful
buildings found in every state of
the union. It has been my privilege,
in serving as vice-chairman of the
AIA National Committee on School
Buildings, to have visited hundreds
of school plants from Maine to Cali-
fornia. I am constantly impressed
by fact that a great many, if not
most, really significant school build-
ings are to be found, not in large
cities, but in smaller communities
of say, Texas, or Maine, or Michi-
gan, & yes, even in my own state of
Maryland. This I attribute, almost

vice-chairman AM Committee on School
Buildingsfrom a talk at New Jersey
Schoo: Board A ssociatioa workshop pro-
gram November 1956

without exception, to sincere efforts
of a dedicated educator who like
the country doctor, wants nothing
but the best for his own community,
& inspires those around him, includ-
ing his architect, with an over-
whelming desire to provide it. This
is why, I believe, that significant
strides have been made in elemen-
tary school planning & building. Dif-
ferent though the educational ap-
proaches may have been, end result
is a vigorous, enthusiastic elemen-
tary program complete with school
buildings to match.

some specifics include:
access outdoors from classrooms
,:orridoriess schools
self-contained classrooms

s attractive courtyards
lower ceilings
improved furniture, movable casework,
better finishes

secondary schools lagging:
Can the same be said for our sec-
ondary schools & their buildings?
With few exceptions, I think not.
We have, of course, seen any num-
ber of excellent highschools de-
signed & built in past few years, but
basically, insofar as educational
program is concerned, the same
guiding principles have been used
as were in effect some 10 or 15
years ago. It is true, of course, that
a great many physical changes have
taken place in our present-day high
schools. We have reduced number
of stories & spread out the building,
we have decentralized some into
campus-style arrangements; & so on,
taken altogether, these buildings
have been eminently successful in
terms of today's educational pro-
gram but what of tomorrow?

As an architect engaged in design
of school buildings, I should know
better than launch into a discussion
of educational programing. How-
ever, because I will touch upon some
aspects of education which, if gene-
rally accepted, mcy significantly af-
fect secondary school planning, I

shall proceed to discuss these points,
secure in my cloak of ignorance. As
one tho Jght-provoking approach to
secondary education, I am sure some

of you have 1-.2ard or read about the
hypothetical concept of total educa-
tional experience developed by
Nrchie Shaw, Superintendent of
Schools in Scarsdale, NY, & widely
publicized. This concept envisions
the crhnnl itself providing only a
portion of the students' e-.pe:ience.

"Random Fails:"
By means of "work contracts" stu-
dent is enabled to draw upon all
community resources to further his
education. He may work for a time
in the county courthouse or again in
the local manufacturing plant, each
time returning to school for further
study in "common !earnings." Even
within school itself the need for ac-
commodating constantly shifting
class groupings has stimulating im-
plications for planning the educa-
tional center. In this connection,
School Executive Magazine commis-
sioned John Lyon Reid, FAR, one
of the country's leading school ar-
chitects, to design a plant to house
this unique program. Examination
of these designs will indeed point up
the fact that the educational pro-
gram surety dictates the planning
approach.

You may say that since this whole
concept is hypothetical anyway, we
can dismiss it as an interesting men-
tal exercise. Surprisingly enough
though, editors point out that almost
every so-called innovation outlined
in this concept is presently in use in
one or another school system across
the country.

the little school idea:
Another interesting but somewhat
different educational approach
which may well affect secondary
school planning is to be found in
the "little school" idea. This de-
velopment has its roots in the otten
expressed concern which many edu-
cators have for the large highschool
which by its very size tends to be-
come overpowering & institutional.

The "little school" concept then,
seeks to break down the very large
highschool into several smaller unit
schools of 300 or 400 pupils each.
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The idea is, of course, that closer
pupil-teacher relationship of smaller
schools can be retained, without
losing advantages of extensive fa-
cilities which only a large school can
offer. Also, it is said, a student has
a sense of "belonging" in his rela-
tion a "little school" which he can
never quite achieve when thrown
in with a thousand other pupils.

an actual example:
Rather than attempt to discuss all
planning implications inherent in
the "little school" idea, perhaps, by
describing for you an actual school
plant based on these principles, I

can better add to your understand-
ing of this fairly unique educational
& architectural approach.

North Hagerstown High School,
which will house 1600-1800 stu-
dents, is to be located in Hagers-
town, Maryland, & was designed by
our firm for the Washington County
(Maryland) Board of Education.
Contract cost for this projeci is
slightly over $3,000,000 & construc-
tion will start soon. Decision to de-
sign this school plant in terms of 4
small unit schools, was made after
some small beginnings of the "little
school" idea had been incorporated
into design of another highschool in
the same county, completed & oc-
cupied in September 1956. From
these small, somewhat timid ap-
proaches, all of us concerned, board,

superintendent, educational c.on-
sultant, & particularly our own firm
as architects, felt that we had
gained enough knowledge to ;munch
into a full-fledged design project
embracing all of the "little school"
principles.

Basically, North Ho ]erstown High
School, is physically sub-d'vided into
4 small schooi units of 400 pupils
each. Each school will hove its own
administrative & guidance counsel-
ing facilities. Each school will have
its own assembly area & grouped
around this will be general & special-
ized classrooms & laboratories for
each group. All 4 "little schools'
are arranged around & related to
library unit, & this library then, be-
comes focal point of instructional
areas of all 4 schools.

There are, to be sure, certain build-
ing elements in the total school plan
which will be used by all of student
body. A 1500-seat auditorium will
also serve as community auditorium.
A large gymnasium, however, will
be arranged somewhat differently
than in a typical highschool. A
series of smaller locker & dressing
rooms are provided, since it is ex-
pected that with 4-school arrange-
ment, intramural sports will take on
new meaning.

In matter of food service & dining
facilities, we have brought forth
some interesting innovations. This
problem of mass-feeding fir 100s of

students has always been of some
concern to educators, & difficult for
architects to solve. Solution here
has been to provide a food service &
dining area for each 2 schools. A
3rd dining room is provided in the
public area of the school for use of
teachers, visitors, & students who
may not happen to be working in the
"little schools" at the time. A cen-
tral kitchen will prepare meals &
transport them in insulated food
carts to the 3 serving-kitchens. Even
though we have a single dining
area serving 2 little schools, it is
possible by use of folding doors to
serve one or other of the 2 schools
independently.
While we have provided specialized
shop areas for vocational & home
arts training, we have also provided
areas for generalized training in
these subjects adjacent to the little
schools, so that these activities can
be more closely related to classroom
work programs.

educational television:
Provisions have been made in North
Hagerstown High School for a radio
& TV workshop. This matter of edu-
cational TV brings me to another
potent force which can change our
planning concepts for schools, both
elementary & secondary. About 6
months ago, the Fund for Advance-
ment of Education, working jointly
with the Radio, Electronic Television
Manufacturers Association, chose
Washington County, Maryland, to

School Ezecutive
Randier' Falls: typical learning laboratory North Hagerstown HS: general education lab



be recipient of a grant to inaugu-
rate a 5-year county-wide closed cir-
cuit educational TV program. This,
I believe, is the first such large scale
experiment of its kind, with ulti-
mate objective of having all 48
schools in the county participating
in the program.
it is not my purpose to enter into a
lengthy discourse here on pros &
cons of educational TV, but to
sketch for you, briefly, some impli-
cations which TV may well have for
design of our future schools. Since
the 2 highschools which we hove de-
signed for this board of education
ara expected to play an important
role in the TV experiment, we have
had to work quite closely with tech-
nical experts in providing necessary
facilities for both receiving & trans-
mitting Further, since this is a con-
tinuing experiment, we have had to
work out our structural elements in
such a way to permit running of TV
cables to every possible location.
This has required a great deal more
flexibility & accessibility than would
be required under normal circum-
stances.

After observing the TV program in
action, it seems to me, if we are go-
ing to use this medium in our
schools, that some theories as to
daylighting classrooms may have to
change, & indeed, some thinking
about desirable size of classrooms
itself, may have to be reappraised.
Certainly, if educational television
becomes a vital teaching force & not
just another supplemental teaching
aid, then implications, with respect
to both elementary & secondary
school building planning, may be
far-reaching indeed.

junior colleges:
One other area in which I can see
possibility for future change is in
respect to the junior college, or com-
munity college, as some prefer to
call it. Already we can see in Cali-
fornia the beginnings of a tremen-
dous acceleration in constraction of
junior colleges. I understand that
100s of school districts there are
constructing these facilities or pre-
paring for them. Regardless of
whether or not we see these junior
colleges as separate entities or
merely as an extra layer on the high-
school, we are surely faced with
some new requirements wl.ich, in
turn, will require new & different

solutions in school planning. As an
example, in one of our Hagerstown
highschools, we have huilt a sep-
arate junior college administration
& commons building. Highschooi fa-
cilities will serve, for present, to
house instructional activities but a
part of the 88-acre site is being
reserved for future junior college
development.

I have outlined just a few significant
developments known to me which
are taking place in education today.
There are, of course, a great many
others of equal significance. Some
of these ideas will fall by the way-
side, others again, will bear fruit &
take their place in the expanding
educational scheme of things. All
will leave their mark on the plan-
ning of school facilities.

technological advances:
A 2nd factor which may influence
school planning is technological ad-
vance in design & materials. The
building industry is now ready to
supply us with an array of new ma-
terialsmaterials which need not
require us to discard completely the
tried & true products but should per-
mit us new flexibility to adjust our
buildings to changing demands.

Specifics include:
new daylighting control methods
new electrical lighting methods
packaged heating & air conditioning
precast structural systems & roofing
panels

component prefabrication:
Great interest has developed in
past few years in many new metal
curtain -wall treatments. Large units
of window & wall panel are available
in steel & aluminum, so insulated
that a 2" thickness of panel wall
can do .the work of a 12" masonry
wall. This is just one example of a
type of component prefabrication.
A great many laymen have supposed
that the architectural professijn is
opposed to prefabrication. I can as-
sure you that this is not so the
AIA for years has been chief pro-
ponent of modular coordination,
which is, of course, forerunner of all
forms of prefabrication. What the
architectural profession is opposed
to, however, is over-the-counter sale
of packaged prefabricated class-
room space.

I have described for you some inter-
esting experiments in education
which have been going on in many
cities, towns & villages across the
country. I have worked with school
boards, faculty committees & citi-
zens' advisory Groups, discussing,
analyzing & evaluating needs &
wishes of a great many communities
in relation to their school building
programs. With this as a back-
ground, 1 oil-mot convince myself
that we are ready to set these Things
aside & accept one or another manu-
facturer's idea of what a school
room should be. I realize that a
great many school board members,
superintendents, & yes, even archi-
tects, become "battle-weary" from
constantly fighting risina costs, ris-
ing enrollments, etc, but surely,
achievements we have made in this
country, thru education at local
level, are not to be exchanged lightly
for some mail-order panacea for all
of our school-building ills.

What I would propose to industry is
this concentrate on producing
more & more complete assemblies
of component parts of structures &
accessories, so that advantages of
mass-production, in terms of re-
duced costs & accelerated delivery
schedules, would be of material
benefit to all, & not alone to some
particular manufacturer. Advan-
tages are obvious wide range of
selection among products, retention
of traditional practices of competi-
tive pricing & public bidding, & most
important of all, freedom to plan a
school building, using these stand-
ard components, but in such a way
that it will function for betterment
of educational processes, rather
than to strangle them.

Finally I would say encourage
your superintendent & his staff to
explore new and better ways of
teaching & then further, encourage
your architect to use some of the
new & exciting materials which are
becoming available, so that benefits
of our American productive know-
how will be returned to us in reduced
costs & better school buildings. Mis-
takes may be made but these mis-
takes should not be used as excuses
to divest ourse'ves of our responsi-
bility to provide our children with
the best possible education & in best
possible buildings we are able to
provide.
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Flexibility in School Building Design
or
the, atrixAsirdc

cvlanG

BY C. HERBERT PASEUR

Once upon a time, long, long
agoback in the real dark ages of
educationschooling was carried
on in a very different manner. Only
the royal family had the opportu-
nity for a formal education, and the
serfs were saddled with the respon-
sibility of paying for their school-
ing. With education strictly limited
to the royalty, the schools were con-
ducted right in the palace. Now, we
aren't positive, but this could very
well be the derivation of a term we
still hear todaySCHOOL PALACES.

ask.
In one particular province ot this

ancient country, a firm of three ar-
chitects was commissioned by tne
king. They had a countrywide rep-
utation for being school palace spe-
cialists. They attended school con-
ventions, did research scrolls and
displayed their beautifully hand-
chiseled school plans on solid stone
tablets. They did a tremendous vol-
ume of building, and it was general
knowledge that they had chiseled
more schools than anyone else be-
fore or since.

They also had a reputation for
low cost school palacesone even
went as low as 243.5 serf labor
days per square foot (about $11
by today's standards). These square
foot cost figures were compiled by
the architects because one of their
many responsibilities of that day
was to step off the square footage
(barefooted) in the palaces after
they were completed. Of course, the
popular assumption that the foot
was a standard unit of measurement

Director of Design, Caudill, Rowlett & Scott,
Houston, Texas

proved to be wrong because many
years later. it was discovered that
these architects had 8" feet which
accounted for the apparent low
square foot cost of their buildings.
It was decided then that the square
foot method of determining whether
a building was economical or not
was rather crude and a resolution
was passed to try to find a more
logical method.

Even with this team of prominent
architects in charge of its building
program, this province had ex-
tremely bad luck in building school
palaces. The king had many queens,
and no sooner would he get one
palace completed than his family
would outgrow it and he would
have to build another palace.

This didn't set too well with the
local serfs who had to build the
palaces. Besides, every time this
happened, they were asked to pass
another twenty-year bondage issue.
7L'hesc: serfs wou;c: never get their
freedom if this c 3ntinued.

The king de,;i.lvd to attend a re-
gional meeting to find some way to
combat this rising opposition to
slavery. In shooting the bull with
three other kings, he found out that
they had solved their problems by
incorporating "flexibility" into their
palace plans. Now he didn't know
what this meant but, rather than
show his ignorance, he nodded his
head up and down understandingly
and rushed back to his kingdom.

He immediately called in his
three wise architects. "If the new
palace plans don't have flexibility,"
he screamed, "I'm going to the :text
province to hire architects!" Now,
the very thought of this shook the
three architects from top to bottom.
The king ordered each to visit one
of the three provinces that had flex-
ibility and report back what they
found.

About a month later, the archi-
tects returned and had an audience
with the king. The king asked each
of the wise architects the meaning
of flexibility, and each related his
visit.

The first wise architect had vis-
ited the north province and this was
his answer. "Sire, I found that flex-
ibility meant planning for future
growth. Additions and annexes are
planned for because the king knows
his family is going to grow. This
way, he doesn't have to build a new
palace every few years. I don't be-
lieve the word 'flexibility' is correct.
What we really mean is expansi-
bility.

The second wise archit,ct had
visited the south province, and gave
his answer. "Sire, I found that flex-
ibility meant efficient use of space.
For instance, since the great din-
ing hall is used for eating at night
only, the king has turned this room
into a student center during the day.
By using each area more efficiently,
he locc-i't have to build a new
school palace so often. I don't be-
lieve the word 'flexibility' is correct.
What we really mean is versatility."

The third wise architect had vis-
ited the east province and gave this
answer. "Sire, I found that flexibil-
ity meant planning for interior
change. In the palace I visited, in-
stead of three-foot stone walls, there
is a system of stone columns that
support the roof. All of the walls
are independent of the structure
and constructed of wood so they
can be moved as different space
needs arise. Instead of building a
new castle at every stage of family
growth, he converts nurseries into
bedrooms, bedrooms into apart-
ments, etc. I don't believe the word
`flexibility' is- correct. What we
really mean is convertibility."

Of course, the king, being a wise
old man himself, immediately saw



EXPANSIBILITY

that flexibility meant all of these
things

expansibility for exterior changes
versatility for multi-function
conertibility for interior changes

each of the architects was cor-
rect!

In the last category, convertibility
for interior changes, there are vary-
ing degrees of changesummer,
overnight and instant.
Convertibility

There are three major items in
school buildings that affect convert-
ibility:

structure how the roof is sup-
ported
utilities how plumbing and
electricity are provided
partitions how space is divid-
ed

The Norman High School at Nor-
man, Oklahoma, is a good illustra-
tion of the use of convertibility. The
planning module in the illustration
shows these major requirements:

umbrella roof supported on
columns and completely inde-
pendent of walls for support
prc ision for utilities floor of
building is raised 2' above out-
side grade, resulting in a crawl
space under entire school which
gives complete freedom for run-
ning pipes and conduit and al-
lows stub-ups to be made any-
where .n building
partitions built-in right on job
by contractor similar to a resi-
dential partition, constructed of
2" x 6" studs and 3/4 " wood

FLEXIBILITY

A Top Lighted Umbrella Roof

B Movable Partitions

C Utilities Under Slab

D Pre-cast Joist Floor System

E Movable Partitions

F Structural Colemn Spacing

Norman High School, Norman, Oklahoma

paneling. To relocate, are de-
mounted by removing paneling
and taking studs apart and re-
assembled a simple operation,
requiring time, but not skilled
labor

If there is anything that makes
you believe in convertibility, it is to

have a secondary school with which
you are associated double the size
of its student body. That's what
happened at Norman. In a period
of about five years, enrollment in-
creased from original 600 students
to 1,100 students. Expansion of the
physical plant was carried out in
two stages.
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First stage was the addition of a
new 24-classroom unit. Next was
the conversion of all special aca-
demic areas in the original school
to expanded departments. This con-
version affected every department
in the school hc:ne economics,
science, cafeteria, kitchen, library
all doubled in size. The departments
of business administration, speech
and choral singing were moved to
new locations. The original plan-
ning module containing the ele-
ments of convertibility allowed
these changes to be made during the
summer vacation. Changes were so
simplified that with the exception
of special trades, such as plumbing
and electrical, all were made by the
regular maintenance personnel of
the school. Convertibility certainly
paid off in this case.

The basic design premise of the
Hillsdale High School in San Ma-
teo, California, was ". . . that it
shelter with grace the known pro-
gram of the present, the unknown
programs of the future, and change
which is the sure aspect of second-
ary education." This original prem-
ise has been carried successfully to
the finished building by allowing
for convertibility.

The roof structure is supported
independently of the walls. Plumb-
ing and electrical facilities are lo-
cated in the attic space and remov-

Hillsdale High School, San Mateo,
California

able sections of the ceiling allow
connections to be made any place
in the school. The skylight becomes
the real core of this system. Around
the perimeter of the skylight are lo-
cated the artificial lights ar 1 at the
four corners are grilles for heating
and ventilationa very compact so-
lution.

Partitions allow interior changes
to be made overnight or on week-
ends. These partitions are a manu-
factured piece of equipment, con-
structed of metal with a baked-
enamel finish. The manufactured
joints and connections allow the
partitions to be moved in large sec-
tions in a relatively short time.

Effect of Partitions

So we see that to a large extent
the degree of convertibility depends
upon the partitions. If we examine
a conventional partition in school
design, we find it has two basic
functionsprivacy from sight and
privacy from sound. However, with
today's construction methods, using
prefabricated light-weight materials,
we find in a lot of cases we really
don't get privacy from sound. This
problem is further compounded by
today's requirements of convertibil-
ity, which means for our partitions
to be movable, they must have
many joints and connections, all of
which leak sound. Take away the
function of sound control and use
partitions for privacy from sight
onlyand see the freedom we now
have. The sight screens do not have
to go to the ceiling or floor. We can
eliminate doors. We can use drapes,
portable folding screens, rolling
cabinets, sliding panels, etc., to di-
vide the space.

This concept of space division
would adapt most readily to any
future educational concept. Each
wee },, or each day for that matter,
the school could be completely re-
arranged to accomplish the next
unit of work.

But what about sound privacy?
There is no cut-and-dried solution
right now. But if the demand for in-
stant convertibility is great enough,
we can muster the necessary re-
sources for research to solve any
problems of sound. We do have
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some methods of sound control that
can be applied to open plans today.
One theory being explored is called
"sound masking." By putting speak-
ers at close intervals in the ceiling,
we gain a certain amount of priva-
cy through controlled background
"noise" solved in large office
spaces today with Muzak. This,
again, isn't a cure-all, but it is a
step in the right direction.

As I see it, there are two reasons
why schools today are not incorpo-
rating instant convertibility.

Disadvantages of instant con-
vertibility still outweigh the advan-
tages. This balance could easily be
reversed in the future.

Our present educational pro-
gram does not require this extreme
concept of convertible space.

The true value of instant con-
vertibility however, lies in antici-
pating future needs rather than in
just satisfying the needs of today.

What are these future needs? We
don't know, but we do know that
tomorrow's needs will differ from
today's. In a recent :dsue of School
Executive, Dr. Walter Cocking
says: "As I see it, it is inevitable
that deep and vastly important
changes will occur in America's ed-
ucational system during the next ten
to fifteen years. The character of
these changes and the direction
they will take will have vast signifi-
cance. The issues to be decided are
many . ."

To accommodate these educa-
tional changes referred to by Dr.
Cocking, the design of the physical
plant will also have to undergo deep
and vastly important changesand
this is the disturbing thing the
school plants being built today will
be required to house this new pro-
gram. This, to us, places a note of
urgency on achieving instant con-
vertibility now.



PRE-SCHOOL BUILDINGS
by Heinrich H. Waechter, AIA *

educator-architect relationship:
Nursery school & kindergarten plan-
ning requires intimate understand-
ing between teacher & architect. Ar-
chitect must observe & try to under-
stand the great variety in activities
of the very young child & educator
needs architect's imaginative &

technical skill in order to find 3-
dimensional expression of his teach-
ing ideas. The more precise the
educator's formulation of teaching
needs are, the better will be the ar-
chitect's stimulation to find answers
in terms of building. (Note: another
architect points out that this is most
true for 2-6, for older children a
general formulation of teaching
needs may lead to a better answer
in terms of building design.)
It is not enough to provide for health
thru good lighting, ventilation & suf-
ficient space. It is not enough to
choose types of construction & mate-
rials to provide for requested
amounts of space & to stay within
budget limitations. The main ques-
tion will always be how to provide
environment & building facilities in
which a certain type of education
can take place in best possible way.
A well designed building for such
educational purposes results from in-
tegration of educational & architec-
tural thought.
planning requirements:
Pre-school buildings are essentially
part of the housing situation & there-
fore should be located as near to
family homes as possible. Most ideal
situation lets child walk safely from
home to school thru a greenbelt, a
continuous landscaped area undis-
turbed by traffic (see illustration
but youngest children need trans-
portation or escort). In built-up city
areas with multi-story apartmenZ
houses it is difficult to find enough
out-door playground space & chil-
dren often meet dangerous traffic
on their way to & from school. Some
very large modern apartment house
have pre-school facilities for the
youngest children right in the block.
Pre-school education is usually sep-
arated from public schooling & most
nursery schools are privately owned.
Only 5- to 6-year olds go to public
kindergartens connected with public
schools. Trend to consolidate school
districts & build many large-sized

schools causes a problem in plan-
ning of pre-school facilities. A small
number of pre-school children living
near such consolidated schools can
still be housed on the site. If a more
typical number of pre-school chil-
dren are transported daily with the
other children, the bus system has to
be enlarged & becomes complicated
with little ones squeezed in be-
tween older children. Under these
circumstances the small child be-
comes unnecessarily detached from
home environment, particularly if
the community has good houses in
well-designed residential site plan-
ning.
various types:
Although pre-school education for
the young child from 2-6 has a his-
tory of more than 200 years pre-
school training has not been gen-
erally accepted. Much progress has
been made &, with varying educa-
tional & social approaches, following
major types have evolved:

nursery schools located in residential
neighborhoods, including housing de-
velopments
kindergartens as port of public school sys-
tem or, if sponsored by PTAs, in class-
rooms furnished by school district
pre-school facilities in settkment houses
& other philanthropic institutions
pre-school laboratories in colleges or high
schools with curricula related to educa-
tional, psychological or child-care train-
ing

We are not considering child-care
centers & nurseries which relieve
mothers while they work or go shop-
ping but which do not maintain a
regular educational program.
schedules:
Educational & child-care standards
in schools for the very young are
generally very high & den'and more
variety in facilities than we find in
other school types. Such a program
may be illustrated by a typical
schedule which in..:ludes different
play periods & takes care of routine
activities, like eating, sleeping,
toileting, etc. Such schedules should
be flexible & will require more time
divisions for the youngest than for
the older groups, depending on need
for physical care & length of time
children can pay attention. Day
schools need to be more elaborate
as to facilities for eating & sleeping
than schools which operate only on a
3-4 hr basis.

play activities:
Generally accepted principle of
"learning by doing" is basic in pre-
school curricula. Free-play periods,
in which children go about separate
activities, alternate with group activ-
ities in which all participate. Brief
health inspections to detect any sign
of contagious disease are given be-
fore the child joins the group in the
morning. Furthering mental & bodily
health is a major part of the educa-
tional program.

A child can, at any time, join
others in social play or retire to a
quiet corner & busy himself with
something of his own interest. He
may work at a table, on the floor
or in the garden. Activities of 2-3
year olds will be much simpler than
those of older children. Following
tables indicate appropriate mate-
rials & activities:

open cabinets &
shelves: (child
proportions)

ploy equipment:
(sometimes child-
built)

large low sink or
pool:
outdoor pool:
flower shelves:

terrarium:

aquarium:
art experience:

audio-visual:

music:

wheel toys:

outdoor equipment:
(indoor in some
larger instal(ations)

crayons
pegs
balls
puzzles

blacks
picture
books
various
toys

doll houses
stage
store
post office
waterplay
floating animals
toys or boats
pots
vases

;mall animals
plants
aquatic life
easel painting
finger painting
paper pasting
clay modeling

slide & strip-film
projector screen
room darkening
phonograph- records
piano
simple instruments
drums
bellstriangles
pot-covers, etc.
wagons, tricycles
pushtoys
swings
jungle gyms
slides
pet care
spray pool
gardens
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where turf can be maintained it provides best
playground surface; State School for the Blind,
Salem, OregonWolff & Phillips, AIA

SHOPPING CENTER

O I SooFT NURSERY SCHOOL
COMMUNITY EN.DG.

Leo GARDEN CRAFT BLDG.

HOUSING UNITS
(AFANINIW,S)

Hedrich-Blessing Studio
Clyde L. Lyon School, Glenview, Illinois, has a very friendly & homelike kindergarten
roomPerkins & Will, FAR

--
- -ofr ----- ,./

;*--"Zir,----- 1'; I

0

Channel Heights, project, San Pedro, Californiachildren can walk
safely to nursery school by footpaths thru greenbeltsRichard J.
Neutra, FAIA

graduate student project by M. S. Phillips at VPI under direction of
H. H. Waechterspace distribution particularly suitable for research
& teacher-training
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PLAY ROOM

SLIDING GLASS MELT

TERRACE
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I
CoYEL ED WALKWAY
CON NEC TING WITH OTHER
PART., OF SCHOOL

NEATER

WINDOW

WRAPS

PLAY YARD

O 4 sal. 20 FEET

O 1 2 5 4 5 G METERS

Meiner's Oaks School, Ojui, California, has
completely detached Kindergarten unit --L-
shape favors diversified useMaynard Lyndon,
FAR



space requirements:

Number & size of rooms required
will depend on whether school is a
day school or half-day school. Some
functions of one kind of room may
be combined with those of other
rooms particularly for smaller instal-
lationsdepending on program or
available space. Falic.-Aving types ti-f

in almost every case. Entry hall with frame, concrete or masonry. Type
lockers for wraps is the strategic of structure should favor ideas ex-
point from which playroom(s), isola- pressed in planning the school, in-
tion room, office & toilets are to be cluding relation of indoors & out-
reached. Since toilets have to be doors. Materials should be simple
accessible from outside playground but able to stand good hard use.
& possibly should be supervised by Finishing materials & exposed struc-
teacher in the playroom thru a tural materials should be in harmony

rhefinitge refritinnshir, will with rninr pnrt of tha ries_

rooms are needed for a self -con- develop between entrance areas, sign. Floors should be warm & resil-
tained school for very young chil- lockers, isolation room, playroom & lent. Safety considerations are same
dren: toilets. How these elements will as in any other type of school.
play or group room isolation room fit together depends also on orienta-
stomping room conference room tion possibilities & topography. In playground:
--ning room office temperate areas southern orienta- Outdoor facilities are practically of

& lavatories teacher's room tion with controlled sunlight is per- same importance as those within the
agdren's lockers caretaker's suite

rbservation room utility room haps most favorable. Sleeping areas building. Landscaping is a most
kitchen storage Should be free from sunshine while urgent part of any pre-school plan-
laundry entrance itoil & other in use. Good principles of lighting ning, influencing climate around

traffic areas & ventilating the contemporary building & making possible all out-
school & house, generally speaking, door activities. Trees & shrubs which
find ()wk.. ion in pre-school build- give shade to the building perform
ings. Main modification would be also the function of screening out-
that small children change activity door activities or improving larger
& position frequently according to outdoor play areas. A covered play
the limited time during which they area should be nearest to building,
can pay attention. Therefore, there as an extension of playroom. Chil-
is no limited level or rigid desk loco- dren should have access from it to
tion of task as in ordinary school paths for wheel toys & to areas with
rooms. Although good brightness- equipment such as:
balance of lighted surfaces in the jungle gym sandbox
field of view is most valuable some swing play-sculptures
variance in light is natural. Activi- traveling rings pet Louse

ties should be adjusted to face away slides treehouse

from excessive contrasts of bright & spray or wading pool,

dark areas. Good planning results
etc.

Smal! children like to work garsin a balanced scheme where the
many & sometimes conflicting re- plots & to wander about exploring
quirements are reconciled. One- the grounds. Ground surfaces should

sided emphasis on construction, be turf wherever possible. Paved

lighting or other engineering as- areas should be asphalt rather than
pects may lead to neglect o, circula- concrete. Where turf cannot be
tion & usability of space. It is the maintained under equipment, use
especial quality of the architect's sand, tanbark or similar resilient
vision to see these varying require-
ments together & to coordinate them. material. Taking care of pets, from

rabbits & cats to ponies, is very popu-
materials & construction: Icir & wholesome, but grounds should

Individual groups vary in size from
14 to 25 children according to age.
Although minimum space require-
ments have been given as from 35-
70 stichild, above description of
play activities indicates that opti-
mum space requirements must be
determined by individual study of
each project. In each case you must
decide whether the great variety in
activities should be taken care of by
designing multi-shaped rooms with
many special areas & nooks for vari-
ous activities or whether a simple
room would be betterif it is large
enough to set up space-dividing
movable furniture, low screens, play
house, free-standing sinks, etc.
Careful consideration of the many
possible activitieswhich may take
place while sitting on the floor, sit-
ting or standing at tables, running
in open areas or lying on cotswill
lead to conclusion that it would be
wrong to give these children just
another standard class room in an
elementary school, even if separate
entrance & toilet facilities are. pro-
vided.

Pre-school buildings are by virtue be sufficiently large to house ani-
of their function comparatively mall properly & supervision should
small, one storied structuresin

room arrangements: scale with small children. Therefore, be available.
While there are innumerable types all types of structures used in resi- n permission was granted by F. W. Dodge Cor-
ot pre-school buildings, a few room dential & small school construction poratiun to use material from the Architectural

arrangements have proven practical are applicablewood-frame, steel- HRecord
book "Schools for the Very Young" by

emnch H. Waechter, AIA, & Elisabeth Waechter.
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Small Schools-I
(1 TO 3 CLASSROOMS)

by Eric Paw ley, AIA, Stag Executive,

AIA Committee on School Buildings and Educational Facilities

Few of us reaiize the continuing
relevance and importance of small
schools todaynot only for coun-
tries where public education is be-
ginning new development but in
populous, already industrialized
places. The one to three-classroom
school still has obvious pertinence
for rural education, in sparsely set-
tled areas.

". . . But surely not in metro-
politan regions?" We can hear this
assumed-self-answering question.
The facts supporting the need for
small urban and suburban schools
are based partly upon our lethal
traffic-ways and murderous inten-
sity of traffic, and partly perhaps
upon educational values, of which
more later.

Traffic

A strange and savage form of
urban surgery has been inflicted
upon our cities in the name of
"modem transportation." Massive
programs of federal, state and mu-
nicipal limited-access highways,
freeways, parkways and inter-
changes have carved neighborhoods
and school districts into islands
adrift in a rough sea filled with
finny traffic as deadly as the sharks,
barracudas and piranhas it so much
resembles. It is difficult to see a
valid need for the 300-hp, 120-mph
personal automobile, but Madison
Avenue would have us all believe
that this is our birthright and an
essential part of our economy.
There are many such pressures
upon us for highway programs,
which are beyond the scope of this
brief paper, but it is encouraging to
note that our one major city which
everyone agrees has the most
charm and individuality, San Fran-
cisco, also had the strength of civic
character to say NO! to plans for
six cross-city freeways.

One eastern county school super-
intendent, noting that a new 10-
mile stretch of highway nearby was
posted for a construction cost of
$1,000,000 per mile exclaimed
"We could have built our whole

school system for the cost of that
ten miles of road!"

Buses

Provision of school buses (a
large and influential pressure in
itself) adds a particularly cumber-
some vehicle to the traffic and oc-
casionally has been a convenient,
modern, packaged way of getting
rid of loads of children all at once.
With all the lip-service to planning
we have had in the intervening
thirty-five years, few have followed
the excellent thinking (Clarence S.
Stein, FAIA, and Henry Wright Sr)
behind the classic Radburn residen-
tial concept of separate pedestrian
walks without crossings at grade.
There must be something about it
the real-estate developer and "mer-
chant-builder" (who now have al-
most complete responsibility for
our suburbs) find unacceptable.

There have also been more and
more caustic comments about the
changing concepts of walking as
something people do, and the elab-
oration of facilities for physical
education and the viewing thereof.

Nearnessa Value
All of this points up the idea of

primary schools within safe walk-
ing distance of homes. One-to-three
classrooms means a pupil-load of
twenty to 100 children. In some
urban areas of this traffic island
or enclave type this may well be
all the primary children. Certainly
there are values in the smaller scale
unit for younger children.

Temporaries

Another type of need for small
units results from temporary fluc-
tuations of population. Alert super-
intendents and school boards can
be forewarned of these and some
have met them with temporary,
mobile or demountable units. An
architectural wag has called them
"disposable teaching cartons" but if
the situation is truly temporary and
such units are not permitted to be-
come permanent (not easy) it is

one solution. They also may meet
the need of some remote districts
where construction on site is diffi-
cult and expensive. An expansible
scheme has been used and others
may employ several trailer-width
units sealed together at the site.
With such minimal facilities good
design is of the utmost importance.
They cannot be single trailer-size
shoeboxes. A recent School Plant
Study* on orientation for solar heat
control pointed out proper design
methods for alleviating some of
the discomfort in such small shel-
ters in hot climates.

In Housing Developments

From time to time proposals are
made that one or more typical
dwelling units in housing develop-
ments be allocated for primary
school use. The argument is again
to meet a temporary need and that
the units can later be completed
as dwellings and sold.

There seem to be several objec-
tions. Usually there are radical vio-
lations of school safety and fire
lawsin materials, construction,
details and planning. Also, usual
residential finish materials and
ha..4ware just will not take the
beating of school-use. Instead of
perhaps three pairs of stampers,
door-bangers and sticky hands
there will be more than twenty
pairs. Maintenance is multiplied.
Illumination also will be below par
in daylighting with usual residential
fenestration, and in electric light-
ing unless there are special installa-
tions.

Why not do it right in the first
place? Architects of some larger-
scale housing have done thisno-
tably the pic.,eering example
(1947) of Affonso Eduardo Reidy
in the five-classroom elementary
school within the great Pedregulho
housing development in Rio de
Janeiro. Some New York City
housing has also included school
facilities.

The Teacherage

In remote areas there may be
need for a "teacherage" or livir
quartets for the teacher related to
a small school. This may be the
only solution. A 1958 survey indi-
cated that nearly six percent of
teachers of one-teacher schools
lived in them, an additional two
percent in trailers.

'AIA Journal, Aug 1960: 69-72 BT 1-40.
Holmes & Chance, "School Duilding Orien-
tation"



A combination of this kind is
basic in the. remarkable rural edu-
cation program of Mexico devel-
oped under the leadership of Jaime
Torres Bodet, Federal Minister of
Public Education, and his most
capable architectural chiefs: Pedro
Ramirez Vazquez and Enrique
Vergara. This system is of such
interest that we shall devote a sep-
arate study to it in the near future.
The teacherage is also found in
Europe.

Educational Values

The small school, particularly
the one-teacher school, makes
strong demands on the teacher. It
may involve mixing age-levels and
suitable instruction for six to eight
grades. The old tradition of using
older pupils as assistants is doubt-
less frowned upon by the profes-
sion as an invasion of hard-won
certification. It may even have been
made illegal but every capable
teacher must recognize two of its
specific values: delegation of the
teachers' work-load under guid-
ance, and a definite educational
value for the young assistant even
if not aimed toward a career in
teaching. The experimental work
with legitimized teachers' aides in
Michigan several years ago seems
to have died outwe wonder
why. . . . It seems to have turned
into full-union-card team-teaching.
Perhaps such unofficial methods
are best left informal, spontaneous
and undiscussed?

Anyone who has observed or has
been a part of the multi-age class-
rook. must have been impressed
with certain educational values
which no other situation gives. The
young child is strongly motivated
to emulate anything it admires
in fact this is education. Perhaps
this is stronger in the upward di-
rection (emulation of elders) at
first--but teenagers must abjectly
conform to their own age. Artificial
segregation of age-levels removes
opportunities for understanding and
even tolerance, in the downward
direction. A curious thing happens,
however, when a bright younger
pupil can outshine an older pupil
(we'll leave the teacher out of
this!). Instruction which permits
this is possibly salutary for all ages.
So much for the sacred cow of
"readiness!"

Paul Woodring notes ". . . the
one-room school of the 19th and
early 20th centuries changed us
from a predominantly illiterate na-
tion of frontiersmen to one in

which each child, rural as well as
urban, had a chance to get an ed-
ucation. . ."* That 1958 survey**
(latest accurate figures) again shows
that from nearly 200,000 such one-
teacher schools in 1918 the total
has decreased to about 24,000
but 400,000 children still attend
schools with one teacher teaching
six to eight grade levels. Eleven of
our states each still have more than
1,000, four states each have more
than 2,000. Pupil access figuies are
also interesting for such schools:

40% in automobiles
20% in school buses
31% walk
balance: bikes, even horses

Consolidation

A great effort has been made
to abandon small schools and to
consolidate their populations and
offerings in larger centralized facil-
ities, even if it means forty-mile
bus rides. We hear much educa-
tionese about this and bags of
foundation money have been spilled
for studies, research, reports and
dissemination. It is true that much
of this effort has been directed
toward elimination of marginal
high-schools which may have per-
sisted through local pride alone in
spite of decreasing numbers of
graduates. It would seem wise to
re-examine any extension of the
idea to elementary and primary
schools. Some state education offi-
cials are inclined to view smaller
schools as administrative nuisances
and, in support of consolidation,
go so far as to claim that certain
new small schools were built by
localities "to block consolidation."

In some cases the pendulum of
largeness has boomeranged. The
2,000- or 3,000-pupil school has
had to be subdivided into four or
more "little schools" or "schools
within a school"to offer "better
educational opportunities" of sev-
eral sorts. Largeness may also re-
flect a certain amount of ambitious
administrative empire-building and
other values not related to educa-
tion. We are told, rather incon-
sistently, that below a certain size
a school "cannot offer adequate ed-
ucational opportunities. . ." Surely
this is a mistaken concept which
equates education with equipment
rather than teaching. It smells so
much of commercial pressure that
it reminds us of the zeal for audio-
visual instruction fiber alley, the

*Saturday Review, 18 Feb 61 p 62
""One-teacher Schools Today" NEA Re-
search Monograph 1960M1 75pp paper
$1.25

prime example of the hely crusade
for fringe commercial benefits.

At a recent meeting of the AIA
Committee on School Buildings
and Educational Facilities ^lir
member from the ALA V7`::IcJrII
Mountain Region remarked that he
had gone back to Wyoming from
the last meeting determined to ap-
ply in the work of his own office
some of the things he had heard
discussed. "You know," he said,
"some of the ideas you fellows talk
about are very exciting, but we
found it pretty hard to apply those
'school-within-a-school' and team-
teaching concepts in a one-class-
room job!"

Growth

All schools, small and large,
must face the possibility of needing
to be larger. Design for growth is
not a new idea. It requires fore-
thought in site acquisition and
building placement, in building
plan and utilities. Plans are best
developed with the ultimate in
mind, then adjusted for early
needs. It takes skilful design to
make all stages look well.

Esthetics and Education

The time should long ago have
passed when education is thought
of as something within books and
other media, useful tools for a
teacher, or that the teacher (and
the school) are the only avenues of
education. The child's total envi-
ronment teaches. Good architec-
ture teaches and in a school can
be conducive to an improved
teaching-learning situation. Our best
school architects have done far
more for contemporary education
than they get credit for. This does
not mean that using Smearallover
Paint and Blastotherm Heating or
Dazzleouch Lighting will help
Johnny learn to read faster (if
ever). It does mean that a carefully-
designed interior which approaches
an integration of all elements of
design: space, light, color, acoustic,
thermal, etc, can be, as required,
a relaxing, pleasant experience or
a stimulating one. Spaces can be
designed specifically to facilitate
certain school tasks. Exteriors can
be orderly, well-proportioned, in
good scale with their surroundings
and suggest a building you would
like to enterinstead of a for-
bidding or monotonous place in
which children must spend so many
hours each day. It does not take
great expense to accomplish this
it takes good professional service.
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One-Teacher Elementary School

Forks of Salmon, California

Smart and Clabaugh, Architects

Note expansiondaylighting unilateral (N)

roof construction: " x 6 truss framing over

4 x 18 glulam beams; separate generator

shed to reduce noise and vibration
__.

One-Teacher Elementary School

Coffee Creek, California (1960)

Smart and Clabaugh, Architects

Bilateral daylighting (E-1-W) with broad

overhang on west; separate cottage for

teacher's residence (at local expense)
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Two Classrooms and Kitchen

Dixon Elementary School

Lone Rock, Wisconsin (1959)

Weiler and Strang and Associates,

Architects

Unilateral daylighting facing east;

plan permits easy expansion
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Three-Classroom Phis Multi-activity

Room and Kitchen!

Badger Elementary School (1957)

Dane County, WI.sconsin (near Madison)

Weiler and Strang and Associates,

Architects

Acoustical tile ceiling; unilateral daylighting;

roll-shades; sandwich panels above glazing



Small Schools-II
(4 CLASSROOMS)

by Eric Paw ley, AIA, Staff Executive,

A IA Committee on School Buildings and Educational Facilities

A curious phenomenon of some
of our suburban development has
been its almost complete lack of
local government. The new resi-
dents come from cities where they
personally had no part in govern-
ment except their votes. Planning,
zoning and building in the new area
may be under minimal regulation.
This situation grew so bad in one
metropolitan region that permits
for construction of several hun-
dred houses were held up until
proper school facilities were as-
sured. Some subdivisions have been
planned with a completely callous
neglect (omission) of school sites.
Others have allotted only such
areas for schools as could not be
used for houses.

Sites

While such sites present a "chal-
lenge" to the architect, with skilful
planning in which the picturesque
qualities and changes in levels are
taken advantage of they may re-
sult in most attractive and func-
tional school properties. No one
could claim for them the simplicity
of treatment which leads to sure
economy. A method has been
found, however, and numerous
examples exist of a practical and
pleasant way of handling such
rough sites by what has come to
be known as campus planning. To
avoid the difficulties and expense
of changing levels within a larger
building the elements are subdi-
vided into appropriate small units
connected by walkways which may
or may not be covered, and/or en-
closed, depending upon climate.
Changes of level are much less
expensive outdoors. This scheme
also lends itself to pleasing groups
of small-scale structures, preserva-
tion of trees, a real identity for
each school subdivision, possibly
better natural light and ventilation,
easier access, exit and tire protec-
tion, and simplified additions to
existing school plants.

We believe that by far the most
popular examples of such campus
units have been designed with four-
classrooms and their appropriate
local services. Illustrations for this
School Plant Study are a sampling
of several varieties of these "quads"
from different parts of the US. In
some of the actual school plants
these may be initial or the only
buildingsin others they are mul-
tiplied or related to other units
such as the two kindergartens in
the Bristol Primary School. There
is nothing magical about four class-
rooms; one excellent school has
three classrooms plus a larger ,om-
mon activity room in such a unit
plan.

Covered WalksLandscape

The variety of covered walks is
so great that we may devote a
separate School Plant Study to
them. They offer many opportuni-
ties for design. Such campus sites
also provide a better relationship
of school to landscape and in the
most highly developed examples of
this sort (Heathcote and Wilbert
Snow) a delightful natural environ-
ment becomes, as it emphatically
should be, part of education. It
should be realized also that this
is not an accident or due to well-
meaning gifts of plant material,
cast-stone benches, or decorative
bird baths by local nurseries or
garden clubs. Significant landscape
design is a professional service and
well worth whatever budget can be
set aside for a competent landscape
architect even if it must be limited
to a design for future treatment
(future planting). Then with a
good plan as a basis, community
generosity can be explored. A nota-
ble school planned by an associa-
tion of two well-known architec-
tural firms was made ridiculous in
appearance by a gift of what one
of the architects calls "green
chicken croquettes."

Effective landscape design will

also aid visual conditions within
the school. A view out into leafy
foliage screening sky-glare removes
the Enemy Number One of a de-
sirable 'balance of brightness con-
trasts. Most interesting studies have
been made with wind-tunnel mod-
els at Texas Engineering Experi-
ment Station of the effects of
different landscape treatments on
natural ventilation of school build-
ings. Design does not stop at the
wall and we must agreegood
design does not cost, it pays.

Down with Multi-purpose

The school may well be the first
focus or fulcrum for community
action, and the school board mem-
bers the first local officials. The
school is also a center of local pride
and organized athletics or enter-
tainments with their demand for a
community or parental audience.
These facts explain the early de-
mand for a larger-than-necessary
school auditoriumwhich is really
a town halland for a gym
overloaded with spectator-seating,
neither of which should be part of
the cost of the schools. These
spaces are rarely effective for
teachinga little theatre of a few
hundred seats is far better and is
becoming an extremely popular
elementby no means a frill but
an important educational space if
well-designed.

Such a feature in the lay mind
pre-supposes seating capacity equal
to school population, but as a mat-
ter of fact it might be part of a
quite small school which is ex-
pected to grow. The activity of the
Children's Theatre Conference (a
part of the American Educational
Theatre Association) is evidence
of a strong development of the
idea that such experience is not
extra-curricular but an important
part of general education.

Smaller schools usually settle for
"multi-purpose" rooms which end
up being no-purpose if conversion
from one use to another is awk-
ward. These hybrids: cafetoriums,
gymnaterias, audinasiums may ap-
peal to some but there is little
educational benefit from stacking
folding chairs, pulling tables up or
down, etc, or from waiting for it
to be done by help being paid from
education budgets. Over the life
of the building these lbsses are
only too real. Solution? Minimize
multi-purposepermit continuous
scheduling of these spaces. Multi-
purpose space is the foe of utiliza-
tion and compromises every func-
tion.
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Four-Classroom Unit (1 of 5)

Wilbert Snow Elementary School,

Middletown, Connecticut (ca 1955)

Warren H. Ashley, Arit

Phnt^e TneAph W IkA"!it^r

Bilateral daylighting: 1 bay and transom on side,

lift-slab concrete construction;

informal hardtop play areas

Four-Classroom School

Valley School, Los Alamos,

New Mexico (1951)

Flatow and Moore,

Architects

Kindergarten, 2 primary, 1 elementary

centralized services; bilateral daylight

CLASSROOM CLASSROOM

HEATER

s CLASSROOM CLASSROOM
fr

VEST. STO.

OFFICE

.11

K-3 Four-Classroom Unit

Merrill Primary School,

Merrill, Iowa (1958)

Harold Spitznagel & Associates,

Architects

Unilateral daylighting; neatly-planned quad
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Four-Classroom Unit (1 of 3-5)

Heathcote Elementary School,

Scarsdale, New York (ca 1954)

Perkins & Will, Architects

Plan: "Architectural Forum"

Elaborate auxiliary facilities in campus plan;

glazed corridors a specially attractive feature;

daylighting: 4 sides of hexagonlandscaping

Four-Classroom Unit (1 of 6)

Valley Woods Elementary School (K-6)

Birmingham, Michigan (ca 1957)

Eberle M. Smith Assoc;

Architects

Quads preserve excellent site quality in

large campus plan school

because northern climate units are

connected by glass-enclosed passages

....MO=1

Four-Classroom Addition

Jane Phillips Elementary School

Bartlesville, Oklahoma (ca 1955)

Caudill-Rowlett-Scott, Architects

Free-plan, lift-slab construction;

daylighting bilateral plus toplight

81



URBAN SCHOOLS
by Cyril G. Sargent

N 1912 after disastrous fire of
11908, the city of Chelsea in metro-
politan Boston built what was at that
time largest elementary school in
the country YO-classroom Wil-
liams school. In 1954 (peak enroll-
ment year) only 27 classrooms were
needed. In 1954 also 70% of com-
munity had given serious thought to
leaving & 33% were actually _plan-
ning to move out within 2 years or
as soon as possible. Tax rate was
$71/1000 highest in state
city was resorting to borrowing from
capital funds for what little mainte-
nance was being done on schools &
no new school, except one addition,
had been built since 1918. Chelsea
is a city of 39,000 population.

Are following conditions peculiar to
old cities such as Chelsea & Boston:

decline of population at core of metro-
politan city

stagnation of school plant development

blight in education thru sterile adaptation
to obsolete environments?

What does typical school in Boston
look like? In 1954 its ^21 school
buildings were inventoried & a "pro-
file" drawn.(') "This typical but
mythical school is located on a site
which is between 1/2 & 9/10 of an
acre. (Only 18 have more than 2
acres.) Building is located in area
which has adjacent combination of
residential & industrial structures.
It was built between 1900 & 1920.
(Only 22 have been constructed since
1920, whereas 75 were built before
1900.) It will be between 21/2 &
31/2 stories & odds are that it will
have more than 31/2 stories, rather
than less than 21/2. (Only 4 build-
ings in city are 1-story structures.)

"Our typical but mythical school will
have between 10 & 14 rooms. (16
buildings in Boston have less than
5.) It will be steam-heated, using
coal, shoveled by hand. (Less than
1/5 buildings have any type of auto-
matically-fired heating systems.)

"Classrooms, with exception of kin-
dergartens, have fixed furniture
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throughout. Classrooms are poorly
lighted (probably less than 20 foot
candles) & there are excessive
brightness contrasts present because
of dark woodwork, unshielded light
sources, natural or artificial. Toilets
are located in poorly ventilated base-
ment. Most handwashing facilities
are located in same sink as drink-
ing fountains.

"Outdoor recreation on less than 1-
acre site previously mentioned, will
of necessity be extremely limited.
Chances are about 1:10 that softball
may be played, but only 1:40 that
baseball will be possible. Only 2
schools have provisions for track &
3 for tennis."

Between 1950 & 1955 state census,
Boston city proper dropped in popu-
lation from 801,000 to 723,000 &
of a school-age-population (7-16) of
93,500 only 60,000 attended public
schools. In 1954 21 elementary &
secondary schools were closed,
bringing total to 25 closed since war.
Only 2 new schools had been built
by 1952 although plans presented
to School Board called for 30 new
buildings or additions by 1965. In
old sectors of industrial cities &
metropolitan areas across the land,
how much renewal of schools has
taken place during last 3 decades?

Not all cities, of course, exhibit
these same conditions. Some, like
San Francisco, have enough schooi
sites available for an estimated 20
years, while still others, like New
York are, in spite of major building
programs, operating on double ses-
sions in parts of city.

Each urban area presents its own
unique features & combinations of
growth, development, blight or de-
cay. But amid all variations are cer-
tain more or less common features,
which in composite can be said to
represent urban problem of Amer-
ica. Among some more significant
conditions are certain sociological,
economic & political trends.

(1) "Look to the Schoolhouses . . ." report
of study made at request of Bostan
School Committee by Center for Field
Studies, Harvard Graduate School of
Education, Cambridge, Mass, 1953

11,1471"
population shifts:
Although metropolitan communities
continue to grow more rapidly than
country as a whole, shift in popula-
tion from central urban area has, in
recent years, begun to reverse itself
& central city is giving way to growth
of suburbs. These migrations are
not affecting all age groups equally
& there appears in some cases to be
outmigration of married couplE of
childbearing age at same time as
immigration of older persons is tak-
ing place. This net shift outwards
is accompanied by large internal
migrations resulting from develop-
ment of large-scale housing proj-
ects, expressways & more recently,
urban redevelopment programs.
Population of city is in flux.

government cost taxes:
Cities have become saddled with in-
creasing costs of government for
service, frequently required by su-
burban commuter who spends his
work-day in city & his money (includ-
ing taxes) in suburbs. As vehicle
traffic overcrowds streets more
police are needed; as property ages
more fire protection is required, yet
as this same property ages,. ability
of city to produce revenue which
keeps pace with these costs is less-
ened. Problem lies with tax source
traditionally availoble to localities

this property tax-base is notori-
ously inelastic, regressive & out-
moded. A recent study in New York
State commented (2) "New York
State is not unlike many other states
in its pattern of property tax trends.
Study of property valuations since
1939 (using that year as a base in-
dex) shows that during this period
while:

a national income advanced over 275 %
income from business advanced over
350%

.6 corporation profits after taxes advanced
over 350%
property valuations for New York) ad-
vanced only 11 %

(2) "A Valley & a Decision" Coming New
York Study, Center for Field Studies,
Harvard Graduate School of Educatian,
Cambridge, Mass, 1954



"Can any more striking proof be
needed of inadequacy of local prop-
erty tax base to continue to support
local government service -- unless
mujor re-evaluation takes place or
unless people accept necessary in-
creases in tax rate for fiction they
are & translate them into more
rwririv IPI reltP.011

For the city problem is particularly
acute. Not only are more services
demanded of it, but costs of these
services are consistenth, higher than
in towns & suburbs. To this must
be added higher cost of kind, con-
demnation & construction. It is cer-
tainly cheaper (in dollars) to build
on vacant suburban land than to
take by eminent domain, tear down
& reconstruct in city when recon-
struction conforms to better stand-

rds of space, reduction in densities
& stringent & frequently outmoded
codes. Moreover as city grows older,
depreciation of property values is re-
flected on assessment rolls so that
at times marginal property actually
is assessed at more than market
value.

politico-legal problems:

In political area plight of city is
similarly accentuated by outmoded
legal machinery & structure. Crea-
tures of legislature, established by
charter 50 to 100 years ago, they
are restricted in almost daily action
by laws no longer conforming to
social realities of today. Attempts
to enlarge corporate boundaries, an-
nex new territory, establish a met-
ropolitan political unit, meet with
little success legislatures tradi-
tionally dominated & controlled by
non-city vote. Resulting intricate
overlays of districts, authorities,
commissions & independent school
districts becomes a maze seeming'y
requiring herculean efforts for even
relatively "easy" problems. Bureau-
cratic controls, contracts awarded
on basis of patronage or campaign
donations, dull & deadening hand of
public servants playing it safe
(whereby safe is meant doing what
there has been such ample precedent
for that he need never fear being
called to account for his actions),
these add political deterrents to ef-
fective action.

Moreover, this same movement to
suburbs has deprived central city of
some of its best potential leadership.
Not voting in elections, voice & in-
fluence of many leaders in bo..iness,
industry & professions are lost to de-
velopment of public policy.

rnmplay rtek
Within this intricate political, social
& economic organization, new
schools must be built & old ones
modernized or abandoned. Problem
is at once ecoligical, financial,

& above all, one of values which
American society holds about hu-
man beings & their individual needs.

Urban school problems can be solved
only within framework of larger
issue of what we want our cities to
become. Until we can find some
agreement on this question & some
operational programs as to how to
implement these policies, urban
schools can be expected in many
cases to continue to be wrong kind
of schools in wrong locations.

good signs:
Is situation altogether hopeless?
Fortunately no. There are many
promising developments: those of
Chicago, Milwaukee, Baltimore &
Philadelphia, to mention 4. Growth
of city & regional planning move-
ments has been rapid in recent
years.

Most striking is emphasis on human
element in planning. People are
less thought of as abstractions or
statistics from census than as hu-
man beings seeking a full life. At-
titudes, expectancies & needs of
people are being more thoughtfully
studied & reflected in plans being
developed. Earlier concepts of static
m_.,ter plans are giving way to those
of continuous renewal & develop-
ment in a dynamic planning process.
4nd people themselves are participating
in planning.

Role of technical person is being re-
defined with result that planner in-
creasingly is becoming, a member of
a team of people. Philadelphia's
3 designs of organizing for study &
action provide interesting case stud-
ies in this process.

research needed:
One major weakness in much work
being done on city renewal is our
lack of findings & research on rela-
tion of densities of population to
efficiency, with efficiency defined in
terms of total economic & social
costs rather than solely in terms of
monetary returns to cost of land.
It would appear that if we could be-
gin to establish some of these rela-
tionships more systematically we
might have an important added key
to planning of cities & schools.

Although adequate solution to prob-
lem of urban schools wild be met
only thru relating education to total
process of re-building cities, certain
assumptions which may seem rea-
sonable can be suggested & certain
specific questions can be somewhat
isolated for examination. Here are
4 assumptions:

assumption I:
Decentralization of cities will con-
tinue, perhaps with some accelera-
tion due to new & awesome reality
of hydrogen bomb. Density of popu-
lation within given urban land areas
will similarly dccrease.

inference:
Where schools were formerly built
on assumption of stable & growing
population new schools must be
planned for central city in terms of
rapidly shifting conditions. Where
we have talked of flexibility within
buildings we must think in terms of
flexibility among buildings. Logical
conclusion of this approach is not
at all ric ,:essarily "portable" or "de-
mountable." It is suggested that
continuous renewal & movement of
people demand approach to design
which implies shorter life-span &
perhaps smaller units. This c ecen-
tralization should make it possible
to open up space for "islands of liv-
ing" in our urban centers. It will
be necessary to accomplish by social
sight-raising what it accomplished
in suburbs by necessity. This social
sight-raising must revolve around
idea of remaking city as well as re-
building schools.
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assumption II:
That there will be increasing atten-
tion de-toted to social-psychological
city. Problem stems from what is
sometimes referred to as psycho-
logical isolation, feeling that there
is less & less to live for in common
life of community. This factor of
isolation seems to some observers to
Inc "a t r-ell le& nnIitienl nruntkv

I" 7/
cynicism & social prejudice.

inference:
There will be more considered ap-
proach to city planning in terms of
informal organization membership,
membership in work & other func-
tional units & neighborhood concepts

neighborhood not defined in
terms of town neighborhood of 50
years ago but in terms of conditions
of urban life. School can be one
institution around which such neigh-
borhoods are developed. We have
in past frequently asked question
how large should a school be for
economical operation. Perhaps we
should better ask how large should
a school be in a city if it is to be a
neighborhood school. Then we can
develop administrative solutions for
operational needs. Perhaps more
schools of 200-400 r pits & fewer
1,000-1,500 pupil schools would
help relate school to neighborhood
&, most important, make available
to city child kind of environment
which his suburban cousin has, to
take place of large impersonal insti-
tutional structure of 20s & 30s.

assumption III:
That social reality of interdepend-
i=inee is masking !egol fiction of in-
dependence obsolete.

inference:
That as units of government grow
larger & more complex in attempts
to encompass problems of social &
economic interdependence there will
be other problems made more diffi-
cult of solution. Among these are
those commonly associated with de-
velopment of bureaucracy & bureau-
cratic controls.

In field of school plant planning &
building, problem can be stated in
terms of conformity, standardiza-
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tion & lack of invention. How can
variation & invention be provided for
within centralization? A number of
cities now have either their own ar-
chitectural staffs designing schools
or a staff architect to check on work
of other architects. Studies seem to
show that many recent city schools
simply do not measure up in terms
of design, materials or construction
methods to produce savings in cost
or to reflect concern for human
values involved in good school archi-
tecture. Easy approach of "3rd
drawer down" for next required plan
is all too prevalent. Not that this
method is exclusive province of staff
architects! Is revolution in school
architecture to bypass city? This is
a revolution to date primarily in
suburbs.

Solution would seem to lie in engag-
ing best private architects to design
individual schools or a series of
smaller repetitive units. Newest in
materials, methods & cost would
emerge from competition among in-
dividual architectural firms so em-
ployed. Chicago has recently modi-
fied function of its architectural di-
vision to permit this to happen. But
even this approach will not yield bet-
ter city school buildings unless cer-
tain other deterrents are overcome.

One of these is problem of how far it
is necessary for technical person to check
technical person. Here there seems to
be diyHed but there
would seem to be less risk in placing
confidence in first quality profes-
sional firms than in over-reliance on
"plan checkers" in a local bureau-
cracy. If there is such a person his
function might better be that of
working toward modernizing codes
& building restrictions i1 light of
new materials & construction tech-
niques to make it less difficult for
architect to "design around them."

assumption IV:
That, despite urban redevelopment
possibilities & practices, problem of
large site acquisition will be diffi-
cult to solve.' This may hamper &
restrict both location & design of
school buildings, particularly on sec-
ondary level, unless:

inference:
We take a much needed & long over-
due look at secondary education.
If we do we may modify radically
our thinking & planning of these
schools. We might find that what
we need in secondary education can
be facilitated by a school plant, ele-
ments of which are located at nu-
merous places for a variety of educa-
tional purposes throughout city. Bill
Caudill's "classroom in a court-
house" is but one of many possibili-
ties if we go at task of breaking
down 4 walls of school building &
breaking out of isolation of class-
room from real:ties of life of com-
munity. We have tended to avoid
this look into past by hiding behind
term flexibility. This is an insuffi-
cient answer. We need some posi-
tive statements about goals, pro-
grams & methods for a secondary
educational desirable at once for our
kind of society in second half of
20th century & incorporating best we
know about growth, development &
learning. Usual list of generalities
is not enough. They must be de-
veloped in detail & with recognition
of specific local community needs
if they are to be of significant in-
fluence in modernizing educational
program & secondary school plants.

Secondary education in many ways
today is concerned with learning ab-
stractions about other people's ab-
stractions about someone else's ex-
perience!

conclusion:
Perhaps we need to take fresh look
both at adolescent's world & adult
word mound hirn. Might we not
find that much of what passes for
education in our high schools today
is of little meaning? Educator now
has important & difficult task of
helping reformulate a secondary
education program which is ade-
quate to task today. Architect can-
not do this for him (although some
architects seem to be more con-
cerned with educational problems &
have real insight into them). Until
these programs begin to emerge &
take form the architect must seek
to build around most restrictive
building code of all that of anti-
quated educational thought & plans.
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Since the tremendous cost of
educating our children directly af-
fects everyone's pocketbook, tax-
payers want to know if they (we)
are getting our money's worth. The
need to improve our educational
techniques is recognized by our
educational leaders. Some univer-
sities are demanding that many
courses usually offered in the first
year of college be taken in high-
school. If highschool work is to
be more rigorous, the effects will
be felt all down the line.

Thus, a need to insure the best
possible teaching and study con-
ditions at all levels demands that
school officials and school archi-
tects provide the "most for the
money." Teaching must become
swifter and easierlearning must
he cheaper and more effective. The
school building costs only about
100 of the total education dollar
but many school boards and other
parties concerned do not realize
the impact of the sun on building
and operating costs.

Importance of Suncontrol
Those who plan a school build-

ing and determine its position on the

FIGURE 1 Comparison of heat flow
through glass, walls and roof on a
low cost frame house developed
under Industry-Engineered Homes
Program in 1948, where windows
were flush with wall. (Appendix
Report No. 6 Application of Cli-
matic Data to House Design. iii .)
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School Building Orientation
by James R. Holmes and Clayton W. Chance

site must give special consideration
to its compass orientation and re-
lation to the moving sun. This
solar relationship directly and im-
portantly affects the school environ-
ment, teaching efficiency and learn-
ing capacity of our young scholars.
Therefore, this paper provides
guidance for planners who must
fix the permanent orientation of
school buildings. It presents in-
formation on a technique for check-
ing the shielding of glass windows
from unwanted sunshine.

If all school buildings could be
airconditioned, study of shading
and orientation would still be im-
portant. Although comfort may be
obtained for any building by use
of airconditioning units of adequate
capacity, proper shading of glass is
necessary to keep down cooling
costs.

A prominent architect com-
mented that while it is unlikely
that any architect would design an
insurance, bank or similar building
without providing airconditioning,
he would have few opportunities to
plan airconditioned schools, especi-
ally for lower grades. School chil-
dren rarely have a choice of schools.
They attend the school of their
district whether it is comfortable
or not. If they must spend the
afternoon in a room uncomfortably
warm from sun heat, we, the tax-
payers, are in the long run finan-
cially affected.

Still affected more or less by re-
gional e" ate, the n ?ed for cooler
buildings is increasing az. more and
more heat-producing machines,
such as electric typewriters, movie
and slide projectors, computers and
more and more shop equipment
are introduced. When it is proven
that airconditioned schools can pay
their way, more schools may be
airconditioned, particularly in hot-
humid and hot-dry climates or dis-
tricts where schools begin to be
used year-round. The cost of air-
conditioning is an item easily blue-
penciled, if the estimated cost of a
new building exceeds the budget.

At least, the building may be
planned for future airconditioning.
With or without it, the school build-
ing should have the best possible
orientation and sun protection. In
itself this will save money.

Building orientation has received
inadequate attention in current pub-
lications. William W. Caudill, AIA,
one of the architects for the well-
shaded San Angelo High School,
has recognized this in insisting,
"The sun must be kept off the
glass." Rather sensational statistics
developed by the Structural Clay
Products Institute, Washington,
DC, show that in Houston, Texas,
airconditioning costs attributable to
one square foot of frame wall and
one square foot of glass could be
$0.79 and $21.52, respectively. Un-
shaded windows invite large quan-
tity of heat, thereby raising temp-
eratures, producing discomfort and
increasing costs.

Methods

Most extensive work in the field
of sun-shading has been done by
Victor and Aladar Olgyay*, re-
search architects and teachers. They
compare the large amount of heat
entering a building through un-
shaded glass with smaller amounts
entering through other surfaces
(Fiq. 1).

They also determined that if
glass is shaded at all times, the
amount of diffuse heat transmitted
through glass is small and varies
little with orientation.

The Olgyays have provided a
method of evaluating effectiveness
of devices for shading glass from
direct and diffuse heat. For com-
paring effectiveness of different
shading devices at the same orienta-
tion or for comparing effectiveness
of same overhang, awning, etc.,
at different orientations, their
method can be simplified and re-
duced to easy graphical solutions.
Thus an overhang may be designed
for its esthetic appearance and then
evaluated. This overhang may be

Application of Climatic Data to House
Design, URFA January 1954, Superintend-
ent of Documents, US Government Print-
ing Office, Washington DC



varied in dimensions and evaluated
to determine its best length.

If design is set and length of
overhang fixed, evaluations may
be made for various orientations
to determine highest efficiency
rating. Best orientation should be
chosen near compass direction
showing highest rating, with due
consideration for local factors in-
cluding directions of prevailing
breezes, sites, view, and relation-
ship with adjacent buildings.

True shadows may be cast for
various times of day to determine
areas of glass irradiated by rays
of the moving sun. Using these
areas and the angle relation be-
tween sun-ray and glass, amount
of sun-heat actually transmitted
through glass may be closely ap-
proximated.

The Olgyay method calls for
graphic projection of a drawing of
the shading-device, such as awn-
ings, walls, trees, etc, upon a dia-
gram of the sky vault or celestial
sphere. This masked area, as it is
called on the surface of the sky,
outlines sun positions from which
glass is shaded. The mask may be
superimposed on a map of the
sun's hourly position for the year,
on which are also plotted areas of
time when shading is needed (when
outside dry-bulb temperatures ex-
ceed 70°F). On this same map,
curves can be plotted to indicate
amounts of sun heat striking glass
from all sun positions.

Thus for any glass area facing
a given direction, the amount of
heat prevented from reaching the
glass by an overhang may be com-
puted and compared with total
amount that would reach a similar
but unshaded window. Procedure
for obtaining such comparisons re-
quires data obtained from several
devices which are separately illus-
trated in Fig. 2. Combined they
form a calculator (Fig. 3) from
which data may be replotted on a
rectilinear chart to simplify calcu-
lations.

Evaluation of Design
If architects study proposed

buildings for such efficiency ratings,
decisions on solar orientation can
be made on a firm basis. Some em-
barassing anstakes may be pre-
vented. An overhang design may
be based correctly on sun-angle
data, but the designer remember
that the "sun moves."

w

SUN ANGLE CALCULATOR

When the sun occupies a
Position falling within This

masked area its direct rays ore
intercepted by t e overhong

SHADE MASK OF
OVERHANG

FIGURE 2 Component parts of radiation calculator

A rea*A" contains oll
sun positions at times when
outside temperatures ore
above 70F and glees

must be shau:d

A B z All Sun Positions

OVERHEATED PERIOD

Isapteths showing
amount of solar heat in BTU

delivered in one hour toa squore
foot areo of vtrticol gloss.

Vertical Gloss

SUN HEAT DIAGRAM

529w
RADIATION CALCULATOR RECTILINEAR CHART

FIGURE 3 Devices for determination of shading performance of an over-
hang. (Areas A, B and C replotted on rectilinear chart, are converted to
amounts of time by use of a planimeter. Total amount of solar heat is
found for each area by summing up time spent by sun in each radiation
zone. Ratio of solar heat A to solar heat A and B is the summer shading
performance of the overhang.)

The designer must know how to
locate the sun at all times, and be
able to trace its path as it moves
across the sky. He must know how
to find the angle between sun-rays
and surfaces in all positions. Also
he should know how to cast shad-
Ows of the "moving sun." With this
imowledge, he can create effective
shading designs and check his re-
sults.

If a school board wants to change
the orientation of his proposed
building, the architect should re-

study his sun-shading devices and
check their effectiveness for the
new orientation.

When the school building is
carefully oriented, good ventila-
tion, lighting and sun-shading may
be expected. If a school building
is poorly oriented, these features
are often adversely affected to the
extent that effectiveness of teaching
may be jeopardized.

Poo: orientation should not be
dictated by someone's desire to
keep walls parallel or perpendicular
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to sidewalks or to other buildings.
Neither should good ventilation and
lighting be sacrificed for a view,
especially when students pay the
penalty in the form of discomfort
from sun-heat and eye fatigue
due to glare. Orientation, however,
must be skillfully evaluated in the
total design. In the hands of a
less-talented practitioner these con-
siderations may not in themselves
yield pleasing appearance.

Example of Application

Using the Olgyay method, sim-
plified for this purpose, the authors
made a study of some temporary
school buildings designed by a
school board in a Texas city (Fig.
4). There are about 50 of these
buildings facing all points of the
compass. They have only a 22"
overhang which is neither effective
in reducing glare nor adequate for
proper sun-shading for varied ori-
entations.

Air motion is very important in
th:3 part of the country because
cooling is needed most of the year
father than heating. The north wall
contains ventilators, opening out-
ward at floor level, and also has
small high windows under the over-
hang. Facing the prevailing breeze,
the ventilators permit it to enter
low, sweep across the floor and
thence upward to the higher win-
dows on the opposite wall. (If the
breeze enters through high win-
dows, it crosses the room at ceiling
level.

When these buildings face true
south, the sun cannot reach the
glass from high altitude angles.
However, when they face southeast
or southwest, the overhang does
not fully shade glass at all times.
When they face southwest, the sun
begins to shine on glass about the
time outside temperatures are reach-
ing a maximum and children are
beginning to tire from the day's
work. It is mandatory that glass
areas be shaded in the afternoon.
Even if the building were aircon-
ditioned, the glass would need
shading because 89% of direct
sun-heat striking this glass would
be transmitted into the classroom.

In this survey made at several
different school sites, various ori-
entations were studied and shading
efficiency ratings were computed
as described below.
SHADING EFFICIENCY RATING (by
Olgyay Method): Effectiveness is
computed in three ways:

SUMMER SHADING PERFORMANCE:
amount of solar heat intercepted
by shading device during over-
heated period compare0. with
amount delivered to unshaded win-
dow at same period

YEARLY HEATING EFFECT: loss of
winter sun effect because of glass
shaded at times when heat is needed
(below 70°F)

TOTAL SHADING EFFECT RATIO:
final evaluation of shading device
for the yearaverage of summer
shading performance and yearly
heating effect

Summer shading performance is
of more significance in the Austin,
Texas, area than in more northern
areas of the state such as Amarillo,
where winters are very cold and
yearly heating effect is more im-
portant. Also, solar and earth ge-
ometry cause 30°N latitude to re-
ceive the greatest amount of sum-
mer heatAustin latitude is 30'
16'.

In this report, comparisons are
presented for only two orientations;
one very poor, and one very good.
Results presented in Fig. 4 show
that by selecting proper orientation
for this temporary building, school
officials can obtain th' efficient
rating of 87%, (S 14°E) in place
of the poor rating of 29% (S
29°W). The difference in these rat-
ings represents a large saving from
unwanted heat. There is a direct
correlation between good orienta-
tion and lowered temperatures. In
a preliminary study of this building
under similar conditions except for
orientation, the authors have re-
ported temperature differences up
to 13°F.

This increased amount of heat,
due largely to unshaded glass at
the poor orientation, should be of
concern to school officials inter-
ested in a building's cost in terms
of its contribution to educational
processes.

Proper climate conditions within
school buildings provide greater
comfort to teachers and students.
Just as there is a strong correla-
tion between comfort and profit in
industry, as indicated by the large
number of airconditioned industrial
and office buildings, there is a cor-
responding relation between com-
fort and electiveness in teaching
and icatlfing. (Industrial aircondi=
tioning designers have long used
the rule-of-thumb that for each

'F above 70°F, human efficiency
and productivity gjereaReS approx-
imately 1 % ). Much more research
is needed.

With temperatures lowered, due
in part to proper building
tion, a better environment is pro-
vided, discipline problems are re-
duced and study conditions are
improved. Thus, by providing the
best possible orientation and sun-
shading for their buildings, school
officials and architects have the op-
portunity to make another impor-
tant contribution to economical
and effective education.



CLASSROOM COMFORT THRU NATURAL VENTILATION
by WILLIAM W. CAUDILL, AIA, & BOB H. REED*

THE WIND COMFORT
PROVIDER

The wind, when properly used,
can provide comfort in classrooms.
During hot school months brisk air
movement caused by wind within
living zone of a classroom is quite
capable of producing a cooling ef-
fect upon the children by accelerat-
ing conduction of heat from their
bodies & by increasing opportunity
for evaporation of perspiration.
Everyone knows that comfort in the
classroom aids health & learning.
But very few people know the simple
facts about how wind can be utilized
to provide this comfort. (See photo
opposite)

HOW AIR MOVES
When wind blows against a

schoolhouse, it envelopes the build-
ing & sets up zones of relatively high
& low pressures. High pressure
zones are generally in region of
building wall which faces wind. Wind
hitting wall of building exerts pres-
sure on that surface. Low pressure
zones, sometimes called wind
shadows, occur in region of opposite
wall & sides. Airflow thru school-
building is caused by air being
forced thru openings adjacent to
high pressure & being pulled out
thru openings adjacent to low pres-
sure zones. Like the wind itself,
air within building will flow from
high pressure to low pressure. In
fact, when these relatively high
pressure & low pressure zones are set
up they create "little winds" within
& around the building. It is these
little winds that make classroom
comfort possible thru natural venti-
lation.

Air tfiCrVernent is also caused by
temperature differences. In tall

* William W Caudill is chairman of the
A1A Lomminee un Schou; Buiiciings & Re-
search Architect, Texas Engineering Experi-
ment Staticn, A & M College of Texas. He
is also senior Partner of Caudill, Rowlett,
Scott & Associates, Architects.

Bob H. Reed is Research Assistant, in
Charge of Model Testing Project, Texas
Engineering Experiment Station.
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buildings thermal currents are quite
pronounced, but in low school build-
ings these currents are very hard to
feel & are insignificant as far as
comfort is concerned. The slightest
breeze will overpower them. It is im-
portant to remember that air move-
ment needed for comfort in a class-
room is caused by pressure differ-
ences, not temperature differences.
If there are openings on only one
side of a classroom & classroom
faces the wind, there cannot possibly
be any ef -e.ctive air movement in
room because wall opposite windows
simply dams up air & creates a high
pressure zone within classroom. If
classroom were on leeward side of
building, then it would be a low
pressure zone.

A classroom, in order to have
proper airflow, must be planned so
that it creates both a high pressure
zone and a !ow pressure zone adja-
cent to it, but still more important
it must have openings in the high
pressure zone to let air in & open-
ings in low pressure zones to let it
out. (See drawing opposite)

OPENINGS HOW LARGE?
Greatest fault in present-day

classrooms is that they lack suf-
ficient outlet openings. In order for
air to flow into a classroom it must
be allowed to flow out. In other
words, to get effective air move-
ment, cross-ventilation is needed.
Most classrooms have ample inlet
openings in window wall but lack
outlet openings in opposite wall. Of
course, the corridor door, when open,
helps some, but not enough to pro-
duce airflow of sufficient speed for
comfort. In order to acquire neces-
sary air movement for hot month
comfort, there must be relatively
large outlet openings opposite the
window wall. In fact, greatest air
speed through classroom is obtained
when outlets are larger than inlets.
It is like water flowing over a spi:1-
way in a dam. There is much greater
speed of flow in spillway than in
reservoir. Accordingly, it is better

to dam up air on outside of class-
room than it is to dam it up on in-
side. Most efficient way of produc-
ing greatest number of air changes
within a classroom per square foot
of total opening is to have inlet
openings equal to outlet openings.
To produce greatest number of air
changes have both inlets & outlets
as large as possible. Air changes
are important for eliminating odor-
ous conditions (not a great problem
in typical classroom), but mean very
little in hot weather comfort. It is
air movementaround the bodies of
studentsthat counts. To get neces-
sary air movement there must be
openings, ample ones, to let air in,
& openings, still larger if possible,
to let air out.

AIRFLOW PATTERN
It has been said that air must

flow around children in order for
them to experience sensation of
cooling. Sometimes it is very dif-
ficult to control airflow pattern so
that main air stream flows where it
is wanted, particularly if wrong
kinds of windows are used. Some
types of windows shoot breezes tan-
talizingly over heads of perspiring
students. Often window sun hoods,
too, cause air to flow near ceiling
instead of floor. Upward airflow
is fine in cold months because it
allows cold, fresh air to mix with
hot air at ceiling before drifting
down on students, but during hot
school months cool breezes should
be directed on students for com-
fort. Airflow in living zone is ever
important.

Airflow pattern is determined
chiefly by inlet opening. The inlet
is very sensitive & acts like a nozzle
on a water hose. It can cause up-
ward flow, downward flow, or even
shoot air to right or to left & air will
flow across classroom in same direc-
tion as it enters regardless of loca-
tion of outlet. In other words, if
characteristics of inlet are such that
oir is directed to ceiling, the airflow
pattern will be along ceiling even if
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Fairfax school, Fairfax, CaliforniaBamberger & Reid. AIA Photo: Royer Sturtevant

many regions of US comfort in classrooms may be achieved by making proper use of breezes which occur during hot school months.
When breeze is directed into living zone of classroom & around bodies of school children, this movement of air helps to produce a cooling
sensation by increasing rate at which perspiration evaporates St by accelerating conduction of heat from body.
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AIRFLOW AROUND & THRU CLASSROOMS drawings by Cleon C. Bellomy & Ben II. Evans

When wind blows ogeinst a wing of classrooms it envelopes the building & sets up zones of relatively high & low pressure. High pressure
generally occurs neer side of building facing wind. The building dams flow of air (see A) & sets up a high pressure zone. Air flowing
around or hopping over building creates low pressure zones (see B), sometimes called wind shadows. Since air flows from high pressure
to low, flow of air it classrooms may be achieved if openings ore placed in volts adjacent to high pressure zones to let air in & in walls
adjacent to low pressure zone to pull air out (see C).
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CASE 1 CASE 2
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. Some wall treatments, by virtue of ratio of solid areas
to of areas, will tend to cause incoming air to
flow in a certain direction. Case 1 shows a wall
which causes on upward airflow pattern along ceil-
ing, Case 2 shows a wall which causes a downward
airflow pattern along floor.
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t. inner architectural alviim-rth may UNA:: .r.fl...cntz J.
reetion of incoming air. These drawings show how
addition of on overhang to Cose I changes original
upward airflow pattern to downward pattern, &
how another kind of overhang added to Case 2
changes its original downward airflow pattern to
on upward pottem.
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1 Vane -type windows hove definite directional effect

on airflow. Some windows ore designed to direct air-
flow upward, others are designed to direct it down-
word. Only a few con be operated to do either. These
drawings show how, regardless of effects of over-
hangs, addition of a combination projected-hopper
window to Case I changes downward pottem bock
to an upward pattern, & how addition of a jalousie
type window to Case 2 con change upward airflow
pattern back to a downward pattern.
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4. Direction of movement of air into, & consequently
across o classroom is determined at Inlet openings,
not at outlet openings. These drawings show that
relocating outlet openings does not materially change
airflow pattem in classroom
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outlets are located near floor on
opposite wolf. Tests show that in
such a case air will actually flow
down opposite wall without a short
circuit across room. So location of
outlets is relatively unimportant. But
locatior & type of inlets bear prim-
ary consideration in classroom
design. Diagrams on this page il-
lustrate these facts.

6 POINTS TO REMEMBER
Classrooms can be comfortable

during hot school months if full use
is made of windat no cost to tax-
payerprovided that in design of
classrooms, attention is given to
these simple facts:

air will flow from a high pressure
zone to a relatively low pressure
zone making it possible to set up
little winds within a classroom
for proper air movement there
must be openings in classroom to
let air out as well as openings to
let it in
larger the outlet greater th9 air
speed
for hot month comfort air should
flow along living zone
airflow pattern is not affected
materially by location of outlets
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location & type of inlet openings
control airflow pattern across
classroom.
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LANDSCAPING THE SCHOOL SITE
by a committee of the American Society of Landsca,e Architects, Meade Palmer, chairman

T
H E PROFESS IO \lAL landscape ar-
chitect's concept of adequate fa-

cilities for public schools has basic-
ally changed. Schools have become
community focal points. They serve
not only basic educational needs but
recr=ir,tir,nri! R. cnt-inl ncpprtc of rnm-
munity life as well. Reading, writ-
ing & arithmetic have been supple-
mented by passive & active recrea-
tion for student & neighborhood
groups concerts & night schools
bring new advances & techniques to
the community. The old school (in
some instances a dingy, forbidding
pile of stone or brick) is fast disap-
pearing along with its small, unat-
tractive, unusable, fenced-in play-
grounds. Parents & teachers have
demanded progress & the public's in-
terest in how tax dollar is spent has
done the trick. Technical collabora-
tion between architects & landscape
architects is bringing better & better
solutions to problems of shelter &
site.

Great strides have been made in de-
veloping new criteria for school
building design but solutions for re-
lated problem of site development
have evolved more slowly. This
seems strange in view of fact that
school costs can be cut considerably
by good site selection & good site
planning.

site selection:
Site planner should work in close
contact with city planner & architect
in initial site selection .before fi-
nal acquisition of property. Often,
two or more sites would serve equally
well as far as school board is con-
cerned. Choice should then be re-
solved on its merits from points of
view of city planner, landscape ar-
chitect & architect. There is no
question but that many thousands
of dollars can be saved by proper
choice of site transportation costs
can be substantially reduced lo-
cation, vegetative cover, topogra-
phy, drainage, type of soil, size &
shape of plot are all questions that
can be converted into dollars-&-
cents.

Once site has been selected, close
collaboration between 3 professions
can result in finding site's full po-
tential. Properly handled, an irregu-
lar, "difficult" site can be made
more attractive & interesting with
perhaps even more positive educa-
tional values than a flu t "easy" site.

With today's greater emphasis on
physical education & extracurricular
interest in sports, with ever-pressing
need for parking space for use dur-
ing & after school hours, hoot
grounds must be larger & more in-
tensively developed to secure fullest
benefit from well-planned buildings
& to insure that public receives max-
imum benefit from money spent.

larger problems:
City or community planning should
precede site selection & studies for
site development should proceed
simultaneously with development of
building plans. Questions of build-
ing location & orientation can have
profound effects upon usefulness &
appearance of remainder of site.

Orientation must be considered in its
architectural-functional aspects at
an early stage by architect. A build-
ing properly located can facilitate
organization of play areas & sub-
stantially reduce problem of super-
vision. In sites that are restricted in
size, a properly located building can
save valuable space for much
needed play areas.

In same way that techniques of
lighting, ventilation & temperature
control have advanced to point
where architect can accomplish al-
most anything desirea, informed &
skilful considerations of local clima-
tological conditions & orientation of
playfield can increase usefulness of
outdoor classrooms & play spaces.

Topographic studies in plan, section
& model can reveal many possibili-
ties for use of irregular sites. Exten-
sive leveling of a site is neither eco-
nomical nor attractive. Differences
of grade should be accepted as op-
portunities to segregate areas for
various age groups & uses. Skill-
fully handled, a play of levels can
add interest, may improve appear-
ance &, in addition, materially re-
duce grading costs.

survey & grading:
Accurate topographic survey of site,
including elevations of existing or
proposed streets & drainage areas
adjoining site, is absolutely essential
to intelligent study. A grading plan,
based on this topographic informa-
tion should be prepared for entire
site. Such a plan, well conceived,
will save future grading costs when
contemplated expansions are added

by anticipating future needs &
providing for them. Success or fail-
ure of a school's development can
often hinge upon correct determina-
tion of first floor grade, itself a re-
sult of consideration of a number of
factors including topography,
street grades, drainage & size &
shape of building or buildings.

traffic patterns:
Children, left to their own devices
will soon prove the axiom that short-
est distance between two points is
a straight line demonstration,
unfortunately, that is not materially
altered by shrubbery or grass.
Thorough study of basic traffic gen-
erators which determine circulation
patterns should be part of site plan.
Walks & drives should be designed
to fit this pattern & to discourage de-
viations therefrom. Surrounding
school building with a grass area &
letting daily use determine circula-
tion pattern is not good planning.

Drives & parking areas must be
ample but should be located apart
from plc,y areas. Parking areas,
especially, should be closely asso-
ciated with public streets transi-
tion from street to school yard can
often be successfully accomplished
by means of parking space & accom-
panying planting strip.

Associated with walk pattern are
paved play areas for all-season use.
In most cases, these paved areas
should be for multiple use form
part of circulation system & at same
time afford space for games & use
by smaller children. These areas
should be large enough to accomo-
date majority of children likely to
use them & should, preferably, be
divided between shade & sunlight.
Ample sitting space of rigid con-
struction will add to usefulness of
areas.
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NATURAL VENTILATION EFFECTS

AT BUILDING

Figure 14.
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AT SUILDING

1,41Erte4.7 51)
10 FEET FROM SULDF0 AT GENII?

5 FEET FROM BOLONG

HECCE 10 FEET FROM EUU:1210
TICE 5 FEET FROM MALMO

0 FEET FROM BULGING

medium: & high shrubs in various locations
related to building sections

BUILDING TURNED 90° INTO
THE BREEZE WITH
NO PLANTING

*ECM 50 FEET FTOM WADI%
TREE 20 FEET MAI 1P-11.011.;

HEDGE 5 FEET FROM BOLDING
TREE 10 FEET FROM EOLDING

SECTION A

trees, with & without hedges, at various distances from buildings

tree-hedge-building combination

MEDIUM OR
HIGH HEDGE

illustrations used br permislion from "Effects of landscape development on natural ventilation of buildings & their adjacent areas" by

Robert F White (Research report 45 Texas Engineering Experiment Station, March 1954)
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Roland Chatham, Bryan, Texas

test procedure: smoke patterns in wind tunnel (from White report)

drainage:
In any area as intensively used as a
school playground, drainage is an
important problem. Types of soil,
amount of vegetative cover planned,
location of natural drainage courses
& grades of adjacent developed
areas are important considerations.
Considerable economy lies in avoid-
ance of underground drainage struc-
tures whenever possible. Use of cer-
tain types of ground-cover will pre-
vent costly erosion & reduce main-
tenance cost on steep slopes.

It should be emphasized that site
design must take into account pro-
per elevation of buildings with re-
spect to sanitary drainage system.

landscape material:
When possible, every consideration
should be given to the preservation
of existing trees & shrub growth.
On perimeter of property, trees &
shrubs afford valuable visual &
acoustical screen for adjacent prop-
erties. Even one tree saved in play
spaces is worth hundreds of dollars
for its shade. Under certain condi-
tions expense of welling or walling
around certain trees might be justi-
fied. Wooded areas not usable as

playground space, because of exces-
sive grades or for other reasons, can
become desirable neighborhood pic-
nicking spots with addition of tables
& grills.

No school plan can be considered
adequate without an accompanying
planting plan. Plants are a part of
good architecture they also serve
as inexpensive, yet effective, air-
conditioners, screens for noise & un-
sightly views & wind breaks. Shade
from a few well-chosen & advanta-
geously placed trees adds immeasur-
ably to comfort of children in class-
room or on play lot. Trees & hillsides
are very useful means of glare con-
trol if properly placed in relation to
classrooms.

Choice of plants is necessarily lira
ited to those varieties of trees &
shrubs that require minimum main-
tenance. Plants requiring frequent
clipping or spraying are, of course,
ruled out. Except under certain con-
ditions, shrubs should be of varieties
that can take considerable wear-&-
tear & that that can tolerate normal
amounts of dry weather. Most
school budgets can provide for only
limited maintenance.

41111111=1111.11

Design must consider visual integra-
tion of varied planting with mass of
buildings from all points-of-view.
One 30" high fir at each corner (be-
loved solution of countless lay
friends of schools) is hardly fair to
building or children or community.
Extensive areas of "front lawn" are
not only expensive to maintain but
often occupy space better devoted
io piuy UleUS or purking. To reduce
maintenance problems, slopes &
other areas can be planted with
groundcovers, preferably of a sort
discouraging trespassers.
Question of whether to sod or seed
is best determined by comparative
local costs. Seeding has advantage
of affording opportuni',/ of estab-
ishing a mixture of grasses to suit
particular area & soil. Sodding is
useful in getting an immediate cover
in seasons when it is not possible
to seed.

miscellaneous:
Correctly located fences, of suffi-
cient height & substantial construc-
tion, aid in prevention of trespass,
protect adjoining properties & re-
duce supervision. Effect of a board-
ed-up "Keep Out" property should
be scrupulously avoided but use of
adequate chain-link fences es-
pecially on perimeter of athletic
fields will often prevent a flood
of complaints from property-owners.
It is a safety "must" along heavily
travelled streets.
Raised or enclosed planting beds de-
signed as part of architecture should
be carefully studied before accep-
tance. Such devices often create
conditions which will not support
plant life.
Needless to say, all site-work should
be covered by ample specifications
written by one experienced with lo-
cal conditions.
Design of school projects is complex,
aemanding combined talents of a
number of qualified experts in vari-
ous professional fields. More & more
schools are becoming focal points,
centers of community activity. As
such, they sh vld set a standard for
excellence c ,esign, in architecture
& in landsco,rig. When one con-
siders the tremendous inherent re-
sponsibility educating & molding
character of future generations
no effort is too great to expend to
see that the job is accomplished.
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SCHOOL LIGHTING-20 YEAR PROGRESS REPORT
agININROINNOWni

by Charles Dana Gibson '

Let us begin our review of school
lighting history with installation of
bare lamps in classrooms. Some
places I know never got past that
initial stage. Some have been past
it & are now back to it. Whole story
at first was getting "some" electric
light into schoolrooms. Emphasis
was on raising lighting levels to 10-
15 footcandles.

As that trend continued, electric
lighting installations were evaluated
in terms of amount of light they
produced at desk-level.

"Quality lighting" for most part then
was a laboratory term. Theorists
kept on writing about it & industry
kept right on selling footcandles.
Finally, however, a good indirect
incandescent lighting system be-
came more & more respectable until,
with few exceptions, electrical in-
dustry was including concept of
quality along with quantity.
Then came fluorescent! From the
gaudy midway of a World's Fair this
infant son of Gaseous-out-of-Dis-
charge made his diaper-clad appear-
ance. There have been few oc-
casions indeed when any segment of
industry has staged such an inten-
sive propaganda campaign for a
product. Fluorescent became "the
modern light source" & commonly
exchanged fixture for fixture when
relighting "old" incandescent jobs.
Practically overnight hot & cold run-
ning cathodes & magical phosphors
were creating & transforming ultra-
violet energy into the Light of the
World.
What happened to the "quality"
school lighting story the literature
had loudly proclaimed? The quality
story was forgotten. From same pens
& same pages the quantity story took
over again. We had made full LI rcle
& were back singing "Bring-out-
doors-indoors." Lessons & progress
of preceding years were traded-even
for a light source which by nature
of its poor application broke nearly
all established rules for quality light-
ing.
Fortunately for cause of good school
lighting, World War II put an end
to this mad rush. Its result was the
critical materials tie-up, plus con-
tinued research on & refinement of

fluorescent sources during war years.
Remainder of last 10-yr period has
witnessed continuing trend toward
quality-with-fluorescent until again
respectable school lighting solutions
include element of quality with both
incandescent & fluorescent sources.

daylighting:
Now let's review briefly history of
daylighting. Since it TT.J the ori-
ginal, & in many cases only school
lighting source, daylight has been
classified by most people as the
prime source for school lighting.
Electric lighting has been classified
as a "supplemental" light source.
However, currently this concept is
being challenged in some situations.

At first any daylighting technique
went unchallenged. Sun exposures
with unshielded glass were common
for classrooms. Old fallacy of "flush-
ing the room with sunlight" created
intolerable visual conditions for
1000s of pupils & teachers. Out of
that primitive era we emerged into
a controlled orientation approach to
school-housing design. Since north-
light offered best around-clock-day-
time light source with fewest glare-
control problems, the now interna-
tionally famous "finger-plan" for
school plants developed. Dr Charles
Borsch,* the Paul Bunyan of school
planning progress, created this
finger-plan approach. He tht. _ be-
gan a series of developments which
already have caused international
re-appraisal of school plant design
techniques & which will continue, by
constant refinement, to increase
educational usefulness of school
buildings.

new possibilities in design:
Again World War II made signifi-
:ont contribution to school design
this time in construction materials &
techniques. Development of lam-
inated wood & light steel structural
members during that crisis made
possible economical construction of
wide-span structures. Freeing of
school design from shackles of 24'
classroom spans & introduction of
relatively inexpensive structural ma-
terials & construction techniques in
form of rigid-frame design, opened
new architectural vistas. Bi-lateral

IS, tri-lateral daylighting design be-
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came common. With multi-source
daylighting came sun-control prob-
lems which eventually developed in-
to concen for sky-brightness con-
trols. (see diagrcris)

false emphasis on quantity:
Twenty years ago we talked with
naive ignorance about importance
of school lighting. Fallacious em-
phasis on cpontity Ipei ponplp to hp_
lieve that more light we had the bet-
ter we could see & learn. Literature
reeked with reports of so-called re-
search which proved that pupils
learned more in rooms with X foot-
candles than they did in classrooms
with -X footcandles. (And even re-
cently one lamp manufacturer issued
a leaflet addressed to school admin-
istrators recommending that they
make an easy check of their schools
with a ight-meter to see if they
needed relighting!)

This r.-'cuided emphasis shows
ignorer., of the learning process.
If time permitted we could review
at length reasons given by electrical
industry for wanting to provide
schools with more electric lighting
equipment & more electrical power.

visual comfort & efficiency:
Today we talk in terms of bright-
ness-balance & conservation of hu-
man resources. De-ernphasis on
quantity has not discarded foot-
candle as major lighting measure-
ment unit, it merely has placed it
in its proper relationship to other
lighting factors. We do say, how-
ever, that after we have produced
20 footcandles at task level, other
quality factors making for reason-
able brightness-balance take over.

We make no claims that poorly
lighted schoolrooms "ruin the eyes"
or producp ignorant pupils. We do
say, however, that any school design
which does not provide the best we
know for visual comfort & efficiency
is costing pupils & teachers unwar-
ranted amounts of physical energy.
To perform critical seeing tasks in
a properly conditioned visual en-
vironment requires expenditures of
large amounts of our energy re-
sources. As any environment be-
comes less & less adequate in terms
of visual comfort & efficiency, en-
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ergy cost for critical seeing becomes
greater & greater. This fact has
physical, emotional & educa ::-,nal
growth & development implications
for pupils which are far more im-
portant to school administrators,
teachers, pupils, parents & electrical
industry than any bread-&-butter
arguments for good school lighting
mriVrIlrPri in pnq.

getting together:
Mot significant activity of people
now it in school lighting de-
sign is constructive communication.
By this I mean that groups with vary-
ing interests in the same field gel
together & rationally present their
point-of-view & then, with a coopera-
tive mind-set, listen to other fellow's
point-of-view.

In October 1952, the writer, acting
as liaison officer from the National
Council on Schoolhouse Construc-
tion, had a half-day conference in
New York City with C. L. Crouch,
Technical Director of the Illuminat-
ing Engineering Society. Points of
difference were put on the table &
need for bet' -3- cooperative effort by
both organizations was agreed upon.

In December 19E2, entirely inde-
pendently, the American institute of
Architects requested that IES hold a
joint committee meeting with them

to discuss possible revision of the
document "American Standard Prac-
tice for School Lighting (1948)."
Because of current heavy agenda
this meeting was not held until Octo-
ber 1953 (Nela Park, Cleveland,
Ohio), at which time the AIA sug-
gested that NCSHC be invited to
work with I ES & AIA in event it was
decided to revise the document.

In meantime entire June 1953 issue
of "Illuminating Engineering" was
devoted to school lighting with mem-
bers of NCSHC contributing major
articles. Official liaison reports to
,ICSHC for 1952 & 1953 included

materials prepared by Mr. Crouch
which reviewed activities of 1ES com-
mittees in field of school lighting or
related areas.

(Committees from the 3 national
groups mentioned have riciw held 2
more meetings & revision of the
obsolete standard document has be-
gun.)
Fact that official IES pui Ications on
recommended practice continue to
disar-^s on points of common con-
cern best evidence of confusion
within electrical industry. There is,
however, a desire for constructive
communication & lES is making sin-
cere efforts to clear up controversial
points by research. independent
studies conducted in major univer-
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shies are now beginning to provide
much more stable basis for effective
lighting design than we have hcd in
past. Last year another major group
within electrical industry began a re-
search program. Pacific Coast Elec-
trical Association has appointed a
school lighting committee to set up
& supervise a program half of
which is underway:

14 project no 1: establishment of a
"Service to Industry" contract with
University of California at Berkeley
for library research & evaluation:

review school lighting literature to de-
termine kinds & amounts of past research
in field of school lighting

evaluate probable validity

determine areas already adequately in-
vestigated

outline areas needing research before re-
liable data will be available

The university has accepted this
contract with understanding that re-
sults would be made available to
schools thru California State Depart-
ment of Education & that university
has right to publish any fir_;:ngs
with or svithout sanction of PCEA.

project no 2: study of brightness
conditions in schools & rating them
in term of visual comfort. PCEA
committee is exploring possibilities
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of this project in terms of the new
direct-reading brightness meter &
intends to provide latest lighting rec-
orders & other instruments to fa-
cilitate work. Committee is now su-
pervising 24-hr/day light & bright-
ness recording experiment in actual
classroom situation.
Big job for project 2, however, is
setting up format for brightness
study. Before main project is de-
fined in detail, best advice available
in fields of ophthalmology & gen-
eral medicine will be obtained.
Actual brightness research will be
conducted by UCLA & we hope can
be tied in with IES studies.

lighting goals:
Objectives established by NCSHC
ore listed because they reflect
frame-of-reference, they are realistic
in terms of visual comfort & effi-
ciency & follow closely general rec-
ommendations of Quality & Quantity
Committee of 1ES:

di footlambert brightness of any
surface viewed from any normal
standing or sitting position in
schoolroom should not exceed 10X
footlambert brightness of poorest-
lighted task in room.

footlambert brightness of any
surface viewed from any normal
standing or sitting position in school-
room should not be less than 1 /3
footlambert brightness of poorest-
lighted task in room

footlambert brightness of any
surface immediately adjacent to
task should not exceed 3X task
brightness.

brightness rl,:fference between
adjacent surfaces should be reduced
to minimum.

brightness goals stated above as-
sume lighting system that provides
from 20-40 footcandles on poorest-
lighted task. As footcandle levels
are increased, sources of high bright-
nesses should be Cont. plied to more
nearly approach brightness of task.

Extent of area of surface producing
brightness has measurable effect
upon visual comfort. Small areas
of either extremes of brightness gen-
erally are less noticeable than large
areas of same b1 ightness.

Term "task," as used in above defi-
nitions of goals, is interpreted to in-
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dude any visual task which may be
encountered in a schoolroom:

book on desk
symbols on chalkboard

(perhaps most difficult)
lab apparatus
artwork on easel
exhibits on tackmard
511111,17. MYR. 1/1.1111111.

lantern slides

On basis of this concept it is ap-
parent that tasks may be in either
horizontal or vertical plane u may
require student to face in any direc-
tion. Visual tasks in schoolrooms
range in brightness-differences from
reading black symbols on white
paper to sewing with black thread
on black cloth. Other factors re-
maining constant, visual comfort &
efficiency increase with increase in
brightness-difference within task.

conclusions:
daylight & electric light will be considered
a complementary team of energy sources
working toward same goals. Instead of
being designed as separate problems, they
will be coordinated in basic design pat-
tern. Adequate controls for all daylight
& electric light sources will be considered
o prime part of design problem & not as
appendages, alternates or afterthoughts

lighting systems that meet brightness-
balance goals advanced in this paper will
be considered an integral part of school
building. They will not be considered ex-
pendable in order to provide funds for
less necessary educational & architectural
features

further design. experimentation will con-
tinue but will be based on defensible &
objective goals to be accomplished rather
than on impelling urge to be different or
use of propagandized equipment, mate-
rials or techniques

e we will begin our design thinking in terms
of our best result: date & then, by using
progress we already have made, we will

further refine known good solutions to
take them farther tos:ard planned & ac-
cepted goals.

FRAME. OF-REFERENCE:

brightness-balance instead of high foot-
candle levels is prime consideration in es-
tablishing acceptable visual environment
for critical seeing tasks

visual comfort & efficiency depends upon
establishing & maintaining max & min
brightness-differences between task &
areas of bias briolatness & between
task ea Areas of low brightness in 360
visual field

no inhibitions should be placed upon seat-
ing or otter work-station arrangements
within room in effort to establish visual
comfort

high levels of illumination without bright-
ness control do not mean better visual
environment

e sky brig:rness & ground brightness are
2 major day b' sources & bath must be
controlled in order to produce ir.:....4trve
visual environment for critical seeing
tasks

use of ground brightness as an effective
daylight source can be part of planned
design of building

function of electrk lighting is to supple-
ment or replace daylighting

both genera! light sources should be sub-
jected to same brightness limitations
design of both sources should be coordi-
nated to provide acceptable performance
from both in completed structure

maintenance problems created by light-
ing design must be held to minimum

o progress in daylight design depends not
only upon development of more effective
classrc-rm sections but also upon planned
& intelligent integration of all buildings
in a school plant into patterns which
guarantee daylight sources as well as sky
brightness control

orientation of buildings alone will not
solve problems of brightness- balancing

building design develops fmm correlation
of interior & exterior elements which, in
combination, produce comfortable & effi-
cient visual env' tonrrrem.

Director, Office of School Mannino, California
state Deinstment of Education



SCHOOL LIGHTING FROM AN ARCHITECT'S VIEWPOINT
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by Eric Pawley, AIA, Research Secretary AIA, Staff executive AlA Conirniyiee on School Buildings
from a seminar 21 March 58 at University of Michigan short course on Light ag Vision 19-21 March 58

AS WE HAVE listened to the fine
presentations of this conference and
our other meetings here several facts
stand out. We are learning more
about each other and our individual
and mutual problems perhaps be-
coming, in this process, less of a
problem to each other. The anthro-
pologist Ashley Montagu once said
"you must decide, in a controver-
sial matter, whether you are going
to be a part of the problem or a part
of the answer!"

NORMAJEANISM
One scene evoked by the past

week's meetings, however, in at least
one architect's mind, could be de-
scribed as follows: I see that twiggy-
wristed Scotch-Caoadian moppet,
Norma Jean, struggling thra a sea
of obsolete illumination nomencla-
ture (footcandle, candlepower etc),
over the coral reef of Dr. Blackwell's
painful accumulation of data and
into a formidably viscou3if not
elasticmorass of fudge factors (1)
aided only by her trusty No. 2
hard percil. To those of ye_. who
do not know Norma Jean (2)
you will!

But this is very serious. Norma-
jeanism, in education or in lighting,
will call for American communities
both sides of that unfortified border
to spend millions of dollars they do
not have. (lime unfortified, eh?)
Our ter- arizing but obvious de-
cision is that we must find out more
about school children and their ac-
tivities. Thanks to Bill Clapp and
the National Council on School-
house Construction we shall make
a start on this. '...)niite possibly, that
child's faint. hard pencil writing is
not the realistic criterion of such
multiplications of cost.

A BETTER CI:ITERION
In a school there are more than

(1) fudge factoro--empirical adjustment
coetrwients

(2) Norma Jean is the llama of the little
girl whose faint pencil handwriting was
selected as a critical seeing task in cur-
rest research on school lighting

100 visual tasksof a wide range
of ease and difficulty. I must make
clear that what follows is intended
to be in in way derogatory to Black-
well's method, data or immediate
findings. I would be incompetent to
argue with "-cm. I A^ "'"1 mySelf
constrained to warn against possible
ignorant applications.

It is my opinion that we must
recognize that some tasks are mote
difficult than others and that any
attempt--in installations, please note
that qualification any attempt to
make school tasks "equivalent in
ease of seeing" or "eqtkivaleni in
visibility" may be fallacions and un-
doubtedly will be expensive. The

human being neeas variety, is
trained and educated by and ..lirives
on meeting varied conditions. We
may not :welcome them but I be-
lieve this is so. This does not mean
variations within a specific task
which interrupt our normal span of
attention. Extreme example: If we
ride in a train and the sun beats the
shadows of a row of telephone poles
across our newspaper we soon stop
trying to read it. An entirely new
seeing problem is that of bother-
some reflections on the convex sur-
face of classroom TV sets.

EDUCATION
Most important aspect of school

lighting is its educational value
how it assists pupil and teacher in
the educational process. Edicators,
lighting engineers ana architects
know very little about thisbut we
know more than we know about
some of the other elements of the
learning environment.

As Bill Clapp has told you, and
as John Chorlton will detail, the
MA has been working with the
NCSHC and the IES for the last 5
years toward a statement of the
principles of good school lighting.
We are grateful for the characters of
the men selected by the other two
organizat;a-- They have been pa-
tier our ignorance and our,
er . . . quiet modesty! (which is

harder to take). We have been
patient with the slow sweep of the
1 APS alpha rhythms of their brains
when it comes to matters of esthetics.
We like the guys and they're real
hard to wear down.

QUALI1 V OF LIGHTIM
Experience makes us believe in a

balance of brie-messes in school
lightingdecrease of strong con-
traets of light in any field of view to-
day's seLeol child may have. Ex-
perience and the Chorlton-David-
son-Finch research have made us
aware of the loss of seeing efficiency
due .o reflected glare from task or
immediate surround. We are rather
disturbed about how serious this
is in terms cf compensating light.
Good practice --notahbr in Cali-
fornia--has opened our eyes to what
can be done with daylight control if
you can get a school to buy it.

The architect aware of these ele-
ments of lighting design is more
eal more convinced of the validity
the urgencyof the "quality
story"that there is far more to
the specification and design of good
school lighting than a table of foot
candle intensities for various rooms
or tasksthat room surface fin-
ishes, fenestration location, areas
and glazing are involved as well as
fixtures and lamp specification and
maintenance. Vision research largely
discounts color in a way no archi-
tect can do with his other respon-
sibilities for total design.

TOTAL ENVIRONMENT
Furthermore, some of us are con-

vinced that the total environment is
part of the lighting quality story
that thermal and humidity condi-
tions, acoustical conditions, perhaps
even such unknowns as atmospheric
quality, including electro-charge,
may be important. Some of these
sense impressions aid or cancel out
each other. As I mentioned, in a
talk on this campus Tuesday. a small
boy is reportei to have said "you
can't taste peanuts on a roller-
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coaster!" The integration and co-
ordination of all of these factors is
the architect's ;orb and in a school
this must be done in a manner that
yields the utmost of educational and
esthetic value.

This total concept of the archi-
tectural environment has an educa-
tional value which is just beginning
to be recognized. Thru its varied
appeals to the senses (the true mean-
ing of esthetics) it enriches experi-
GIIL.G. Just the experierice of vv-ell-
proportioned space is important.

This total concept of environ-
mental factors is the architect's co-
ordinating province, This was hinted
in a lady's question yesterday
couldn't the architect take more re-
sponsibility for the continuing good
functioning of his buildings? We
could and should and some do. I
have even seen an owner's manual
produced by one office. There are
problems. It may often be politically
inexpedient for a school administra-
tion to maintain a continuous rela-
tionship with an architect, desirable
as that might be for both. Then too,
school business managers, superin-
tendents and particularly assistant-
superintendents - in -charge - of - con-
struction know all there is to know
about details. Teachers College
teaches 'em how often to wax and
mop and what to usebut the choice
of wax may be based on its nonskid
quality rather than lack of specu-
larityand man! doesn't it look
clean when it's shiny?

And lighting fixture maintenance
OK, we'll have luminous-indirect.
Oh yes, the troughs will have to be
cleaned periodically of spitballs,
paper airplanes, rubberbands, as-
sorted suicidal hugs, cutout letters
saying BEAT CENTRAL HIGHin addi-
tion to mere dust! How many times
should ventilating system filters be
changed? Have the Ed Docs ever
noticed a correlation (goody!) be-
tween dirty filters and dirty light-
ing equipment? How about throw-
ing these cleaning jobs off-phase to
smooth out loss and gain of light?

Is this ARCHITECTURE?
No!but the total effect isthe

building is not an environment until
you include the conditions within it,
and nearby.
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Sally Carrighar, a naturalist and a
fine writer, wrote me from Alaska
about sensory environments ". . .

perhaps the landscaping around a
house should be done with scents in
mind--and have you ever listened
to the sound of the wind in different
kinds of trees . . . ?"

These, too, are parts of architec-
ture.

UNIVERSAL. EXPERIENCES
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architects, feeling securely con-
temporary, have refused to put fire-
places in houses "inefficient heat-
ing," they say, "creates draftsdirty
puts airconditioning out of bal-
ancefireplaces are sentimental and
vestigial in the modern house!"

It is curious to note that the elec-
tric light was the first divorce of man-
made light from odor (and the need
for combustion air). Wood and coal
fires, oil, candle, gas, all have their
characteristic (and sometimes foul)
smells. All have heat output and
characteristic color temperatures.

There is something very basic in
us that takes a true pleasure in bay-
berry or beeswax candles or a good
hickory fire (which also crackles).
Now, for heaven's sake, don't go
home and design some sputtering
lamps (we have 'em already in some
fluorescent installations). This is the
trouble with most lighting engineers'
attempts at "mobile" color lighting.
This kind of thing is very subtle and
must be done with finesse (I don't
mean pale -:olors) but a design sense
or it is terribly corny.

ARCHITECTURE THAT COUNTS

Several people, yesterday morn-
ing, denied possibility of putting
figures on the elements of architec-
ture and repeated the old miscon-
ception of the architect's reliance on
intuition. There is notFng mysteri-
ous about this. Intuition is prin-
cipally drawn from a summation of
individual experience but there is
something that happens in the crea-
tive act, and in the understanding
and appreciative use of a creative
piece of architecture, which eludes
quantification. There are just too
many terms in the equation. This is
the reason why the US Office of Edu-

cation, for instance, will never be
able to compile enough statistics to
be able to tell a good school plan
from a bad one. It is the reason
scorecard evaluations of school build-
ings do not work. It is also an ex-
planation of the failure of some
building designs which overempha-
size one-shot and limited expressions
just all texture, or "lineyness" or
acute colorosis.

What can be done to bring in some
114.-....c> Tt +heh ;rsi.lia..."+11,n1
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and cultural limitations of clients,
asidetechnologically we can do
anything. I believe we can learn to
analyze the different elements of our
sensory environment and put enough
figuration upon them to understand
them and to be able to reproduce
them as design elements. What are
the dimensions of these nets by
which we are attempting to catch
these minnowy sense impressions so
that we may examine a.nd measure
them and recognize their size and
quality when we want to find them
again?

Let's leave this analogy before it
begins to smell fishybut we need
syFtems of measure for all our ex-
perience in order to bring it into
focus for architecture or environ-
mental design. Selection and integra-
tion of design elements is still the
creative task.

There is too little poetry today
it is the best way of saying things if
you will listen to it and I wish to
close with a poem entitled:

PHILOSOPHY

sometimes the world seems narrow
a place of short horizons
at the ends of streets

within
there are indeed
broad avenues of the mind
lined with blossoming trees
with serene traffic of thought

with monuments
or an arch of triumph
closing the vista

but when we gain that circle
there are more avenues.



Effects of Teaching Equipment and Supplies

on Visual Environment

by Foster K. Sampson, IES*

From a paper delivered at the AASA convention, Atlantic City, NJ, February 1960

An Important Breakthrough
Problems of classroom lighting

are a major concern of architects,
engineers and school administra-
tors responsible for specification
and design of illumination sys-
tems. Many "Recommendations,"
"Codes," and "Practices" have been
proposed by technical and non-
technical groups. Axes have been
ground (and swung) and basic
principles expounded. Fortunately
research is now sufficiently ad-
vanced to allow reasonably ade-
quate statement of engineering re-
quirements for efficiency and com-
fort in several basic areas of such
design. With requirements deter-
mined, relative success or failure
of any design project is dependent
solely upon ingenuity of architect
and engineer and attitude of ad-
ministrator responsible for basic
program.

One team has been doing pure
research on vision for a decade and
results of this work are useful for
lighting common visual tasks. Kirk
M. Rc_i (former President of the
Illuminating Engineering Society)
stated that this work had rinne
more to advance the understanding
of illumination requirements than
all previous research in this field.

Mr Sampson is associated with Kistner,
Wright & Wright, Architect-Engineers, and
consultant to the AIA subcommittee on
school lighting

This was high praise for Dr Black-
well, director of this research, who
has since gained acceptance of his
research methods and findings
from local, national, and interna-
tional authorities.

Dr Blackwell'; work has re-
corded data from standard lab-
oratory test objects and related
them to visual tasks commonly
found in the classroom. The data
indicated that illumination values
required for efficient seeing varied
over a much greater range than
had previously been suspected.

Brightness versus contrast
Dr Blackwell, using young adult

observers with normal or normally
corrected vision, recorded visibil-
ity of a standard test object, a
luminous disc, of varying size and
contrast seen against a back-
ground of varying brightness, all
carried out in a large uniformly
bright control cubicle. The mea-
surements covered sizes ranging
from an extremely tiny spot to
large detail. The time interval varied
from 1/1000 second to 1 second
and the brig' tness of the back-
ground changed from .001 to 800
footlarnberts.

Having determined how the eye
sees a standard test object, it was
necessary to relate laboratory data
to field conditions of "moving"
eyes and differing details of various
school tasks. The "moving" eye

factor was determined by observ-
ing detail on a large moving wheel
passing at different speeds in front
of the observer.

Relation of various school tasks
to the standard luminous disc was
estimated by varying contrast of
the luminous disc until it was
equally visible through an optical
instrument (contrast threshold me
tcr) to the given school task. Once
"equivalency" was established, lab-
oratory data, with "moving eye"
factor included, could be used to
determine illumination necessary to
see the task at a given rate of per-
formance. Rate of performance was
based upon a complete degree of
accuracy and an eye-pause of 1/5
secondfound to be the average
pause of the eye in reading and
scanning.

Ivleasurements of actual tasks
indicated that tasks having good
contrast required low levels of il-
lumination, those having poor con-
trast needed much more than a
proportional increase in illumina-
tion For tasks of th : same size,
a decrease in contrast of 1% re-
quired an increase of illumination
of 15% to make the task with
low contrast "equal in visibility" to
the task of higher contrast.

A classroom task usually hav-
ing high contrast is the reading of
six to twelve-point printing type
on good book paper. Measurements
of many samples of this kind of
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task established that levels of one
to 3 footcandles would be adequate
on the basis of visual performance
data. Examples of classroom tasks
having lower contrast than this
printed material included reading
pencil handwriting, and fairly good
duplicated material. Poor dupli-
cated material from several dif-
ferent processes F ad poor contrast
and blurred detail.

Samples of handwriting with
#2 pencil on white, lined paper
were tested revealing that the light-
ing level required, for equal ease
of seeing, varied from plus or
minus one footcandle to 105 foot-
candles. The twelve samples (40%
of t, 3!--member sixth grade class)
having the poorest contrast f-
quired an average of sixty-th ee
foe tcar, dies.

TaLhe with poor contrast required
much higher levels of illumination
for eqral visibility. Shorthand notes
taken with a #3 pencil required
seventy-six footcandles. Many dup-
licated samples, made by different
processes, needed from 200 to 600
footcandles and in some extreme
cases 2000 footcandles.

An original page typed with a
good ribbon needed only 0.97 foot-
candles. The fifth carbon copy re-
quired 133 footcandles for equal
ease of seeing.

These findings provide a basis for
determining proper levels of illumi-
nation for classrooms. It is essential
that the classroom and L. lighting
system be designed to provide an
environment which is conducive to
good seeing and a pleasant place in
which to learn. Thermal comfort,
noise level and esthetic feeling of
the space must be given due consid-
eration. The problem faced by the
school administrator and the archi-
tect is how to evaluate these essen-
tial requirements and integrate the
clesig,a components into a pleasant
spatial environment.

We must provide the foundation
for evaluating a comfortable, pleas-
ing and efficient seeing environ-
ment. The publications of the Na-
tional Council on Schoolhouse Con-
struction make us aware of the
"Principles" or "Goals" first stated
in 1946 and modified in more re-
cent printings. These goals were
based wholly on experience. A pa-
per was presented to the Illuminat-
ing Engineering Research Institute
(March 1960 in Washington, DC)
which reported findings of research

on comfort and glare evaluation
from large area sources. The pre-
liminary results, we believe, begin
to confirm the recommendations of
the National Council "Goals" and
indicate good reason for even more
restrictive brightness ratios.

The concept of environment con-
ditioning, as set forth in the
"Goals," restricts the brightness re-
lationships of the many elements in
the visual fief.. When the eye fixes
upon a visual task or any signi5cant
area of brightness, an adaptation
level is established which is a fun>
tion of the brightness of the erea
and its surroundings. This adapta-
tion will restO from the contribu-
tion of the miiny brightnesses,
grated with respect to size, hright-
ness, and to the angles by whicla
their position; are displaced from
the line of sight The eye shifts
from one brightness to another, re-
adapting to the new brightness con-
dition. If there is a considerable dif-
ference between the two levels of
brightness, time is required for the
eye to adapt itself. One of the im-
portant requirements for a satis-
factory visual environment is that
brightness to which the eye must
adapt should be kept within desir-
able limits.

Basic Princi011es

Taking many points into consid-
eration, the "Principles" for provid-
ing a comfortable and efficient vis-
ual environment are generally ac-
cepted to be as follows:

Under ideal conditions for visual
comfomrt and efficiency, brightness
of task should be equal to or slight-
ly grea:: than brightnesses within
the visual environment

In a classroom, the brightness of
any surface viewed from any nor-
mal standing or sitting position
should not differ excessively from
brightness of the visual task. As
higher or lower brightnesses of sur-
faces in the visual field approach
brightness of task, visual comfort
and efficiency increase. Research
indicates that for best lighting with
a thirty footcandle level, the highest
acceptable brightness of any sur-
face in the visual field should not
be greater than ten tim.; brightness
of task. Above thirty footcandles,
brightness ratio should be decreased
as footcandles increase. The exact
relationship is as yet indefinite but
some data available indicate that

maximum brightness is best limited
to approximately 250 footlamberts.
Lowest acceptable brightness of any
surface in the visual field should not
be less than one-third brightness of
task.

Brightness of surfaces immedi-
ately adjacent to the visual task is
more ctit:cal than that of more re-
mote surfaces in the visual sur-
roundings. Adjacent surfaces have
lower acceptable brightness limits
than :effaces further reinove.d front
task. Research indicates that sat-
faces immediately adjacent to visual
task should not exceed brightness
of task.

Brightness-difference leetwee n ad-
jacent surfaces in the visual sur-
rounding should be reduced to an
acceptable minimum (and should
be at most one-third task bright-
ness).

Direct and reflected glare should
be avoided in any lighting system.

Dayligh, and electric light sys-
tems should conform to same
brightness and brightness-difference
principles. Both s:yetems should be
coordinated in design to assure ef-
fective conteibution of each.

Lighting systems should be de-
signed in such a manner that they
will contribute to a cheerful, and
esthetically pleasing classroom en-
vironment.

To determine brightness relation-
ships in a classroom, the visual task
is a suitable reference point. There
are many visual tasks in school-
rooms, variously located in the
room. For design purposes the task
is assumed to have a 70% reflection
factor and a surface which will pro-
duce a brightness 0.7 times the foot-
candle level on the task. Bright-
nesses in the classroom are referred
to this reference brightness and in
the "Principles" of school lighting
the brightness of the visual task is
meant to be the reference task
brightness.

Techniques

So far nothing has been said
about how the lighting should be
achieved. A few simple rules, if
properly followed, help to deter-
mine number of lamps which must
be used in any specific lighting sys-
tem to provide a predetermined
level of illumination in any particu-
lar space. There are many other



important decisions which must be
made, however, to assure a satis-
factory result.

Acceptable lighting solutions
must provide an adequate level of
illumination uniformly distributed
over the classroom work area.
Points to be considered here are
those which directly affect the
visual environment, and conse-
quently comfort of the observer,
and those qualities of the system
which affect seeing the task itself.
These are two separate and distinct
considerations. Many lighting sys-
tems may be satisfactory in one re-
spect, but quite unacceptable in the
other.

As established in the second
"Principle" above, no surface with-
in the students' view, either hori-
zontally or vertically, should exceed
a brightness of 250 footlamberts
under lighting levels of thirty-six
footcandles or more. With less than
thirty-six footcandles, the brightest
surface should not exceed ten times
that of the task itself. This is gen-
erally accepted as a desirable limita-
tionhowever, if reasonable levels
of illumination are to be provided,
this limitation may be achieved only
with systems in which lamps are
completely shielded from view and
ultimate source of illumination is
large, as in an indirect system or
a luminous ceiling. With systems
of this character there is a mini-
mum of reflected glare when com-
pared with other commonly used
systems which provide equal flex-
ibility in seating arrangements.

There are many people who,
although they recognize the superi-
ority of low-brightness systems, do
not wish to rule out completely
those installations which exceed
this desirable minimum. For this
reason a rather complex set of limi-
tations has been set up by the Il-
luminating Engineering Society. Re-
strictions for direct glare are spe-
cific for viewing angles from the
horizontal up to 45° above the
horizontal, but there is no attempt
to limit or specify brightness above
this angle.

Lighting systems and the
problem of glare

There are five classifications of
interior lighting systems all of which
have advantages and disadvantages:

Indirect systems direct from 90%
to 100% of light output to ceil-
ing and upper side walls. If well

planned, both direct and reflected
glare are minimized.

Semi-indirect systems emit 60%
to 90% of luminaire output up-
ward with possible control of direct
and reflected glare.

Direct-Indirect has about equal
components upward and downward.
Luminaires for this system must be
suspended to be effective. Because
of higher downward component,
shadows and reflected glare wiii be
more of a problem.

Semi-Direct directs from 60% to
90% of light downward. Luminaire
is usually mounted on ceiling. Up-
ward component helps to light ceil..
ing but in most cases ceiling is rela-
tively dark and unless luminaire :is
quite large, shadows and reflected
glare will be objectionable.

Direct produces 90% to 100%
of its light downward and depend-
ing upon relative areas of light-
producing surfaces, the system may
be among the best or the pooeest.
Large areas of six to eight feet
square, or larger, can produce
shadow-free, and glare-free light,
while individual sources of smaller
area must concentrate a high per-
centage of light downward to avoid
direct glare. This concentration of
light has the serious drawbacks of
causing deep shadows and bad
specular reflections.

For years reflected glare has beer
known to be a serious problemto
be avoided if possible. John Chorl-
ton, IES, has actually measured and
reported losses due to reflected glare
under several different systems of
lighting. Percentages of contrast-
loss caused by these different sys-
tems were known but the full im-
pact of these losses were not recog-
nized until Dr Blackwell deter-
mined that it took an increase of
15% in illumination to overcome
a 1% loss in contrast.

The report by Finch, Chorlton,
and Davidson, presented before the
international congress on illumina-
tion in Brussels last summer, re-
ported methods and results of re-
search on effects of specular reflec-
tions or visibility. Contrary to pre-
viously accepted ideas, the bright-
ness of light source in the 0° to 45°
zone is not directly the major cause
of reflected glare. Several examples
of printing and handwriting tested,
showed that losses due to reflected
glare were proportional to concen-

tration of total light flux within the
Fare zone. This means that if all
the light falling on the task came
from outside the glare zone, the re-
flected glare would be at a mini-
mum. The worst condition is that
in which all the light comes from
the glare zone. Students in a class-
room may be seated at tables,
facing in all directions, so that the
lighting system must provide for
flexibility. The most satisfactory

whieth thorp is "'pact
concentration of light in any one
area. Light w-.11 then fall npon the
task from the largest. number of
directions and there will be least
concentration of light in the glare
zone.

Not all classroom tasks are glossy,
and matte samples tested show rela-
tively small losses due to reflected
glare, regardle is of lighting system.

Fundamental/4

We now have research on vision
and evaluation of right-levels neces-
sary for a particular accuracy of
seeing, for a wide variety of tasks.
Architects, engineers, and adminis-
trators must now decide how to
apply this knowledge to selection
of lighting levels for classrooms.

There is a continually increasing
appreciation of the value of en-
vironmental conditioning. The
"Principles" repeated in this paper,
establish goals which will be a chal-
lenge to any progressive architect.

We now have valid information
as to losses due to reflected glare
--most important to understanding
and evaluation of lighting systems.

Tasks found in the classroom
point out the ne,:d for considerable
improvement in quality of repro-
duced material.

If pencils are soft, and kept sharp
and paper white rather flan colored,
better visibility results.

Printed material is ',Atter pro-
duced with dull ink on m. .te paper.
Only where it is necessary for fine
detail should semi-gloss or glossy
paper be used.

Chalk boards with not more than
30% reflection factor, large char-
acters and supplementary lighting
are recommended.

Difficult tasks are best done under
the best light in the room. In some
cases this may require supple-
mentary lighting.
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COLOR FOR SCHOOLS

John Lyon Reid, AIA*

In most modern school buildings, &
especially in those that are thought-
fully & sk'llfully designed, color often
makes strongest impact on cirst-time
visitor of any physical parts of the
building. An appealing scheme of
colors; has much to do with commu-
nity acceptance of a new school
buiaing. An appealing scheme of
quiccly appreciated by both adults &
children.

Intent of this report is to treat a com-
plex subject briefly it is ad-
dressed both to educators & archi-
ects & it is my hope that c reading
of this will enc:ourage deeper & more
detailed study of this important sub-
je:t.

Color can do two important things
-hr a building:

enchonce funoion & use

increase architectural stature oil building
thru esthetic values

It is difficult or impossible when de-
signing a building to think cf these
two apart from the building.

Modem design shows great concern
in matters of function & utility & it is
only natural that our treatment of
color partake of this same concern.
Color, when any serious thought at
all is giver to it by those who aren't
color specialists or architects, is usu-
ally regarded only as a matter of
preference & prejudice how about
that? more later. First, let's get
to things that we know about color,
as distinguished from intuitive & im-
aginative things (these latter things
are important, too!).

We knew that we can use color to:

improve seeing conditions

increase orderliness

reduce maintenance

improve safety

identify materials & objects

improve morale, well-being & working
efficiency

member AM Committee on School Buildings
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We know also ,hat rooms & areas,
differentiated a:cording to use they
are given, each invites or demands
different contributions from color.
Classrooms gerwally, (this includes
shops, laboratories, libraries) traf-
fic areas, eatinc spaces, & assembly
rooms different color require-
mews, because of differing uses as
well as time & condition of occu-
pancy.

color has 3 factors:
How do we go about accomplishing
these known uses of color? First,
let us examine facts of color. Color
has 3 main characteristics:

a hue is that anribute of color wherein
blue is distinguished from yellow, & yel-
low from green

value is measure of relative darkness of
clx1or ranging fY.,m theoretical white as

a light calue to black as a dark value
Ct,us a pure yellow is lighter in value
than blue or green)

aroma is degree of saturation a a color
where color is intense & clear chrome
is high & where color is grayed chroma
is low color of low chronic may have
either high or low value

Another consideration which is im-
portant, especially in school build-
ings, is light-reflectance of color,
which is another aspect of value.
White reflects approximately 85%
o' light falling on it while black re-
flects practically no light in amounts
vthich can be used for seeing tasks.
When we think of color we usually
think of paint it is often used to
protect building materials such as
plaster, wood, metal, & sometimes
acoustical tile, cork & other matr,-
rials. But every building material
has its own color & texture such as
brick, aluminum, stone some of-
fer choices as do linoleum, floor tile
& ceramic tile.

How do we use colors of paint & na-
tive colors of building materials so
that we can avail ourselves of the
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funcions that color can perform?
Here are suggestions only, not rules,
& they provide a brief summary of
things that color can do:

to improve seeing conditions:
Light is provided by windows, top-
lights, monitors & electrical sources
& is reflected, diffused & distributed
thr _lout space by reflectance of sur-
face colors & textures, to become
available as illumination on task.

Good seeing conditions are strongly
affected by color design. Strong
brightness contrasts are both tiring
& distracting, & color can be used to
reduce them to tolerable levels.
Sources of light are brightest areas
in a room & surfaces adjacent to
light sources should be as light in
value as possible to reduce bright-
ness contrasts. Thus window mul-
lions & walls in which windows oc-
cur should be as high in value as
practicable. Ceilings should like-
wise be high in value, & where sus-
pended electrical fixtures provide in-
direct lighting, upper parts of walls
should be treated so that reflectance
will be at least 70%. Chalkboards
& pinning boards are much lower in
reflectance than this & color of sur-
faces immediately adjacent to them
should have a value between their
reflectance factor & higher reflect-
ances of surrounding surfaces to
serve as transition. Floor covering
should b,?. as light as possible, con-
sistent with good maintenance, to re-
flect & diffuse light & to reduce
brightness contrast with visual task
on desk & desk-top itself.

This is especially true when light is
received from overhead sources.
Most furniture now available is fin-
ished in colors of high value, so that
problems of brightness contrasts are
more manageable. Colors of other
parts of building, visible thru win-
dows, should be chosen to eliminate
distracting sources of high bright-
ness this becomes a problem



when a sunny wall dominates view
from classroom windows. Although
glossy sur aces are easier to main-
tain in a clean condition, care should
be exercised to avoid distracting
specular, (mirror-like) reflections.

to increase orderliness:
VS ; aft e.t., ON, " aft I , ; 1"mese etc ^v.% etI MI 1... 1...4117 1s I

room a disorderly pattern of doors,
cabinets & units of mechanical
equipment. Where hue & value of
such items are different from sur-
rounding areas, resulting untidy pat-
tern can be distracting. By judici-
ous use of color, designer may paint
out offending arrangements & cre-
ate order.

to reduce maintenance:
Certain colors seem to take delight
in magnifying finger & scuff-marks,
& in making psychos out of custo-
dians. Areas subject to defacement
(it happens occasionally) & marks of
use should be treated with colors
that minimize these troubles. That
does not mean a return to school-
room brown it has taken years to
get away from it. There is no excuse
for pointing rooms the color of dirt
so dirt won't show. You can do only
so much with color (ooms can be
kept clean much more effectively if
teacher will help children respect
& care for their school building.

However, washable paints & easily-
renewable wood-stain colors will
earn the architect custodial bene-

diction. Archii-ect should always
provide school staff with color num-
bers & tradenames of paints when
building is completed sometimes
extra cans of wet paint are useful
for touch-up work.

to improve safety:
There are several systems of safety
color available which are used by in-
dustry. One of these should be used
in shop areas & mechanical rooms.
In addition to this more obvious use
of color for industrial & mechanical

disorderly pattern of elements

. . . may be improved by color
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use advancing color of strong eaoma to reduce apparent length of corridor

ceiling A should be highest reflectance

walls B in plane of windows should be high reflectance to reduce brightness contrast

walls C, in parallel planes, can be same color to intensify space relationships
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equipment, other danger points such
as sudden or unexpected changes in
floor level, emergency shower heads
for chemistry rooms, & other obstruc-
tions can be flagged by color.

to identify materials & objects:
Color can be used to assist very
young children to identify suchim-
portant things as doors to toilet
rooms, cabinets & drawers for stor-
age of different instructional ma-
terials, & block & clay bins. Rooms
also may be given identification by
different colors on doors or by floor
patterns in corridor opposite room
entrances. In primary schools, even
entire buildings may be identified by
color. These same principles may be
applied with profit in rooms & equip-
ment used by older children, who do
not rely on colors for identification
as much as younger ones, but who
may experience both convenience &
pleasure from such color uses.

to improve moral:, well being &
working efficiency:
We know that rooms with north ex-
posure can often be more pleasant &
warm when treated with warm colors,
& that rooms receiving large
amounts of sun for long periods are
generally better treated in cool
colors. Color literature cites case of
female office-workers who were
warm, comfortable & happy in a
room with pale yellow walls who
donned sweaters & complained about
cold when rooms were painted in a
cool blue scheme, although ther-
mometer recorded same temperature
regardless of paint. Workers grum-
bled about weight of black ccses that
were being handled & found same
cases much lighter in weight when
painted in yellow. Red is stimulat-
ing & cyan exciting when used care-

.fully but may be irritating when it is
not kr,!nn,ed with other colors. Blue
may be soothing or depressing;
green, refreshing & relaxing; yellow
may be exhilirating. Young children
are said to enjoy strong primary
colors when judiciously used, but not
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nearly as much as old architects who
use these child-preferences as an ex-
cuse for their own enjoyment of pri-
mary colors. The very fact that color
is used, & especially when used well,
results in improved attitudes in
contrast, a glum schoolroom-brown
environment can't make anyone
happy. So far, these considerutions
are mechanical aspects of color
which invite methodical approach.

To continue this methodical ap-
proach even further, we now ex-
amine use of room & time & nature
of occupancy. Color treatments will
differ according to concentration,
stimulation, gaiey or repose appro-
priate to different spaces.

classrooms:
By this classification I mean elemen-
tary school classrooms, "academic"
(for want of better term) rooms of
the secondary school, laboratories,
libraries & all other instructional
spaces of the school plant in which
concentration & work are order of
day & in which term of occupancy

may be long, varying from 45 min-
utes to full scF ool day. Students
themselves & work they produce,
strike dominant color notes. Obvious
conclusion for a color scheme is to
make it predominately neutral &
quiet. Accents of high-chroma col-
ors should be reserved for small
areas & Iocuted so us Oa W C.Dilfi;rt
w.th exhibition areas for completed
work projects color of which is
often an important feature. If
these accent colors are applied to
movable cabinets, or to sliding cabi-
net doors which are designed to be
removed & relocated, then color de-
sign of room can be altered to a
minor extent by students, who may
change position of these color ac-
cents & their distribution in room.

Hues for these color accents should
be few in any one room, generally
one or two in number, & certai'ily not
more than three. Large color areas
of room should also make use of few
hues, generally not more than one
or two, of which one should predom-
inate in area, & in any event should
be low in chroma or neutral as rec-

ommended above. If there is a dom-
inate hue to views outdoors from the
interior, which does not change
greatly with seasons, dominant hue
for color scheme of room may be
chosen as after-image of outside
color, to afford visual relief.
Nontrra, in his excellent honk "sur-

vival Through Design" Chapter 24,
calls our attention to hopelessly
static quality of painted interiors, es-
pecially strong color schemes. Such
interiors are greatly different from
constantly changing colors found in
nature. He recommends our recog-
nition of part that nature may be al-
lowed to play in providing variation
of interior colors, in changing light
of morning & afternoon, cloudy &
sunny days, & seasonal changes in
coloration. These are subtle & can-
not cope with a scheme of strong in-
terior colors. When choosing a color
scheme for a classroom, do not un-
derestimate effect of color during
long-term occupancy for hours, days,
or months.

vertical walls A of overhead light-wells should be lower in value & reflectance than ceiling B to reduce contrasts walls C should

be lower in reflectance than ceiling B wan D is lowered in value to form value transition for chalkboard E pattern on wall F

should be kept low at child scale different hue at G to identify e lipment
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traffic areas:
These areas offer opportunity for
strong, stimulating colors, high in
chroma & with a wide range of
values. Such a color scheme con pro-
vide a lift, sparkle & excitement for
brief time students are in transit
from one location to another, after
a long period of concentration in a
classroom. Long corridors can be
shortened by a strong advancing hue
at end of a corridor vista.

eating areas:
These should be cheerful & gay &
colors should be chosen to make
foods appetizing, & to create an
atmosphere for pleasant dining &
conversation. If dining area is used
for other purposes, suitable color
compromises are inevitably in order.

gymnasia:
Here there is need to see fast mov-
ing objects & same criteria for bright-
ness contrasts & good vision that ap-
ply to classrooms, likewise apply
here.

assembly rooms:

Since these areas are generally pro-
vided with a platform cr stage & are
designed to serve as a setting for
speakers, a play with dramatic stage
sets, or a concert, color scheme
could well be spacious & dignified;
it should not be so strong in color as
to defeat the work of stage-set de-
signer. These rooms are often seen
under darkened conditions or under
artifical light which should be recog-
nized in designing color scheme.

color design as an art:
All the above, dealing with known
facts of color leaves more unsaid
than said. Talented & skillful de-
signers may be able to deny many
things that have been said & still
come up with distinguished color.
These rules & suggestions may help
in avoidance of mistakes but good
color design is infinitely more than
avoiding mistakes it is an art.

The architect, when designing
building, thinks of mess, space &
volume as well as function, conveni-
ence & maintenance color plays
a part in his thinking in creation of
building form. He can interpret &
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organize form, pattern & texture
thru use of color. This requires
mind & spirit of an artist his skill
& temperament are developed by
training & experience.

Color cannot be separated from ar-
chitecture. It is not presumed in
this study to deal with any aspect
of esthetics, except one its im-
portance. Good architecture, in
the sense that it is a fine art, is
vitally important to school buildings.
As good architecture, school build-
ings add depth to growth & learning
experience of children. Most unfor-
tunately, precious little attention is
paid in teaching programs to learn-
ing opportunities inherent in esthetic
values of a building.

cooperative planning:
Principle of democratic planning
procedures, where school staff &
teacher planning committees parti-
cipate in building planning with ar-
chitect, is responsible for growing
excellence of our schools. Why is
it that cooperative planning tech-
niques involving educator & archi-
tect can work so well in making
school housing effective education-
ally, & yet these same techniques of
cooperation usually fail to produce
distinguished color? Basic reason
is possibly this: in cooperative plan-
ning efforts educator uses his experi-
ence & skill in teaching to establish
standards of function, & architect
uses his experience & sk": in plan-
ning & construction to meet these
standards. This cooperative effort
of complementary skills is fruitful.

When color committees of teachers
are formed to select colors, as they
often are, the teacher then aspires to
do a job of design which requires ex-
perience & skill she does not have

she has stepped out of her job of
educator. Color design requires skill
& experience similar to that needed
to design a structural steel frame &
yet few teachers presume to under-
take this job. Typical qualifications
VI LVI ti I WI I III II UCCJ Ul C Ul I Ul IUCI

standable eagerness to have a hand
in construction of the building, & to
be able to say "I chose that color
it is my contribution to this build-
ing"; plus liking for some colors &
violent dislike of others, (color does
have emotional overtones) & plus a
summer credential in art.

We have been told by several ex-
perienced & sincere educators that
teachers have a right to choose col-
ors of buildings in which they will
spend long hours, that they have
their color preferences which they
are entitled to enjoy, & that they
even have a right to make their own
mistakes. If mistakes are their own,
they will not be likely to complain,
we are told but bad color is too
high a price to pay for this future
silence. What of the children? Any
weaknesses of procedure or concept,
in joint work of educator & archi-
tect, that may lead us to something
less than the best, should not be ac-
cepted merely because it is a demo-
cratic planning procedure.

But what about these teachers &
their interest in color & their liking
for color? Is there a place for the
color committee in planning proce-
dure? Should architect ignore
teacher in order to achieve a dis-
tinguished color design? Answer is
obvious that there is a place for a
color committee & that teacher pref-
erences in color should be recog-
nized.

suggestions:
Here are a few suggestions for color
committees.

tell your architect how you will use color
in teaching do you want cabinats &
work counters color -ceded to help chil-
dren use them?

what work will children do which involves
color? how & where will it be displayed?
what spirit do you want in the color
around you? quiet & neutral? lively? cool?
warm?

if you desire, choose one or two major
colors of the scheme & indicate these as
preferences to your architect please
permit your architect, however, to choose
other colors which will develop theme you
have chosen. Good color is a relation-
ship final choke of hue, Aroma,
value, & reflectance should rest in one
skilled hand that of architect

Good architecture has a deep sig-

rrn7rmurk
r culture,

rood in schools is an
indispensable necessity because of
learning & development opportuni-
ties it provides for children. Recog-
nition of these values of good archi-
tecture is growing, though slowly.
Good architecture & good color are
inseparable.



ACOUSTICS OF SCHOOL BUILDINGS
by BENJAMIN OLNEY*

splayed sidewalls reflect sound into side

Flats

non-paraiiel walls prevent "goner"

echoes

plane, rather than curved, rear wall pre-

vents undesirable sound concentrations &

echoer

splayed ceiling reflects sound to rear

where most needed

low ceiling height conserves sound &

acoustical material

tilted rear wall reflects sound usefully to

roar seats rather than to stage or front

seats t..c an echo

plan & longitudinal section of audi-
torium illustratinc acoustically func-
tional design
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SITE & LAYOUT
Site should preferably be in a quiet
residential neighborhood. Rooms
in which quiet is important should
be kept at least 3C0 feet from busy
highways or ruilroads. Strategically
located earth embankments & Anse

cca al II UL.01.":1 y vit.11 It el IV %Ay 1.",
ful as screens against traffic noise.
In designing a school building, keep
essentially noisy rooms well sepa-
rated from those requiring quiet.
Auditorium should either be located
in separate wing or se?arated from
classroom areas by corridors, store-
rooms or similar spaces. If band re-
hearsal room must be located ad-
jacent to auditorium & simultaneous
use is intended, partitions should
provide superior insulation (50 deci-
bels or moresee below) & special
sound-retarding doors should be
used. Cafeteria & kitchen should be
in a separate wing & their open
windows should not face those of
quiet rooms across a court. In multi-
story buildings, isolated construction
such as floors "floated" on soft ma-
terial & ceilings suspended on insu-
lated hangers is usually required to
give satisfactory insulation against
impact sounds such as footfalls,
hammering & certain machinery
noises.

THE ACOUSTICALLY
COMFORTABLE ROOM
Acoustics of a room should be com-
fortable. One should be able to
understand speech without effort.
Well-performed music should sound
natural & pleasing if individual tcste
is satisfied. To achieve this com-
fortable environment, sounds reach-
ing a listener must he sufficiently
loud to be heard without effort.
They must not be unduly prolonged
by echoes & by reverberation. The
latter phenomena cause confusion
of speech by exposing listeners si-
multaneously to syllables being
uttered at the instant & a composite
of others uttered at instants just
past. Neither should successive
notes of music appear to overlap
objectionably. Last, but equally im-
portant, noise must not be present
in a disturbing amount.

CONSERVING SOUND
Adequate loudness is achieved by
consideration of the following, ap-
plying particularly to auditoriums
but generally to any type of audi-
ence room:

design seating space to keep aver-
age distance from performer to
auditor short as possible
keep ceiling height low as possible
& shape walls & ceiling so that
sounds are reinforced by reflec-
tion from these surfaces witil little
loss & inopprecie,:lWe delay

slope floor sufficiently to insure
sound reaching any auditor with-
out passing closely over interven-
ing--& highly sound-absorptive-
audience

use min amount of added sound-
absorptive material necessary to
control reverberation
use public ad -!Tess sysrem if re-
quired by size of room

CONTROL OF REVERBERATION
Excessive reverberation is caused by
to slow dying away of sound energy.
It can be controlled by application
of sound-absorptive materiai to
room surfaces, but always at ex-
pense of loudness. "Optimum re-
verberation time" strikes a balance
between these conflicting factors &
permits best results to be obtained
with min acoustic treatment for
rooms of any size used for speech,
music, or reproduced sound. Opti-
mum is somewhat different for each
of these uses. Such acoustic treat-
ment also reduces noise level.
Listeners describe rooms having ex-
cessively long reverberation times by
such terms as "echoey," "boomy,"
"noisy," "everything sounds mixed
up"; & rooms with too short rever-
beration times as "dead," "depress-
ing," "sound seems swallowed up."

auditorium:
A school auditorium must accom-
modate a large ,..riety of acoustic
activities ranging from recitation by
small children to band or orchestra
concerts. This necessitates a corn-
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promise value of reverberation time
& demands careful attention to
room shape & other acoustic factors.
'.)rowings on page 18 show an audi-
torium shaped for good acoustics.
Amount of sound absorption neces-
sary to achieve given reverberation
time is directly proportional to vol-
ume of room. An audience provides
"fre, ' absorption with one high
v-hr,n1 pi Til hair r% .q,tivrtIcTlt to
about 4 square feet of typical acous-
tic tile It is economical, therefore,
to adjust volume where feasible so
that an audience of typical size pro-
vides practically all absorption re-
quired. It is customary to design
auditor :urns so that optimum re-
verberation time occurs with 2/3 full
audience. With use of fully or per-
tially upholstered chairs, it is pas-
sible to achieve optimum reverbera-
tion time in properly shaped audi-
toriums finished with cc ventinnal
materials such as wood, hard plaster
or cement block without use of
added sound-absorptive material.
Upholstered chairs are valuable in
preventing acoustics from varying
widely with size of audience, cis a
seated perron effectively substitutes
his own absorption for that of his
chair. By keeping voll,rne, & conse-
quently absorption, to min & mak-
ing effective use of walls & ceiling
as reflectors, max conservation of
sound is accomplished.

..,

An audit-.:,rium shaped for optimum
acoustics will be attractive :i-i ap-
pearance as v. ell as acoustically
comfortable. (see photograph of
Joseph Sears school auditorium)

classrooms:
Classrooms should be designed to
provide optimum hearing of speech.
Because of comparatively large vol-
iirn,./rcci.p^nt, sem.: added absorp-
tion is usually necessary. Common
practice of applying acoustic mate-
rial to the ceiling only does not pro-
vide optimum hearing conditions.
With this treatment reflections be-
tween opposite walls are not subdued
& harsh, rattling effects are pro-
duced. It is good practice to treat
all space above chalkboards on at
least two adjacent walls & place re-
maining required absorptive mate-
rial around edges of ceiling. Lower
classroom ceilings reduce absorptive
area required.
Kindergartens require compara-
tively heavy treatment because of
large volt.:rie/pupil together with
lower absorption & higher noise out-
put of small children.

Musk rehearsal rooms:
Acoustics of band & orchestra rooms
should duplicate insofar as possible
acoustics of auditorium & other
;arge moms where public perform-
ances occur to avoid disconcerting
change in acoi....qic environment.

.

Perkins & Will, AM Krant4en Studio

school auditoriumKenilworth, Ill.
WNW WIMNIMAMi_.-allillIIMIl
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This requires not only a suitable re-
verberation time but also greater
diffuseness than afforded by usual
-e,ctanoular rooms & conventional
treatment. Diffuseness is promoted
by non-parallel walls, large convex
or triangular wall corrugations &
arrangement of acoustic material in
strips & patches. Latter can be
neatly accomplished by completely
covering field of treatment ..tith
perforated facing & installing acous-
tic material behind only where
needed. (see drawing)

audio-visual rooms:
Reverberatior. time should follow
motion-picture theatre practice with
special attention given to shape &
treatment of wall facing loud-
speakers.

gymnasium:
Unless intended to be used fre-
quently for speech & music pro-
grams, acoustic treatment is not
critical & is aimed chiefly at noise
reduction. It is economical here to
take advantage of acoustic prop-
erties of certain building materials.
Concrete blocks made with cinder
& other light-weight aggregates
have considerable but uncontrolled
absorption. Advantuge may also be
taken of high absorption afforded
by certain types of mineral fiber
roof insulation by arrangements that
provide effective acoustic exposure
of under surface to interior of room.

elevatiris & plan

sloping ceiling

entire wall covered with perforated facing

sand-absorptive blanket
shaded areas only

non-parallel walls

installed in

heavily treated vestibule acting as "sound
lock"

plywood splays on one wall

band rehears& room



miscelloneo'.1:s rooms:
Corridors should be heavily treated
with absorptive material of high
efficiency. Otherwise corridors act
as effective noise conduits. Treated
corridors contribute very substan-
tially to general quiet.

Cafeteria, kitchen, offices, library,
etc, usually receive conventional
noise reduction treatment. Charac-
ter R type ryf nksrtrptive tretment
varies with use of each space.

SOUND INSULATION & CONTROL
OF NOISE

walls & partitions:
Unit used in rating sound transmis-
sion is the decibel (db). A partition
affording insulation of 30db permits
only 1/1000 of sound energy strik-
ing it to pass thru, yet moderately
loud speech can be distinctly under-
stood thru the partition. A 40 db
partition passes only 1/10,000 of
incident energy permitting loud
speech to be barely understood but
reducing normal speech to an un-
intelyible murmur. Contrary to
popular belief, application of sound-
absorptive material to a wall surface
has little effect on transmission thru
wall.

Transmission thru airtight walls &
floors occurs entirely via mechanical
vibration & diaphragmatic cation.
Therefore, transmission is depend-
ent only upon structure charaoer-
istics of building. Massive, stiff
structures are essentially sound-re-
tardant while light, flimsy, vibratile
structures readily transmit sound.
Homogeneous was are usually
poorer insulators than composite
walls of equal mass having soft or
springy materials, or dead air spaces
interposed between dense, massive
members.

Comparative 'data on some typical
partitions are shown in the draw-
ings. it should be understood that
there are many other types of ma-
sonry & frame partitions that afford
equivalent insulation.

Plastering one or both sides of light-
weight, porous concrete blocks is
essential. If plastering is omitted on
partition shown at bottom of draw-
ing insulation will drop to about
1 1db. This is inadequate for any
situation in a school bading.

* Mr. Olney is senior partner in the firm of
9 :r.

doors & windows:
These are weak spots in sound ir-
sulJtion. They must be essentially
of tight to be fully efa.1ctive.
sible insulation offor4..-..,..: by a heavy
door car be reduced by cracks
around edges to the insulation of-
forded by a much lighi,:.r but well-
sealed door. Special heavy doors
with gasketed stops & automatic
Threshold closers are justified for
we in music practice rooms having
highly insulative, dividing & enclos-
ing partitions.
Heavily treated vestibules can be
made to serve as "sound locks" &
effectively double insulation pro-
vided by a single door. (see drawing
of rehearsal room)

ventilating system:
Motors & fans should be mounted
on correctly designed vibration iso-
lating supports & should be chosen
for low noise. Loose fabric or rubber
sleeves should be used to isolate fans
from ductwork. Airflow noise at
grilles is usually negligible for air
velocities below 1000 feet/minute.
Lining ducts with sound-absorptive
material reduces transmitted noise
& crosstalk between rooms.

MI I e..". I I I . 1 on I CM.

typicni t5se &
description

heating plant:
Certain types of oil burners produce
high noise levels. This should be
considered in locating boiler room
& designing its walls.

public address systems:
Many school auditoriurns are so

urge that, in spite of most advanced
acoustic design, unaided juvenile
crumnle inn vniroc (-rant-v.1f hP cnticfrvr-
toj heard in all seats. Some au-
thorities recommend a public ad-
dress system in any school auditor-
ium exceeding 50,000 cubic feet in
volume.

It is best to use only a single group
of loudspeakers located over center
of proscenium opening with indi-
vidual loudspeak.prs sufficient in
number & so aimed to cover audi-
ence area adequately. Suitable ac-
cessible space for loudspeakers
should be provided in original build-
ing plans. In auditoriums like thoss
illustrated loudspeakers may often
be concealed in a cove located be-
hind center of front ceiling splay;
with opening in splay covered with
acoustically transparent fabric.

bond rehearso! rooms
3" cinder concrete siubs
plastered rAiter faces
no ties

individual music
practice rooms
3" cinder block
plastered both sides

classrooms--forced
ventilatian, closed windows
4" hollow clay tile
plastered both sides

classroomsventilated
thru open windows
4" pumice cement block
plastered one side

partition scr.i;cr

o c f
4, 4 e

-

P

"

sound trans-
mission loss

51 db

45 db

40 db

35 db

some partition detail---other const:uctions in masonry or frame may give
equivalent insulation values

WHIMMALioJiAmeo..- "11111111111110;
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a ,:ell-designed school provides for storage of materials for doing & the wcrk of the doct s----but it should nel 2r be
a storage place for doers

by LAWRENCE B. PERKINS, FAIA*

"Mr. Architect, please give us plenty
of storage space!"

From every homemrker, from every
nurse, from every secretary, from
every teacher in the land .his 3ottle
cry rises. As teachers & architects
work togethe: in pre-design confer-
ences, one sets forth precise solu-
tions. But comes "we want stor-
age," & precision ends.

Mere quantity is no solution. Proper
storage is as important an element
in school design cs proper light,
proper ventilation & proper teach-
ing. There is no one right answer
to storage problems. It varies with
educational methods used, with
school program & with age group
using it. This is main reason we
have found it less difficult tc design
storage units than to buy them.
While it is dangerous t oversim-
plify, let's break requirements into
what has to be stored:

clothing; coats gym shoes
hats roller skates
mittens rugs
galoshes blankets
painting smocks

textbooks
storybooks reference books
magazines sheet music

big sheetslittle sheets
colored paper for cutting
plain soft paper for painting
plain hard paper for drawing
lined paper for writing
test paper

books:

paper:

other supplies:

accomplishments:

'special items:
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scissors
pencils
crayons
day
blocks
toys

paste
paints
brushes
water jars
cardboard

finished painting
drawings
modelling work

wood- & matal-working
tools
lumber looms
nails scenery
screws folding chairs

2LOTHING
A wet snowsuit smells. It drips. It
dampens dry things. It is bulky &
won't conform to hooks or ordinary
coat hangers.

For these reasons a locker is far
fess good as a solution to storing
clothing than some open arrange-
ment in a corridcr. We have tried
many variations of open closets for
clothes & like the setup in West-
wood School, Woodstock, Illinois, as
well as any. Its good points are a
knee-high shelf where children can
sit to put on or take off overshoes
& can set things down. Rubbers &
boots are tucked away just below
the bench, on a grillwork shelf that
lets air circulate for quicker drying.
Coats & hats hang on wood peas
deep enough to hold them firmly.
Bad points of these open lockers in-
clude not enough pegs for separate
hanging of extra clothing in ex-
treme weather & use of each locker
by more than one child. A com-
partment shared by two is responsi-
bility of neither & is always in dis-
orderfault of the one not present.
At Blythe Park School, gym shoes
are stored below hinged seats of
benches lining opposite walls. More
often, though, gym shoes are kept
with painting ;mocks & nap rugs in
classrooms, where they are ready
for immediate use. Here again
ventilation is important & a series
of square bins works well.

through, should be on counters or
ledges where they can be phinly
seen & easily reached, looked at &
put back.

PAPIER

Because of its properties, paper is
most unwieldy item school archi-
tects hove to contend with. There
are small sheets & large sheets &
shapeless scraps. Any one kind of
paper may serve half a dozen dif-
ferent purposes. Because paper has
no rigidity it must be stored flat.
Because it is heavy (in quantity) it
can't be piled to any depth. Be-
cause individual sheets are light it
should be stored in something with
sides so it won't slide easily from
grasp of new fingers & spill.

This would indicate that a series of
shallow drawers, each holding a dif-
ferent kind of paper, is best answer.
Possibly most practical solution is

a tier of trays about 1" deep with
only a slight lip on front. Then
children can see into trays without
opening them to make sure they are
getting the right paper. They can
open tray by gripping leading edge,
thus avoiding protruding handles
that could cause injury. Each tray
should be large enough to hold max
sized paper used. (We make ours
for 24 x 36 paper, an allowance not
provided for in manufactured units.)
Then it will file small pieces of paper
equally well as large ones.

BOOKS OTHER SUPPLIES

Books still belong on shelves. As
long as those shelves are not so deep
that books retreat out of children's
reach they will suffice. We believe,
however, that only texts, where any
copy is like any other copy, should
be subject to regimentation & bar-
racking of shelves. Picture books,
books for thumbing & browsing

Storing materials for creation is

more important that storing what
has been created. Pencils, erasers
e, art supplies in general should be
studied for quantitative needs &
provided for necr where they will
be used.

*Senior pal tner Perkins & Will, architects-engi-
neers
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elementary classroom Hagerstown, Mdnote teacher's desk

!1J u*

(MF)
same fro:n corridor offset (MF-M)
note paper drawers & corridor glazing

1

As

open lockers Westwood School, Wo3dstock,
Ill, angled wood pegs (PW-HB)

library Westwood School
wood shelves brick wall (PW-HB)

Clyde School, Glenview,
paper drawers--open smock bins (PW-HB)

tsree-7t-ile,i, -"-

Deerfield, ID. p, ary schoolsink & cabi- art room Willard School, River Forest, Ill.
(PW-HB) cabinets, storage & display sheiving (PW-K)net storage, shell.

corridor displays Westbrook schoolnote
rail at bottom of locker 'W-K)

-

_ ,,,C
kindergarten art area Blythe Park School, shop Roosevelt JHS, River Forest, III. storage arts & crofts lab, Evanston Twp HS project
Riverside, III--shelfes for blocks (PW-HB) below benches, tools roll (PW-K) cupboards in rear (PW-HB)

11111111., maw 11117
Key: (MF-M) McLeod & Ferrcra, AIA (PW-HS) Perkins & Will, AIA (PW-K) Perkins & Will, AIA

photo: Maroon photo : licdrich-Blessing photo: Kranzten
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Fr
storagewall Hillandale, Md, interlocks with
next room (MF-L)

flexible corridor display units (MF-M)

movable casework, Los Angeles area
Kistner, Wright & Wright, MA

Key: (MF-L) McLeod & Ferrara
photo: Robert C. Lautman

Schools

w
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A strong case can be made for mov-
ing storage cabinets within class-
rooms Besides se. ving function of
cnncearng contents, these cabinets
cut down clutter & confusion by
simplifying distribut:on & collection
of supplies Even more important,
they can be used to subdivide an
otherwise monotonous room in rela-
tionship to program teacher wants
to put on. This is especially im-
portant when project is watercolor-
ing. Mobile cabinets can be fitted
with racks that hold water jars tight
against spillage & hold brushes
firmly to prevent damage & accel-
erate drying. Our standard class-
room assembly frequently includes
a little handtruck with a clay jar in
it. These trucks serve as additional
display space & fit under counters
when not in use.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Completed work must be both stored
displayed--display being merely

a psychologically pleasant means of
storing. Display should be of short
duration, since fresh experience
contributes more to education than
raking over embers of past achieve-
ments.

Tacking strips in profusion com-
petently handle display of 2-dimen-
sional work in classrooms. A shal-
low shelf above work counters puts
3-dimensional paper & clay figures
at child's eye level. For more pub-
lic display we like pine panels in
corridors & lobbies, or glass display
cases beside door to each classroom.
Between disp'-iy at school & display
at home, we prefer achievement
files consisting of big, flat pieces of
plywood on which several water-
colors can be laid on top of each
other. These & other storage shelves
fit under counters on which work
is done.

SPECIAL ITEMS

Individual treatment. Metal-&
wood-working tools used in junior &
senior high schools, for example,
we put in vertical tool boxes on cast-
ers which can be moved to point of
need. In schools which have a com-
bination auditorium-playroom we

use dollies that fit under stage for
storing & moving folding chairs.

As a general rule we plan one sink
cabinet, one work bench, one paper
storage unit & one book cabinet per
classroom. All other cabinets are
fitted with adjustable shelves for
ge-feral storage. Shelves serve bet-
ter than drawers whici not only limit
size & shape of items to be stored,
but can pinch fingers. Storage
should have e4 defin'te thv.m.4g1. yer,-
eral purpose. It should never be
used merely to defer a decision.

A friend of oursa teachertold us
an interesting story not long ago.
She had taught for 10 years & had
organized files of excellent material.
It was valuable. It was available.
But that summer the school house
burned & all her stored resource ma-
terial went with it.

"My next year of teaching was much
the best," she related. "I knew well
enough what I wonted. Each proj-
ect for the children had to be or-
ganized afresh, started over with a
sort of make-do technique. What
had been routine became a new &
vigorous experience all over again
for me."

* * k

In spite of this experience periodic
fires should not br counted on
which suggest. that opening line of
this article should be modified to
insure against old-fashioned attic
type of storage in modern dress.



SCHOOL SAFETY
by D. Kenneth Sargent, AI

SAFETY IN SCHOOL buildings is
everyone's business! Building

codes can require it, architects can
plan for it, builders can observe it
during construction & in workman-
ship, school administrators can
maintain it by policy, observation &
timely action, teachers & parents
can encourage it, children can be
taught it.
Every hazardous condition arises be-
cause someone didn't think a prob-
lem thru. Safety engineers are the
only pessimistic prophets that we
cannot afford to discount. While
building codes have helped to re-
duce accidents in buildings they
cannot control all areas of plan-
ning & prevent all accidents.

School authorities & architects must
provide safe structures & facilities
for our youth. Acknowledging such
responsibility, it is difficult to under-
stand hazards which persist in plans
for these structures & for their site
development.

incidence, frequency &
locations of accidents:
General tendencies indicated by sta-
tistical reports such as those of the
National Safety Council, demon-
strate that designers must consider
more than code requirements. Typi-
cal statistics indicate that more acci-
dents occur to senior & junior HS
students than to those in elementary
schools----almost 9/100,000 student-
days occurring to senior HS students
alone. Surprisingly, lowest rate is
shown for children in kindergarten-
to-3 rd-grade group.

Approximately 3x more accidents
occurred to senior & junior HS stu-
dents within buildings than occurred
upon the grounds. Accidents hap-
pening on school grounds were far
more numerous during months of
September & October than other
periods of academic year.
For elementary children, yearly
average is about 11/4x more acci-
dents occurring on grounds than
within buildings. A3 reported month-
ly, accident rate on grounds exceeds
building rate for each month re-
ported.

From such averages, it would appear
that more care should be exercised
in site planning, especially for ele-
mentary schools.

sites & play areas:
Relationship between a school build-
ing & its site development is insep.r
raffle & it is most desirable that ar-
chitects control it & thus correlate
planning of site to building layout.
Careful plannina & design of sites
to avoid hazards will remove many
conditions contributory to accidents.

Obvious hazards due +o bad site
utilization continue to appear in site
plans. Service & other drives all too
frequently bisect school property,
separating school building from
playfield. Schools served by bus
transportation frequently are de-
signed without off-street unloading
platforms, Occasionally such load-
ing platforms are so located as to
mg-.ire pupil to cross bus driveway.
Designs for bus unloading areas too
often disregard necessity of segrega-
tion of age groups immediately upon
discharge from vehicle.

Piay areas should also be so planned
as to separate age groups into pref-
erably four units, namely: kinder-
garten & primary, 4th-6th grades,
junior HS & senior HS. In larger
schools, where separate instructors
are provided for each sex, some of
these areas should be further di-
vided. Screening, such as natural
barriers or planting, is desirable to
separate them. Divisional screen-
ing is especie.ly necessary where
hazard areas such as outfields of
ball diamonds are adjacent to other
playfields. Where playgrounds
border streets provide adequate pro-
tection by fences, planting or both.

Isolation of different age groups,
necessary because of varying play
habits & preferences, can be volun-
tarily affected by proper distribution
of play equipment. Swings, chutes
& such p".ay equipment should be
placed at some distance from haz-
ards resulting from normal games
of other age groups. Since young
elementary school students are at-
tracted by such equipment, the
group will normally occupy only that
general area. Isolated play areas,
in other words, must provide tacili-
ties to cater to normal preferences
of specific age groups.

Sites of adequate area will always
prove safer than an overcrowded lo-
cation upon which, because of traf-
fic, it is impossible to maintain suit-
able turf.

SITE STANDARDS
(NY State Education Dept)

elementary: 5 acres minimum. for 200
pupils.
1 arm additional for each 100
aclat,ional pupils

secondary: 10 acres minimum for 250
pupils
2 acres additional for each 100
additional pupils
\".."..0.0.1111MWIIIION11111111.10111110

That these figures are minimum, is
demonstrated by size of sites pur-
chased in central NY. Elementary
schools, enrollment of which ap-
proximates 500 children, usually
take 12-15 acres. For secondary
schools, average site area is from
30-50 acres.

There is no sut ;tute for turf as a
safe ground cover, except for park-
ing & organized game areas, such
as courts. Too often districts, faced
with continued maintenance cost of
grass, have turned to paving or
gravel or bare ground which are
worse. We who design should im-
press upon building owners long
term advantage of maintaining
grass on play areas

Many casualties might be avoided if
proper setting of play equipment is
required. It seems unnecessary to
observe that concrete paving is im-
proper for such equipment as merry -
go- rounds, yet such fundamentals
are all too frequently overlocked.

Tanbark or rubber-bcsed resilient
paving are ideally suited to play sur-
faces subject to concentrated & con-
tinuous wear. Turf is best suited
for all-round ground cover for most
play fields.

Plan of sites & building should be
such as to make easy supervision of
play areas should provide easy
access fc ,e in charge of each
subdivisit. .r site. Note that office
windows of principal, physical edu-
cation instructor or teachers facing
playgrounds will not result in proper
field supervision. Easy access to
play fields will insure presence pf
supervisors to a greater degree than
will windows.
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Where sites are hilly & uneven too
many designers resort to high re-
taining walls. Use of walls for
change of grades should be dis-
cou raged. Such steep slopes may be
held against erosion by ground cover
8 planting. Cost of maintenance of
such areas is far less than cost of
occidental falls. Rails & parapets
for such walls or areas fail to pro-
vide safety but rather are an invita-
tion +,- Pr .r thia (dr-liar grruipc,
most accidents occur inside build-
ings. Building interiors should re-
ceive careful consideration to insure
planning for safety.

stairs:
Regardless of code requirements,
many serious accidents occur on
stairs. Direct cause in many cases
is student carelessness or roughness.
Nevertheless we should attempt de-
sign which will prevent secondary
causes of these accidents such as
onn;sr:on of rails, too long runs &
other defects. Romps are no safer
than, stairs Dirmnation of stairs
by construction cf one-tor struc
li.r,:s is to be des,red & cLrtainlv a
must for elementary schools.

Difficulties of one-story construction
in large secondary schools, due to
i.rteer r srric!! sites, nmay crctate

st!..ict..res C:r,7"etc
elimination of stairs from such
school buildings is practically impos-
sible but great care should be exer-
cised in des;gn. No stair should be
designed with risers in excess of
61/2" for secondary pupils or 6" for
elementary children. No straight
runs should be allowed. Intermedi-
ate landings should provide change
in direction. Provide handrails easy
to grasp, on each side cf the stair at
30" above nosing. For open stairs
use a guard rail 45" high. Con-
struction of a wire barrier or stock-
ade over (;-,is height does not appear
to be justified.

general, stars should be designed
for double files of students. To in-
crease width of stars for triple lines
of students is not as desirable as
more stairs---not to mention safety
resulting from less congested corri-
dor intersections. Although such
design is more expensive, its merits
justify cost.
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use on all stairways without 'endue
congestion of any one stair. Con-
sideration should be given to total
peak-use at end of each class period.
A detci:ed study of stair capacity in
which adn nistrator assign is rooms &
studies travel distance & frequency
of student use of each element will
result in better & safer pianning of
these circulation elements & exits

Well-located stairs will also result
in adequate exits. All such exit
stairs should land directly at ground
level with exterior doors immedi-
ately accessible. Avoid too distant or
circuitous travel from stair to exits.
Dead-end corridors projecting be-
yond exits are not desirable & are
prohibited by most codes.

fire-safety:
Protection from fire is a big subject
& within scope of this paper only
salient observations can be made.
Most victims of fire lose their lives
as a result of carbon monoxide
rather than actual burns. Thus,
stair locations should prevent any
direct physical connection with base-
ment, heating Ocnts, storage areas,
or other hazardous locations. When
doors from such danger zones open
into stair halls, such doors should
open against trarfic & should be
equipped with automatic closing de-
vices. Doors between such areas &
stair halls should, of course, be else-
where located where possible. It is
assumed that all stair halls are con-
structed of non-combustible mate-
rials.

One most logical fire prevention
method is construction of fire-resist-
ant buildings designed to encourage
"good housekeeping" in hazard
areas. In non-fire-resin ive Luildings
such rooms as boiler, electric distri-
bution, storage & fan rooms should
be of fire-retarding construction
with insulating light-weight plaster
ceilings & walls & openings provided
with fire doors.

If such adequate storage rooms are
provided, there will be less tenden,:y
to rr:suse plenum chambers & fan
rooms for dead siorage, a very bad
condition too frequently found in
school buildings.

Ralph Trumbull
cork wainscot in contact areas

Because of great fire hazard of base-
ment areas, such space should be
separated from occupied portions of
building by fire partitions & doors.

gymnasiums:
The gymnasium is also an area of
high accident frequency. As in most
other accidents, nature of activities
in the gym has much to do with the
accident ro:e. Such reasoning should
not be an excuse, however, tor con-
struction & detail detrimental to
safety of occupants.

Too many gymnasiums are wains-
cotted with brick or other masonry.
Such material has a very hard, sur-
face & sharp edges at joints are like-
ly to cause skin burns & lacerations.
Flush surfaces, such as wood panels
when smooth-finished & waxed,
have proved much more satisfactory.
When properly backed with solid
wood furring an adequate anchorage
for equipment also results. Inade-
quate or improper anchorage of
gyi -nasium equipment to nrasonry
walls has been c common cause of
seriojs mil gaps.

Slippery floors, especially gymna-
sium floors, may be avoided. Al-
though no specific recommendation
can be made, the surface of any
floor material can become most dan-
gerous when maintained with wax
as is almost universal procedure in
school buildings. Samples of sev-
eral waxes should be tried from time
to time & tested for slipperiness as
well as wear & cleanliness. Surfaces

worris
smooth wood wainscot on strong
blocking for equipment attachment

Studio

resulting from different waxes vary
so much as to change considerably
the degree of hazard within an ar,-a.

shops:
As indicated by statistics, a great
many school accidents originate in
shops. Most accidents that occur
in these spaces are due to improper
guarding of machinery or use of
power tools. The architect can con-
trol safety of such areas to some de-
gree by observing fundamental
safety principles.

by allocating adequate space for each
machine to be installed, with sufficient
work area around equipment to allow

proper use of tool (US Office of Education
hopes to supplement its study of body
dimensions with shop clearances, etc.)
by adequately lighting machine & bench

areas to illuminztion levers miggested for
operations involved
by selecting non-slip type floor for all
machine & bench areas

Ample, well-lighted storage areas
will avoid danger of improperly
stored material & equipment. School
shop design & plans can copy details
of industrial construction which have
increased safety of worker to a point
where he is safer at work than at
home.

color:
Current industrial practice includes
careful safety planning of colors of
backgrounds, equipment, moving
parts & controls. Several paint man-
ufacturers have published recom-
mendations for such color aids to
safety.
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SCHOOL PLANTS IN EMERGENCY AND DISASTER
by Walter Rein AlA

EVEN SUPERFICIAL INVESTI-
LGATION of a modern school
plant indicates easy conversion into
an efficient disaster emergency re-
ception center or hospital. Those
features which are not identical or
similar, or which a hospital would
r !quire but not a school, are readily
adaptable from facilities usually
available in school plants. This ap-
proximation could be made even
closer if we would but plan new
schools for emergency service from
the start.

As a rule, a school plant consists
of groups of buildings arranged ac-
cording to usecentral, peripheral,
or in a finger plan. At least class-
rooms proper are connected with one
another, as the local climate requires,
by covered or enclosed walls Gr cor-
ridors, usually between 6' -101 wide.

The different facilities could be
transformed easily t.) serve emer-
gency needs if a few specific require-
ments were incorporated in school
plans.

WHY SHOULD ARCHITECTS LOOK
INTO THIS PROBLEM?

Architects have a contribution to
make to civil defense and effective
preparedness for emergencies of all
sorts. Civil defense information
sheets issued by FCDA and the US
Office of Education recommend con-
sultation with school engineers (who
service heating plants) and with
school nurses on planning of school
shelters and emergency hospital fa-
cilities. Architects would be equally
well, if not better qualified to help.
The /NIA Hurricane Committee is
already working on programs of op-
eration for disaster relief rendered
by our schools whenever disaster
strikes, in flood, earthquake, tornalo,
hurricane, explosion, or fire. It seems
obvious that scope of this committee
should be extended to include civil
defense.

THE DANGER

In 1955, when bombs were far less
destructive than those of today, when
neither sputniks nor ICBMs were a
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reality yet, a number of official in-
formation sheets were issued em-
phasizirg necessity of preparing for
mass exodus of urban populations in
case of an attack warning. At that
time it was reported that a test bomb
explosion had made a crater 175'
deep and that at a distance of 15
miles from ground zero pf.ople
would require fallout-proof, shelters
in order to survive.

Only a few months ago, many of
our citizens would still have dis-
carded as far-fetched the view that
we are exposed to nuclear attack
not any longer. All of us ale now
aware of powerful technical possibili-
ties in the hands of our adversaries.

According to FCDA, an attack re-
leasing just under 400 megatons (400
million tons) of energy would result
in an est'mated 40 million casual-
ties, with 16 million killed the first
day. 2,500 megatons would kill an
estimated 104 million people.
Clearly, planned mass exodus would
be a futile undertaking. The new
situation calls for new analysis.

Researchers at large Naval
Radiological Defense Lalratoi y
point to the fact that there is no way
to "run and hide," that shelters and
rehabilitation facilities are the only
answerwithout alternative. This
was again emphasized recently by
Dr Edward Teller and Dr Vannevar
Bush who spoke before the Senate
Preparedness subcommittee. Dr Tel-
ler used the expression "passive de-
fense" when he stressed need for
shelters and for preparatory steps to
restore the country physically and
economically after a nuclear attack.

It is clear that these serious warn-
ings mean that we have to get ready
for the worst and should not expect
that an enemy would v, aste his ef-
forts with anything but his most de-
structive weapons. This is the view
also of the Naval Radiological De-
fense Laboratory and civil defense
administrators share it.

Shelters designed to save people
under nuclear attack are quite dif-
ferent from bomb shelters which
some of us may have seen or used

during the two world wars. They
no have to afford protection against
possible injury from blast, heat, light,
initial radiation, and radioactive fall-
out.

Modern bombs, according to Air
Force Secretary Quarles, destroy
everything within a 12 mile radius,
cause serious damage for 40 miles,
mass casualties from radiation for
90 miles and dangerous radiation for
175 miles around. There is no flee-
ing from these effects anymore. It
would seem to be a wise precaution
and an excellent investment if our
new schools as well as other public
and semi-public buildings were
equipped with adequate shelters.

It is assumed that such an initial
attack NA ould take such proportions
as are thought to be required to
knock out our country in one mg
swoop. Schools in those areas which
were spared would be commandeered
and would become centers and
gathering places for survivors from
stricken areas. Therefore, schools
ought tc be prepared to care for
everyone possible.

Oceans have ceased to be barriers
against destructive attacks by an
enemy equipped with ICBMs, U-
boats, supersonic planes, and H-
bombs. We are now more open to
enemy attack than, say, Belgium was
to German attacks. It is one of the
most unpopular task of community
leaders to keep unpleasant realities
before the eyes of the public and tc,
promote measures of precaution and
preparatio before any type of dis-
aster strikes. Working for precau-
tiona-y measures is, however, not
without rewards. it is gratifying to
restore in our fellow man some feel-
ing of security by creating visible and
tangible manifestations of readiness
and preparedness, thereby directly
improving his health and well-being.
Architects can make important con
tributions in this extension of their
public professional service.

The problem of preserving human
lives and reducing human suffering
under H-bomb attack has been ap-
proached from various angles. Pions



for evacuating entire urban popula-
tions upon alarm or warning must be
discarded as unrealistic. Neither
means of transportation nor roads
populations would have to travel
over are available for a mass flight
nor would there be time to flee far
enough, since radius of destructive
force has increased with size and
kind of bombs. Actually, loss of
life might be ir greased many times
by the fact that the masses of people
on clogged roadswithin a diameter
of 350 miles from explosionwould
be entirely unprotected and exposed
to radiation. The old recommenda-
tion to duck into a ditch must be
termed almost na;-'e in the face of
radiation and fallout dangers. The
whole evacuation -ncept has been
shattered by Senator Dirksen's recent
revelation that our elaborate Distant
Earl, Warning Radar System (DEW
line), just completed at tremendous
expense, will not detect missiles in
time.

The idea of defending a city has
also been abandoned as hopeless in
the face of modern means o: de-
struction. 0... forces will attempt
to intercept projectiles on their way,
before they reach their targets. Be-
yond that, we must try to protect
human lives by shelters, and to re-
store some semblance of bearable
living conditions after destruction of
accustomed environment. To this
end, our schools should legically be
enlisted and prepared.

While totalitarian countries can
enforce construction of ample :.el-
ters as a condition of building per-
mits, we prefer to rely upon vol-
untary cooperation. To stimulate
such cooperation is one of our press-
ing tasksleadership is needed. If
we do not provide for disaster relief
ahead of the disaster, there will be
no relief.

In a community located within the
effective radius of an atomic ex-
plosion, merely saving lives would
not do. When the time comes that
the fires have been extinguished, the
ra.liation has sufficiently abated, and
the sumvors could venture to dig
them elves out from their shelters,
tl-oy would all be in need of care.
Many would be sick or injured, and
the whole population would be indi-

gent, helpless, destitute, by destruc-
tion or poisoning of water supply,
food, clothes, and shelter. Decon-
tamination would top the list of their
immediate wants. Radiological con-
tamination of large areas would re-
duce availability of local resources
and facilities. Recovery, testing, re-
habilitation, and decontamination
will become an immediate and para-
mount problem.

At that moment, disaster centers,
ready and equipped to furnish water,
clothes, food, and shelter wc'1'4 be
true blessings. Hospitals, empty hos-
pitals, to minister to sick and in-
jured, would be invaluable. There
would not be one person among all
who had been able in that extremity
to save their skin.,, who would hesi-
tate to give any of his earthly pos-
sessions for a ready-made receiving
center open to him.

Existing hospitals, insufficient in
peacetime, could not meet sudden
emergency needs of mass casualties.
To add to this dilemma, it must be
assumed that hospitals situated in
an attack area would be obliterated
along with all other structures. H-
bombs are non-selective.

Our school boards could well seize
the initiative by in.,:sting that their
schools incorporate at least a mini-
mum of preparatory measures which
would make schools suitable emer-
gency hospitals and receiving centers
in times of disaster. Architects, when
studying plans, would find that a
large number of preparations listed
below could be incorporated without
curtailing requirements of school
construction program proper. Such
incorporation of facilities for the
school's second duty will not lead to
record low cost figures per square
foot of school plant, or per student,
1- ut the well-being of the community
as a whole should be a paramount
responsibility--achie _meat of some
record low cost figure a secondary
considera

Measures preparing the school for
service as a disaster relief center
would make the school still more im-
portant to the community, would
further more intip.,te relations be-
tween school and community. Com-
munity organizations should be in-
vited to visit the school plant, to in-

spect its facilities and preparatory
measures, with the aim that mem-
bers of the community should be-
come thoroughly familiar with them
in order to be able, if necessary, to
take over certain emergency func-
tions.

HOSPITALS AT A MOMENT'S NOTICE

Modern school plants should be
prepared to provide:

shelter and cover with filtered
ventilation
capabilities for feeding, housing
and care of hungry and homeless
casualty care, first-aid station
emergency hospital care

e medical supplies, water, blankets,
clothing
health and sanitation requirements
fire protection
decontamination

e family rehabilitation, counsel, re-
ferral

Far more than mere shelter is ready
at hand in our school plants, if we
will but recognize po.entialities.

CLASSROOMS

Obviously, academic classrooms
would make inost comfoi able wards.
Heating, ventilation and lighting are
efficient, floors and walls are hy-
gienic, acoustical treatment reduces
noises, colors are restful and pleas-
ing, there are often drinking foun-
tains in the classrooms or nearby,
and ample toilet facilities. Many
classrooms are even equipped with
blackout curtains, now used during
periods of audio-visual education.
Stretcher bearers could well negotiate
normal 36" wide classroom doors
for wheeling beds in and out of
wards, a door width of at least 40"
would be preferable.

TEACHERS' WO&KROOMS

Some school plans show teachers'
workroom:. or offices between class-
rooms. From these rooms, teachers
can watch adjoining classrooms
through glass panels. These rooms
are often equipped with a sink end
counters with cabinets underneath
Naturally, these workrooms would
become ideal nurses .,cations. In the
cabinets, blankets, linen, pillows,
sterilizers, drugs, splints, and many
other items which a nurse must have
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at haw! could be stored.If room
has telephone or speaker connection
with administration area, as they
often do, so much the better.

Where school structures of more
than one story in height are con-
sidered for auxiliary use as wards,
there should be an elevator of suffi-
cient size to allow for a stretcher or
bed with two attendants. Service
elevators, often planned for such
buildings, could be dimensioned and
located accordinglywhich may
make them more efficient for either
task.

COVERED PASSAGES

Covered passages between build-
ings obviously facilitate eonverCon.
Walks could be used, of course, to
move patients from one building to
another, for instance, between ward
and operating suite. Walks would
also enable doctors, nurses, ltretcher
bearers, and ambulant patients to
get around in any weather without
exposure, as well as facilitate dis-
tribution of food by carts.

HEALTH CENTER

Most schools have a health center,
either in a separate building or in a
wing, often near administration. In
larger schools, such a health center
often consists of a reception room,
a nurses' room, restrooms with cots
for boys and girls, toilet rooms, and
at least one treatment room with
good-size storage. S- letimes, there

SSim

are additional doctor's and dentist's
rooms. Restrooms are usually ar-
ranged in such a manner that nurse
can watch bell-, rooms from her desk
through glass panels. Those rooms
would make isolation wards provid-
ing real safety I tom cross infections
or spread of contagion.

Other rooms of health centers will
be found suitable for conversion into
operating suitessize and general
layout permitting. These rooms, too,
should be planned from the start for
both purposes and should be
equipped with proper utility connec-
tions. It will be found that installa-
tions required for possible limited
operating suites will be just as usable
for health center's normal functions

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES

Administrative offices would prob-
ably continue to be used for their
original purpose, or at least some of
them, to accommodate reception cen-
ter or hospital managementtheir
built-in facilities would be just right
for either purpose.

CAFETERIA, MULTI-PURPOSE ROOM

All persons housed at reception
center need food in addition to cloth-
ing and shelter. It will be a tremend-
ous load on cafeteria and the home-
making kitchens to prepare and dis-
tribute this food. Cafeteria must be
expected to work around the clock
and should be planned accordingly,
especially storage areas.

MEETING ROOMS

in some schools, there are rooms
for parent-teacher meetings, lounges
for teaching staff and other accessory
rooms, usually with lavatories, toilet
facilities and conveniences for pre-
paring snacks. These suites could be
used to house medical staff.

SCIENCE CLASSROOMS

For an emergency hospital to func-
tion properly, a pharmacy, labora-
tory, pathological examination rcom,
and morgue would be desirable. With
some planning, these facilities can
be satisfactorily contrived hi our
high schools from biology, physics
and chemistry classrooms without
too many extra installations that
would not be required for classroom
use proper.

SHOP BUILDINGS

Wood, metal, auto, and radio
shops of the school are vital for a
disaster center and hospital. Impor-
tance of metal and woodworking
shops for maintenanc3 and repair
work is obvious. It would be up to
auto shop to keep ambulances in
good repair, while radio shop would
keep radio communications open. A
2-way radio station would be found a
great blessingsince the flood dis-
aster they are now standard in New
England hospitalsand they have
obvious educational possibilities.

An auxiliary power plant or an
emergency generator, availar-le in



many schools, would be essential, as
the normal power supply cannot be
expected to be available in such an
emergency as we are preparing for.

SHOWER ROOMS

These large showers, usually rear
gymnasium, will prove to be of high-
est value for decontamination of
multitudes of people who were ex-
posed to nuclear facilities.

HOMEMAKING CLASSROOMS

These classrooms contain house-
keeping, sewing and cooking equip-
ment and can serve well as diet
kitchens, nurseries, even maternity
wards, laundries, and man -facturing
shops for clothes and bed linen.

AUDITORIUM, GYMNASIUM, MUSIC
OR DnAMATIC ARTS BUILDINGS,
SPORTS FIELDS

If such facilities are available, they
will in all likelihood be used to aug-
ment other facilities to house those
multitudes of refugees from disaster
areas who, after having been decon-
taminated and provided with clean
clothes, may not be in immediate
need of medical attention but are
destitute and homeless.

Probably, tents or barracks will
have to be erected on sports fields
and play grounds to house those who
have no place to go.

WAREHOUSE

Storage is one of the biggest prob-
lems. The school warehouse, if there
is one, will as a rule prove too small.
Sufficient storage facilities are one of
the critical items which would have
to be planned just for the second
emergencyduty of the plant, un-
less a centralized warehouse is main-
tained by the school district some-
where nearby.

INCINERATOR

School incinerator would safely
dispose of all combustible waste not
emanating dangerous radiation.

WATER WELL

A very critical item in any dis-
aster will be water supply. Water is
vital for survival, but normal sup-
ply will, in all likelihood, not func-
tion or water may be poisoned by
flood, fallout or chemical warfare. For

this reason, every school plant should
have its own, independent water well
and pump system to provide at least
one source of potable water in the
area. Such installations pay for
themselves, even though the emer-
gency for which we are preparing
may never occur. In the New Eng-
land floods, hospitals were served
with fresh water by tank truAs
but no means of connecting truck to
plumbing was avaiP !e this would
be an easy provision to install in a
school.

DRIVEWAYS, PARKING

Driveways planned to carry school
buses or supply trucks, are fully
adequate to carry ambulances. Stor-
age of spare parts and automotive
fuel is one of the problems for which
a solution must be found.

PLANNING AT LOCAL LEVEL

By necessity, foregoing suggested
uses of existing school facilities for
emergency hospitals and receiving
centers can be only an outline and do
not present a complete program.
Neither is this the place to go beyond
such generalized suggestions, nor
would wide variation in school plants
and their physical makeup permit
statement of rules which could be
followed by the majority.

We hope to have shown, however,
that school plants can readily be
made into self-sustained islands of
assistance and service. There may
be more buildings or fewerthey
may serve different purposes or may
be combined and laid out in various
ways suggesting quite different solu-
tions for emergency use. For this
reason, a recipe for conversion plan-
ning would be of little value.

Such planning can only be done ac
local level. If possible, the architect
who planned the school in the first
place, if he has experience in hospi-
tal requirements, should be entrusted
with conversion planning.

If the school is still on the drafting
boards, the archite charge will
know best whether his experience in
hospital planning is sufficient or
whether he should call in a hospital
expert. It would be folly, indeed,
if we should fail to make these rela-
tively fcw and simple preparations.

The wisdom of designing our new
schools with their emergency func-
tion in mind can hardly be overem-
phasizPd. Double function derign
should be made mandatory for all
new schools.

WHO PAYS?

Funds might be spent, in numer-
ous ways, were they available, for
our children's education. Those dis-

r'nn ctill firinnvP their
schools by bond issues, may find it
easier to convince the electorate of
the desirability of the school if ate
plan provides for tar gible disaster
relief and protection for the popula-
tion in addition to teaching facilities
for their children. If the people car
be made to understand that their
money will pay off doubly, will serve
two different purposes, will buy two
commodities at almost th e pri ;e of
one, thai the buildings erected with
the funds will serve double duty,
they may be more inclined to vote
in favor of a school bond issue.

The states; hard pised to finance
school 'iuildings in districts which
have exhausted bonding capacity,
have so far been unable to finance
anything but traditional essentials.

Federal aid for school construc-
tion, if it had been adopted by Con-
gress, might have been another way
to finance a conversion program be-
cause financing disaster aid is a fed-
eral responsibility:

Public Law 875 provides for con-
tinuing means of assistance by the
federal government to states and
local governments to alleviate suf-
ferings and damage resulting from
major disasters
Public Law :34 provides for do-
nation or loan of surplus federal
equipment and supplies to states
for use or distribution by them
under Public Law 875.
Public Law 107 authorizes federal
assistance in providing temporary
housing or other emergency shel-
ter for disaster sufferers.
Public Law 480 provides for mak-
ing maximum efficient use of sur-
plus agricultural. commodities
Executive Order 10427 of 16 Tan
1953, provides that the Federal
Civil Defense Administration, act-
ing on behalf of the President
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shall direct federal agencies to pro-
vide assistance in major disaster.
CD Information Sheet 31 * lists

arricag the duties of CD wardens to
"help set ur improvised camps, as-
sist in emergency feeding, lodging,
registration, first aid, decontamina-
tion, and caring for dependent per-
sons and children at assembly and
reception areas or other encamp-
ments."

Therefore, to get federal funds al-
lotted for the purpose of preparing
our schools for emergency hospital
and reception center duty should be
possible under existing legislation
since a comparatively small exper.li-
ture would bring a large return, not
only in progress in a sadly lacking
development, but also in the great
emotional value of restoring a certain
feeling of security, a reassurance that
our government is doing something
effecrive to protect us from the r' si-
dual and perhaps worse consequences
of an enemy attack.

So far, civilian protection is want-
ing to an alarming degree. The
President is said to have now under
consideration a civilian shelter pro-
gram costing $22 billioa over a 10
year period. Here seems to be a step
in the right direction. Part of this
money, once available, should be
coupled with a program as outlined
above to mobilize and prepare our
schools for their second duty as
emergency hospitals and support
centers.

* The role Of the warden in the H-bomb
area. 1955. (Supt of Documents, US Gov-
ernment Printing Office, Washington 25,
DC 5c)
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PLANNING A SCHOOL MAINTENANCE & REPAIR PROGRAM

by James Neil Morris*

SOUND MAINTENANCE of school
plant facilities is application of

people, tools & materials to protect
capital investment, to increase ef-
ficient utilization & io reduce cost.

This type of maintenance is a work-
able & positive thing. It doesn't
just prevent something it pro-
duces. It does not mean c.dded
cost it mdaiis substantial savings
thru judicious use of public funds
to produce maximum & efficient uti-
lization of existing facilities. What's
n.ure, it is practical, realistic & at-
tainable.

Within less than 10 years, industry
will double its maintenance expend-
itures to about $22 billion annually
as result of automation & necessity
of answering riddle o-` more produc-
tion v ith less labor. Similar in.
creases will be reflected in school
b gilding maintenance by reason of
new construction, obsolescence &
changed conditions of use. It has
been estimated that our present pub-
lic, elementary & secondary school
plant facilities are valued at ap-
proximately $27.2 billion & in-
cludes approximately 2.5 billion sf
of gross floor area. It is conserva-
tively estimated that annual cost of
housekeeping, recurring repairs, re-
placements & improvements to this
group of buildings is approx. $1.5
billion on year-to-year basis. In spite
of this substantial cost, over-all
quality of school plant maintenance
at national level leaves much to be
desired.

Ultimate aim of all good mainte-
nance programs is to reduce unit
cost of goods sold or services ren-
de red.

Planned maintenance helps industry
do this by getting maximum use
from facilities & equipment & by pro-
viding reminder to perform recur-
ring repairs & replacements on

Consulting maintenance engineer, Washington
DC

planned rather than hit-or-miss
basis. Same thinking should apply
to school plant maintenance.

When we talk about school main-
tenance, oddly enough we are also
talking about people people in
organized effort with specific re-
sponsibilities to their work & to each
other. It is not purpose of this ar-
ticle to outline methods to be fol-
lowed 1 organizing a maintenance
crew, how to assign responsibilities
or how to handle employee-relations

but to present a few comments &
suggestions that may be of assist-
ance to school administrators.

survey:
In giving consideration to a sound
maintenance & repair program, it is
essential to establish & maintain a
complete & accurate record system.

First step toward this end is thorough
survey & inspection of all existing
facilities & equipment. Obviously,
school manogement must know what
it has & where it is before plant may
be maintained properly. White
need for such detailed survey & in-
spection may seem self-evident to
most school administrators, it is

surprising how many maintenance
people don't know what they have
or where it is located.

Professional architectural & engi-
neering personnel should be used
for survey & inspection of school
building facilities & all related
equipment. Ideal arrangement
would, be to use architectural serv-
ices initially employed in design &
construction of facilities as these
professional services should be pro-
jected into operation & maintenance
of physical plant. In any event, sur-
vey & inspection should cover all por-
tions of building structure from
foundations thru roof, including all
mechanical & electrical installa-
tions.

evaluation & report:
Next step is professional evaluation
of survey data to determine main-
tenance & repair plocedures. A de-
tailed, comprehensive report should
be presented to management for
study & implementation. This nar-
rative report should list every routine
housekeeping operation & outline
procedures to be followed on daily,
weekly, monthly, quarterly & annual
basis. Cleaning & sanitation proced-
ures should be clearly & concisely
described for each individual sur-
face & /or material incorporated in
structure. Personnel requirements
should be established & work sched-
ules outlined so as to assure maxi-
mum utilization of manpower & ma-
terials. Professional evaluation of
these data will permit establishment
of realistic budget for general house-
keeping & sanitation in accordance
with accepted standards.

As general rule, school aciministra-
tcr is not enthusiastic about spend-
ing money for maintenance & re-
pairs. What he wants is to avoid
breakdowns & expensive repair bills.

We accept fact that breakdowns &
repairs can be caused by too little
maintenance, but there is also such
a thing as too much maintenance.

We should stress importance of
properly evaluating maintenance
for each individual building struc-
ture. It is necessary to know what
surfaces & equipment must have
constant & careful attention to
guard against breakdowns & to pro-
mote sound housekeeping & sanita-
tion practices. It is also important
to know what portions of building &
equipment may be safely neglected
without serious penalty until a
planned periodic maintenance is ac-
complished.

prevention:
A sound preventive maintenance
program must be designed & applied
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to vital components of building
structure & its equipment where
breakdowns would interrupt essen
tial services, cause expenditure of
large sur,s of money for repairs, or
endanger health or safety of per-
sonnel. Reasonable sequence of
work should be established & re-
ceive conscientious followup in form
of regular inspections on part of
school management. Consideration
should also be given to fact that
there is 3 normal life to all structures
& equipment. It is not good judg-
ment to squeeze last operating dol-
lar out of expensive finishes & vital
equipment It is best to make regu-
lar & perk c inspections so as to
discover incipient repairs before
they develop into major replace-
ments.

personnel:
It is of utmost importance that
management re-appraise criteria
now being followed in many areas
when selecting maintenance person-
nel who will be responsible for main-
tenance & protection of facilities
representing large capital outlay or
continuous expenditure of substan-
tial public funds. Jack-of-all-trades
who, with toolkit in one hand & oil-
can in other, has been made fully
responsible for all phases of main-
tenance is no longer the solution.

Even in average elementary school,
maintenance operations should be
departmentalized & elevated to
same professional status now as-
signed to other related duties in ad-
ministrative & teaching fields. Term
"school janitor" should be discarded
immediately & replaced by more
realistic "superintendent of main-

s

tenance" or other similar title. Good
housekeeping & general sanitation
practices have their effect upon im-
pressionable minds of children &
qualified professional maintenance
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personnel must provide clecn & well-
maintained buildings if school
health program is to be effective.

procedures:

V^!..e of time & motion studies in
performance of most simple main-
tenance operation cannot be overly
emphasized. There is right way &
wrong way to sweep, dust, mop & to
do a' ,ther routine duties that make
up a goo/ housekeeping program.

A simple little procedure like having
each mopper place a small steel
wool pad under the ball of each
foot lets him knock off chewing-gum
& heel-marks without bending over.

A few minutes here & there will
soon save daily manhours. A realis-
tic training program for all main-
tenance personnel will produce di-
vidends as it keeps them current
with latest techniques & develop-
ments. A most successful school
maintenance program conducts reg-
ular training programs for students
& teachers alike in tactful recog-
nition that each member of entire
school family is an active participant
on their over-all maintenance team.

costs:

Cost of schocl housekeeping pro-
grams will vary, of course, with each
individual building & local conditions
of use. Experience has demon-
strated that a well-planned program
of housekeeping for a modern high-
school plant should cost approx 25c
to 30c/sf/yr on a recurring basis.

While some school systems point
with pride to fact that their house-
keeping costs may be as low as 15c/
sf, inspection of these facilities will
immediately reveal quality of work
well below normally accepted stand-
ards

There is a rapidly growing trend
throughout industry toward use of
contract custodial services for all
housekeeping. It offers many ad-
vantages to schools in areas where
such service is now available thru
qualified & experienced contractors.

Data developed during recent
vey of 4500 publicly-owned bu,'d-
ings throughout US has focused pur-
ticular attention on annual cost of
recurring repairs, replacements &
improvements required to update
these facilities tc provide efficient
utilization of space &/or to replace
outmoded buildings with new struc-
tures. Each of these categories were
broken down into 20 line-items of
work during evaluation of field data
for analysis. Average age of build-
ings surveyed was 27.2 years. Total
gross floor area of approximately
113 million sf was involved. Each
building was inspected by qualified
& experience construction manage-
ment engineer or architect.

Approximately 4% of total buildir js
surveyed were found to be obsolete
to point where expenditure of ad-
ditional funds for maintenance was
not considered prudent. Structures
considered suitable for continued
economical usage were evaluated on
basis of thorough updating during
next 5 years, including installation
of adequate lightin r condition-
ing, as well as expo J n & remodel-
ing to meet needs of occupying
agencies & rapidly expanding work-
load.

Applying these ield data to national
group as a whole, it -developed that
a reasonable budget could be es-
tablished for repairs as foliows:
recurring repairs 16c/sf/yr
replacements 7c
improvements 8c

Following table breaks down repair-
dollar into %s of total cost so as to
flag significant line-items of work
for close attention & remedial ac-
tion:
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line-item of work recurring repairs replacements improvements

landscaping 3.0% 2.2% 0.3%
sidewalks & drives 6.4 4.9 1.2

electrical work 4.0 2.1 5.5

lighting 1.5 4.1 9.4

heating 5.3 C.5 1.4

air conditioning 1.8 48.2

ventilating 1.6 4.3 3.2
ft1B1111111/1irlel 4.1 12.2 0.4

roof work 4.6 22.0 0.3

remodeling 3.3 5.1 20.1

floors 4.'1 14.1 1.0

structural 3.1 11.4 2.3

painting 40.5 2.6 0.7
other 16.7 6.5 6.0

With appropriate variations to suit
local conditions, these cost factors
may be used c.s yordstick for over-
all problem of k e pa i r s to school
buildings. At national level, it de-
velops a program of recurring re-
pairs to heating & plumbing systems,
as an example, valued at approx
$37.5 million. Along with a recur-
ring painting program valued at ap-
prox $162.5 million, this points out
need for closer look by all profes-
sional groups concerned with design,
construction & maintenance of
school building facilities.

typical problem - dampness:
Water moisture problems are per-
haps root of more evil in building
maintenance than any other factors.
While it is entirely possible in theory
to produce masonry walls that will
not leak, workmen become careless
in use of brick, stone & mortar. End
result is damage to interior finishes
& unexpected repair costs

In damp & humid areas, it is good
practice to use a proper waterproof-
ing & toxic additive to oil paints to
combat fungus & decay. One manu-
facturer combines 3 concentrated
phenols with his waterproofing com-
pound to produce toxic effect of full-
strength creosote without staining.
It is immediately apparent chat a
prime coat of this type of material
will kill suction in surface to be
painted, extend paint-coverage &
add life to painted surface. This

same type of material is also used to
advantage as spray coat -,ver ma-
sonry surfaces pain Id with cement
water paints - all without color or
texture of painted surface.

Within past few years, significant
developments have taken place in
development of palming materials.
Key to most paint failures is im-
proper selection of materials, faulty
workmanship & failure to prepare
properly surface to be painted. One
cannot expect to apoly paint over
accumulated dirt & grease & get a
perfect job.

leaking roofs:
Widespread use of pea gravel cin-
ders & other similar mate-ials as fill
for built-up composition roofs is
questionable from stancpoint of
maintenance. Leaks are practically
impossibie to find. In addition to
added weight, this type of fill de-
velop & holds heat & re-roofing be-
comes a problem. Development of
mineroi ;iydrocarbon polymers & use
over past 15 years indicates that
spray applications of liquid alumi-
num foil (in lieu of conventional
fill over built-up composition roof
surfaces may be partial answer to
these maintenance problems.

cleaning:
Development of chemical detergents
permits school management to select
one material to do entire cleaning

job Use of deodorant blocks & so-
coiled disinfectant:: in toilet areas
serves no useful purpose & is a good
indication that careless cleaning
H!bits are being followed. Clean
ixtures & surfaces have no odur & it

is not necessary to purchase i;or use
materials of this type.

Careful & professional attention
should be given to selection & use of
cleaning equipment, tools & ma-
terials. Floor waxes, in particular,
should be selected on basis of qual-
ity performance for specific floor
surfaces to be treated. General trend
is toward use of excessive amounts
of waxes & frequency of application
that is wasteful & not necessary.

Properly selected machine equip-
ment is a must in any well-planned
school maintenance program.

budget:
A well-controlled budget is essential
to a successful maintenance pro-
gram. Ned for funds can never be
predicted with 100% accuracy.
Flexibility is necessary. Major break-
r:owns will cause overspending. In
these cases, only alternative is to re-
duce amounts allocated to other ac-
tivities.

By putting over-all requirements &
benefits of good maintenance before
school management in clear, concise
& graphic manner, your chance for
approval of funding requests has a
better chance. In this manner, man-
agement is placed in position of ac-
cepting your recommendations or
assuming part of responsibility for
future breakdowns.

Management will support mainte-
nance only when it can gage per-
formance. Reports covering mainte-
nance are difficult to present as the
better the job is done in preventing
trouble, less there is to report. Only
thing that can be done is to report
activity & let complete absence of
major repairs determine efficiency
of overall maintenance operation.
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MAINTENANCE CONSIDERATIONS IN SCHOOL BUILDING DESIGN
by Howard Dwight Smith, FAIA, Ohio State University

Edward Kromer, MA, Columbus Board of Education
Albert F. Gallistel, AIA, University of Wisconsin
Paul H. Elleman, CE, Ohio State University

S
CHOOL ADMINISTRATOR, ar-
chitect & taxpayer, all interested

in design for adequate & convenient
facilities for the total schoc' pro-
gram, also seek plans which ar^ r,ot
costly in operat.rn & maintenance.
Adequate time for architectural
stu(' of these factors will prove that

& esthetic considerations
are not mutually exclusive.
In the shared responsibilities of ar-
chitect & administrator, considera-
tion of maintenance problemsshould
begin in early stages of research &
programming & extend thru wo k-
ing drawings & specifications. This
will affect selection of materials &
equipment, choice of standard or
stock elements such as windows, re-
quiring a balance between initial
cost, appearance, rate of deteriora-
tion, cost of painting & cleaning,
etc.

The architect must himself balance
his best professional judgment with
the administrator's experience &
special local conditions. The admin-
istrator likewise should avoid rulings
which may be based on isolated ex-
amples of unsatisfactory experience.
The more nearly the architect may
be able to put himself in place of
user & the more closely he may be
in contact with completed building
over long periods of use, the more
sympathetic will be his approach to
study of effects of maintenance on
design.
design maintenance criteria:

choice of materials based on:
durability or longevity
ease of cleaning or renovation
facility of replacement

choke of apparatus & equipment based
on: proven worth & reputation
consideration of first cost versus upkeep
--"True economy is a complex relation-
ship among original cost, educational
utility & operation expense." (13)

PRINCIPLES
Maintenance economy must not be
carried to point of educational detri-
ment or embarrassment. Use of
cheap materials which cut life span
of a structure generally bilds up
maintenance costs. This is true
whether
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life span of structure is deliberately set
low to avoid throttling future educational
program with obsolescent physical plant,
or

e ctrnetLqc. is n ctnr-fints to provide tempo-
rary housing to meet crowded conditions
Pumping life blood, in form of dollars,
into so-called "temporaries" has proven
an expensive operation to many educa-
tional agencies in recent years.

Discrimination must be exercised in
appraising esthetic & structural
values in terms of local conditions
such as hurricane hazards in Florida
& Gulf States, earthquake hazards
&, in general, use of designs or de-
sails for one climate not suitable
for another region.
Planning & construction elements
listed below serve to illustrate prin-
ciple that good design need not be
sacrifced by considerations of eco-
nomy of maintenance & convenience
of operation. Such considerations
may prove the spur to distinctive
architectural achievement.
BASIC PLANNING PROBLEMS

adaptability:
Most buildings sooner or later are
subject to alterations & additions.
Original plans should include open-
end corridors & provisions for exten-
sion of all utilities.

ceiling heights:
Reasonably low ceiling heights re-
duce cubage & costs of construction,
cleaning & painting, also heating
both in initial equipment & fuel.
Somewhat higher ceilings in semi-
tropical areas are justified only if
they contribute to natural ventila-
tion thru openings properly propor-
tioned & placed.

janitorial & maintenance services:
In large buildings plan divisions in
service units, vertically or horizon-
tally:

one office for head custodian
at least one janitor supply & operation

station on each floor.

extra-curricular control:
By proper location of interior gates
or doors & stairs with reference to
entrances, vestibules & lobbies so
that portions of structure, when not
in use, may be fully isolated.

expansion & contraction of ma-
terials:

Design must include properly pre-
determined expansion joints at
major structurai division points of
large buildings.

EXTERIOR DESIGN
water:

Source of many serious maintenance
problems in nearly all parts of coun-
try--design to avoid leaks:

exte dol.
use non-porous materials or ma-
terials with non-porous surface
treatment
add waterproofing t. outside, not
ir,side, of foundation walls
window sills, copings & all hori-
zontal masonry surfaces should
be water- repellent material &/o-
placed over thru-wall flashing.
in masonry, use full waterproof
& tooled or weather-struck joints,
& parge backs of exterior 4" of
face-b-ick walls
in metals (corrosion-resistant) use
fully over-lappe,i joints, caulked
& with full provision for expan-
sion

in wood or other similar surface
materials, use fully over-lapped
joints, caulked & surface treated.

roofs, parapets & flashing:
For effective water-shedding on
flat roofs, do not depend upon
theoretical drainage expected of
a flat plane. In practice, no roof
surface may be depended upon to
be free from irregularities which
may cause indefinite retention of
water at undetermined or unde-
sirable points.
When properly controlled, spray-
ing of flat roofs is a valuable
cooling device at some times of
year in certain climates. For this
use, roof & its connections &
flashings must be constructed as
a tight waterproof envelope.
For sloping roofs send water be-
yond exterior walls by means of
eaves & gutters. For metal, seams
& joints necessary for expansion



& contraction should be located
by designer rather than left to de-
vices of roofer.
parapets safely used only when:

both sides cf parapet wall are treated
as fully watertight exterior walls
coping is as fully watertight as any
rc'f should be
ini.:.aection with adjoining roof, either
dat or sloping, is fully watertight
scuppers or openings thru parapet
provided at high points of inter-
ec.-tinn with rrinf. for emeropney over-
flow befoxe water rises above safe
flashing levels.

flashing & counterflashing ex-
posed at exterior intersection of
roof & wall often forms a promi-
nent pattern which should be de-
termined by designer & not left
to mason & roofer.

skylights:
Maintenance personnel are gen-
erally strongly opposed to sky-
lights because many of them leak.
Where needed for light &/or
ventilation they can be designed
& constructed to be watertight.

downspouts:
Rainwater drainage, except in
southern parts of country, is best
provided by interior downspouts
or leaders, which should be lo-
cated away from exterior walls,
preferably exposed or accessible
in chases or pipe-shafts for ease
of maintenance & repair. Ex-
terior downspouts should have
leaf- or debris-catchers & a sub-
stantial boot or shoe for proper
protection at bottom of conduc-
tor.

a3 other exterior problem.:
entrances:
Keep dirt & water out of build-
ing by proper overhead weather
protection & by foot-cleaning de-
vices prominently & conveniently
located.

Avoid open exterior entries which
require policing.
Use only most durable materials
for steps to withstand long, hard
usage. For safety, no step should
be used at door threshold & steps
adjacent to any entrance should
be flights of not less than 3 steps.

refuse storage:
will be needed, sooner or later,
near service entrance. Provide in
original design either by construc-

tion or landscape camoufiage, do
not leave to become an eyesore.

smoke stacks, fives or chimneys:
(for heating & incinerators)
Designer should recognize their
inevitable prominence & inevi-
table discoloration, & anticipate
by selection of materials, texture
& colors which will not emphasize
discoloration.

windows:
Large areas usually desirable or
required by codeselect in terms
of:

recclily replaceable stock patterns
non-corrosive material

for longevity
effect on exterior coior scheme

ease of maintenance
weather-tightness
interior condensation drainage

architectural concrete:
is a poured plastic material which
reaches its physical & chemical
"set" rapidly after placing
which should determine its final
form & finish.
Surface textures should be modi-
fied only by taking away & never
by adding material after initial
set. When there is absolutely no
danger of frost action, application
of color & texture by use of repu-
table concrete paint is effective.
Otherwise, paint should not be
applied over architecture! con-
crete. Concrete which requires
"cosmetic" curing should be re-
jected as structurally unaccept-
able.

INTERIOR PROBLEMS

Greatest area of common concern
between architect & administrator.
Selection of colors & finishes usually
a compromise between ideal colors
& surfaces & considerations ( f initial
cost & maintenance costs.

color:
of great importance in emotional im-
pact in addition to appearance
select in terms of:

soil-proofness
cleaning
renewalmatching

floors:
minimum of interior angle intersec-
tions, coved where possible
color by means other than applying
paint or pigments

entries, corridors, shops & labs:
hard durable materials:

terrazzo

ceramics or masonry, in small reiew-
able units
hardwood in carpenter shop

offices, classrooms, general spaces:
hardwood
linoleum
asphalt or mastic tile

IN walls:
smooth plaster preferable to rough
or textured for cleaning & painting
ceramic tilehigher initial cost off-
set by

permanence vi Fuivr
impervious surfaces
low maintenance cost

porous, unplasered masonry block
lower initial cost & slight acousti-
cal benefit offset by cost of repaint-
ing

wainscots:
especially in corridors & stairwells
if painted on plaster use tough
gloss or semigloss paint
color determined in original de-
sign, not left to undiscriminating
custodian

intersections of wull surfaces:
rounded or coved regardless of
rigidity of corner beads & other
protective measures.

ceilings:
white or near white for light reflec-
tion must be kept cleantherefore
easily cleaned surface desirable
acoustical materialsselection of
porous surface vs perforated-porous
vs perforated pan-type, balanced
against long-range cleaning or re-
painting costs.

III woodwork:
stained & varnished easier to main-
tain than painted
rehabilitation of antiquated golden
oak by sprightly colors is effective
& popular.

HEATING PLUMBING ELEC-
TRICAL
Collaboration between architect &
mechanical engineer should begin
at preliminary stage. Ever-increas-
irg amount of piping, conduit &
fixtures used in modern educational
buildings emphasizes desirability of
orderly arrangement of such equip-
ment & accessories, exposed, or at
least accessible in tunnels or pipe-
shafts for ease of maintenance, re-
pair Sc replacement. A designer can-
not ignore such features in large
numbers, often in conspicuous
places. They become as important
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in architectural design as are doors,
windows, stairs, cabinets, black-
boards.

El heating & ventilating:
Simplest type of equipment in small
buildinas to minimize skilled opera-
tion & maintenance labor

wall-hung radiators or units facili-
tate floor & wall cleaning, dirt
miniinized by wall shields
e>coct location of vs:kcal supply
& return heating lines, in con-
spicuous locations, specially
where they flank windows, must
be predetermined by architect,
not left to engineer, contractor or
craftsman. Similarly "swing-
joint" & other exposed elements
modern "packaged" heating &
ventilating units require careful
pre-Planning in terms of both en-
gineering prinCiples & practical
considerations of accessibility,
cleanability & replacement.

ventilation registers & exposed
duct openings should be designed
for cleaning & repair access as
well as orderly architectural pat-
tern

exterior coal or ash-handling de-
vices:
locate & design as definite part
of architectural composition
locate to produce min need for &
to facilitate -.leaning of resulting
dust & dirt

fresh air intakes:
design & location for min or zero
dirt intake which is

harmful to system
adds to cleaning & maintenance even
with filters
avoid ground-level intakes

underground utility lines:
should be properly founded or
flexibly supported at ingress
points to avoid damage due to
settling fill.

plumbing:
toilet rooms:

impervious materialfloors &
walls (at least wainscot)
wall-hung fixturescomplete
floor clearance
individual valves
piping, valves, accessories, fully
accessible if not completely ex-
posed
"abuse-proof" fixtures & acces-
sories

janitor slop-sinks:
some, if not all, at floor level

drinking fountains:
surrounding protective floor &
wall areasmoisture proof &
easily cleaned

fal electrical:
artificial lighting:

standard fixtures & parts (except
at points of very special architec-
tural distinction)

ready supply
accessible for replacement

electrical system:
safety power sub-stations
all main conduits in tunnels, shafts
or closets
all cccessories exposed or easily ac-
cessible.

SITE PROBLEMS

III surface drainage:
(natural or designed topography)

prevent or minimize erosion

play area drainage
rapid & complete without erosion

gutters, drains, retaining walls
in original design, not left to
expediency forced by experience.

seeded areas--new projects:
ample sodded edges (18" to 24")
complete sodding on slopes

plenting bedsmassed vegeta-
tion:
simple in form
located for convenient care

vines on buildings:
bronze hooks to support main
stems

network or trellis for demount ing
of clinging vegetation.

flag poles (on building or site):
!ocated for easy access & mainte-
nance of halyards, etc.

roads & walks:
pattern easily followed by snow-plow
traffic signs & painted curbs anti-
cipated by architect & landscape ar-
chitect with reference to other fea-
tures & color scheme.
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CENTRAL KITCHENS
by Richard Flambert*

DURING THE PAST ten years many
school districts have introduced cen-
tral kitchens into their food service
operations in an attempt to solve the
problem of sharp increases in food
and labor costs. This trend is es-
pecially marked in the West. cen-
tral kitchens are areas where food is
prepared not only to be served in a
dining room in the same building,
but to be transported to another
school or schools for service there.
Or, they might be in a separate build-
ing where all food is prepared for
service elsewhere.

THE ANSWER?

PLA ANING A CENTRAL KITCHEN
The establishment of a c Antral

kitchen requires thorough planning.
The maximum requirements must be
forecasted from the standpoint of
number of schools, size of student
bodies, and percentage oh participa-
tion.

The central kitchen should be con-
veniently located. In some areas it is
better to have a separate building in
the center of the district. In others
it is better to build it in conjunction
with a proposed seconder 7 school.
In some districts one central kitchen
might do for the entire school sys-
tem, while in others where a large
territory is covered it might be better
to build two or even more central
kitchens.

The method to be used in getting
the food from the central kitchen to
the receiving schools is an important
factor in planning. At present four
main methods are used:
Vacuum Cans: Food is taken directly
from the ranges, ovens, and refrig-
erators and placed in pans which go
into vacuum containers. In the re-
ceiving schools the food is trans-
ferred to hot and cold sections of the
serving tables. Main advantages of
this system are:

food is kept hot or cold
food carts are unnecessary
Disadvantages are:
amount of time used in transferring
food from one type of container to
another

Mr. Flambert is the senior partner of
the firm of Flambert and Flamberz. Food
Service Consultants, San Francisco and St.
Louis.

necessity for a serving table
Districts using the vacuum can

method are generally satisfied with it.

Containers with tight fitting lids:
Food i3 put into boxes, pans, or pots
and transported to the schools, where
the containers are placed oil the serv-
ing table. This method works for
short hauls, but too often food has
to be reheated in the receiving
schools.
Carts with hot and sold compart-
ments: One section holds approxi-
mately 20 trays on which cold food
is placed in the central kitchen.
Another section contains pans of hot
food. At the school the compart-
mented trays are removed from the
cold section and the hot food is
added to them. This method is zostly
because of the number of carts
needed.

Electrically heated and cooled carts:
Pans containing hot and cold foods
are placed in separate sections of the
cart. The cart is transported to a
school, rolled off the truck and
wheeled into position at the serving
counter. Electric connections are
reestablished and food is served di-
rectly from the cart. There is very
little temperature change during
transportation. Everything is in-
cluded in the cart but milk, which
is generally delivered directly to th_
school. This metho4 is the one most
generally used, and is the most suc-
cessful.

These last two methods require
the design and purchase of trucks
(with hydraulic tail gates) which
hold approximately 6 carts each.

Serving areas in the receiving
schools must be set up. Required
facilities are generally a three-com-
partment sink, a 30-cubic-foot reach-
in refrigerator, an employees' locker
room, a two-burner hot plate, a
small stoieroom, a work table, an
ice cream cabinet, and a modified
serving counter. It must be decided
whether dishes, pans, silver, etc, will
be washed and sanitized at the
schools or returned to the central
kitchen. There is a difference of
opinion regarding this. Some think

that a central kitzhen should handle
evt.i j thing but the actual serving of
food, and others think this puts too
much of a load on the central
kitchen.

The central kitchen r..-ust be de-
signed and equipped with all modern
labor saving equipment. The menu
pattern determines what equipment
should be used for food preparation
and service, and where it should be
placed. Necessary equipment wilt
equal the amount used by a large
higbschool kitchen if there are five
to seven schools to be ser If
more, large scale production equip-
ment is necessary.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES
In theory, central kitchens are able

to reduce costs by savings in pur-
chasing, accounting, storing, quan-
tity food preparation, and serving.
However, this has not always worked
out in practice. The kitchens have
been successful in districts where a
complete study of the situation was
undertaken by school officials aid
their qualified consultants. The
known advantages are:

one person can be responsible for alt
phases of purchasing, receiving, stor-
ing, preparation, and transportation,
of food

a quality and uniformity I:0 products.
can be assured.
organizing and training vine staff is:
more efficient than doing so for indi-
vidual staffs
it costs less to produce in large-
quantities
better facilities and more time are

available to plan new dishes and take
advantage of modern technological
changes
receiving schools reepire a minimum
amount of equipment and less space

c payroll expense is less since fewer
man hours are required

Among the disadvantages Mentioned
by educators are:
all food is the sameno choice pos.
sible. There should be sufficient
variety in the menus to provide chil-
dren with the food they like. How-
ever, it is difficult to allow free choke
with a 2S-30¢ plate lunch and stilt
meet food and payroll costs.
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DETAIL PHOTO OF FOOD CART. TWO RIGHT COMPARTMENTS
FOR SALADS AND DESSERTS (NOTE COLD CARTRIDGE PARTIALLY
EXTENDFD AT TOP RIGHT). TWO LEFT COMPARTMENTS FOR HOT
FOODS. TOP LIDS HOLD CONTAINERS OF BREAD. ETC. THREE
HUNDRED MEAL CAPACITY.
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LAll photos are of the Central Kitchen of the
Norwalk, Calif. School District. It is designed for
the production of 10-12,000 lunches per day.

THE LOADING AREA. CARTS ARE HEATED FROM OVERHEAD
ELECTRIC CABLES AND CHILLED BY DOLE PLATES.

A CART BEING LOADED ONTO A TRUCK FOR
TRANSPORTATION TO AN INDIVIDUAL SCHOOL.

FOOD PUMP USED FOR TRANSFERRING HOT FOOD, SUCH AS
SPAGHETTI WITH SAUCE, CHILI AND BEANS, BEEF STEW, ETC.,
FROM KETTLES TO SERVING PANS.
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no special dishes can be prepared
for the teachers. But it must be re-
membered that the school lunch pro-
gram is for the children and not for
the faculty. The nutritious food is
just as good for adults, who can get
larger portions for a slightly hieer
price.
many receiving schools have the
same amount of equipment as regu-
lar kitchens. This fault lies in the
planning.
food is slopped in transportation.
This aas been remediedcarts are
held rigidly in the trucksitems
such as soup are rio longer served
children are unable to experience
the appetizing odors of fold and
friendly attention of the individual
school cafeteria. This is not exactly
true, since these experiences occur at
serving iimii and any circuttl-

stances.
receiving schools over-order and left-
over food is served as seconds or
thrown out. This is a matter of plan-
ning. There is no justification for
waste at any time.
it is impossible to mass produce food
and have it taste homemade. It is the
duty of kitchen planners to avail
themselves of all information regard-
ing technological changes made in
methods of production and in equip-
ment. With proper supervision and
care given to food production meth-
Lis, the criticism given mass pro-
duced foods is not valid. It mut be
remembered that no two cooks or
managers get the same results, and
many children are penalized because
of inferior cooking, which a central
kitchen corrects.

OTHER METHODS
Are there any economical methods

of cafeteria service other than cen-

Mi"

tral kitchens? In a large school dis-
trict in California, minimum mar-
ginal elementary school kitchens
were set up. In areas of approxi-
mately 800 square feet, the kitchen,
storeroom, dish room, and serving
line are included. 150 to 200 lunches
are served daily, using the ore -as-
sembled tray rack. This is simply a
portable rack that is used just before
meal time. Cold food, such as salad,
dessert, juice, buttered bread, etc.,
is placed on each 10" x 14" com-
partmented plastic tray, together with
silverware wrapped in a napkin.
These trays are placed in the rack
(48 in each rack) and wheeled to
the serving counter. At :meal time
the hot entrée is placed on the coun-
ter. As each child passes the coun-
ter the attendant takes a tray from
the rack with her left hand, dishes
out the hot food with her right hand
and passes the tray to the child, who
picks up his carton of milk.

We have found that children can
be served about as quickly as they
can walk by the counter. When a
double serving counter is used, we
have clocked over 200 meals served
in less than 5 minutes. This has
proven to be so successful that other
districts are using the same system.
However, more supervision is re-
quired and managers are needed for
each school.

In secondary setiools the growing
popularity of the "square" or
"scramble" system has solved the
problem of serving large numbers of
children regularly. Students enter a
square area, pick up their trays and
silver from a table in the center of

the space and serve themselves at
their own leisure. Hot foods are
served by cafeteria p:....sonnel
usually not more than 2 people. The
square space is planned to accom-
modate 20 to 30 people and there
are at least 4 cashiers. This permits
rapid service and eliminates the long
line of students waiting for others
to make up their minds. The more
cashiers, the faster the service. The
area usually has 2 means of entrance
controlled by turnstiles with electric
push-buttons. There is, of course,
a need for control at the peak
periods of serving., There are a num-
ber of these installations, in the
East, Northwest, and in Southern
California, which have proved very
satisfactory.

It should be pointed out that where
a central kitchen is part of a sec-
ondary school, the scramble system
is possible and completely satisfac-

tory.
ECONOMY

The cost of building and equipping
schools is (increasing rapidly, with no
end in sight. It is imperative that
school officials demand full yak z:

for the expenditure of taxpayers'
money. Many, if not most, school
cafeterias are too elaborately built
and over-equipped. Considi-ring the
fact that cafeterias are generally used
for only one meal, the use of space
and equipment must be justified. This
can be done through the use of cen-
tral kitchens, minimum sizeG kit-
chens with pre-assembled tray racks,
"squares" in serving in secondary
schools, or a possible combination of
any of the three systems.



EDUCATIONAL THEATRE ARCHITECTURE*

By Eric Paw ley, Research Scretcwy, American Institute of Architects

A MATTER OF DEFINITION

LIKE THE ARMY CHIEF OF
STAFF referred to in Giraudoux's play
Siegfried we cannot afford to have
a wrong definition. He was a failure
because he had a wrong definition
of wara pretty basic defect in hie,
profession.

What is the definition or pur-
pose of the educational theatre?

Those who believe they perceive
a high mission for it can answer this
question in many ways. There are
some who look on the theatre first
as a synthesis of arts and techniques
of expression and communication.
Others, with a psychiatric orienta-
tion, can see great benefit to troubled
individuals who go thru the experi-
ence of role-playing. Those with a
traditional educational bent realize
the theatre's mission of transmitting
to our age the rich treasures of the
humanities thru study, performance,
hearing and seeing of works of the
past. Some few, with torches flar-
ing against a dark and troubled back-
ground, look for individual con-
temporary messages and interpreta-
tions of and for our own times. Still
others think of the educational thea-
tre as vocational schoolingtraining
for performance, production or writ-
ing for radio, television, motion pic-
tures or stage. Perhaps too few see
a long-range purpose in the creation
of intelligent, receptive audiences of
the futurea cultural tradition pos-
sibly best illustrated in history by
the significance of the Comedie
Francaise to the Frenchagain pos-
sibly to too few French, today.

The methods and purposes of
the theatre are delightfully presented
in Giraudoux's one-act play L'Im-
promptu de Paris which takes place
in Louis Jouvet's theatre with his
own acting company as the cast ex-
plainsto a government official who
crashes a rehearsal with news of a
national theatre subsidyjust what
the theatre is all about.

Juuvet himself left a thick note-
book of agonizing attempts to com-
municate his deepest thoughts about
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his metiersentences and para-
graphs often written in early morning
hours after performances in his own
theatre in Paris, or on tour with his
players in the provinces or during
the war, in South America.

Luvav cilizpivo 11GCUL pii-
marily with the task of the actor
which others as well have tried to
express and explain. We are con-
cerned here specifically with the edu-
cational theatrethe purpose of
which must be admitted to be be-
wilderingly protean. Like the sor-
cerer in many a folk and fairy tali
when grasped, it changes from re-
pulsive old man to fluttering bird to
squirming snake to flowing water to
blazing fire to beautiful woman. The
idea is to keep a firm holdespe-
cially when it is a beautiful woman!

THE ARCHITECTURAL PROGRAM

A firm grasp on the idea of ar-
chitecture for the theatre implies
knowing the program for the build-
ing. These purposes, discussed above,
at- essentially program ideas and the
first step toward a successful educa-
tional theatre facilitybefore any
drawings are madeis a word-de-
scription of exactly what will be done
in itwhat your hopes are for your
specific theatre in terms of staff and
students, kinds of activities on stage
and back-stage, seating capacity or
demand, facilities for music, projec-
tion, lighting, sceneri handling and/
or production, acoustic demands,
control spaces required, costumes,
library, rehearsals, recordingthe
endless number of disciplines that
interweave to produce theatre and
make it such a fascinating fabric.

Before preparing this word-pic-
ture of working areas there are larger
basic decisions to be made and stated
in your program or educational spe-
cifications. Is a traditional prosce-
nium stage going to fill your future
needs and keep the interested student
population highhigh in numbers
as well as high in inspiration? Will
there be any work in the round?
Will you need radio, television and/
or motion picture studio facilities?

THEATRE & LANGUAGE STUDY

A most interesting possibility
lies in combination of theatre with
the language laboratory and the new
approaches to high fidelity sound
reproduction and visual analysis of
speech and dialectssuch as the
research of the Haskins Laboratories
supported by the Carnegie Corpora-
ton of New York.

Visible speech analysis has
shown how we differentiate between
and recognize wordshow we tell
"bat" from "pat" and "mat." Pat-
terns on sound-track have been stud-
ied and "hand-written" copies or
simplifications played back to give
speech and sounds without an audi-
ble human source. A report of this
work notes that "By altering the pat-
tern in slight and subtle ways, quality
and accent can be changed in pre-
dictable fashion. Thus, the word
Alabama can be given the charac-
teristic drawl of a Southerner, or
the (stressless) accent of a French-
man. It is possible to work with
any language, analyzing its charac-
teristic modes of pronunciation and
its dialects, and to compare with a
new order of precision the various
languages of the world." (1)

Equipment of laboratory quality
for this research costs several thou-
sand dollarsbut undoubtedly sim-
plified facilities of less precision
could 1~ developed for student use.

St, a a combination of theatre
and language-study has tremendous
educational value for today because
the first step in understanding other
people is understanding their langu-
age well enough to realize that trans-
lations are imperfect. The classic
example was the almost-fracas in
the United Nations when a mild re-
quest, phrased in conventional
French as "nous demandons" was
clumsily interpreted as a most un-
diplomatic "we demand!"

*a paper presented before a sec-
tional meeting of the American
Educational Theatre Association
convention Boston 28 August
1957 (revised)



Such rewarding study will re-
quire language-laboratory facilities,
with tape-recorders, listening-record-
ing booths and library, perhaps stor-
age for portable equipment for sup-
plementary classroom use and by all
means mirrors for study of gesture
the American's weakest expression.

MULTI-PURPOSE

The current fanaticism for low
costs in school buildingsmake 'em
ahp.p but ntir ahiteirpn arp priop-
lesshas loaded us with multi-pur-
pose rooms. Some of these cafe-
toriums, gymnassemblies, auditerias
and audinasiums are the kind of
illegitimate offspring you might ex-
pectothers are adequatebut they
are always design compromises. Our
question should be: Can we afford
them?

This is by no means a new
problem as some younger teachers
might believe if they are familiar
only with current publications. In
1938 Alice Barre- "s of the US Of-
fice of Education wrote an article
entitled "The combined auditorium-
gymnasium: The Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde of the school building." (2)
With the technical help of Lee Si-
monson she also wrote a construc-
tive and pioneering 50 page pamph-
let on the subjectnow out-of-print
with (in 1939) natural emphasis
on proscenium theatre planning. (3)

Another, much neglected aspect
is pointed out by R. N. Lane, acous-
tical consultant, as follows:

C.
. The cafetorium has recently

come into general use in modern
schools. From an architectural
acoustics standpoint this is a very
regrettable marriage between a
cafeteria and an auditorium; ex-
perience has shown that the de-
sign of this particular type of
room is usually based more upon
cafeteria requirements than upon
auditorium requirements and that,
consequently, the rooms should be
treated from the noise control
rather than the architectural stand-
point. It is recommended, there-
fore, that as much absorptive ma-
terial be used in a cafetorium as
possible so that the clatter of the
dishes will be somewhat reduced
ar,c1 the conversation of 600 to
1000 students will not become

acoustically overpowering. Since
cafetoriums invariably have low
ceilings and improper layout for
a good auditorium, it is impossible
to treat them for excellent hear-
ing. Therefore, the acoustical
treatment affording the maximum
noise control is recommended,
along with a good public-address
system to enable people to hear
at meetings held there." (4)

Hardly good conditions for theatre
use.

COSTS
Incidentally, on the matter of

costs. it was illuminating to hear a
school superintendent report recertly
that a 14-room elementary school
cost about the same as one-half-mile
of highway and that for the cost
of 10 miles of road he could build
his whole school system! Apparently
all we need is the same pressure for
adequate schools that we've had for
roads . . . and we'd better generate
it or there may be more stop-signs
and they may read "NYET!"

SLOPING FLOORS

It may be doubted that our gen-
eration will see, in average secondary
schools, general construction of slop-
ing-floor theatres. 22 years ago I
wrote a briei plea for them and for
special visual education rooms for
optimum projection qualityseating
about 125. (5) The VE people now
prefer to take it to the classroom and
fuss about getting the room dark
enough.

There are serious visual ob-
structions for an audience. or. a flat
floor and considerable data has been
published on this pro!iiem of vertical
sight-lines and the correlative one of
horizontal sight-lines. (6) I suppose
we could theorize about comparative
values of individual empathy at a
performance contrasted with feeling
the one-of-the-group insistence im-
posed by seeing everything with
other heads in the way! You know
togetherness!let's leave it at that.

Perhaps we need to rethink the
whole idea of theatre form and seat-
ingthe concept of the window-
stageand become multi dimen-
sional. There seems no reason why
(except for basketball practiceif
that has priority in your educational
system) no reason why a gymnasium

cannot be arranged for arena or
multi-form staging. (7) (1 know, I
just blasted away at multi-purpose.)
Is the proscenium stage obsolete
with or without adequate wings and
stage-tower? I should not be sur-
prised if we soon find it so.

I should like to see some arena-
stage-lighting studies directed town l d
development of a simple, safe, frame
which could be flown like a flat
cloud in any space of adequate ceil-
ing height and do the job of iighting
an acting area.

What seems not to be generally
recognized is that the proscenium
automatically trails along with it a
host of fire and building regulations
embedded in hard-to-change codes,
some of which go back to candle-
footlights and explosive scenery.

There should also be study of
movable seating wad riser platforms
to develop a non-creaking design.

THREE OR MORE DIMENSIONS
From an anthropological point

of view it may be regression to go
from the abstraction of two di-
mensions 6f the window-stage back
to threebut moving on to four di-
mensions (or more) with space-time
considerations and others, we enrich
experiencebut make completely
satisfying esthetic resalts very diffi-
cult! It's a dilemma with really sharp
horns but students and audiences
composed of parents are possibly less
critical of some of these values.

THE LARGER TEACHING FACILITY
Still another trend related to the

multi-purpose idea (but an improve-
ment) is the introduction of a l_arger
unit in k teaching facility, variously
called "Room A," "General Educa-
tion Laboratory" or "Learnings
Laboratory." (8) These are rooms
perhaps three times the size of an
ordinary classroom in which man-
individual and group projects go on
simultaneously. Such rooms ofteli
include a platform for oral and
dramatic presentation. One example
of this type I have seen is part of a
5-year experiment in educational
televisionsupported by the Fund
for the Advancement of Education
and by industry thru RETMA
(Radio, Electronics and Television
Manufacturers Association).

Elementary classrooms also
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have made provision for oral and visual pfesetttation by

a low platform, as in Salem Avenue Eiernentary, Hagers-

town, Md. (McLeod & Ferrara, AIA). Foster Senior

High School in Seattle (Ralph Burkhard, A1A) has

small curtains on diagonal ceiling tracks to create de-

tached areas in the classroom.

SPECIAL FORMS

Architects anti engineers have 1,een designing ivy:

shapes of multi-folded plate and curving shell construc-

tion which are of great formal and structural interest.

The recent Danish competition-winner for an Australian

opera Buse is a particularly exciting example. (9)

A logical development of these for warm climates

or summer use is the play-shed. We have illustrated two

Texas schools by Caudill, Rowlett & Scott Associates

which suggest this type of structure. Onc problem of

the school play-shed is that the central area should be

used for focus or acting area in daytime rather than an

open end to avoid working against the light.

THE ARCHITECT'S CONTRIBUTION

Years ago among the early productions of Bauhaus

design pioneering in Germany the architect Walter

Gropius proposed what he called a Totaitheater, an

elaborately mechanized multi-form space which was

never built. About 1900 several great German theatres

were built to designs by the architect Max Littmann

which technically have rarely been surpassed. (by

technically I mean in adequacy of stage and production

areas and in audience sightlines.) There are architects

today who knew this field and others who can do an

excellent job of translating a good program into a spe-

cialized building without former experience with that

particular building type. There are perhaps a few whose

work has been a challenge and stirr alus to the best

thinking education has been able ti-J muster. There is

no question but that the best architects have always

made major contributions to education in their work

and a few educators are beginning to see the educational

importance of architectural values.
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More often the dramatics
teacher concerned about a new
school building project finds himself
isolated from building program
preparation and frustrated by in-
difference of administrators, school
board, parents or legislators who
view educational theatre as beyond
the call of duty in education "in
these times when schools cost so
much . . ." Experience has proved
otherwise and a good small theatre
(not a cafeiorium or a mousier audi-
torium!) has been found one of the
most useful and most-in-demand
spaces in a school.

PROJECTION
Proper sight-lines for viewing

screen projection have been an
enormous influence on theatre shape.
Persons interested in immediacy of
dramatic effects and rapport between
actor and viewer can talk all they
want to about 180° or 200° seating
surrounding the presentation area.
For optimum projection-viewing,
seats should never lie beyond di-
agonals drawn from opposite sides
of screen at 50°. This results in
approximately 80° seating and is,
and should be, a Najor determinant
of seating plan in any space fer view-
ing projection. The question is

whether a window is for both air
and vision. Progressive architectural
design often prefers a fixed window.
Perhaps school people will some day
realize that this multi-purpose com-
bination is as wrong (for full audi-
ence) as the others.
SIZE OF AUDIENCE

The question of size is very im-
portant. It is commonly held that
optimum audience for dramatic pre-
sentation is considerably less than
600. Literally, it's a far cry from
the great-voice-tranition which is
about to atrophy under electronic
pampering anyway . . . But must the
space be used for full student-body
assemblies and a full graduation class
on stage?

The use of the school theatre
facility by the community is often
advanced as justification but we find
Frank Lopez, AL,, a former senior
editor of the Architectural Record,
distinguished for his thoughtful com-
ment on school building problems,
writing:

6 another reason our schooi
buildings lack the ultimate in sta-
ture may lie in our insistence on
. . . premises which time may
prove false . . . almost all our
schools are so consciously oriented
toward the community as a whole
that the most important occupant,
the child, finds his building com-
promised in some respect . . .
6 6 In tying the school to the
community so closely what have
we gained for what we've lost?
For we have lost in the process;
the gymnasium built primarily to
satisfy a community's lust for
basketball costs enough to raise
more than a suspicion that some-
thing somewhere else in the school
was sacrificed to make the gym
possible. An auditorium as a
teaching instrument is one thing;
as a 'little' theatre for adult use
it is quite another, and apt to be
just as expensive as the gym-
nasium, to raise just the same sus-
picion.
"Not that we advocate abolishing
such school elements! However,
when construction costs so much
is it not wise to examine every
item in the program with a jaun-
diced eye? Perhapsand we know
of several instancesthe gym, the
swimming pool, the community
theater can be secured through the
cooperation of another civic de-
partment, a private agency, a fund
raised for the specific purpose. All
these methods have been used.
Sometimes the special-purpose
structure is integrated with the
school, sometimes the two are di-
vorced." (10)

THE LITTLE SCHOOL IDEA

The General Education Labora-
tory idea mentioned has another
corollaryrather poorly termed the
little school" conceptwhich
should be of great importance to
teachers of the educational theatre.
This idea effectively breaks down
the monster 2000-pupil school into
4 little schools of 500 each, sharing
certain common facilities but with
opportunities for 4 groups instead of
one major team for sports and one
cast for plays. Instead of a favored
few being able to star in leading
partsfour times as many can have

this impuitant achievement of a
worthy objective. Flow much prom-
ising material has been rather
blighted by the early discouraging
experience of never getting a major
part. just thinkfour Julietsfour
Mercutios! A dramatics teacher
might prefer four different plays, of
course, but the way statistics on
juvenile delinquency are going, you'll
probably end up with four squeak-
ing Lady Macbeths!
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DESIGN SKETCH FOR AUDITORIUM 0000 SEATS) SHOWING FLEXIBLE SIDE - STAGES FROM HIGH SCHOOLS TODAY AND TOMORROW, BY
CHARLES W. BURSCH AND JOHN LYON REID, FAIA (REINHOLD 1957), AN EXCELLENT NEW BOOK.

A HAT IN THE RING
by William M. Davis, American

This is first of a new series of School
Plant Studies to be devoted to the
educational theater, contributed to
us by members of AETA. It is a gen-
eral introduction to school theatre
planning to be followed by other
studies of special areas and features.
This welcome collaboration is typical
of work being done for the Institute
by the AIA Committee on School
Buildings and Educational Facilities
in its liaison program with other
organizations.

Mr. Davis, after several years
work vtith an arena stage (which,
with the tone of his comments, sug-
gested the title of this paper), is now
back with a traditional proscenium
theatre.

IN NOVEMBER OF 1933 I began
to work on a play for college pro-
duction. Now as I write this it is
25 years and about 200 productions

Educational Theatre Association (AETA)

later. Not once in all that time has
an architect ever asked for my ad-
vice or opinions on how a theatre
might be planned so that it would
function efficiently, economically,
and put on technically excellent pro-
ductions. I mention this because it
is not the exception but the general
experience of members of AETA,

teachers in this field.
The owners may have told you

they were satisfiedyou have to
please them. But why are most
theatres in America so poorly
planned? So difficult to work in?
So wasteful of money, time and ef-
fort? Technical directors, scene -
designers, light designers, costume-
designers, carpenters, electricians,
seamstresses ha%e to work in
cramped quarters. They throw away
scenery because there is no place to
store ii. They vote against fine

plays because they require more than
two sets and there is not enough off-
stage space to stack furniture and
scenery. (Ed: Actors are different
in school at least they are so
hopped up, starry-eyed and full of
lines that little else matters!)

FUNCTIONALISM
In planning a house who would

place a bedroom between dining
room and kitchen? It isn't func-
tionalwhich is to say, it will work,
but how awkwardly! We have
plenty of theatres planned this way.
Would you plan a bedroom or dress-
ing room in a house without closets?
There are literally hundreds of the-
atres in this country (mostly high-
school) with no space whatever for
storage of costumes. This means
that costumes must be rented, which
costs money. How many of you
have ever talked with someone who
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has designed or made costumes for
plays? I mean the people who know
the areas and dimensions required
know them because they work there
because they turn out costumes in
.hese rooms. Your answer most
)robably applies to all the other
practical workers in the theatre: the
stage crews in dungarees who must
cope with conditions imposed on
them by their buildings.

THREE PROBLEMS
Let me list those things which are

out of the control of everyone: ar-
chitects and technicians alike. 1st
not enough money. 2nda poor plot
of land to build on. 3rd--a board of
trustees, or similar group, who labor
under the impression that if the
theatre is imposing on the outside, it
is obviously excellent backstage.
(None of these people has ever been
backstage.) One or more of these
three things have spoiled hundreds of
theatres, but I believe that only the
second reason (poor site) is beyond
any hope.

Not enough money: Here things
can be improved over a long term
by making sure that what money is
available goes into construction, not
equipment, and especially not into
interior decoration. To change the
plan of a building after it is up can
be pretty expensive, so it is much
better to build it right in the first
place. Buy the wood paneling later.

The site may be chosen before the
architect enters the pictureif this
should not be the case, even the gen-
eral outlines of the proposed build-
ing will indicate what sort of plot
is needed.

An ignorant donor or board of
overseers: This is really tough. I
have in mind a university which was
left a large sum to be applied toward
construction of a new theatrewith
one string attached. It must have a
gold dome. Now, there is no doubt
that this will certainly be a glitter-
ing shrine of the dramabut domes
all this glisten will NOT be gold in
the mind of the electrician who must
worm his way on his stomach, across
2x4 scaffolding above the auditorium
ceiling under that stupid dome fram-
ing, pulling a spotlight with him to
attach to the front lightirg set-up
and then go back and make the same

trip again with cable to hook it up
to an outlet. This sort of thing can
take as much as half an hour instead
of ten minutes. This is a 200% in-
crease in work time and when mul-
tiplied thruout the building, it is
easy to see why all the available time
is used up just accomplishing basic
tasks. the building was not planned
with the realization that such work
was going to be done.

PEOPLE WHO KNOW
Everyone who has not had to cope

with tiny offstage spaces or obsolete
lighting setups believes that form (in
the esthetic sense) is more important.
If function does enter their minds it
refers to the size of the lobby (and
its decorations), rugs in the aisles,
wall hangings, and of course, wood-
paneled offices. There will be sev-
eral bronze plaques imbedded in the
lobbytoo bad the money ran out
before we could get all the lighting
instruments you said you wanted but
why is it so dark on stage?

If the front offices are Elizabethan
for some reason it follows that the
scene construction crews will be able
to build excellent sets (wherever
they do that sort of thing). In the
rare cases where someone does re-
member that a crew exists aad does
ask themtheir suggestions are
scrapped because they just don't rate
an Elizabethan office and besides
there's paint on their jeans. Just
the same, loud and critical static is
heard when the crew cannot do as
well as expected after they have been
handed this brand new building. A
solid gold Cadillac is a splendid
looking itembut it won't run. No
one remembered to ask the mechanic
what his years of work on motors
told him about the suitability of gold
piston rings. I suggest that more
grimy workers be consulted. The
trustees may still want this area
omitted oi that one changed but at
least they should meet people who
can say, "Look, I've actually done
this kind of work, I've budgeted and
spent management money on it, and
I know your suggestion will slow
down production. You can incor-
porate it if you wish, you certainly
will get poorer players and poorer
educational results."

How can we m the front-office
people in a university or highscbool
understand that there are teachers
back-stage endeavoring to produce
educational theatre and inculcate in
students good habits of thought and
practice? There are several ways:

you can say so
you can consult these people--when
suggestions are made that appear
to be to their detriment you can
point out that they say they require
something else
you can request that designers and
technicians attend meetings at
which plans ere discussed
you can suggest that a theatre con-
sultant be retained
you can retain him yourself
you can look at some good and bad
examples of theatre architecture in
your region
Let me say a word or two about

these examples. Unless you worked
in dramatics in college you will not
know a good backstage layout from
a bad one. The solution is simple.
Ask the people that you find work.
ing back there. Don't ask the s,_ .00l
or building superintendentask the
harassed English teacher. He'll tell
youplenty, I expect. Explain who
you are and what you want and I'll
guarantee he'll give you all the time
you want, all the help you want, free.
The advice you need is close by, as
near as the nearest college or civic
theatreand in many highschools as
well. We must have good facilities
to teach well.

BASIC REQUIREMENTS
These are not necessarih in order

of importance but they are items
that will help to produce economical
and effective plays. They will allow
for teaching theatre as well as the
college says it is taught!

Storage space: Scenery, costumes,
furniture and hand properties, light-
ing and sound equipment all have
to be kept somewhere. The stage
IS NOT A STORAGE SPACE. That area
is used for performances. Some
other place must be provided and
this storage space is needed in order
to save time and to save money. You
do not have to lay out cash for ma-
terials to build a flat if the flat al-
ready exists. You do not have to
take several hours to bad and cover
a flat if the flat already exists. Econ-
omy, plain and simple. And it fol-
lows that you then have free time



and money to produce better shows,
to spend for educational values.

This storage space must be in the
same building as the shop and stage.
By chance as I write this, it is rain-
ing outside. Providentially I have
not scheduled crew trips across the
college campus where I work to the
dormito,:y basement where our furni-
ture is kept. Uphol: ,erect furniture
and newly painted scenery do not go
out in the rain. It takes longer to
make these trips than .t.o move from
one room to another. Economy of
time again. if a truck is hired
more money is spent and trucks are
not available at any time of the night
or day, seven days a week. (This
indicates that technicians work seven
days a week: they certainly do
they have to overcome limitations of
their theatre!) The same situation
occurs when the play is over and
various items are being returned to
storage.

The storage areas must be of the
right shape. Most important item
to note here is that for costumes,
properties, and lighting equipment,
the ceiling does not have to be higher
than 8'you cannot lift items higher
than that. For sceneryand please
note my change in wordingthere
does not need to be more than 12'
of clear space. 10' is often quite
satisfactory. Be sure that doors are
large enough and in right places so
that items which are supposed to be
stored can be brought in and taken
out. Even foam rubber sofas have
too many bones to bend around
sharp corners.

Storage areas of the right size. The
size of furniture and hand property
storage can be dismissed in a word:
infinite. Provide as much as you
can. Lighting and sound equipment
storage can be quite small because
most instruments are left in place on
the stage.. Equipment and acces-
sories are put in the light-storage
room.

Costumes have a basic section
module of 6'x6'. This provides for
the width of a row of costumes, plus
a wide aisle, sufficient to move down
with your arms full, and it is high

/enough so that long costumes will
not drag on the floor. In addition
to the racks, there must be plenty

of rooms for accessory storage: belts,
stockings, feather boas, and usable
scraps of all kinds.

There is usually a maximum size
de- red for scenery storage, but it
depends on the theatre program and
the preferences of the scene tech-
nician so that it is not practical here
to .give comparative sizes. In any
case, it probably won't be large
enough; it never is.

Accommodations for those people
who, .salt ^n a playnct"rs far

one group: A dressing room is not
just a small room. It is specially
planned for the special operations
that happen in it. It has specific
dimensions, depending on how many
people will use it. It has a sink, to
help \v.:6h off makeup. It has venti-
lation, and this is important, for act-
ing i'i makeup is a sticky, sweaty
business. Dressing rooms should
either have windows opening to the
outside or mechanical ventilation.
Ask any actor.

Crew members, for another group
they need lockers to keep their
street clothes in while they are work-
ing. They need showers to wash off
the dirt they acquire. They need a
room in which to change their
clothes. In addition, in colleges and
universities, they need a room to
study in during the long periods of
waiting in the evenings. There will
be classes tomorrow.

Adequate access to the theatre for
trucks and materials. This is par-
ticularly important if touring com-
panies go out, or if outside groups
come in. Can a tractor-trailer full
of scenery, lights, and costume
trunks back up to the stage door and
unload at a proper dock? Remember,
this operation must be scheduled
weeks is advance and cannot be
postponed because of poor weather.
Can 16' lumber be brought directly
to the shop without going thru the
auditorium? Can rubbish be re-
moved from the shop without rolling
or trucking cans thru a classroom?

Be sure the plans for the shop
show plenty of clear wall space. A
good shop should have an aggregate
of 50' of blank wallit can be in
several sections. This is needed to
lean scenery against, and a scene-unit
can be 20' long. Also, a power saw

requires, for the most efficient opera-
tion, a clear wall space of 24'. This
will enable it to handle lumber up
to 16' long.

When panning various hanging
positions for lighting instruments, be
sure you have also planned so that
electrician can get to them, and once
there can adjust them. Final focus-
ing must be done with instrument in
place and it is nearly impossible to
train Brazilian snakes to do this job.

have cm/F.al timpq Hitt nn Oar in
a highschooi theatre where only ac-
cess to auditorium lights was by scal-
ing a ventilating tunnel, walking
across a small beam and finally
going head first thru a small hole
not more than 12" x 18". A New
England college that I know of has
an access shaft to the beam lights so
small that the larger students cannot
go up. Once arrived at a lighting
po ition, workers must be positioned
securely enough so that they can use
both hands to work instruments.

MULTI-PURPOSE AUDITORIUMS

Be careful with auditoriums which,
"of course" will have provision for
movies (or TV). Multipurpose audi-
toriums may be an economic neces-
sity but the purchasers of such edi-
fices are not getting two-for-the-
price-of-one. They are getting about
one and two-thirds. And it is al-
ways the theatre which is the two-
thirds. Movie projection is a pre-
cision operation: projector and
screen both must be located in fixed
spots and kept there. Theatre op-
erations have to work around them.
Extra work is involved in taking
down sets and putting them back up
so that movies can be given. I
think that no-one ever cancelled a
movie because there was a set on
stage. Down comes. Roughly
speaking, I would estimate that when
a movie set-up is included in plans
for a theatre, about one play less
per year can be produced because of
time lost in working around the
movies. Backstage facilities are also
cut down. None of this can be
avoided in this pernicious combina-
tion but it is important that school
committees realize it. Two different
types of entertainment cannot oc-
cupy the same place at the same time.



REHEARSAL ROOM ORCHESTRA
PIT

A new college theatre often means
an upturn in theatrical activities.
Often two shows will be working at
he same time. The second will be
working in a rehearsal rooma defi-
nite need. Dimensions are obvious
and standard: 4' larger than acting
area of stag ). This is so actors can
be offstage, so to speak, and so that
director will not be encroaching on
areas that actors must move thru.
Since there is often shouting in a
play, the rehearsal room should be
some distance away from the stage,

If an orchestra pit is planned, the
number o: musicians that it will hold
must be made quite clear to the
board of trustees. And there must

be access to it. I know, I know, of
course, there will be access! Fine
have you remembered that a piano
must be moved in and out of the pit?
Did you know that double-bass viols
cost up to $5000, so that they are
not casually bumped along behind
the player? Haw many of you have
ever handled that most awkward of
all instrument casesa harp case?

TliC IMPARTANT INIAAMICIffkl
Preliminary planning of the the-

atre includes a decision on how many
people the auditorium will accom-
modate. This figure is arrived at by
estimating the number that will come
to all performances of one produc-
tion, and then dividing by the num-
ber of performances. Auditorium

capacity and depth available for
seating are two determinants of the
width of the proscenium. Now here
is the important item: This width,
this distance, is the first concrete
dimension that can be put on paper.
It is the first cause, to borrow a
phrase from philosophy. The rest
of the entire building devolves from
this dimension.

So help me, if you do not start
with thic particular rlimenginn, ynnire
just wasting r-tr time. Sooner or
later you will arrive at that point, of
course, and then you will find that
much of what you have already done
is thrown out of whack, and you
save to do it all over again. Begin
at the beginning: the proscenium. It
affects the entire structure.
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Backstage Isn't Backstage Anymore

Adapted from a paper delivered at

AETA Convention, December 1959

by Edward C. Cole Yale School of Drama

The process of designing a the-
atre often starts with a plot of
ground, an over-all budget figure,
and a vague notion that there
should be a stage, an auditorium
and a lobby. Sometimes there is a
program of required rooms and
equipment. Even when the bill of
particulars is pretty thoroughly
drawn there is often no real com-
prehension of the variations which
are possible in stage and auditor-
ium and in relationships between
the two.

Sometimes, even, the school or
college theatre is designed without
brutging the theatre :worker (filc`
director of drama, or the depart-
ment head) into the councils and
the planning sessions. Sometimes,
in state or municipal buildings,
there is a complex hierarchial chain
of command which keeps the archi-
tect at much more than hailing
distance from the persons who are
going to use the theatre. Sometimes
existing theatres are used as proto-
types and copied without adequate
investigation of their good and bad
features.

Sometimes architects are given,
or must compile, bills of require-
ments drawn from reference man-
uals that are either incomplete or
archaic.

All too often the design of the
exterior of the building dominates
interior shape and arrangement
with the result that operation of

the building as a theatre is either
difficult or impossible.

Architecture or sculpture?
Thew seems to be current among

"name" architects a compulsion to
create forms which are startling.
Witness the church in the shape of
a fish in Stamford, Connecticut,
the hockey rink in the form of a
brontosaurus in New Haven, and
the auditorium in the shape of an
eighth-sphere in Cambridge. One
cannot dispute motives without
knowledge of the situation; one
can and must, charitably and in
fairness, reencrtli7e the right and
duty of the architect honestly to
arrive at the appropriate form for
the buildings which he designs. If
the accomplishment of a particular
external expression in a building
derives from careful consideration
of the uses of the building and at
least does not interfere with the
uses of the building there can be
no complaint; but when, as has
been the case in more than one
instance, the predetermined exter-
nal shape has cramped, compressed,
distorted and hindered the opera-
tions within the building, there is
basis for objection.

Sophistication
A theatre is a complex building.

It has several component spaces
which are organically related one
to another and the relationships



are surrounded with a set of vari-
ible values which by their vari-
ability in different situations make
impossible the establishment of a
set of fixed specifications as to
size, shape and arrangement. The
final sizes, shapes and arrangements
must be evolved by the adjustment
of the fundamental relationships
in consideration of the factors in
each particular situation. A thor-
ough knowledge of theatre practices
;42 11121,?Ceary, but other knowledge
is also necessary; the status of
theatre in a particular community
must be evaluated, the stage of
development of those who will
operate the theatre both presently
and in the future, their "theatre-
readiness," must be appraised, their
readiness to progress from one
level of production to a higher,
more sophisticated level. it avails
little to place at the disposal of a
producing group a highly experi-
mental theatre form when their,
and their audiences', theatre sophis-
tication is not capable of using or
appreciating it. This reasoning ex-
tends also to elaboration of staging
equipment, lighting equipment and
other facilities.

The Origin

The place where the design of
a theatre starts is where the audi-
ence and the performance con-
front each other. The design works
outward from that point in all di-
rections, logically and methodically,
according to requirements, until
the outside walls and roof are
reached and positioned.

Viewpoints
The fundamental decision is the

one regarding the audience-per-
formance relationship. It must be
decided whether the audience shall
be seated all on one side of the
performance and look in one di-
rection at the performance, or
whether the performance shall sur-
round or partially surround the
audience, or indeed whether these
various arrangements shall exist in
varying degrees at different times.

Backstage isn't backstage anymore
The rigid separation of audience

from performance which has ex-
isted in the theatre until recently
is breaking down in various ways.
The performance elements, the

Photo at left: Console-controlled electric motors across rear wall of stage above gridiron.

Below: Scene Control console in Loeb Drama CenterHugh Stubbins & Associates, Inc,

Architects. (Clancy's Scene Control), .T. R. Clancy IncU. S. Patent #2,942,879. George C.

Izenour, inventor
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backstage elements, are not staying
backstage. Most obviously the ac-
tion is bursting thru the proscenium
onto side stages or forestages, and
denying the proscenium entirely in
the arena form. h. one amusing
production of a farce an actor
stuck his head through the ceiling
lighting slot and uttered some lines.
It was that kind of play and the
action was effective. Actors have
entered from orchestra pits, down
aisles, even through tunnels under
the seating banks.

Now as the actor departs from
the area within the proscenium, he
leaves behind him a number of
devices which traditionally have
aided him in his performance: Act
curtain, scenery and scenery-han-
dling devices, wings for entrances,
tre.=,ped stage floor, adjustable
levels nnel a variety of lighting po-
sitions. The purposes of backstage
equipment are to set up, to operat
and to change production aids
which the playwright and director
call for, which the designer supplies
and which the actor usesthe
changing productional environment
of the actor. When the actor leaves
this changeable and changing en-
vironment of backstage and goes
into the spaces in, or around, the
audience, he enters an environment
which to date has been changeable
only within narrow limits and with
difficulty. In an unchanging en-
vironment the actor is not only not
helped in the execution of his art,
he is hindered by the very sameness
of the fixed forms. Monotony may
set in and with it boredom, the
anathema of theatre art.

Why the new forms?
It is in part boredom with the

fixed form of the proscenium the-
atre, despite flexible backstage facil-
ities, which has motivated the re-
volt against it. But in executing
this revolt the revolutionaries have
not added positive values to bal-
ance those lost productional values
which reside in the abandoned
backstage area. Not yet, that is.
And here lies the challenge: Here
lies in fact the 20th century con-
tribution to the form of the theatre:
'gin retain the positive productional
values of the proscenium theatre's
backstage area and to provide foe
the actor a changeable environment
in the other areas into which ad-
vanced production styles are taking
bum: The forestage, the side stages,

the arena stage. The changeability
of the backstage area must be made
to extend to these other areas.

The challenge
'ven if the performance is in an

avant garde style which denies the
validity of representational scenery,
the forms which surround the actor
and upon which he moves must be
variable to be most effective. The
N ery differences in the moods be-
tween and within plays, the. settles
of the action, the styles of perform-
ance, the emotional tonality of the
subject matter, demand differences
in forms: From light to heavy,
from massive to delicate, from
horizontal to vertical to angular,
from ordered to jumbled, from
symmetrical to irregular.

The answer to the challenge
seems to lie in the movement of
parts of the theatre itself; adjust-
able forestages, sidestages, arena
stages, wall panels, ceiling panels.
This is not a new idea. Gropius'
Total-Theater is only one of many
projects v.., ich have attained re-
spectable positions in theatre his-
tory. What is new, and this is the
third point, is that technological
developments, mostly outside the
theatre, have been placed at our
disposal; the devices to make these
changes possible. Until now we
have not had devices with sufficient
subtlety, or "sophistication" as the
engineers say, to perform the
movements silently and with infi-
nite variability accompanied by pre-
cision and dependability, and con-
trollable remotely thru analogs,
telemeters and amplifiers, so that
minute movements by an operator
may guide the movements of large
heavy objects with speed changes
and precise positioning as desired.
If we want to raise and lower sec-
tions of floor we may do so; if we
wish to change the position of a
wall, it is possible; if we wish to
fly objects onto or off an arena
stage, we may.

We now have remotely control-
led flying systems which have no
counterweights and hence are in-
dependent of the theatre's walls.
We have platforming systems cap-
able of instantaneous adjustment
and total recall of previous con-
figurations. And we have a device
for automatically moving whole
sections of seats, so that in a matter
of minutes the theatre may assume
the form for proscenium produc-

tion, for arena production or for
open stage production.

If the demand resulting from a
number of motives theatrical
need, the urge to adventure, the
view for the future, or any other
motiveis expressed and backed by
sufficient funds, these devices can
and will be built into future the-
atres.

Theatre engineering
Theca elovirac are electrn-me-

chanical and they must be under-
stood, operated and maintained by
human beings, probably technical
directors who must possess the
knowledge and skills to perform
these tasks. The educational the-
atre must train them. What kind
of training should they have? What
kind of skills should they acquire?
Certainly greater' knowledge in
math and science than most tech-
nical directors have today. Cer-
tainly some skills in metal and
electrical crafts and in electronics.

As a start in the preparation of
persons for these jobs, we at Yale
are asking candidates for the Tech-
nical-Design-Lighting major either
to have had math thru trigonome-
try and physics thru basic electron-
ics and statics, or to get these sub-
jects in the Yale Engineering
School, or at least to take a mini-
mal course, in Math and Physics
for Technicians, which we have
introduced as a stopgap into the
School of Drama curriculum. And
we are selecting from our "T-D-L"
students those with qualifications,
interest and aptitudes in this direc-
tion to work as "apprentices" (or
lab assistants if you wish) in
George Izenour's electromechani-
cal laboratory, for about a quarter-
year each, to learn bench skills and
circuitry, and to find out if the
sample justifies the full course din-
ner. And we hope that enough
candidates will like the diet to en-
able us to satisfy an already exist-
ing, though small, demand fo men
qualified in this work.*

Backstage isn't backstage any-
more. It is all over the theatre. And
soon stagecraft won't be stagecraft
anymore. It will be Theatre Engi-
neering.

In March 1960, a Rockefeller Foundation
grant was made to Yale by which Dr Izenour
may select research fellows to work in this
laboratory on yearly appointments.
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Auditorium Trends

There is, in theatre architecture,
a marked trend towards an actor-
audience relationship which en-
courages the single-chamber design
concept and necessitates re-ap-
praisal of architectural space and
applied stagecraft. The open stage
is one of the descriptive phrases
indicating this form of theatre ar-
rangement. A most dynamic ex-
ample of the form in its purest
sense can be found in Ontario,
Canada, in the stage for the Strat-
ford Shakespearean Festival. Most
examples in the United States are
more conservative, representing
various phases of melting away or
redesign of the proscenium frame
to a degree which allows the tradi-
tionally separate chambers of audi-
torium and stagehouse to flow to-
gether.

Bringing auditorium and stage
into a single architectural envelope
diminishes or eliminates the con-
cept of a working loft stagehouse.
Either auditorium ceiling planes
will extend over acting area, or,
conversely, acting area will flow
out of the window stage, abandon-
ing the service of vertical rigging.
Architecturally speaking, the void
above stage is plugged.

Contributing Factprs
It will require the theatre his-

torian and the research student to
invent a logical chain of develop-
ment for these phenomena; for our
purpose it will be sufficient to ex-
pose some aspects and results of
the changing arrangements. Many
things appear to be happening si-
multaneously, seemingly unrelated,
but of tremendous interest to. the
planning of a school presentational
center.

One factor contributing to re-
tirement of the proscenium arch
has been the determination to de-
vise a bettP- seating arrangement

The General Auditorium
by James Hull Miller

Theatre Design Consultant; Director, Arts Laboratory, Shreveport, Louisiana

stimulated perhaps by the ultimate
comfort of television viewing. Wid-
ening of the seating arc, with re-
sulting decrease in spectator dis-
tance., has been inevitable. The
pictorial dimension of the window
stage has been usurped by the TV
picture tube, proponents of the open
stage argue, leaving the unique
sculptural dimension of the living
stage to the theatre. Removal of
stage mask destroys traditional or-
ganization of stagecraft along strict-
ly pictorial lines and permits abso-
lute freedom in audience arrange-
ment.

A second contributing factor has
been the desire to eliminate a stage
space which must be serviced scene-
by-scene in a sequential fashion,
replacing it with one which can
be arranged more arbitrarily in
multiple fashion, scenically or ar-
chitecturally, or by a blend of
both. Su xess of such stages at
present lies in the hands of skillful
and imaginative designers, for most
textbooks and similar aids to a tra-
dition have not yet overtaken these
developments. Again, proponents
of the multiple stage point out that
bringing a scene to the frame com-
pares unfavorably with moving the
frame to the scene as is the practice
with the camera. They argue for a
technique of theatre which is in its
own way as fluid, and not depend-
ent on cumbersome mechanics.

Audience Viewpoint
It is obvious that the spectator

will view a larger stage space. This
does not mean, necessarily, that
the overall stage floor will be
greater, but that more present floor
arca will be exposed to view by
removal of the proscenium frame.
Since the method of stagecraft by
which stage space is invested with
illusion changes, the need for con-
ventional wing-spaces equal to play-
ing area is largely eliminated. Freed
from the discipline of the frame

which implies complete pictorial
settings, stagecraft is reorganized
int.! complexes of set-pieces, re-
ducing the number of set changes
as well as representing greater econ-
omy of actual space occupied.

A third factor has been acous-
tical. The human ear has become
sensitive to high fidelity, and at the
same time the luxury of volume
control has been placed within
reach of the individual listener.
Thus one comes to the theatre dis-
ciplined to an excellence of sound
of a degree unnecessary to the stage
a generation agc. When a theatre
is designed from an acoustical
standpoint, inevitably the forward
ceiling planes find their way across
the major acting area and the
single-chamber concept is fulfilled.
When one considers deployment
of stagecraft to serve a production
in multiple rather than sequential
fashion, there is no great loss from
retirement of the stage loft. Multi-
ple stagecraft is developed from
floor-based islands of set-pieces, not
from suspended units whose ter-
minal lines aloft require the mask-
ing of a frame.

Acoustics Affec' Design
Designers have been quick to

realize that the extension of the
auditorium ceiling planes over the
acting area creates an entirely new
esthetic discipline, one of rather
dynamic intimacy. Ease and effec-
tiveness of lighting is encouraged
through employment of many cat-
walks and associated lighiing slots.
Curtains on lateral tracks may be
developed through ceiling slots Ab-
sence of rigging and nuisance-
masking cloths permits effective
background projection and elimi-
nates need for painted drops.

A fourth factor helping to bring
about an abandonment of the two
chamber concept of stage and audi-
torium has been development of
economical single-span structures



of overall envelope type. In stores,
schools, office buildings and libra-
ries alike the tendency has been
to wrap up the overall volume of
space with one structural thrust and
then to partition in a manner rem-
iniscent of traditional Japanese
screen devices. Inevitably new space
divisions are suggested to the the-
atre architect.

A contingency to the fourth fac-
tor has been the desire to retain a
manner of permanent centre! over
the initial freedom of space division
which accompanies overall struc-
tural envelopes. Never before in
the history of theatre has division
of space been freer nor demand for
multiple-use zoning greater, especi-
ally in school and community facili-
ties.

Fifth, and last, contributing fac-
tor to breakdown of traditional lines
of demarcation between stage and
audience structures seems related
to stagecraft itself, includinj provi-
sion of many types of acting areas.

Few theatres are built today for
specialized programs. Hence, if
opera and drama are to share the
same roof, the decision for a wide
or for a narrow proscenium must
be avoided, and a stage devised that
will satisfy requirements of both.

Actually, the open stage does
just this by permitting scenic occu-
pation of open space rather than
filling a framed space of prede-
termined size. If forum and drama
are to allare a stage, a forward-
thrust platform, serviced by a prop-
erly designed ceiling, will go further
towards solving particular needs
than a stage withdrawn beyond a
portal with or without apron. If
the theatre is to develop any degree
of fluidity in scenic transitions and
at same time feature its intrinsic
sculptural dimensionality, its stage-
craft must tend towards easily de-
ployable units, or stationary set-
piece complexes, both of which are
part and parcel of the platform-
type stage. More fabulous stage
machinery is not the ultimate an-
swer here. A great amount of such
machinery has been designed to
service the sequential area of the
frame. Most of this equipment lies
beyond the budget of the college
and community theatre. For living
theatre to survive as a grass-roots
institution, the answer to the me-
chanics of stagecraft will be found
in creative designwith guidanze,
not beyond the schoolchild.

Special School Needs: Flexibility
Let us consider now demands

made upon average school audi-
toriums. These run a gamut from
forum and concert to operetta and
drama. Forums aie best conducted
from a forward projecting plat-
form. Concerts are best held on a
stage within the acoustical chamber
of the audience. Operetta demands
a large stage area, drama, a smaller
area. The traditional picture frame
otnno rdTchre nn orlipantaacs tri onnaert

or forum. Between operetta and
drama the dimension of the picture
frame becomes a controversial fac-
tor. In addition, all frames, includ-
ing the screen, dictate a narrow but
deep audience arrangement.

An older and rather unsatisfac-
tory solution was the combination
of apron and contained stage.
Spacewise, necessary playing area
existed; esthetically, its proper use
was denied, because stagecraft for
open stage and that for window
stage are categorically opposed.
Also, the main curtain, at the pro-
scenium, becomes, in effect, a sec-
ondary or intermediate divider of
total stage space, in conflict with
the idea of a curtain as a temporary
mask of the stage area. Further-
more, lighting systems are forced
to straddle a single space, architec-
turally divided.

It would appear from a study of
the total program to be serviced by
a school auditorium that strictly
theatrical phases are in a minority
position. The fact that discussion
of provisions for dramatic art plays
a major role in auditorium plan-
ning lies in the technical complexity
of stage requirements. It is my be-
lief, after experience in production
designing and theatre planning for
over twenty years, that the solution
of school auditorium design lies in
increase of technical facilities which
can be incorporated into archi-
tectural elements of a ceiling com-
mon to stage and seating areas,
and abandonment of separate stage-
house.

A Modest Proposal
This proposal is not as drastic

as it may seem when theatre pro-
duction for schools is reviewed
objectively. First, a properly de-
veloped ceiling will immediately
separate the function of general il-
lumination from that of stage illu-
mination. Architectural downlight-
ing may be developed in efficient

patterns at reasonable heights.
These units may be controlled by
raise-lower dimmer switches on
motor-driven circuits, controls be-
ing placed at locations strategic to
those using the chamber for general
programming. Dramatic lighting by
spotlights distributed along various
catwalk-and-slot positions in the
ceiling is placed under central con-
trol in an observation booth accessi-
ble to specialists. Economy of cur-
rent as well as equipment preserva-
tion results. Now it is possible to
design a theatrical lighting system
to specifications of and for use by
trained theatrical personnel, without
present watering-down of equip-
ment to combine with general pur-
pose use. With efficient spotlights,
readily accessible to theatre work-
ers, specified areas of the large
stage can be highlighted and zoning
of a particular scene defined. Ma-
terial factors of stagecraft in schools
have always been a problem. The-
atrical shop and storage spaces
found in commercial and university
plants are too large in area for
school plants. Open stage, however,
is less demanding than proscenium
stage in amount of settings required,
for, in open stage technique, a set
more often than not dominates the
center of the acting area, already
defined by light, rather than sur-
rounding it, or depending upon the
presence of a proscenium frame for
its termination. Regardless of other
contributing factors, open stage
would appear to favor a more prac-
tical type of stagecraft.

Acoustically, all programs receive
equal advantages in sound projec-
tion, and extension of auditorium
ceiling planes over major stage area
eliminates many sound problems
now corrected by expensive public
address systems, especially in ele-
mentary schools. The void over
the contained stage is an acoustical
handicap, and this space is further
deadened by insertion of cloth
masking-pieces. In most school con-
struction, these adjuncts are added
to a stage by scenic supply houses
and have little relation to original
school plans.

Dramatic Lighting
Reference to the illustration on

background projection will show
how a very simple projection
method can be developed for the
open stage. Actually a drastic re-
vision of the old Linnebach idea,
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Example of true open staging for a scene from Act II
of Carmen, the tavern of Lillas Pastia, as produced
by the Shreveport Symphony Society and designed
by Miller. Zonal limits established by light, concept
of the tavern has become that of an island in space.
Essential features of the set are diagrammed above.
1 Signature screens in this case used as flexible ele-
ments in area zoning of scene. Actually, they repre-
sent exteriors, past which the tavern is disclosed. 2
Platform complex used throughout Carmen, from
which many setpieces derived support. Also served
to mask floods at base of background screens 5. 3 The
"island" screen complex representing the tavern

flats covered with flamingo-colored Indian Head
cloth. Only fabric, no paint, was employed on all
screens for this production. 4
environment of tavern is extended beyond the three
screens by lanterns in space. Note also glow in win-
dows, adding luminosity. 5 Background consisted of
5' x 14' screens, set at 60° to one another, and covered
with charcoal-gray burlap. "Illusion" of traditional
cyclorama, being artificial in concept, would be de-
stroyed by such illusion-shattering factors as "spill,"
although the other screen twits were nearby and
shadows were present. There is no other way to ex-
plain illusion of space created in the spectator's mind

the present system owes its creation
to Thomas Wilfred, in my mind, the
most advanced pioneer in the art of
pure light that we have in this coun-
try today. Wilfred's Direct Beam
system capitalizes on finer lamp
filaments available in recent years.
It introduces a greater lamp-to-
image distance for clarity, and elim-
inates necessity of using heat-resist-
ant materials for construction of
images. The system cannot be
mounted efficiently in a working
loft stagehouse but can be inserted
easily in open stage design. It is
attractive for school use because
complex background imagery can
be fashioned directly from such
materials as cardboard, wrapping
paper, gelatines, iacquer dyes or
lamp dips on acetate or plastic
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sheets, or even silhouettes of rea'
objects such as potted plants and
random foliage.

Study of the illustrations will re-
veal the necessity of accurate the-
atrical consultation in development
of the ceiling planes, such as the
distance from one lighting slot to
another and their overall height
from stage floor, angles of illumina-
tion, location of slots for curtain
tracks and relationship of the pro-
jection system to plaster-wall back-
ground. No open stage design
should be considered unless a
proper auditorium ceiling is to be
furnished.

Some examples from experience

Rethinking of traditional theatre
planning came about almost helter-

skelter, not so much as an ordered
development within the theatre as
an interaction between domestic and
industrial developments and the
theatre world. Considerations such
as seating, multiple space use,
acoustics, struct oral envelopes and
stagecraft, were influenced by pres-
sures from without the theatre
proper. I myself ventured into com-
mon ceiling plane design by degree,
through challenging problems in
remodelling as early as 1953. At
first these planes were scenic struc-
tures lashed to service catwalks in
situations where fly lofts were dis-
carded either for structural or fi-
nancial reasons. Next, the prosce-
nium frame, now disengaged from
overhead service, was well-up-
staged, playing the role of wing
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Model of stage-left portion of an open stage theatre,
showing organization of space within this discipline
of design. Stage vestibule 1 is all that remains of old
side proscenium treatment, reduces .o 1 l' in plan for
the 100' wide total building span. Wing space for
sequential staging is recovered at will by folding
screens 2 or by curtain 3. "Plateau-type" stage 4 flows
elliptically into audience area, providing additional
acting area or valuable circulation in general purpose
programming. Vestibule itself 1 is terminal point for
gallery 5 with its lighting and acting possibilities and
also for light catwalks 6, as well as providing access
to catwalks above ceiling planes 7 for adjustment of

stage-lighting instruments. These ceiling planes in
plated fashion are common both to audience and
stage areas for acoustical as well ag visual reasons
and are slotted for curtains and offset for lighting
ports. They also contain architectural downlighting
fixtures for general purpose illumination. Plaster
background 8, finished in pale slate gray, completes
architectural envelope of theatre.

Access to storage, shop and dressing areas to rear
is by vomitoria around ends of background. With de-
velopment of open stage design we are able to employ
a building structure rectangular in plan and with a
low, common roof line

facades as in the case of the Mid-
land Theatre Center in Texas. Here
the open stage concept replaced
that of the proscenium to satisfy
a program which often included
over twelve hours of continuous
and varied activities per day.

Until I remodeled the auditori-
um at Lamar State College of Tech-
nology in Beaumont, Texas in
1958. I had not realized the full
acoustical implication of continua-
tion of ceiling planes of the audi-
torium over the major portion of
the stage area. Nor was I prepared
for the amazing esthetics of these
planes which seemed to float the
stage forward towards the audience.
I have heard this identical obser-
vation from many who have wit-
nessed productions in this theatre.

A barn-like audience chamber bad
become intimate.

During the last few years I have
become fascinated with the adjust-
ment of theatre craft to its own
presentational competitors, movies
and television, and to contemporary
influences beyond the theatre
proper. There are two fields how-
ever, where little progress has been
made, one being the multiple-pur-
pose school auditorium, the other,
low cost but efficient theatre hous-
ing for the small college and com-
munity. Obviously none of the more
elaborate mechanical solutions as-
sociated with million dollar theatres
are appropriate here. At the same
time stagecraft itself should be sim-
plified and made more fluid. These
two fields are complimentary to

one another. Solution through de-
sign rather than through machinery
and sound syitems was sought.

An Arts Laboratory
Towards these ends I set up in

Shreveport, with the help of friends,
an institution known as the Arts
Laboratory, for study and develop-
ment of space stagecraft and further
experimentation with equipment for
my projection systems. Materials
for the work come through con-
tracts for sets for regional produc-
tions. Only those seeking new solu-
tions or with exceptional problems
are attracted to the Laboratory.

Objective experimentation ap-
plied to stagecraft has brought some
amazing and largely unanticipated
results. By dissociating living the-
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Section of an open stage community theatre seating four hundred. No
spectator more than forty feet from stage. Acoustically excellent space-
envelope for set-piece stagecraft, multiple staging and full background
projection. Variation of same profile can be used in proscenium theatres
where space-staging replaces framed sets and expensive loft structure

Waco Civic Theatre, Waco, Texas, 1958. Designer: James Hull Miller.
Core: 50' x 80' overall. Seats: 150 canvas folding chairs. Note adaptability
to various types of performance: proscenium, open, arena or classical
staging

atre stagecraft from a surface pic-
torialism, elements of a scenic short-
hand to the mind's eye begins to
emerge. We have discovered tre-
mendous latitude between the ob-
ject which stimulates the mind and
recollection of the experience. We
think that it is not necessary for
stage scenery to satisfy the eye of
the camera in order to be a success-
ful communicator of an environ-
ment. I do not imply absence of
scenery, nor excessive stripping
down, the style of selective realism,

nor even symbolism in the 1930
American sense. I do mean those
processes whereby a play is ana-
lyzed for essential meaning and a
legitimate abstract pattern set up
to which visual elements necessary
to realism of the piece are anchored.
We address the spectator in terms
of his own process of imagery, the
eye, a roving reporter, the mind, a
calculator of values from collected
scraps of reality.

All this is not as drastic as it
might tppear. This approach is

closer to producing the fragmen-
tary than to the continuous setting,
but this is precisely what we re-
quire for the space stage. To build
a stage as wide as the building, to
be able to recover all the stage for
the spectator when we desire, and
to invest this total space with vari-
ously devised environments in
whole or in part, simultaneously or
sequentially, these are our practices.
When all this is accomplished prop-
erly on one stage, we have reached
our goal, that of the true general
purpose auditorium.

By de-emphasizing the prosceni-
um and by creating a complete ar-
chitectural envelope with ceiling
and floor planes passing through
the old conventional line of demar-
cation, it is possible to employ
space staging in new complexes,
both multiple and simultaneous,
especially avoiding costly implica-
tion that a scene must extend from
one side of a stage mask or prosce-
nium to other.

Of all elements shown, those rep-
resenting ceiling planes are possibly
the most important esthetically and
acoustically. Relationship of up-
stage ceiling plane to background
projection techniques is illustrated
in diagrams but this whole tech-
nique requires expert geometrical
analysis.
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Stage manager's control panel

Tonight at Eight Twenty-Nine

by William M. Davis, AETA*

The American Educational Theatre Associationone of the largest organiza-
tions of persons interested in the theatremeets annually for a three-day
convention. The work of the association is carried on by various projects
devoted to different aspPcts of theatre arts: new plays, graduate research work,
curricula, summer theatre activities; technical disciplines are covered by two
projects: "Scene Design Technical Developments Project," and "Theatre
Architecture Project." TAP, one of the larger groups within the . rociation,
devotes itself to the study of research and development in the field of theatre
construction and equipment. Various current investigations include: collection,
study and publication of data on new theatres constructed in the US and
Canada; a study to determine the best type of space for teaching dramatics
in the Amerwan highschool. TAP maintains close liaison with the US Office
of Education, .carious state offices, professional societies and school administra-
tors. The work of the various projects is reported in AETA's "The Educational
Theatre Journal." TAP is associated with and assisted in the formation of
the American Center for AITT, and has been instrumental in the recent
founding of the broader US Institute for Theatre Technology (not limited to
"ducational theatre). Many AETA members belong to both. Inquiries con-
cerning the work of the association or the Theatre Architecture Project can
be addressed to the Executive Secretary of the association, Professor John
Walker, Michigan State University, East Lansing, Michigan.

"Magic Time" is the expression
often used to describe the short
period of time in the theatre when
the house lights are dimming and
a sense of anticipation grows in
the audience. This article will deal
with a "magic moment"; the in-
stant before a performance actu-
ally gets under way. In front of the
curtain the audience is waiting; in
back of it everything has been
checked, everybody is in place, the
Stage Manager has received the
phone call from the House Man-
ager at the box office assuring him
that everyone has arrived, and the
director has said goodbye and left
the stage. The Stage Manager now
looks around, takes a deep breath
and raises his hand to signaland
right here we are going to immo-
bilize, as it were, everyone in the
building. Thus stopped in their
tracks, we will move around the
theatre, take a look at some thirty-
seven of the sixty-odd people re-
quired for the performance, and
discover why each is where he is,
and how the design of the building
is planned so that they all can per-
form to the best of their ability.

The play is Mac Beth, by William
Shakespeare. It is going to be a big
show, vivid and exciting; a lot of
labor has gone into getting it to

American Educational Theatre Association

the moment at which we freeze all
movement.

Shakespeare's first scene, a very
short one with the three witches,
has been cut, and the play will
start with the scene of the camp
near Forres. The change from
scene to scene during the play will
be done with lights for the most
part; they will dim out, there will
be a quick change, and they will
come up. For some scenes this will
not be necessary; instead the
action will shift to or from a side
stage.

Since seven o'clock the students
working on the show have been
arriving backstage: The actors to
make up, and the technicians, for
the most part, to make a quick
check (everything was gotten
ready during the afternoon) and
then to study for tomorrow's class-
es until curtain time. By eight-
twenty-five the Stage Manager had
his word from the House Manager
that he would be able to begin on
time. He called "Places for act
one" and waited till eight-twenty-
eight: Then made a personal or
telephonic check that every person
who was involved in the first two
scenes was on stage and was ready.
The first intimation that the audi-
ence will have of the start of the
performance will be music swelling
from the auditorium speakers. Six-

ty seconds of this and then the
house lights will start down, while
the music gets louder. Now the
Stage Manager leans forward to
buzz the Sound Man, we put them
into suspended animation, take a
look at the diagram, and discuss
each one.

The numbers on the diagram
are counter-clockwise. Those in
bold are technicians; those in ital-
ic are actors.

1 Light Controlboard Operator
2 His Assistant:

Their architectural requirement
is a soundproof, ventilated control
room, located in a position that
will allow them to watch the show
from approximately the same
point of view as the audience.
Thus situated, they can coordinate
their routines precisely with the
action on the stage, instead of
working blindly, by ear alone.
They hear the play through a PA
system, which also is piping the
lines elsewhere: Dressing rooms,
Green Room, and director's office.
The operators view the play thru
a soundproof window. They are in
touch with the Stage Manager via
intercom telephone. A second ar-
chitectural requirement is that the
control room be accessible to the
backstage area without the need
of passing thru the auditorium.

3 The Sound Operator:
He has the same requirements

as the light controlboard operators,
and for the same reasons. Where
the electricians must coordinate
exactly with an actor who osten-
sibly switches on a lamp, the
Sound Man must match exactly
the movements of an actress who
turns on a hi-fi set. He needs
enough room in front of his win-
dow for a bench large enough to
hold a tape deck, a three-speed
turntable, an amplifier, a record
rack, and his cue sheets. In addi-
tion there may be a pre-amplifier,
and a set of controls for various
speakers backstage.
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:!trough the auJitertont. The a-
rector, the Scene Designer may
want to drop back to check some-
thing. The crew chiefs backstage
will want to take a look at the
actual performance to see how it
is going. But most important, ac-
tors in costume may need to use
it. There are times when actors
enter or leave the stage (Our
Town and Waiting for Lefty come
to mind) through the auditorium.
They could go around outside if
the weather permitted. But only
if, because they must not damage
their costumes. Since there can be
no way of knowing the weather a
month in advance, when the play
first begins rehearsal, the protect-
ed route is necessary. Without it,
such special pieces of action are
either omitted or are made awk-
ward; hiding in the cloakroom, for
instance.

5 An Actor, playing a wounded
sergeant. It is probably not cor-
rect to speak of an actor's archi-
tectural requirements for a stage.
In the sense we mean, it is the
director's requirement. This actor
is where he has been told to be.
He is just inside the entrance to
the right-hand side stage. As Dun-
can and his entourage enter the
stage from the left-hand wings,
this actor will limp into sight from
his position. He cannot, from
where he is, see the entrance of

the other actors. But on the wall in
front of him is a small green
lamp: When it goes on, he will
get ready, and when it goes out,
he will enter. This is a cue light,
for silent signals. It is operated
from the Stage Manager's control
panel, and there are nine more of
them in various positions around
the stage, including one in the
lobby to signal actors waiting
there. The Director is using the
side stage for this first entrance
because he wants to bring the play
as close to the audience as possible
for a moment, thus briefly giving
them the idea that this is going to
be a colorful, exciting drama. As
the performance goes on, these
side stages will be used more and
more. When Lady MacBeth is
somnambulant in the great shad-
owy hall of the castle, the Doctor
and Nurse will be "concealing"
themselves on one of these stages.
The final battle will be fought all
over them, as well as the main
stage.

6 The Technical Director:

He is a faculty member, and
the only adult remaining back-
stage during the performance. Ex-
cept in an emergency he will do
nothing all evening long (except
drink coffee). He keeps himself

as insurance against any mishap.
including a missing crew member
but not a missing actor! Thus
he stays well out of the way. There
must be plenty of off-stage space
for him to keep clear of the actors
and crew members, tho it is a
little far-fetched to say that this
is an architectural requirement for
him at this point.

7 An Assistant Stage Manager:
There is always at least one

ASM for every play, and their
primary job is to be an under-
study for the Stage Manager. As
a rule, of course, he is never called
on to take over the running of the
show. His other duties include
checking on actors and scene
shifts and reporting this to the
Stage Manager. Right now he, too,
is keeping out of the way.

8 The Stage Manager:
The most important person in

the entire production. He has the
ultimate responsibility and there-
fore he has ultimate authority.
He starts the show, he sees that it
continues, in all its aspects and in
order, and he ends the show.
When he says, " No more curtain
callshouse-lights up," that's that.
To accomplish all this he has one
or more assistants, and he himself
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is located in the moat advantage-
ous position backstage. This is al-
most invariably in the same place:
Next to the curtain ropes. It can
be on either side of the stage. By
placing the Stage Manager and
the Curtain Man side by side there
is instant, and quiet, communica-
tion between them. There can be
no misunderstanding of the com-
mand "Curtain!" with that juxta-
position, and there have been
countless missed cues when these
two people were located on oppo-
site sides of the stage. Indeed, if a
whisper is too loud, a tap or ges-
ture will do. This is particularly
important during curtain calls,
since their number is almost never
pre-determined, yet the curtain
goes up and down rapidly. There
is split-second thinking here, and
the final curtain is not known till
it's over.

The Stage Manager has the
Master prompt book, in which is
marked every cue, and the warn-
ing for every cue, every entrance,
and the point at which each actor
should be on stage to be able to
make that entrance. He needs a
small shelf to hold this book, usu-
ally a looseleaf notebook. For his
communications he needs an inter-
com phone (a master), and per-
haps a mike for backstage PA.
There ought to be a clock, because
all acts are timed. And there needs
be a panel for the light

- -r A

switches mentioned connection
with the wounded soldier previous-
ly. Sometimes there are some light
swathes there as well, for tights
controlling the backstage areas.
All this requites a section of wall
against the front of the stage, the
proscenium wall, a width of about
three feet is plenty. This position
must be about eight feet away
from the stage, in order that actors
and scenery will not be blocked as
they go on and off stage. The
downstage position is also the one
where, in nine shows out of ten,
the Stage Manager can get a pretty
good view onstage. His intercom
cable should be long enough so
that he can move some eight feet
from his station if necessary. A
companion requirement to this
clear wall space for his control
station is the placement of the
door to the dressing rooms near
by: Thus he can see actors come
(and go) without stirring from his
stool. And keeping track of actors
is his most vital and most difficult
duty; they tend to be very casual
at times, particularly undergrad-
uate actors, who are not always
amenable to the discipline required
during a performance.

9 The Curtain Man:
His position and the reason for

such position are given in the pre-
vious section on the Stage Man-
ager. An alternative position often

fntinci
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are the
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the curtain lines is
side wall, where they
set of rigging lines.

10 The Prompter:
She sits just out of sight of the

audience, hidden from them by a
semi-permanent piece of scenery
called the Tormentor. While her
preferred position is always near
the Stage Manager for the sake of
communication, it is always gov-
erned by the plan of thn scenery,
and because of this she may even
shift her position from act to act
as the settings are changed. She
places herself where she can get
the best view of the stage, yet not
be seen herself. Because of this,
she is the exception to the rest of
the persons mentioned in the ar-
ticle: She has no architectural re-
quirements. The prompter is al-
ways related to the scenery and
nothing else. She has a small-
wattage lamp to see by; it is
plugged into a house-type outlet
under the Stage Manager's panel.

11 Electrician:

This crewman is not on stage,
but is standing on a metal catwalk
running the length of the prosce-
nium opening, and hanging just
above it. It is called the light
bridge and usually serves as an
inner proscenium the front and
underside of the walk being cov-
ered with dark velour. Arehitec-
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Control room, studying before show

turally this is a requirement of the
iintat;nrs rit3e i cyru3r rntitar ti,nn ofb
this particular electrician. It is pri-
marily a mounting position for
many lighting instruments hav-
ing pipes and electrical outlets for
this purpose. The electrician is on
it as a matter of economics. Dur-
ing the Witch Scene, coming up,
three spotlights will be used from
here, all with green color media.
They will not be needed again
until Act IV. So as soon as the
scene is over, the electrician will
remove these green media and sub-
stitute light blue ones for the many
castle interiors that are due. This
means that fewer instruments need
be purchased for use, and fewer
circuits need be incorporated in
the controlboard. When necessary,
special follow-spotlights can be
operated from this position.

12 An Actress, playing the First
Witch. She is in position behind
the Forms drop, ready before the
performance begins, in order that
there will be as little delay as pos-
sible betweer the first and second
scenes. It straining a point
to say architecturally what
she needs is acting area space;
space to move around in without
seeming cramped.

13 A Property Girl:
She is standing by the witches'

cauldron. All good cauldrons must

steam a little from the evil broth
inside and this one will be no ex-
ception. The girl has been stopped
in the act of putting a container
of dry ice into the pot. She needs a
place to keep this ice before the
play begins; that place is an ice-
chest in thE room where all cur-
rent proper..., articles used on
stage are kept. Such a room is
not shown on the diagram.

14 and 15 Actresses; the Second
and Third Witches. Same as the
First Witch. The Stage Manager
knows they are there because the
Assistant Stage Managers have
told him so.

16 17 18 19 Actors, playing Duncan,
Donaldbain, Malcolm and Lennox.
They stand in the wings, ready to
enter as the lights come up. They
need space. All have swords hung
at their sides and they must keep
far enough apart so as to clear
each other's armament. And they
must be far enough apart so that
they will enter as a king and his
retainers, not like a group of com-
muters coming out of the Times
Square Shuttle.

20 and 21 Actors; Standard Bearers.
Duncan is the King of Scotland.
The Scottish colors and his own
personal standards follow him.
Thus these two actors have eight-
foot poles which they carry up-
right. They need space, too, not

only off-stage floor space, but over-
head clear space.

22 and 23 Actors:

Men-at-arms. They are guards;
they carry heavy spears. More
space needed.

24 Assistant Stage Manage.:

This is a large, complex produc-
tion, with many scene changes and
a large cast. Therefore there is an
Assistant Stage Manager stationed
permanently on this side of the
stage to check all actors and scene
changes in this area. He stays in
contact with the Stage Manager by
intercom phone; the outlet is lo-
cated on the wall by the entrance
to the side stage. No scenery can
be stored right here; it must be
kept somewhere else.

25 A Floor Electrician:
At the end of the Witch Scene,

when the lights are out, he will go
instage, pick up the "fire" under
the cauldron and continue in the
same direction off the 'other side.
Since the fire is actually electrical
in nature, it is supplied by a cable
which will be invisible during the
dark scene. He will pull it off after
him. He needs space: Space to
wait offstage as he is doing now,
and space on the other side of the
stage to move into quickly without
fear of tripping over a piece of
scenery in the dark.
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26 and 27 Two more Property Girls:

For them the same as the elec-
trician just mentioned. One will
take the cauldron off, the other the
tripod that it stands upon. Space.
They will store these items in the
property room until Act IV.
28 and 29 Actors; MacBeth and
Banquo. They wait offstage to
enter in the second scene.

30 and 31 Actors; Angus and Ross.
They, too, enter in the second
scene. There must be enough clear
space offstage for them to stand in.

32 A Property Girl:
She is in charge of all the prop-

erties on that side of the stage.
Thus she has just given out the
two standards and the two lances
to the men-at-arms. And when
they come offstage she will take
them back; if this is not done they
will he laid almost anywhere, since
actors cannot be trusted to put
things back where they should go.
All the area back of her is for
property sto, age during the per-
formance. At the moment she is
just standing.

33 34 35 Flymen:
They are on a side gallery some

twenty -two feet off the floor and
it is their job to raise and lower
all the scenery hung Oft the pipes
over the stage. These pipes are for

the most part counterweighted,
although a few have sandbags.
Only No. 34 will work during the
first shiftForres to Heathsince
all that is required is to pull up the
Forres Drop and the Heath with
the Witches will be seen when the
lights come up. There is a cue
light up here but he will not use
it this time, but take his cue from
the lights blacking out.

36 The Chief Flyman:

He works along with the others,
but is the one responsible. On the
wall by his position is an intercom
outlet and a green cue light. No
intercom will be needed tonight,
but the cue light will be used in
some of the succeeding shifts.
When it goes on the fly crew gets
ready; when it goes off, they work.
By raising their working position
so far off the floor, that much
space is freed from the movement
of .scenery and actors. The crew
are leaning against the rail now,
watching the show begin.

This is everybody in position on
the stage. Before the evening is
over many more will be involved;
some six scene shifters, and nearly
twenty actors. When Birnam Wood
moves on Dunsinane, it's going to
take a good bit of offstage area,
clear of scenery, for all that green-
ery to assemble before its entrance.
And it takes up a lot of space in

I

the property room between per-
formances, too. Nor have we men-
tioned the makeup and costume
crews, who work elsewhere in the
building.

A stage is like a physics labora-
tory: The best results can be pro-
duced with the best equipment. A
good worker can do wonders with
poor equipment, but that is no
reason to saddle him with it. Back-
stage one of the most important
features of the planning and design
is enough room: Room to store the
scenery and furniture that is used
in the second act, and still leave
room for a group of actors to go
off without jamming up in the
exit. Limitations of the budget can
cut down the cubage, but such
cutting down should be done with
the knowledge that to a greater or
less extent, the productions will
suffer. Beyond a certain point,
some plays simply cannot be done.

This paper has shown what
space and design features are
needed, and why they are needed.
A theatre building serves its in-
habitants so that they may serve
the audience. It is the hope of the
author that by this postulating of
a perfectly possible play in a not-
too-idealized theatre (indeed, it
follows an existing one quite
closely) some of the technical re-
quirements will be clearer in the
readers' minds.
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many schools, would be essential, as
the normal power supply cannot be
expected to be available in such an
emergency as we are preparing for.

SHOWER ROOMS

These large showers, usually rear
gymnasium, will prove to be of high-
est value for decontamination of
multitudes of people who were ex-
posed to nuclear facilities.

HOMEMAKING CLASSROOMS

These classrooms contain house-
keeping, sewing and cooking equip-
ment and can serve well as diet
kitchens, nurseries, even maternity
wards, laundries, and man -facturing
shops for clothes and bed linen.

AUDITORIUM, GYMNASIUM, MUSIC
OR DrAMATIC ARTS BUILDINGS,
SPORTS FIELDS

If such facilities are available, they
will in all likelihood be used to aug-
ment other facilities to house those
multitudes of refugees from disaster
areas who, after having been decon-
taminated and provided with clean
clothes, may not be in immediate
need of med;cal attention but are
destitute and hcmeiess.

Probably, tents or barracks will
have to be erected on sports fields
and play grounds to house those who
have no place to go.

WAREHOUSE

Storage is one of the biggest prob-
lems. The school warehouse, if there
is one, will as a rule prove too small.
Sufficient storage facilities are one of
the critical items which would have
to be planned just for the second
emergencyduty of the plant, un-
less a centralized warehouse is main-
tained by the school district some-
where nearby.

INCINERATOR

School incinerator would safely
dispose of all combustible waste not
emanating dangerous radiation.

WATER WELL

A very critical item in' any dis-
aster will be water supply. Water is
vital for survival, but normal sup-
ply will, in all likelihood, not func-
tion or water may be poisoned by
flood, fallout or chemical warfare. For

this reason, every school plant should
have its own, independent water well
and pump system to provide at least
one source of pof-able water in the
area. Such installations pay for
themselves, even though the emer-
gency for which we are preparing
may never occur. In the New &g-
land floods, hospitals were served
with fresh water by tank utt...ks
but no means of connecting truck to

le this would
be an easy provision to install in a
school.

DRIVEWAYS, PARKING

Driveways planned to carry school
buses or supply trucks, are fully
adequate to carry ambulances. Stor-
age of spare parts and automotive
fuel is one of the problems for which
a solution must be found.

PLANNING AT LOCAL LEVEL

By necessity, foregoing suggested
uses of existing school facilities for
emergency hospitals and receiving
centers can be only an outline and do
not present a complete program.
Neither is this the place to go beyond
such generalized suggestions, nor
would wide variation in school plants
and their physical makeup permit
statement of rules which could be
followed by the majority.

We hope to have shown, however,
that school plants can readily be
made into self-sustained islands of
assistance and service. There may
be more buildings or fewerthey
may serve different purposes or may
be combined and laid out in various
ways suggesting quite different solu-
tions for emergency use. For this
reason, a recipe for conversion plan-
ning would be of little value.

Such planning can only be done ac
local level. If possible, the architect
who planned the school in the first
place, if he has experience in hospi-
tal requirements, should be entrusted
with conversion planning.

If the school is still on the drafting
boards, the archite i charge will
know best whether his experience in
hospital planning is sufficient or
whether he should call in a hospital
expert. It would be folly, indeed,
if we should fail to make these rela-
tively fcw and simple preparations.

The wisdom of designing our new
schools with their emergency func-
tion in mind can hardly be overem-
phasized. Double function derign
should be made mandatory for all
new schools.

WHO PAYS?

Funds might be spent, in numer-
ous ways, were they available, for
our children's education. Those dis-
trits ran etill Dnnnre their
schools by bond issues, may find it
easier to convince the electorate of
the desirability of the school if ale
plan provides for targibie disaster
relief and protection for the popula-
tion in addition to teaching facilities
for their children. If the people car
be made to understand that their
money will pay off doubly, will serve
two different purposes, will buy two
commodities at almost tl, e pri of
one, that the buildings erected with
the funds will serve double duty,
they may be more inclined to vote
in favor of a school bond issue.

The states; hard pised to finance
school 'iuildings in districts which
have exhausted bonding capacity,
have so far been unable to finance
anything but traditional essentials.

Federal aid for school construc-
tion, if it had been adopted by Con-
gress, might have been another way
to finance a conversion program be-
cause financing disaster aid is a fed-
eral responsibility:

Public Law 875 provides for con-
tinuing means of assistance by the
federal government to states and
local governments to alleviate suf-
ferings and damage resulting from
major disasters
Public Law :34 provides for do-
nation or loan of surplus fedei al
equipment and supplies to states
for use or distribution by them
under Public Law 875.
Public Law 107 authorizes federal
assistance in providing temporary
housing or other emergency shel-
ter for disaster sufferers.
Public Law 480 provides for mak-
ing maximum efficient use of sur-
plus agricultural. commodities
Executive Order 10427 of 16 Jan
1953, provides that the Federal
Civil Defense Administration, act-
ing on behalf of the President


